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1.0 SCOPE
It is the intent of this document to define those test objectives and design criteria
which should be applied to the Operational Support Equipment (OSE) which forms the
System Test Complex and the Subsystem Test Equipment necessary to support the
Voyager 1971 test and evaluation program. The System Test Complex will be the
basic test equipment used in the tests and operations at the Spacecraft Checkout
Facility, Eastern Test Range, and at the Spacecraft Checkout Facility, Jet Propul-
sion Laboratories, for verification of the adequacy of the spacecraft's design,
fabrication, assembly and flight readiness. The System Test Complex (STC) will
also be used, prior to its delivery, at the Spacecraft contractor's plant, for
spacecraft performance testing. Subsystem Test Equipment will also be employed
at each of these locations.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
V-MA-004-002-14-03 Voyager 1971 Mission Guideline
V-MA-004-001-14-03 Voyager 1971 Mission Specification
(Preliminary)
3.0 OBJECTIVES
3.1 SPACECRAFT SYSTEM TESTS
The principal objective of the STC is to allow overall tests of the spacecraft oper-
ating as an entity, to be conducted. This requires the STC to have the capability of
controlling and conducting simulated mission testing of the spacecraft. The simulated
mission testing is the control and evaluation of the spacecraft, during the accelerated
sequence of the events planned for the mission. During system tests, with the space-
craft being operated in a simulated flight mode, the System Test Complex must
permit the performance of each flight subsystem to be evaluated. This evaluation is
for the dual purpose of spacecraft performance evaluation, subsystem-by-subsystem
as well as overall, and the isolation of faults to a subsystem.
The support of Spacecraft system tests is an objective applicable to the Spacecraft
Checkout Facility at ETR, the Spacecraft Checkout Facility at J'PL and the manu-
facturer's plant.
3.2 SPACECRAFT FLIGHT SUBSYSTEM TESTS
The Subsystem Test Equipment (SSTE) will have the capability of supporting tests of
the flight spacecraft's on-board subsystems. These subsystem tests are intended to
verify the performance capability of each flight subsystem, considered separate from the
other flight subsystems on the spacecraft. The objectives of the tests are subsystem
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performance capability verification, andfault isolation to replaceable assemblies
within the flight subsystem.
The SSTEwill provide the required power, loading and stimuli to the flight subsys-
tem, while the subsystem is functionally isolated from the rest of the spacecraft's
subsystem. Additionally, the SSTEwill provide the required measurement, control
and recording/displaying capability required by the subsystem's test sequence. The
SSTEconsists of that portion of the STCequipmentwhich tests a particular flight
subsystem supplemented, as required, by ancillary equipment to allow operation
independentof the STC.
3.3 LAUNCHCONTROLSUPPORT
A secondaryobjective of the STC is to provide back-up measurement andevaluation
capability and transmit S/C commandsto support and augmentthe LaunchComplex
Equipment (LCE), which is the Operational Support Equipment to be utilized at the
Explosive SafeFacility and at the LaunchComplex. The STCobjective is the evalua-
tion of performance of the spacecraft subsystemsby monitoring andanalizing the
data obtained via the RF TLM signal andto transmit RF commandsto the S/C, follow-
ing the fueling/pyrotechnic loading and during the launch operation.
3.4 PROOFTEST MODEL SPACECRAFTSUPPORT
An objective of the STC and SSTEis the support of the JPL operations on the Proof
Test Model spacecraft. This support is anticipated to be required for the detailed
evaluation of design, construction andlong term operating performance of the space-
craft Proof Test Model, at the SCF, JPL. This support would encompassthe system
test and subsystemtest objectives, as well as constituting the additional objectives
of supporting the inter-subsystem tests and environmental tests which may be con-
ducted by JPL.
3.5 FACTORYAND VENDORSUPPORT
--._Tv-must be able to _,_u_+_subsystemtests at the manufacturer's or vendor's
plant. In addition, the STC and SSTEwill support system, subsystem, inter-
subsystem and environmental tests of the Spacecraft, at the Spacecraftmanu-
facturer's facility.
3.6 COMPATIBILITY
An objective of the STCis to achievecompatibility betweenprocedures and equipment
used by the DSNfor operations, andthe procedures and equipmentused for test.
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4.0 DESIGN CRITERIA
4.1 STC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR SUBSYSTEM TESTING
Each flight subsystem will have its STC equipment allocated to consoles and relay
racks intended for the testing of that particular subsystem. The intent of this cri-
terion is to enable the cognizant subsystem engineer to conduct tests of his spacecraft
subsystem, or of its assemblies, independent of tests being conducted on other
subsystems.
Each subsystem test position in the System Test Complex will have test point access
to the spacecraft, for purposes of response measurement. These test points shall be
brought out of the spacecraft by a ring harness. Umbilical connections and the normal
interface connections to other flight subsystems are to be used for control, stimula-
tion and loading. Special access connectors are to be kept to a minimum.
Each subsystem test position in the STC should ensure the capability of providing
electrical isolation between the subsystem under test and other subsystems. Isola-
tion should be capable of being provided between the STC and the subsystem to be
tested, during STC self test, to preclude jeopardizing spacecraft subsystem
functional capability. Electrical isolation, between the spacecraft and the STC shall
be sufficient to preclude spacecraft damage in the event of STC short circuits or
overvoltages.
Each set of OSE in the STC which tests a particular flight subsystem, should be
capable of removal from the STC and independent operation. The use of ancillary
equipment, not normally required when in the STC configuration, is permissible to
meet this criterion. The OSE, when removed from the STC and augmented, as
required, by ancillary equipment, becomes SSTE.
4.2 STC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR SYSTEM TESTING
System tests of the spacecraft are tests which are conducted upon spacecraft sub-
systems, operating, in successively more extensive combinations, leading to
interdependent operation of all spacecraft subsystems in a simulated mission.
Recording of test data, acquired from the subsystem test positions via hardline, and
required for post-event analyses of systems test, is required. This recording
capability is described in Functional Description VB260FD107.
Test measurements, made at the subsystem STC stations (the SSTE), are to be
processed by the Computer Data System described by Functional Description
VB260FD103. This test data is to be displayed at a master printer, and appropriate
parts of the data printed for subsystem test stations displays. This Computer Data
System constitutes the principle mode of integrating the subsystem positions of the
STC to permit systems tests and simulated mission tests to be conducted. It is also
to be used to implement such computer control as is required to conduct a system
test involving a simulated flight mission.
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Power for all parts of the STC, is to be provided on an integrated basis, as
described in Functional Description VB260FD102.
Central Timing andsynchronization, for all of the STC, including subsystem
stations is required, as described in Functional Description VB260FD106.
A position for the Test Director, described in Functional Description VB260FD104,
should provide the capability of centralized control of spacecraft system testing and
monitoring the conductanceof subsystemtests, where appropriate, and monitoring
the status of subsystems.
....... ft- eln,,,1._t_an to permit the v _l_datlan of the _T_- ta be accomplished _rifha,,t-
jeopardizing the spacecraft, is required. The simulation is described in Functional
Description VB260FD108.
To achieve complete compatibility between operational control and test control,
during system test the command word stream which stimulates the spacecraft should
be generated by a Command Verification Equipment analagous to the DSIF CVE
and the identical software. This is described in Functional Description
VB263FD102.
4.3 GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA
The STC and its component SSTE shall use the design approach implemented in the
Mariner "C" program, where practicable. Where test requirements of the Voyager
substantially differ from Mariner "C", such as number of commands and responses
in a simulated mission, the Mariner "C" design approach should be extended to
serve the increased requirements. An example of such extension may be the util-
ization of the Computer Data System in controlling sequences for the Command
portion of the Telecommunication Subsystem STC position.
The primary STC equipment design criterion, to the extent determined above, is
compatibility of design of Mariner "C" STC components with the design of the
Voyager STC. This compatibility should exist in order to utilize Mariner "C" STC
components in the Voyager STC, should they become available as GFE.
The design and layout of the STC should accomodate the utilization of Voyager
Assembly Handling and Shipping Equipment (AHSE) at the Spacecraft Checkout
Facility, at ETR, and at the Spaceflight Checkout Facility at JPL. This compatibility
criterion is of primary importance in the case of such AHSE as the spacecraft
handling fixture, and the alignment equipment.
The STC should be capable of incorporating a subsystem test position for the support
of the Science Payload of the Bus, a GFE item for the STC. The STC design should
accomodate this equipment with regard to its interfaces with the parts of the STC for
which criteria are listed below, and its interface with the umbilical and spacecraft
direct access test harness.
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The system testing capability of the STCshould also be capable of accomodatinga
set of subsystemtest equipment for the capsule.
The SSTEand STCshall be capable of conducting subsystemtests and system tests
involving the following methods of spacecraft test point access: umbilical "J" box,
direct access harness, reduced power radiation to the on-board radio portion of the
telecommunications subsystem, telemetry data reduction, and flight harness con-
nectors. The following criteria indicate the order of preference:
System Test Access Criteria
Control and Stimulation RF, umbilical, special access
Monitoring Direct access, Telemetry, Umbilical
Subsystem Test Access Criteria
Control and Stimulation Umbilical, Flight Access,
Special Access
Monitoring Direct Access, Umbilical, Flight
Access, Special Access
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This document presents a general description of the System Test Complex for the
Voyager Spacecraft. The STC is to be used at the Eastern Test Range to conduct
system tests on the spacecraft and subsystem tests on the spacecraft's subsystem.
It will also be utilized to support testing at the contractor's plant. Since the scope
of utilization of the STC at the contractor's plant includes, but exceeds, its ETR use,
the utilization of the STC at the contractor's plant is used in this document as the con-
text to describe the general design characteristics of the STC.
The method by which the STC test objectives will be attained is described. The com-
ponents of the STC, and their general functional requirements are also described.
This description of the design characteristics of the STC, and the included description
of design restraints on the STC, constitute controlling documents for the functional
descriptions of STC equipment.
1.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.1 SYSTEM TEST COMPLEX
The Voyager System Test Complex will be based upon an extension of the design of
the Mariner C System Test Complex, to the additional measurement and control re-
quirements of Voyager Spacecraft tests. The configuration of operational support
equipment constituting the STC shall be an extension of the Mariner C STC configura-
tion insofar as STC functional capability and equipment design characteristics are
concerned. The Voyager STC should be capable of incorporating those components
of the Mariner C STC which may be available for use on Voyager and which are cap-
able of satisfactory achievement of the test requirements of analogous Voyager space-
craft subsystems and components.
The Voyager STC should have the capability of testing the Science Payload, as well as
the Spacecraft bus. The STC is required to assimilate OSE furnished for the Science
Package on the same basis as the OSE to support the other spacecraft flight subsys-
tems. The STC may also be required to assimilate OSE furnished for the Capsule.
The requirements of the following documents are applicable to this document:
a. V-MA-004-002-14-03 Voyager 1971 Mission Guideliner
b. V-MA-004-001-14-03 Voyager 1971 Mission Specification
(Preliminary)
c. VB260SR101 1971 Voyager STC Test Objective and
Design Characteristics
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1.2 PRE-LAUNCH FACTORY TEST PROFILE
I.2.1 STC VALIDATION TESTS
The STC, prior to its use in spacecraft acceptance tests, is required to perform a
series of validation tests in order to establish confidence that the STC will inflict
neither catastrophic nor subtle deteriorating influences upon the flight spacecraft.
These tests include STC visual inspection to verify the status of the STC for test,
closed loop tests of STC circuits working into dummy loads to establish correct
electrical voltage application, and ground loop tests to establish the degree of sup-
pression of spurious measurements.
1.2.2 STC-SC COMPATIBILITY TESTS
The STC, once validated for use in testing a spacecraft, is used to establish STC-SC
compatibility. This is accomplished by a series of tests involving both the STC and
SC. This series includes combined ground loop measurement and elimination, experi-
mental verification of the capabilities of the STC to deliver the proper power to the
spacecraft subsystems and of the spacecraft subsystems to employ the power. It also
includes live power tests of the spacecraft electronics.
1.2.3 SUBSYSTEMS TESTS
The System Test Complex is required to be able to test each of the flight subsystems.
This testing involves performance measurement of the flight subsystem utilizing the
Subsystem Test Equipment (SSTE) which is that part of the OSE peculiar to that sub-
system, for the control, stimulation, measurement and display required by the sub-
system test. The subsystem test requires that subsystem-peculiar parts of the STC
be augmented by the system test portions of the STC. The subsystems are required
to be tested by the STC, with fault isolation capability to the level of a functional group
of replaceable modules within the flight subsystem or bay. During these subsystem
tests, the subsystem is functionally isolated from the rest of the spacecraft and tied
to the STC by direct access tcst point, umbilical J-boxes and by connection to flight
harness connectors. The subsystem tests are required to be conducted in series, in
order to maximize test integrity.
1.2.4 INTER-SUBSYSTEM TESTS
The STC is required to have the capability of testing spacecraft subsystems operating
in an integrated fashion, to determine whether the subsystems are performing properly,
across the spacecraft's subsystem-to-subsystem interfaces. These tests are required
to be conducted using the additional subsystem test peculiar STC equipment and also
utilizing appropriate general purpose STC equipment for synchronization, control and
test data processing. The inter-subsystem tests are required to be performed on a
cumulative basis, starting with the on-board power system and building up to the test
of all subsystems and all interfaces.
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1.2.5 SYSTEM TESTS
The STC is required to have the capability of conducting system tests upon the space-
craft. These system tests involve all of the spacecraft flight subsystems and consists
of simulating, in accelerated time, all the actions and commands involved in a complete
mission, with measurement of the degree to which commanded or programmed actions
have been implemented. To perform a simulated mission system test, the STC is re-
quired to be able to provide certain external stimuli, transmit simulated commands to
the spacecraft, and measure and evaluate the spacecraft responses.
1.2.6 CERTIFICATION TESTS
The STC is required to have the capability of conducting special tests intended to
certifythe spacecraft. These tests duplicate the inter-subsystem and system tests
described above, conducted in a stressed environment. The telemetry calibration is
a prerequisite to these certificationtests,as is a dummy run of prelaunch and count-
down run in conjunction with the Launch Complex Equipment (LCE). The certification
tests will include inter-subsystem and system tests under conditions of power and
frequency variation established by the STC, system tests using telemetry and external
stimulators only, with simulated solar irradiation,and systems tests under thermal,
and vibration extremes.
2.0 BASIC DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
The basic design characteristic of the System Test Complex is its division into two
types of equipment; one type peculiar to a spacecraft flight subsystem on a one-for-
one basis, and the other type being general purpose in that it is designed to be used
in the system testing of all spacccraft subsystems.
a. Subsystem Test Equipment - The STC equipment peculiar to the test of a
flight subsystem is designated "Subsystem Test Equipment - (SSTE)". It
shall be designed so that the cognizant subsystem engineer can determine
the adequacy of design, performance and construction of the subsystem, by
using their equipment. The equipment shall be designed to power, control,
stimulate, and load and evaluate the subsystem through direct test point and
umbilical access (and RF in the case of radio flight equipment). The sub-
system test equipment design characteristics shall be such as to enable these
functions to be accomplished by the cognizant engineer, using these test con-
soles and appropriate capabilities of the STC general purpose equipment.
The subsystem test equipment design should permit these functions to be
implemented in a console or rack group allocated specifically to that flight
subsystem. The subsystem test equipment configuration includes that equip-
ment normally used during system tests to monitor and evaluate subsystem
performance, plus the additional equipment needed to stimulate and load the
subsystem when it is electrically isolated from the rest of the spacecraft.
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b. General Purpose System Test Equipment - The STC equipment utilized for
inter-subsystem tests and simulated mission system tests will include gen-
eral purpose, system test equipment. This equipment is required to be de-
signed so that analog data from the spacecraft subsystems can be recorded,
digital and analog test data can be processed and printed, time and synchro-
nizing information can be distributed to the STC, and test control and com-
mands for system tests can be generated. The general purpose system test
equipment should have the design characteristics required to enable support
to be given to the subsystem test equipment which may require it.
Both the Subsystem Test Equipment and the System Test Equipment parts of the System
Test Complex are required to have the following design characteristics:
a. Interface with Test Conductor's Console - The Test Conductor's console will
serve as the control area for the STC communications network, which will
consist of 3 1/2-inch communications panels located in the OSE S/S consoles.
There will be a minimum of one communication panel for each test set or one
for each three racks of a console.
The status of many subsystem functions, both hardwire and TM will be avail-
able for display to the Test Conductor. This will be accomplished on alpha-
numeric displays and lamp indicators. A page printer which will be the
primary computer output will be located sufficiently close to the Test Con-
ductor so that a computer analysis of the hardwire and TLM data will be
available for his use.
The TC will have limited control over the testing. This will include emer-
gency control over the STC power and a CDS test stop. For obtaining detailed
test data or making modifications to the test sequence, a teletype interface
will be provided to the CDS.
Do Depth or Fault Isolation and Parts Replacement - Each subsystem OSE con-
sole must be capable of isolating a fault to a subsystem level when the STC
is in a system test mode. The suspected subsystem w_t, _,_t uv vlvu_._**_
isolated by disconnecting it from the system harness, and use of flight con-
nector cables for application of stimuli and loads. The fault will then be
traced to the replaceable group of functional modules which can be replaced
from spares.
C. Power Control - Each vehicle subsystem will receive power through the S/C
ring harness from the vehicle power subsystem or from the OSE subsystem
console. The OSE must be capable of supplying the power so that subsystem
testing can be accomplished without dependence upon other vehicle subsystems.
It is very important that both power sources are not connected to the subsys-
tem at the same time. To accomplish this, there will only be one connector
provided for each subsystem which will be exclusively for power. An OSE
power cable will be provided with each test group; so the power source can
be applied only by the appropriate cabling.
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e.
f.
g.
Direct Access Connector - Direct Access Connectors will be located on the
electronic bays for use during system and subsystem testing. They will be
connected into the subsystem via a removable test harness. All signals
should be buffered within the S/C so that the vehicle will not be damaged
because of an OSE equipment or personnel failure.
OSE Interchangeability - All OSE consoles, or test sets will be directly inter-
changeable with like consoles in other STC's. This will apply to all proof-
test models and prime units.
Installation Compatibility - The STC equipment will require the following
estimated facilities :
1. An air conditioned room 30' x 40'
2. Minimum ceiling height 11'
3. An 80 KVA 208/120, 3_, 4 W 60 _ power and a 15 KVA, 208/120, 3¢
4 W, 400-_ power source.
4. A false floor for routing interconnecting cables.
. Center of the room should be within 100 feet of the vehicle during testing
for operating without line drivers for the cabling. Use of the STC or
facilities with greater cable runs may require line drivers.
6. Building ground rods within 10 feet of the power and distribution consoles.
7. EMR will require provisions for roof-mounted antenna for LC support.
. The consoles will be mounted on casters, and will disassemble into units
which will not exceed two bays in width (_ 54'_ for shipping and instal-
lation purposes.
DSIF Interface and Compatibility - The Voyager program will require mission
dependent software at the DSIF stations. To validate the interface compati-
bility the DSIF equipment must be used in conjunction with the MD software
in the STC. The DSIF Station Telemetry Command and Data Processors
(TCD) which use the MD program has many features that make its presense
in the STC and its use desirable during system testing. For example, it can
decommutate the TM data for computer processing and the CVE portion of
the TCD can be slaved to the computer for use as a command generator.
Therefore, the hardware and software used in the STC shall be functionally
identical to the MD hardware and software, and shall be physically identical
where possible.
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h, LC Support - While the spacecraft is at the pad and the Explosive Safe Area,
the STC will have RF capability to command and reduce TLM data. Also,
a hardwire command verification link will exist for comparing the commands
which the spacecraft receives with the transmitter commands. With this
capability, the STC with its automatic data processing becomes a functional
part of the LC.
3.0 GENERAL PURPOSE STC EQUIPMENT DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
The following paragraphs describe the general design characteristics of the general
purpose equipment in the STC. Figure 3-1, an overall functional block diagram of
the STC, illustrates the functional relationship of the general purpose type equipment
in the STC to the subsystem test equipment in the STC.
3.1 RECORDING AND DISPLAY
3.1.1 CENTRAL RECORDER
The central recorder will provide a continuous monitor of the vehicle status during
system and subsystem testing. It will consist of a direct-write 50-channel oscillo-
graph, with variable gain input amplifiers and a patch panel for changing its operating
mode from system test to any one of several S/S tests. The frequency response of
the galvanometers will be 0 to 150 cps; however, additional galvanometers will be
provided which will have an undamped natural frequency of 1,500 cps.
3.1.2 TELETYPE WRITERS
Remote computer peripheral equipment will be located throughout the STC; this will
provide the operating S/S personnel with the capability of control of automatic com-
puter sequence (not in the system test mode) and obtain computer processed data for
their subsystem. To accomplish this, teletype writers will be placed as defined in
Figure 3-2.
3.1.3 LINE PRINTER
The computer will interface with a remote line printer which will be located near the
Test Conductor's console. This will be the primary computer output for visual dis-
play, and will provide the test conductor with detailed information regarding the
vehicle status.
3.2 CENTRAL TIMING GENERATOR
A central timing generator will be provided for each test facility. It has the capability
to supply six system test complexes with timing signals for processing by a Timing
Isolation Unit (TIU). The TIU will buffer the Timing Generator from the individual
recorders that use the signals. A large central display of days, hours, minutes and
seconds will be located in each STC where easily visible to all personnel. Also, a
similar panel display will be located on the Test Conductor's console.
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3.3 UMBILICAL JUNCTION BOX
An umbilical distribution box will be located in each STC. It will interface with the
OSEsubsystem consolesand the vehicle as defined in Figure 3-2.
3.4 COMPUTERDATA SYSTEM
The Computer DataSystem will have the capability of automatically sequencingthe
vehicle through executive control of commandgeneration while monitoring and analyz-
ing manyof the outputhardwires and TM datapoints. Additional control will parallel
a few of the OSEconsolepanel switches in order to permit a time coordination of
certain external stimuli. While performing a test, the subsystem engineers will com-
municate with the computer via teletype writers and the vehicle status will be displayed
on the five remotely located units in the STC. Also, the complete vehicle status will
be periodically printed out by a line printer that will be located on the Test Conductor's
console, and a magnetic tape of the test results will be produced bythe computer.
3.5 POWERDISTRIBUTION
The power distribution console will interface betweena facilities transformer which
will be exclusively for OSE,and all the OSEconsoles. It will distribute 120VAC,
1_, 60-cps power to the test sets through 30-20A and 6-30A circuit breakers. The
400-cps power will be distributed through circuit breakers as required. The Test
Conductorwill havethe capability to turn off all A-C power should an emergency
arise.
3.6 SPACECRAFTSIMULATOR
The portable S/C simulator will be used to simulate all the umbilical functions, both
in the LC and the STC. Its primary purposewill be to validate the cabling between
the umbilical connector andthe S/S OSEconsoles. To do this, there will be an exact
simulator of the vehicle sources, or loads, in the simulator.
3.7 TEST CONDUCTOR'SCONSOLE
The Test Conductor's consolewill serve as the central control and data area. It will
have a limited amountof control over the computer data system and a few emergency
controls. A complete computer analysis of TLM and hardwire data will be available
to the Test Conductoron an alphanumeric display and the computer line printer.
Other subsystem status indicators and communication controls will also be located on
the console.
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4.0 SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM-PECULIAR STC DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
All subsystem-peculiar OSE consoles should conform to the design constraints outlined
in this document. These consoles, such as the Science, Data Encoder, Data Storage
Capsule, Attitude Control, Pyrotechnic, Controller and Sequencer, Radio, Radio Relay,
Power and Command OSE must also conform to the following design characteristics:
a. Monitor all hardline S/C outputs.
b. Stimulate all S/S sensors (if possible), when conducting subsystem tests.
c. Stimulate all hardline input to the S/C, when conducting subsystem tests.
d. Provide for S/S failure detection.
e. Provide a record of S/CS/S operating time.
f. Contain an internal self-test mode which uses all interfaces cables.
g. Be capable of troubleshooting the isolated S/CS/S to the replaceable group
of functional modules level.
5.0 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
5.1 ELECTRICAL
5.1.10SE
All OSE circuits shall have the following characteristics:
a. Digital logic shall be standardized, and be compatible with the spacecraft
wherever practicable.
b. Circuit standardization shall be optimized, thus making use of a maximum
number of common circuits.
c. Transient and worst-case analysis will be required on all circuits.
d. Proven high-reliability circuits will be used if possible.
5.1.2 ISOLATION
The vehicle must be protected at all OSE interfaces against possible damage by equip-
ment or personnel failures. All such functions shall withstand the following tests
without detrimental effects.
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a. Shorting of any interface functions to the common spacecraft electrical
ground.
b. All OSE monitoring circuits (and cables) shall not affect the vehicle per-
formance.
The following constraints apply only to umbilical functions.
c. They shall be capable of being shorted together in any possible combination
without detrimental affects on the S/C operation.
d. All functions shall be capable of withstanding a 75V capacitively coupled
pulse, five microseconds in duration, between each function and ground.
5.1.3 INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION
Instruments such as meters, scopes, counters, etc. should hold calibration for six-
month intervals. The test consoles will contain a self-calibrating mode for special
purpose circuits which require frequent calibration.
5.1.4 RFI
RFI effects should be minimized in all OSE test sets. This can be accomplished by
using diodes across relay coils, line filters on all A-C power lines and the use of
other standard RFI suppression methods.
5.1.5 SELF TEST
All OSE consoles will contain a means of self-checking the operating circuits. This
may be either manual or automatic, depending primarily on the complexity of the test
set; however, it should not require special laboratory test equipment. Scopes, multi-
meters, etc. are considered normal test equipment. The test should verify vehicle
interface cables such as direct access, umbilical and S/S power.
5.1.6 CONVENIENCE OUTLETS
There will be a minimum of one 120V, 60-cps duplex convenience outlets located in
each two racks of equipment.
5.1.7 SHIELDING
a. Shielded leads (in cables) between the spacecraft and the OSE consoles will
have their shields common at the S/C end only, and they will be grounded
only to the S/C structure.
b. Shielded leads will have insulation covering the shield.
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c. Isolate all coaxial connectors from the chassis and use the appropriate ground
for the shield.
5.1.8 STC POWER SOURCES
a. 120VAC, 1_(, 60 cps
b. 208V, 3_, 60 cps
c. 120 VAC, 1_(, 400 cps
d. 208V, 3¢(, 400 cps
5.1.9 GROUNDS
A copper bus bar will be contained in the power and distribution console which will
havea cross sectional area equivalent to or greater thana 2/0 cable. It will serve as
a common ground point for the STC. The power and distribution unit will be located
as closely as possible to the S/C, and the ground bus will be connected to grounding
rods by cables no greater than 10 feet in length.
5.1.9.1 SPACECRAFT GROUNDIN3
During system testing, the S/C frame vail be considered as the zero voltage reference
for all measurements. The OSE will be designed so that grounding integrity of the
S/C and the STC will be maintained.
WII.L NOJ? BE
CONNECTED TO
CHASSIS GROUND IN
'FILE OSE CONSOLES.
BAY
BAY
BAY
GB
OSE CONSOLE 1
OSE CONSOLE 2
MONITOR
OSE CONSOLE 3
THERE WILL BE NO INTERCONNECTING
SIGNAL BETWEEN OSE CONSOLES UNLESS
ISOLATION OF AT LEAST ONE MEG IS
INCORPORATED IN THE GROUND LEAD.
PWIt & DIST CONSOLE
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5.2 ENVIRONMENTAL
5.2.1 VIBRATION AND SHOCK
All OSEconsoleswill be operating in anarea which will be free from shock and vibra-
tion; therefore, no requirements will beplaced uponthe equipment while operating.
However, the consolesmust be built to withstand the shock and vibration which is
encounteredduring shipment in paddedvans.
5.2.2 OPERATINGTEMPERATURE ANDHUMIDITY
The STC equipment will be in a controlled environment. The designambient temper-
ature range shouldbe 65 to 80°F with a 50%relative humidity. Equipmentwhich
operates in a non-airconditioned building will be designedfor an operating ambient
temperature range of 25 to 120°F at a 95%humidity.
5.2.3 STORAGETEMPERATURE
All equipment shouldbe capableof withstanding a storage environment of 32 to 120°F
at a 10 to 95%relative humidity.
5.2.4 RF ENVIRONMENT
The RF environment will vary at the different test facilities with the worst area being
CapeKennedy. Therefore, the equipmentshould be designedto operate in anambient
environment of high-power radars andtransmitters.
5.3 RACK ANDACCESSORIES
5.3.1 STANDARDRACKS
The standard OSEequipmentrack will be as specified in JPL Specification 30609.
For shipping purposes, large consoleswill separate into groups consisting of a max-
imum of two racks which will be mountedon casters.
5.3.2 PAINT
Paint type and color are specified in JPL Specification 30600. All OSEequipment
requiring painting shall be in conformancewith this specification.
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5.3.3 CONSOLEAND PANEL ACCESSORIES
The accessories shall conform to the following specification.
a. StandardControl Knob - JPL Specification 30603
b. Meter - JPL Specification 30604
c. Writing Desk - Test consolemay contain a writing surface; however work
tables will be provided in the STC.
do Engraving and Identification - Engraving will be as per JPL Specification
30610. Dials, lights, switches, knobs, meters and other similar indicating
devices shall be identified so that their function is clearly indicated to the
operator.
5.3.4 COOLING
Sufficient cooling shall be provided in the racks to assure longevity of the equipment.
Normally, this will be accomplished by fans located in the bottom of the racks which
expel air through the top of the cabinet. The intake louvers, or grills will be located
in the front or back of the rack near the bottom. A filter will be provided over the
exhaust port to keep dirt from settling in the cabinet and maintaining a positive internal
pressure.
5.3.5 IDENTIFICATION
a. Element Identification shall be as per JPL Specification MC-4-130 or equal.
b. Assembly Identification shall be as per JPL Specification 30506.
5.4 WIRING AND CABLES
All wiring shall conform to the following constraints:
a. Voltage drops shall be held to a minimum.
b. Current carrying capacity of wire and connectors shall be selected to satisfy
the anticipated thermal operating conditions.
c. Voltage rating of the insulation shall be at least twice the anticipated peak
voltage on the conductor, but not less than 600V.
do The insulation resistance of assembled cables shall be a minimum of 100
megohms between each unshielded conductor and all other conductors and
shields connected in parallel; a minimum of 20 megohms between shielded
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conductors and their associatedshields; and a minimum of 100megohms
betweeneach conductor andthe connector shells; or any other point where
continuity shouldnot exist.
e. All wire bundleswhich are bentor twisted in normal use shall have the
required flexibility.
f. Wires and cables shall be routed to avoid contact with rough or irregular
edges. Where wires run throughholes in metal, they shall be protected by
suitable grommets or bushings.
g. Strain relief shall beprovided at each solder point on electrical connector
contact.
h. All signals should be useful after being transmitted through 150feet of
twisted pair shielded cable into a 1,000-ohm load.
5.4.1 CLASSESOF CABLES
There shall be two classes of cables, power and switching transients, and low-level
signals. These functions will be separated from each other or appropriate buffering
of the low-level signal will be provided.
5.4.2 DIRECT ACCESSCABLES
Direct access cables will beprovided for connecting the hardwire functions to the
OSEsubsystem console. (SeeTable 5-1 for complete listing of functions.)
5.4.3 INFLIGHT DISCONNECTCABLES
Inflight disconnect cables are the cables which run betweenthe vehicle's inflight dis-
connectand the STC umbilical "J" box. The "J" box then acts as a distribtuion center.
5.4.4 SPARE LEADS
A minimum of 15%spare leads will be incorporated into all OSEcables.
5.4.5 COAXIAL CABLE
Miniature coaxial cables such as Microbot coaxshall be used in STC cables.
5.4.6 INTERCONNECTINGSTC CABLES
All interconnecting STC cables will be designedso that no two cables on the same OSE
consolewill contain the same type connectors. This will prevent the accidental cross-
ing of cables when connecting to a console.
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5.5 CONNECTORS
5.5.1 CONNECTORPOLARITY CONVENTION
All connector junctions betweenthe spacecraft and the OSEshall have female type
connectors on thevehicle. Each cable will have a male and female connector with
the male mating to the S/C andthe female to the OSE.
5.5.2 POWERCONNECTOR
The A-C power cables will use a Hubbell type 3334-3W (or equivalent).
5.5.3 INTERCONNECTIONSTC CABLE CONNECTORS
Each cable will containone male andone female connector andthe corresponding
type will be usedon all cables.
5.6 SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
Special equipmentshall be defined as anything which is necessary for testing of the
S/C or the STC, that is not supplied as a part of an OSEconsoleor facility test equip-
ment.
a. "T" Boxes will be supplied for inserting in all S/C connector interfaces
(excess umbilical). They will allow the vehicle to operate while monitoring
the signals.
b. A special raised flooring must be provided in the STC. There should be
clearance between the structural floor and the false floor in order that the
interconnecting cables may be randomly routed between the consoles.
e. Dummy loads will be provided with, or in, each OSE console so that during
the first power turn-on testing, the vehicle subsystems can be isolated while
the power subsystem is being verified. This will prevent damage to both
the power S/S and the other S/C subsystem during the initial turn-on period.
5.7 DOCLVMENTATION
5.7.1 DRAWINGS
All drawings shall be of sufficient detail so that production of hardware can be easily
accomplished.
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5.7.2 STC DOCUMENTATION FILE
Each STC shall contain the following minimum documentation for each OSE console.
a. Schematic
b. Assembly Drawing
c. Wire List
d. Test Procedure
e. Operating instruction
Other required documents will be STC interconnecting cable drawings, STC interface
drawings and an STC cable layout drawing.
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Table 5-1. Direct Access Functions
COMMANDS/S DIRECT ACCESSFUNCTIONS
DET Alo
2.
3.
4.
5,
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
PROG CONT. A
DECODER A TEST
TR A
DET B
DET B
PROG CONT. B
DECODE B
Composite Command Signal
Detector 4 fs
Sub-Bit Sync.
Sub-Bit Sync Delayed
Command sub bits
Sync channel limiter emitter follower
Loop phase detector
Command Phase detector
Detector lock signal phase detector
Detector lock signal
Program Counter set pulses
Command
Event Pulse to Data Encoder
+28 VDC
+V
-V
Return
Composite command signal
Detector 4 fs
Sub-Bit Sync.
Sub-Bit Sync Delayed
Command sub bits
Sync channel limiter emitter follower
Loop phase detector
Command Phase detector
Detector lock signal phase detector
Detector lock signal
Program Counter set pulses
Test Command
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Table 5-i. Direct Access Functions (Continued)
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
51.
52.
53.
TR B
DET C
PROG CONT.
Access Unit
Event Pulse to Data Encoder
+28 VDC
+V
-V
Composite command signal
Detector 4 fs
Sub-Bit Sync
Sub-Bit sync delayed
Command sub bits
Sync channel limiter emitter follower
Loop phase detector
Command phase detector
Detector lock signal phase detector
Detector lock signal
Program Counter set pulses
Decoder Bit Sync
Decoder QC bit sync
Decoder Command bits
Decoder Matrix Interrogate
Decoder inhibit
End of C&S Word
Detector select A
Detector select B
Detector select C
TOTAL 53 WIRES
C&S
NONE
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Table 5-1. Direct Access Functions (Continued)
GUIDANCE& CONTROL
WIRES
lo
2.
3.
4.
5. Majority gates output 4 per 3 axes
6. Solenoid Drive Current 4 per 3 axes
7. Roll Integrator Output
8. Sun gate Amplifier Output
9. Gyro Output Amplifier 1 per 3 axes
10. Accelerometer Output Amplifier
11. Accelerometer Torque Input
12. Gyro Logic Circuits
13. Accelerometer Logic Circuits
14. MCS Engine Control Error signals
15. MCS Engine Control Feedback signals
16. Velocimeter Engine Cutoff
17. Gimbals Motor Temperature (1-5)
18. Gimbals Motor Pressure (1-5)
19. Gimbals Motor Voltage +(1-5)
20. Gimbals Motor Voltage -(1-5)
21. Gearbox Pressure (1-5)
22. Gearbox Temperature (1-5)
23. Stepping flip flops
24. Horizon Sensor Video (Coax)
25. Approach guidance amplifier
Acquisition Sun Sensor simulation inputs 3 per 2 axes
Cruise Sun Sensor simulation inputs 3 per 2 axes
Canopus simulation input 3 per 1 axis
Threshold Detector Outputs 6 per 3 axes
6
6
3
18
12
12
1
2
3
1
1
7
2
8
8
1
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
1
1
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Table 5-1. Direct Access Functions (Continued)
GUIDANCE& CONTROL
26. Sweepcircuit monitor (coax)
27. High voltage
28. Approach Guidancetemperature
WIRES
1
1
3
TOTAL 140
POWERS/S
ii
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
Main Regulator Voltage
Main Regulator Current
2.4 KC Buss Current
Capsule current
Xmtr current
Battery No. 1 current
Battery No. 2 current
Battery No. 2 current
Array current
Charge Reg No. 1 - off A, B or C setting
Charge Reg No. 2 - off A, B or C setting
Charge Reg No. 3 - off A, B or C setting
Main Regulator No. 1 on/off
Main Regulator No. 2 on/off
2.4 KC inverter No. 1 on/off
2.4 KC inverter No. 2 on/off
400 CPS inverter No. 1 on/off
400 CPS inverter No. 2 on/off
Back-up oscillatorinput voltage
Stimulate faultsensor - Main Regulator
Stimulate faultsensor - 2.4 KC inverter
Stimulate faultsensor - 400 CPS inverter
K 1 switch monitor
WIRES
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
5
5
5
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
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Table 5-1. Direct Access Functions (Continued)
POWER S/S
24. K 2 switch monitor
25. K 3 switch monitor
26. K 4 switch monitor
27. K 5 switch monitor
28. K 6 switch monitor
29. K 7 switch monitor
30. K 8 switch monitor
31. Battery cell voltage monitors (every third cell)
WIRES
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3O
TOTAL 78
PYRO s/s
1 - i00
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
Bridge Wire Monitors
Capacitor Bank 1 Voltage
Capacitor Bank 2 Voltage
Capacitor Bank 3 Voltage
Capacitor Bank 4 Voltage
Command Power Voltage Level
DC Return
AC input voltage
AC Return
Total 108 Wires
RADIO SUBSYSTEM DIRECT ACCESS FUNCTION LIST
FUNCTION
1. AGC - Receiver No. 1
2. AGC - Receiver No. 2
3. AGC - Receiver No. 3
4. SPE - Receiver No. 1
5. SPE - Receiver No. 2
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Table 5-1, Direct Access Functions (Continued)
,
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
SPE - Receiver
DPE - Receiver
DPE - Receiver
DPE - Receiver
+15V - Receiver
+15V - Receiver
+15V - Receiver
-15V - Receiver
-15V - Receiver
-15V - Receiver
No. 3
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. i
No. 2
No. 3
-15V - Exciter No. 1
-15V - Exciter No. 2
-15V - Exciter No. 3
-25V - Exciter No. 1
-25V - Exciter No. 2
-25V - Exciter No. 3
Helix Current I
Anode + 100V
Collector - 520
Cathode - 1610
Helix Current \J
Anode + 100V I
Collector - 520
Cathode - 1620
Heater - 3V
Anode + 100V
Collector - 520
Cathode - 1610
Ground
Exciter 1 Power Output Monitor
P.A. No. 1
P.A. No. 2
P.A. No. 3
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Table 5-1. Direct Access Functions (Continued)
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
Exciter 2 Power Output Monitor
Exciter 3 Power Output Monitor
Power Amplifier i Power Output Monitor
Power Amplifier 2 Power Output Monitor
Power Amplifier 3 Power Output Monitor
RangingMonitor
A total of 41wires are required for the S/S.
RADIORELAY S/S DIRECT ACCESSFUNCTIONS
NO. OF WIRESFUNCTION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
1 AGC
1 SPE
1 SDE
1 TR Voltage +15
1 TR Voltage -15
1 Return
2 AGC
2 S PE
2 D PE
2 TR Voltage +15
2 TR Voltage -15
2 Return
T LM Mod No. 1 TR Voltage +6
TLM Mod No. 1 TR Voltage -6
TLM Mod No. 2 TR Voltage +6
TLM Mod No. 2 TR Voltage -6
Output Selector +6
Output Selector -6
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Table 5-1. Direct Access Functions (Continued)
NO. OF WIRES
19. Lock Indicator
20. Data
21. Sync
TOTAL 21
SCIENCE
No data is presently available; 170 wires will be assumed.
TE LEMETRY SUBSYSTEM
DATA STORAGE WIRES
.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9,
i0.
ii.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
+3.5 Volts
+28 V
-3 V
Motor Temperature
Tape Motion indicator
Power Amplifier output
Loop error signal
Scan Data Output
Scan Data Gate
Dump Data Output
Driver Current Waveform
CRB Data Output
CRB Filled Signal
Monitor A/D converter No, 1
Monitor A/D converter No, 2
Monitor A/D converter No. 3
Monitor P/N Generator No. 1
Monitor P/N Generator No. 2
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Table 5-1o Direct Access Functions (Continued)
19.
20°
21.
22.
23.
24,
25.
Monitor P/N Generator No. 3
Monitor Programmer No. 1
Monitor Programmer No. 2
Monitor Programmer No.3
-20V TR monitor
+3.5VTR monitor
Data Encoder return
WIRES
TO TA L 25
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Table 5-2. In-Flight Disconnect Functions
RADIOSUBSYSTEM
1
2.
3.
4.
(Coax) High Gain Antenna Probe
(Coax) Medium Gain Antenna Probe
(Coax) Primary Low-Gain Antenna Probe
(Coax) Secondary Low-Gain Antenna Probe
RE LAY RADIO SUBSYSTEM
i. (Coax) Antenna Probe
COMMAND SUBSYSTEM
No ne
POWER SUBSYSTEM
lo
2.
3.
4.
5.
1
7.
8.
9.
i0.
ii.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
Array/Battery Bus Voltage
Array Enable Switch SW-1 Monitor
Turn-on Enable Switch, SW-1
Turn-off Enable Switch, SW-1
Enable Switch, SW-1, Return
External Power, 44-55 VDC, 15 Amps
External Power Return
Battery No. 1 Voltage
Battery No. 2 Vultage
Battery No. 3 Voltage
Battery No. 1 Temperature
Battery No. 2 Temperature
Battery No. 3 Temperature
Battery Sensor Temperature Return
400 cps, Phase 1 Voltage
400 cps, Phase 2 Voltage
400 cps, Phase 3 Voltage
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Table 5-2. In-Flight Disconnect Functions (Continued)
POWERSUBSYSTEM(Continued)
18.
19.
20.
2.4 KC Voltage
2.4 KC Voltage Return
Raw Battery Bus Voltage
CONTROLLERAND SEQUENCER
.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
i0.
Alert Signal
Sync Signal
Command Information
Engine Burn Enable State
Speed-Up Timing (138.1)
Inhibit Master Timer
Update Master Timer
Clean Timer
Inhibit Power Supply No. 1
Inhibit Power Supply No. 2
DATA ENCODER
.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Modulated Subcarrier A
Modulated Subcarrier B
Modulated Subcarrier C
Work Sync
Bit Sync
Frame Sync
Mode II Command
Data Encoder Return
Recorders to Launch Mode
2 fs
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I
Table 5-2. In-Flight Disconnect Functions (Continued)
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
o
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Gyro Heater Power
Gyro Rebalance Amplifier 1
Gyro Rebalance Amplifier 2
Gyro Rebalanee Amplifier 3
Common Return
Shield Return
Approach Guidance Update 1
Approach Guidance Update 2
PYROTECHNIC SUBSYSTEM
1. Continuity
2. Continuity Return
3. Arm Signal 1
4. Arm Signal 2
DATA STORAGE SUBSYSTEM
None
SCIENCE
Undetermined. Ten umbilical lines are assumed for this subsystem.
CAPSULE
o
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Ground Power Main Bus
Ground Power Main Bus Monitor
Internal/External Power Transfer
Internal/External Power Monitor
Barrier Pressure Monitor
Checkout Sequence Signal
Spacecraft/Capsule External Clock Select
Telemetry Mode 1 Select
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In-Flight Disconnect Functions (Continued)
CAPSULE (Continued)
e
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28•
29.
Telemetry Mode 2 Select
Telemetry Mode 3 Select
Telemetry Mode 4 Select
Telemetry Mode 5 Select
UHF Transmitter On/Off
UHF Power Amplifier On/Off
VHF Transmitter On/Off
Sequencer Enable
Sequencer Rate Select
Ground Telemetry Clocks
External/Internal Telemetry
Telemetry On/Off
Tape Recorder On/Off
Tape Recorder Record/Playback Select
Telemetry Bit Rate Output
Telemetry Frame Rate Output
Telemetry Encoder Output
Sensor Power Supply Monitor
Pyrotechnic Continuity
Telemetry Mode Monitor
Tape Recorder Reset
J
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the Ground Power Distribution equipment
required to activate a System Test Complex for the 1971 Voyager Spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE VB260SR101
GE VB260SR102
1971 Voyager Spacecraft System Test Complex
Test Objectives and Design Criteria
1971 Voyager Spacecraft System Test Complex
Design Characteristics and Constraints
3.0 DESCRIPTION
Each System Test Complex is required to have an A-C power distribution console
incorporated within itself. Installation of multiple System Test Complexes may have
their respective power distribution consoles arranged in physical proximity to each
other, or have their power distribution components integrated physically into a master
power distribution network. Regardless of the physical configuration used, eachpower
distribution network should provide the functions described herein, for each System
Test Complex.
The A-C power distribution and power grounding are shown in Figure 3-1. Incoming
power, obtained from range facilities in the case of the STC in the Spacecraft Check-
out Facility at the Eastern Test Range, will be regulated at the source, to the degree
negotiated with the power supplier. Should their degree of regulation prove to be
insufficient, any further regulation will be implemented by incorporating suitable regu-
lation transformers inthe subsystem consoles of the STC. The power distribution con-
soles will however, incorporate sufficient meters to indicate voltage, current, and
power levels.
A copper ground bus, which will be equivalent to or greater than 2/0 cable, will be
contained within the console, and will be used as a common tie point for all the OSE.
The power distribution console will be located as closely as possible to the S/C, and the
ground bus will be connected to grounding rods, so thatthe maximum impedance to
earth is less than three ohms. Also, the building structure will be connected to suitable
earth ground rods. Finally, to ensure RF grounding, the ground bus will be connected
to a water main or other structure which has a large capacitive coupling to earth.
As indicated in Figure 3-1, a remotely activated switch capability is required, so that
both 60-cycle and 400-cycle power can be shut down by the Test Conductor in an
emergency.
A seperate circuit breaker will be associated with each output power line shown in
Figure 3-1. Frequency, voltage, current and power meters are required only at the
input bus.
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The power distribution equipment will include master on-off switches at the input
which can be overriden by the remote emergency power shut down switch.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
4. i ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
a. Input from Facilities
1. 120/208 VAC, 60 cycle, 3 ohms, 4W, 80 KVA
2. 120/208 VAC, 400 cycle, 3 ohms, 4 W, 15 KVA
b. Output to STC
1. 30 output lines, 60 cycles, 20 A
6 output lines, 60 cycles, 30 A
2. Output lines, number undetermined, 400 cycles.
c. Remote power switch control from Test Conductor's Console.
5.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The Ground Power Distribution for a System Test Complex can be packaged into one
standard console, which would conform to STC design constraints. The design should
be for a controlled, interior environment.
6.0 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
a. Meter accuracy - ± 1%
b. RFI - In accordance with STC Design Constraints
7.0 SAFETY PROVISIONS
It is considered that the breakers and grounding provisions will be adequate protection
against surges, overvoltages and lightening strokes. Interlocks, and heavy screening
and precaution warning plates, common in the design of power handling equipment, will
constitute adequate provision for personnel safety.
The safety factor of most concern in the control of electromagnetic radiation, which
tends to affect the performance of associated equipment. EMI suppression techniques
should be emphasized in the console design.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the functions of an automatic on-line data acquisition, proc-
essing and control system designed for supporting spacecraft system and subsystem
tests. It is a part of the System Text Complex (STC) where it will be used to acquire,
monitor, record and display selected spacecraft and OSE functions; and to control por-
tions of the test.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents pertain to this specification:
General Electric Publications
VB260SR101
VB260SR102
VB260FD105
STC Test Objectives and Design Criteria
STC Design Characteristics and Restraints
Functional Description, Voyager System Test Complex Printers
and Displays.
Other Documents
Univac MO5262A
Univac MO7564B
Univac MO6763
Univac MO8864
Univac MA3545
Univac PX3450
Univac PX3221
General Description -- Univac 1218
General Description -- Univac 1219
Technical Description -- Univac 1218
Technical Description -- Univac 1219
Description of Input/Output Operation
Univac 1232 Input/Output Console
Univac 1240 Magnetic Tape Unit
Univac MO8664 Univac 1469 High Speed Printer
JPL Spec GMG-50109-DSN-A -- Design Spec -- CVE
3.0 DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The Computer Data System (CDS) is designed to acquire, process and printout data from
spacecraft system and subsystem tests and to assist in the control of these tests. Dur-
ing these tests, data is acquired from the Ground Telemetry System and/or from the
Flight Telemetry Subsystem OSE and from spacecraft direct-access and umbilical cir-
cuits routed through junction boxes and the subsystem OSE.
3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
Figure 3-1 is a block diagram of the CDS showing the physical layout of the computer
facility and the System Test Complex acquisition and printing equipment which is re-
quired to support system test.
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Figure 3-1. Computer Data System for the System
Test Complex, Block Diagram
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3.3 FUNCTIONS
3.3.1 DATA ACQUISITION
The CDS acquires data from various sources as indicated below.
a. PCM Telemetry -- The CDS acquires all telemetry data from the Ground
Telemetry System or the Flight Telemetry System OSE. The data will be
provided in parallel with all bits of one telemetry word being presented in
parallel together with an identification word and a word sync pulse. The
word sync pulse will notify the CDS that the data and identifier is available
at the input lines,
b. Analog Hardwire Signals -- The data system scans a series of analog signal
voltage lines with a computer controlled data multiplexer. The samples are
converted to digital form and entered into the computer for processing.
c. Digital Hardwire Signals -- The data system scans a series of digital signal
voltage lines with a computer controlled multiplexer. The digital signals in-
clude the following types of data:
1. Control Switch Status Signals indicative of the status of control switches
and spacecraft or OSE control voltages.
2. Event Signals indicative of control pulses or transient voltages.
3. Counting Registers for pulse or sinewave signal cycles.
4. Real Time Clock Register used to accumulate real time pulses from the
central timing system for entering time information into the computer.
5. Spacecraft Clock Register used to accumulate spacecraft time pulses
originating in the C&S OSE.
d. Internal Data Acquisition -- The Computer Data System acquires information
from the following additional data system sources for control purposes:
1. Test Director's Control Console
2. Subsystem OSE Consoles
3. CDS Operator's Console Keyboard
4. Digital Magnetic Tape Reproducers
5. Punched Card Readers
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6. PunchedPaper Tape Readers
7. Printer Control Panel
3.3.2 DATA RECORDING
All data acquired is recorded in digital form on magnetic tape for subsequentdetailed
analysis. In the casewhere the data is recorded on tape prior to entry into the CDS,
recording will not be duplicated. However, all other datawill be recorded by the CDS.
This includes event occurrences, changesof state of status channels, counting register
reading andtime; and information for test identification, spacecraft subassembly
identification, definition of data system operating characteristics, etc.
3.3.3 ON-LINE DATA PROCESSING
The real time program acquires data from the system test complex and stores it in
memory. It records this data on digital magnetic tape for later analysis and it per-
forms computations on the data as required for the test in progress.
The program has the capability of displaying the status of selected dataat any time or
periodically. It controls the sequenceof the test, dependingonpreviously acquired
data, by directing a sequenceof commandsto the peripheral equipment andthe subsys-
tem OSE. Time correlation of certain OSEstimulation and spacecraft function re-
sponsesare provided.
The computer programs associatedwith the real time system are classified, according
to the function they perform, as Data Processors and Control Processors.
3.3.3.1 DATA PROCESSORS
a. The Interrupt Routine is entered upon receipt of an interrupt from an external
device. When a computer senses an interrupt it immediately transfers control
to the interrupt routine associated with the external device that caused the in-
terrupt. The responsibilities of the interrupt routine are to transfer the data
into the computer, identify it, and indicate to the other programs the need for
further processing.
There are two classes of interrupt routines, buffered transfers and normal
transfers. The buffered transfers are accomplished with blocks of data
with an interrupt indicating the end of a block, whereas the normal transfers
process one word at a time. There is an interrupt routine for each type
of data input, i.e., Analog, Digital, Telemetry, Control Information, etc.
Do The Analog Data Processor controls the operation of the analog hardwire
equipment group and processes the data obtained from it. It identifies and as-
sociates time with the analog data and performs an alarm limit test. In
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addition to providing data for the display and print routines, this routine also
provides information to the control routine for use in determining the test
sequence.
The Digital Data Processor functions in a manner similar to the analog data
processor except that it controls the digital hardwire equipment group and re-
ceives data from it.
The Control Group Processor receives its input from the control processors
and formats and sends control words to the subsystem OSE to provide real
time control of the test sequence.
The Engineering Unit Conversion Routine is used to convert the telemetry sig-
nals and analog voltages to appropriate engineering units. It is also used to
counteract the effect of nonlinearities in the measuring circuitry. For this
function, it utilizes either a table lookup or a polynomial solution technique.
The Binary to BCD conversion routine makes the necessary calculations to
present a binary number in decimal notation. This routine is entered when-
ever it is necessary for the computer to communicate decimal data to an
operator.
The Print Format routines arrange binary information in the proper output
format. These routines utilize the Engineering Unit Conversion and Binary-
BCD subroutines. Each different print format requires a separate format
routine. The output from these routines is in condensed BCD format which
subsequently is sent to the Output Processors for further formatting and dis-
semination to the specific output devices.
The Tape Write routine records all incoming information on the digital mag-
netic tape. Each variable length record contains a particular type of data
with the necessary identification included for each one.
The Output Processors receive BCD information from many buffers since
there is a buffer for each output device and for each different output format.
The output processors gather one line of print information at a time and trans-
fer this information directly to the output device for which it is intended. The
line printer receives its information a line at a time, whereas the character
printers receive their information one character at a time.
The Alpha Numeric Display routine will update the Test Conductor's A/N
Display once per second. It will establish what block of data is requested and
will then output that block in a manner similar to the line printer.
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3.3.3.2 CONTROLPROCESSORS
a. The Executive routine controls the order in which routines are selected for
execution. The determining factors are the speed at which data is being trans-
ferred to the computer, the length of time that the routine takes to perform
its task, and the importance of the routine's task in relation to other tasks.
This routine searches through the list of flagged program names to determine
which program requires attention. A test is performed which determines
whether the program has been interrupted so that control can be returned to
the proper location.
bo The Test Sequence Control Processor reads one record containing control
and parameter information into memory from a control tape. The routine
distributes modifications to the control and parameter buffers associated with
the different types of input data. It also can be actuated upon the occurrence
of a unique step number or a unique event. The capability of repeating por-
tions of the system test by searching the tape for the proper sequence and re-
reading the information also exists.
C. The Request Processors determine which information required in a block
printout is directed to which print device at a given time during the system
te st.
When a print request is recieved from a particular printer, this routine uti-
lizes a list of preseleeted measurement identifications that are associated
with the printer in order to find the appropriate data in the Latest Available
Data Buffer. This binary information is collected and transmitted to the
format processors for output.
3.3.4 NON-REAL TIME DATA PROCESSING
The primary purposes of these programs are to display portions of the system test
data in greater detail than that provided ........ *_ _......uuL,,_g _,,_ ÷_o_ ana to analyze the data collected
during several tests in order to detect trends in the performance of the vehicle.
The input for this program will be the digital data tapes written during the system tests.
The program will also utilize many of the routines written for the Real Time Program.
Because of the loading problem on the CDS which may occur when several spacecrafts
are being tested at the STC, much of the non-real time data processing should be done
on an off-line processor such as the IBM 7094. In this case, the programs used will
be made up largely of the standard programs available as part of the data processing
operating system.
The non-real time programs will be capable of presenting selected measurements and
derived data in printed and/or plotted form.
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3.3.5 REAL TIME DATA PRINTOUT AND PLOTTING
The data system provides printout in engineering units of telemetry data and analog
hardwire data or of variables which are derived from these data. The occurrence of
events and alarm information is also indicated on the system printers. Time identifi-
cation is also provided.
The data system also provides the capability to plot data in the form of X versus Y and
X versus time charts.
The equipment used for this purpose is described in the Functional Description of the
Systems Test Complex, Printer and Displays.
3.4 MAJOR DATA SYSTEM ELEMENTS
3.4.1 COMPUTER SUBSYSTEM
a. Computer -- The data system computer is a Sperry-Rand Univac 1218 with
16,384 words of core storage and eight input/output channels. Word size is
18 binary digits (bits). Memory cycle time is four microseconds.
Do Computer Control Console -- The control console is a Univac Model 1233 con-
taining an alphanumeric keyboard and character printer, a 300 character/
second paper tape reader and a 100 character/second paper tape punch.
Co Magnetic Tape System -- The magnetic tape system is a Univac Model 1240
containing four transports capable of dual density recording, 200 bits per
inch and 556 bits per inch. The tape system writes in IBM compatible format
to permit off-line data processing of CDS tapes.
d. Punched Card Reader -- The data system contains a punched card reader for
use in setting up special programs, changing parameter values and data re-
duction constants, etc.
e. Data Plotter -- The data system contains an X versus Y or time plotter. The
plotter is an incremental type, 0.01 inch/increment (X or Y axis) with a maxi-
mum rate of 200 increments/second.
3.4.2 DATA INPUT SUBSYSTEM
One Data Input Subsystem is used with each System Test Complex.
a. Telemetry Input -- The DIS receives telemetry from the Telemetry and Com-
mand Data Handling Subsystem (part of the Telemetry Subsystem OSE). The
input data consists of an 18-bit word containing one telemetry word, a word
identification code, and a data limit flag bit. A word sync pulse will be pro-
vided to indicate the presence of the input data word.
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c. High-SpeedLine Printer
d. Four Low-SpeedPage Printers
The physical characteristics of this equipmentwill be supplied later.
7°0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
There are no special requirements applicable to this equipment for providing features
or procedures to avoid damage to flight equipment or to avoid hazard to mission char-
acteristics. All such special requirements applicable to the STC will be implemented
in the various subsystem OSE sets.
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b. Analog Hardwire Group -- The analog hardwire group consists of a patch cord
programming system, signal conditioning circuits, an analog signal multiplex
system, a group of analog signal amplifiers and an analog-to-digital converter.
c. Digital Hardwire Group -- The digital hardwire group consists of the cir-
cuitry required to enter digital signals into the computer. It includes the fol-
lowing types of circuits:
1. Status Registers (18 bits) for sensing status signals from isolated contacts
in the subsystem OSE or the spacecraft.
2. Counters (18 bits) to totalize pulses or sinewave signal cycles.
3. Parallel Registers (18 bits) for entering digital words generated in the
OSE or spacecraft.
dQ Control Group -- The control group provides for control words going out of the
computer to the subsystem OSE consoles, It provides the means by which the
CDS exercises control over the test sequence and indicates to the various con-
soles the status of the test° The output signal will be an 18-bit parallel word
containing data and destination information.
3.4.3 PRINTER AND DISPLAY SUBSYSTEM
This subsystem provides the primary output from the CDS. It is described in VB260FD105
Functional Description, STC Printers and Displays.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The CDS has interfaces with the following pieces of OSE:
a. The Ground Telemetry Subsystem
b. The Ground Command Subsystem
c. The Central Timing System
do The OSE for each flight subsystem
e. The Test Director's Console
4.1 CDS/GROUND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE
The Ground Telemetry Subsystem is, functionally, the JPL Telemetry and Command
Data Handling System (TCD)° With respect to telemetry, it can be characterized as a
general purpose digital computer with some special purpose input/output equipment.
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All telemetry datawill be preprocessed by the TCD and transmitted to the CDS. The
interface consists of the following signals:
a. Data -- 18-bit words in parallel consisting of the binary telemetry word, an
identification word and several flag bits indicative of sync status and out-of-
limit status.
b. A word sync pulse indicating the presence of the data word on the input lines.
4.2 CDS/GROUND COMMAND SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE
The Ground Command Subsystem consists of that portion of the Telemetry and Com-
mand Data Handling System known as the Command Verification Equipment (CVE).
The CVE is a general purpose digital computer with special input/output equipment.
The CDS will interface with the input normally used for TTY input from SFOF. This
input is five level characters in format described in JPL Specifications BCC-50305-
GEN and GMG-50109-DSN-A.
4.3 CDS/CENTRAL TIMING SYSTEM INTERFACE
A register is used to accumulate real time pulses from the central timing system for
entering time information with the computer. Clock register readings are required
for time tagging data, status changes and event occurrences and for control purposes.
4.4 CDS/SUBSYSTEM OSE INTERFACES
The Computer Data System has an interface with each set of subsystem OSE used in the
System Test Complex. The CDS receives analog and discrete signals from the OSE.
The CDS also provides certain control signals to the subsystem OSE for control of
stimuli and spacecraft not practicable to implement by radio or by the subsystem en-
gineer using manual control.
These interfaces are described in the subsystem OSE functional descriptions, as follows:
VB263FD101 Radio Subsystem OSE
VB263FD103 Command Subsystem OSE
VB263FD104 Relay Radio Subsystem OSE
VB263FD105 Bulk Storage
VB263FD106 Data Encoder
VB264FD105 Controller and Sequencer
VB266FD101 Power Subsystem
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VB264FD101
VB264FD102
VB264FD103
VB265FD101
Vehicle Control and Planet Sensor
SubsystemOSE
Autopilot SubsystemOSE
Attitude Control SubsystemOSE
Pyrotechnics OSE
4.5 CDS/TEST CONDUCTOR'SCONSOLEINTERFACE
The interface betweenthe CDSand the Test Conductor's Consoleconsists entirely of
digital signals usedto control the test sequenceand to provide display information to
the test conductor.
The following signals originate in the Test Conductor's Console:
a. Test Start (1 Bit)
b. Test Hold (1 Bit)
c. Test Resume(1 Bit)
d. Test Mode(2 Bits)
e. CommandMode (2 Bits)
f. Test No. Select (8 Bits)
g. Alphanumeric Page Select (16Bits)
The following signals originate in the CDS:
a. Alphanumeric Data (18 Bits)
b. Control (Display) Data (18 Bits)
5.0 PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES
5.1 GENERAL
The computer subsystem of the CDS is a permanently located facility. Support of sys-
tems test in different test complexes requires moving the analog hardwire group, the
digital hardwire group, the control group, the test conductor's console, the subsystem
engineer's control equipment and the printer subsystem as necessary. The data sys-
tem can operate with a maximum of 3700 feet between the computer subsystem and its
associated test complexes. A digital data communication channel is required between
the computer subsystem and the test complexes.
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5.2 SYSTEM TEST
The CDSis designedto completely support one system test, including acquisition,
processing, display and control of data from the telemetry channel andhardwire chan-
nels associatedwith one test complex. The computer subsystemcan be configured
such that it can support up to three test complexes if each test complex has its own set
of computer peripheral equipment. In this expandedconfiguration, the computer sub-
system can support systems testing on the three STC's simultaneously.
5.3 SUBSYSTEMTESTS AND CALIBRATION
Support of subsystemtests and calibration canbe provided as required.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 CENTRAL COMPUTER AREA
This area houses the following equipment:
a. Central Computer (Univac 1218 or 1219}
b. Computer Control Console (Univac 1232)
c. Digital Magnetic Tape Recorders (Univac 1240)
d. Punched Card Reader
e. X-Y Plotter
f° Tab Card Keypunch
g. Input/Output Adapter
Approximately 500 square feet of floor space is required for this equipment.
The CDS used by JPL for the Mariner C Program will satisfy the requirements for
items a through f, above. The Input/Output Adapter (item g) will be new for the Voyager
Program.
6.2 SYSTEM TEST COMPLEX AREA
This area will provide space for the following items of the CDS:
a. Analog Hardwire Equipment Group
b. Digital Hardwire Equipment Group
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1.0 SCOPE
This document contains a functional description of the data printers and plotters used
by the Computer Data System (CDS) in the System Test Complex to display data col-
lected during spacecraft system tests. It does not include those displays provided as
part of the System Test Conductor's Station Equipment or the Subsystem Test Equip-
ment. It does describe the Telemetry Data Conversion equipment, which converts the
output of the telemetry demodulator.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents pertain to this specification:
G E Publications
VB260SR101
VB260SRI02
VB260FDI03
VB260FD104
VB263FD106
STC Test Objectives and Design Criteria
STC Design Characteristics and Restraints
Voyager, Operational Support Equipment, Computer Data System
Functional Description
Voyager, Operational Support Equipment, Test Directors Console,
Functional Description
_oyager, Operational Support Equipment, Data Encoder
Functional Description
3.0 DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The Computer Data System has three types of devices for presenting large quantities
of data to the system test conductor and subsystem engineers. The system test con-
ductor will have a line printer capable of displaying large quantities of data at
relatively high speed. The subsystem engineers will have access to low-speed page
printers for displaying selected data. The data system plotter provides X vs Y or X vs
T plots from system data during the test.
3.2 SYSTEM TEST CONDUCTOR'S PRINTER
This printer is a 1000-line-per-minute printer connected on-line with the CDS Com-
puter. It can print 120 alphanumeric characters per line. Sixty-three printable
characters plus space, selected by a six-bit binary code, are available in each
character position. The unit consists of an electromechanical printer, print control
unit, power supply and cooling system. The CDS computer program directs the for-
mat and printing of a line and page. This printer will be used to display all data
from all Subsystems pertinent to the Spacecraft System Test currently in progress.
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3.3 SUBSYSTEMENGINEERS'PRINTERS
Theseprinters are 100-word-per-minute printers connectedon-line with the CDS
Computer. They can print 85alphanumeric characters per line. Sixty-three printable
characters plus space, selected by a six-bit binary code, are available in each
character position. The unit is essentially a computer controlled electric typewriter.
They will be usedto display selected subsystemparameters pertinent to the space-
craft test currently in progress.
3.4 DATA SYSTEMPLOTTER
The plotter is a digital incremental recorder for high-speed plotting of the CDSoutput.
The plotting sheet is ii inches wide and 120feet long. The pen moves i/i00 inch per
step at the rate of 200 steps per second.All recording (discrete points continuous
curves or symbols) is accomplishedby the incremental steppingaction of the paper
and the pen. The CDSComputer program directs the motion of the pen relative to the
paper to produce the required displays. The plotter will be used to plot one spacecraft
variable as a function of a secondspacecraft variable or one spacecraft variable as a
function of time.
3.5 DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS
The converters consist of precision resistor networks with a reference supply voltage
which convert the binary codedsignals received from telemetry to a unipolar dc
voltage. Each includes a six-bit storage register together with control logic for
decommutating the desired telemetry word.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The STC Printers and Plotter are connected to the CDS only. They do not have a
functional interface with any other piece of equipment although they may be located
in close proximity to other equipment. The interface with the CDS consists of digital
data signals and digital control signals generated in the CDS Computer and in the
Plotter/Printers. These signals are described in the CDS functional description. The
digital-to-analog converters receive their input from the ground telemetry system.
The input is an 18-bit digital word which contains the following data:
a. Data - 7 bits
b. Data Identification - 9 bits
c. Sync Status Flag - 1 bit
d. Out-of-Limits Flag - 1 bit
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The output signal is used to drive display devices in the Test Director's Console and
the SubsystemConsoles. It consists of the following signals:
a. Data- Analog Voltage (0 to 10VDC)
Discrete Levels (Grd-Open)
b. Out-of-Limit Flag - Digital Signal (OVor 6VDC)
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 SYSTEM TEST CONDUCTOR PRINTER
Speed: 1000 lines per minute
Line Size: 120 characters
Spacing: 10 Characters per inch horizontally
6 lines per inch vertically
Paper Slew Rate: 25 inches per second
Vertical Paper Position Control: 8-track punched paper
Program Controlled Functions: Disable line feed
Enable line feed
Move paper to top of form
Manually Controlled Functions: Move paper to top of form
Move paper to load position
Printer Adjustments: Vertical line adjust 2.25 inches
Index Pulse Phase 15 degrees
Paper tension control
Penetration control
Density of print
Copies: One master and up to three carbons
Printer Computer Interface: 18-bit word, parallel
5.2 SUBSYSTEM ENGINEERS' PRINTERS
Speed:
Line Size:
Spacing:
100 words per minute
85 Characters
10 Characters per inch horizontally
6 Characters per inch vertically
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5.3
Size:
Printer-Computer Interface: 6-bit word, parallel
DATA SYSTEM PLOTTER
Speed: X-Axis 200 steps/second
Y-Axis 200 steps/second
Pen 10 operations/second
Step Size: 1/100 inch
Chart Paper: Width 12 inches
Plotting width 11 inches
Length 120 feet
Sprocket Holes 0.130 inch diameter on 0.318 inch centers
Plotter-Computer Interface: 19-bit word, parallel
5.4 DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER
Input: Digital Signals - 0 or -6VDC
Output: 0 to -10VDC at 6000 ohms
Resolution: One part in 128
Accuracy: 0.1% of Reference Voltage
Bit Rate: DC to 200KC
Settling Time (Maximum) 5 microseconds
Power Description: 1 Watt (maximum)
Each D/A converter consists of one digital logic module (Approx 5" x 7").
One reference voltage supply is required for every 10 D/A converters.
Each reference supply consists of one digital logic module.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 SYSTEM TEST CONDUCTORS PRINTERS
Size: 60 inches high x 64 inches wide x 30 inches deep
Weight: 1500 pounds
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Clearance Requirements:
Power Requirements:
Front 4 feet
Rear 4 feet
Left Side4 feet
Right Side4 feet
l15V, 4- 10%; 400 cps, 4- 5%, 3 phases; 250 watts
115V, 4- 10%; 60 cps, 4- 5%, 1 phase; 2KW
Environmental Characteristics: Forced Air Cooling, 500CFM
35 °C Max
Relative Humidity: 40 to 80%
6.2 SUBSYSTEM ENGINEERS PRINTERS
Size: 40 inches high x 20 inches wide x 18 inches deep
Weight: 120 pounds
Power Requirements: 115 V, 60 cps, 65 watts
Environmental Characteristics: None
6.3 DATA SYSTEM PLOTTER
California Computer Products model No. 560R, or equivalent.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
There are no special requirements, applicable to this equipment, for providing
features or procedures to avoid damage to flight equipment or to avoid hazard to
mission characteristics.
15.6 °C Min and
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i.0 SCOPE
This document contains a functional description of the Test Conductor's Console of
the Voyager System Test Complex (STC). Itdescribes the functions, interfaces and
characteristics, of the Test Conductor's Console used to coordinate and support tests
of the spacecraft as a part of the System Test Complex.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB260SR101 STC Test Objectives and Design Criteria
VB260SR102 STC Design Characteristics and Restraints
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 PURPOSE
The Test Conductor's Console shall provide the controls and displays required by the
STC's Test Conductor to control, supervise and monitor the progress of the test se-
quences to the degree described below.
3.1.1 SYSTEM TESTS
These tests will be performed using one of two modes.
a. Test sequenced and monitored by the Computer Data System. In this mode
the Test Conductor will select the tests to be run, the stop points (i. e. end
of each test step, end of each sequence, end of each major test), control
CDS as to when to restart after a programmed hold (to perform manual func-
tions as in b, below), and monitor the data being obtained via TLM and hard-
wire and the analysis being made by the CDS and generated holds based on
his or the subsystem engineer's analysis.
b. Test sequenced by the Subsystem OSE engineers and monitored by them and
the CDS. In this mode the Test Conductor will exert supervisory control of
the commands and stimulation being provided to the vehicle to ensure that it
follows the agreed-upon sequence. He will monitor the TLM and hardwire
data obtained and the analysis made by the CDS of that data and the monitors
of the OSE control signals.
3.1.2 SUBSYSTEM TESTS
These tests will normally be performed essentially as in 3.1.1 b, above. Subsystem
type tests will also be required to be run during troubleshooting or during investiga-
tive types of testing. This mode will require the manual setting up of vehicle com-
mands. These commands must be verified as being correct and appropriate by the
Test Conductor.
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3.1.3 SUPPORTOF LCE
The STC equipmentis used to support the LaunchControl Equipment {LCE) in the area
of generating commandsand in analyzing the Telemetry data manually and by the CDS.
The Test Conductor shall coordinate and supervise these STCactivities and serve as
the main contact betweenthe STC andthe LCE.
3.2 DESCRIPTION
The Test Conductor's Consolewill consist of three bays of a sit downtype console.
The displays and controls containedare described as follows:
3.2.1 BAY NO. 1 - ALPHA NUMERICDISPLAY
This display shall contain a CathodeRayTube {CRT), and its associatedcontrols, on
which groups of data and comments from the CDSwill be presented to the Test Con-
ductor. The display will consist of approximately 30 lines of data, each line being
40 spaces (characters) long, with any oneof 60 characters being possible in each
space. The data to be displayed will be divided into approximately 60groups of 15
lines of data each (i. e. eachgroup consist of 1/2 of a total display). The Test Con-
ductor will be able to select any two of thesegroups, oneto be displayed on the top
half, the other on the bottom half. The datadisplayed will be updatedonce per second
if new data hasbeenreceived. The groupsto be selected will consist of the following:
a. Processed Data - There will be approximately 40 groups il/2 display) con-
sisting of CDS processed and analyzed TLM and hardwire data. The values
will be grouped by subsystem or by function as governed by a fixed CDS pro-
gram. The display will be formatted by the CDS and will consist of:
1. Values identified in English.
2. Values in engineering units (or as desired).
3. Limits in same units as 2, above.
4. Out of limits indicated by a blinking asterisk preceeding the line.
The following is a typical display of this type of data.
23 POWER S.S. LL VAL HL
UNREG BUS 39.0 40.1 41.0
REG BUS 27.5 28.3 28.5
* INV ¢pl 11_ 109 112
etc.
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b°
Co
CDS Data - This data will consist of one group (1/2 display) that will furnish
pertinent data to the Test Conductor as governed by the CDS computer pro-
gram. This would include the following:
1. Values of particular interest during existing test step and their limits.
(Values selected from the 40 groups in a, above.)
2. OSE parameters being controlled.
3. Instructions or comments as appropriate.
It would be expected that the Test Conductor would select this display con-
tinuously during System Tests or test in which the CDS plays a major role.
The other group to be displayed would be one of the groups in a, above.
Unprocessed TLM data - There will be approximately 20 groups (1/2 display)
of unprocessed TLM data as obtained from the TLM decommutator. The data
willbe identified by a binary number (as supplied by the decommutator). This
number will be used to separate the data into groups and to data values within
those groups as follows:
116 8 4 2 1 |i 8 4 2 1 I
The display will consist of the following:
Group Number°
2.
3.
4.
Data Number
Data in Decimal Units
Data in Binary Bits
Group
18 1 017 0010001
2 109 11011O1
3 067 1OO0O11
4 O98 11OOO1O
Values within group
I.D. Number
The following is a typical example of the resulting display.
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This display is essentially a backupdisplay for a and b, above, and the data
will, therefore, be handled independentlyof the CDS.
d. Summary Data - The top two lines of this display will be reserved for CDS
controlled display. This will consist of displaying the group numbers that
contain out-of-limits values.
3.2. BAY NO. 2 - CONTROL PANEL
The bay will contain the Test Conductor's operational controls and the displays inti-
mately associated with them. This will include the following:
ao CDS Controls - These controls will be used to instruct the CDS as to what
tests to run, when to stop for operator actions, when to resume after a pro-
gram hold etc. This will include the following:
1. Stop/Pause Points Select
(a) Test Step - (Stop after each test step - shortest test that can be per-
formed without stopping.)
(b) Test Sequence - (Stop after each test sequence - group of test steps
that test a particular function.)
(c) Test Program - (Stop after each Test Program - group of test se-
quences that test a subsystem or stage of a mission profile.)
2. Select Test Program - Display test program number.
3. Select Test Sequence - Display test sequence number.
4. Advance Test Step - Display test step number (Note: test steps within
a _-=_ _........... _ h_ p_rforrned seouentiallv)
5. Test Start switch
6. Resume Test switch
7. Test Hold switch - (Stop at next test step)
8. CDS status indications
(a) Test in progress
(b) Test finished - Go
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(c) Test finished - No Go
(d) Program Hold
b. Command Mode Controls - These controls will set up the point from which
Vehicle commands can be originated. This will include the following:
1. Command OSE enable
2. CVE enable
3. Subsystem OSE enable - (OSE consoles to CDS to CVE)
4. CDS sequence
5. Command Display/Send {Commands set up by 1-3 will require verifica-
tion by the Test Conductor prior to transmitting the data to the vehicle.
This will include the display of the command bits that establish the func-
tion to be accomplished {Note - time bits, preamble etc., not required
to be displayed). After verification, the Test Conductor will enable the
transmission by operating this switch.
c. Communication - The Test Conductor will have a communication center which
will allow him to talk and listen to any area concerned with the STC. This
will include :
1. AllOSE Consoles
2. CDS Area
3. Vehicle Area
4. Environment Control Area
5. LCE
This area will also contain controls etc., for a loud speaker system in areas
1-4, above. All data into and out of this communication center will be re-
corded on the raw data recorder.
3.2.3 BAY NO. 3 - CONTINUOUS DISPLAY
This panel will allow the Test Conductor to obtain directly critical readings or those
that summarizc the general state of the system (vehicle and STC). These would in-
clude the following.
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a° Continuous Meter Displays - The following analog signals would be displayed
continuously :
1. Vehicle main bus voltage
2. Vehicle main bus current
3. Ground cooling outlet temp.
b. Continuous Lamp Displays - The following discretes will be displayed by
lights :
1. OSE - "GO" (I/subsystem)
2. CDS "GO"
3. Cooling air pressure switches
4. Etc.
C, Selected Meter Displays - Two meters and associated selector switches will
allow the Test Conductor to select two out of approximately 20 analog sig-
nals for display
do Time Displays - This panel will contain two time displays each to seconds.
They will be STC station time as obtained from the Timing OSE and Vehicle
time (binary code-displayed in octal) obtained from the C&S OSE. The vehi-
cle time will follow the vehicle as to speed up-hold-set controls exercised
through the C&S OSE.
e° Emergency Shut Down - This panel will contain an emergency power-off con-
trol. This switch when operated will remove power to all OSE consoles con-
nected to the vehicle. This will........ IIUL _,,u_U"*uv,,"_..... ,, +_,,_,,_¢_r_v_ - _rc_,,nd........ Cooling_ or
the Test Conductor's Console.
3.3 SELF TEST
The Test Conductor's Console will not require any special self-test capabilities. The
only functions performed by this equipment are to transfer its incoming data into dis-
plays (which can be verified by having the interface equipment generate special formats
or signals to verify this conversion) and to take switch operations and send them to
other OSE (verified by operating switches and verify receipt at receiving end by ob-
serving its response to the switch operation). This equipment will, therefore, be
verified by coordinating the interface equipment using special self-test procedures.
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3.4 ANCILLIARY EQUIPMENT
3.4.1 HIGH SPEEDLINE PRINTER
The Test Conductor's area will contain one high speedline printer that is controlled by
andis considereda part of the CDS. This printer will be used to record in near real-
time the results of the test sequences. This record will be used as a primary source
of data for test approval and customer buy off. The format, data, etc., will be as
controlled by the computer program. This printer will be positioned such that the
Test Conductorwill be able to read the printed matter without leaving his console.
3.4.2 CHARACTERPRINTER
The Test Conductor's area will contain one Teletype printer. This printer will be a
part of the CDS. The data to be printed will be a copy of all of the data printed on the
other subsystemteletype printers (into and out of the CDS). It can also beused by
the computer programmer to maintain a scratch pad type interface with the Test Con-
ductor.
The Test Conductor, by typing precise codedsequences, will be able to control the
CDSto the degreeprogrammed. This degreewill probably not allow alteration of the
basic test program, but could be used to alter the format of the Alphanumeric Display
or other special messages, etc. The primary justification for the incorporation of
this device is the flexibility it gives the Test Conductor in controlling the CDSby soft-
ware techniquesas opposedto hardware techniques.
This printer will be positioned such that the Test Conductor will be able to read and
type without leaving his console.
4.0 INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS
4.1 GENERAL
Figure 4-1 defines the interface between the Test Conductor's Console and the re-
mainder of the STC.
4.2 CDS PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
The Test Conductor's Console Alphanumeric Display places a requirement on the CDS
program and memory. Paragraph 3.2.1 a and b indicate that the CDS computer must
be capable of formatting 41 half display conditions. Each half display will require
six bits per character x 40 characters per line x 15 lines per half display = 2600 bits
per half display. For 41 half displays this requires a total storage of 41 x 2600 =
106,600 bits of buffer type storage. For an 18-bit word this implies approximately
6000 words of storage to satisfy the format function. This data is to be transferred
to the Test Conductor's Console where it will be stored in the Alphanumeric Display
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circulating memory. It will be stored in the sequenceit is received starting at posi-
tion x = 0 y = 0 (y being incremented for every 40 x characters). These format func-
tions should be available with reasonable access time, i. e., two seconds after re-
questing a different display, it should be available.
Only the data and their limits that are to be outputted need be converted to engineering
units. Only that data that has been changed since last outputted need by recalculated.
An approach to programming this is that the incoming TLM and hardwire data can be
grouped in the groupings to be used for the displays. Once every second the CDS can
establish what two groups are requested by the Test Conductor by interrogating his
selector switches. These two groups of data are then converted into the proper units
and packed along with the other characters required (value identification-spacing
etc.) in output buffer and shifted out. The entire display need not be updated all at
once, but can be spread out over the entire one second, if desired, by the computer.
4.3 SIGNAL INTERFACE
4.3.1 ANALOG SIGNALS
The analog signals received by the Test Conductor's Console will be displayed on
meters. Signal and return will be supplied by the sender.
The following three signals will be displayed continuously:
a. Main Bus Volts
b. Main Bus Amps
c. Ground Cooling Temperature
The following types of signals (20 estimated) will be displayed two at a time as
selected by the Test Conductor by operation of a manual selector switch:
a. Subsystem Voltages
b. Subsystem Currents
c. Critical Subsystem points
4.3.2 DISCRETE SIGNALS (Low Frequency Digital Signals)
The discrete signals received by the Test Conductor's console will be in the form of
contact closures. The "power" side of the contact will be supplied by the Test Con-
ductor's console to the console supplying the contact. The following discretes will be
received.
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a. Vehicle Master Timer - 26 bits - displayed in octal code - from C&S OSE.
b. STC Time - 30 bits - displayed days - hours - minutes - seconds - from
central timing.
c. Command Address - 8 bits - displayed in octal code - from CVE or command
OSE when inserting manually formated commands into vehicle.
d. Subsystem Status Signals - One bit from each major OSE console - used to
indicate satisfactory state. Displayed on individual lamps.
e. Cooling Pressure - Output pressure switches (in series} to indicate ground
• . |
cooling flow is on. Displayed on individual lamp.
The discrete signals sent by the Test Conductor's console will be in the form of con-
tact closures. The "power" side of the contact will be supplied by the user. The
following discretes will be seat:
a. CVE - command mode (3) (CVE remote-CVE local - CVE off) and transmit
enable.
b. Command OSE - command mode (2) - (Command OSE local - off} - and trans-
mit enable.
C* CDS
1. Command via CVE (1bit)
2. Commands from OSE consoles (1 bit}
3. Commands manual (1 bit)
4. Test mode (3} - test steps - test sequence - test program
5. Test N ° select - (8 bits}
6. Test start (1 bit}
7. Test hold (1 bit}
8. Test resume (1 bit)
9. Alpha numeric top select - 8 bits
10. Alpha numeric bottom select - 8 bits
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d. STC Power Distribution - Normally closed contact for emergency power off.
4.3.3 DIGITAL SIGNALS
The digital signals received by the Test Conductor's console will be transformer
coupled. They will consist of the following signals'.
a. CDS
1. Alphanumeric Data - 18 bits - 6 bits/character.
2. Data - 18 bits used to drive displays - bits 1-6 used to indicate destina-
tion - bits 7-18 used for data. Displays include:
(a) Program No. (0-99)
(b) Sequence No. (0-99)
(c) Step No. (0-99)
(d) Test ready
(e) Test on
(f) Program hold
(g) Test finished go - no go
b. Telemetry Decommutation - 18 bits - bits 1-8 - data identification, bits 9-15
data (binary).
4.3.4 COMMUNICATION
The Test Conductor's console will be tied into the STC communication network as
specified in paragraph 3.2.2e.
5.0 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The Test Conductor's console will perform the functions above.
be standard commercial grade meters with an accuracy of ± 2%.
selected to read one of many will be calibrated in 0-100% full scale units. The lights,
switches, logic, etc. will all be standard components used, throughout the STC.
The meters used will
The meters that are
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6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
6.1 GENERAL
The Test Conductor's console will consist of three bays of an operator sit down type.
The displays and controls as discussed in paragraph 3.2 will be grouped on the sloping
panels. A writing surface across the entire width will be provided with drawers for
storage of manuals, records, procedures, etc. being provided as a part of this shelf.
The line printer (part of the CDS) will be located such that the test conductor will be
able to conviently read the printed matter while sitting at his console. The teletype
(part of the CDS) will be located such that the Test Conductor will be able to con-
viently read the printed matter and be able to use its keyboard while sitting at his
console.
6.2 HUMAN FACTORS
The Test Conductor will require the data to be presented to him in such a manner that
he will be able to immediately evaluate it and issue any verbal instructions or oper-
ate his limited number of controls, as required. This capability will be achieved by
applying good human factor techniques throughout the design of this console.
6.3 PHYSICAL
Weight - later
Size - later
Power - later
Connector and Location - later
7.0 SAFETY
7.1 VEHICLE SAFETY
The Test Conductor's primary task is to ensure the vehicle's safety during the system
tests. His main control will be by discipline, ensuring that the subsystem engineers
perform their functions following an agreed-upon procedure. The function of his con-
sole is to provide him with the data and indications to assure him that the tests are
proceeding as planned. The CDS is his prime source of data and as such, his prime
displays (alphanumeric and printers) are controlled by the CDS.
The Test Conductor also has control of inhibiting (by refusing to release) any manually
generated vehicle command until he has seen the bit structure to be transmitted. This
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function provides a check on the fact that the command has been constructed properly
as well as a check on the desirabilityof sending that command to the system. His
other displays and controls are provided as gross vehicle safety type functions (i.e.,
ground cooling - power monitors - shut down, etc.).
7.2 PERSONNEL SAFETY
There will be no personnel safety hazzards beyond those associated with normal
electronic circuits.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document provides a functional description of the timing system required by the
Voyager System Test Complex. The use of the Central Timing Generator {CTG), the
Timing Isolation Unit (TIU), the Time Code Translator (TCT) and the off-line data
playback mode is explained.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
General Electric
VB260SR101
VB260SRI02
AMR (AFETR)
Document 10459
STC Test Objectives and Design Criteria
STC Design Characteristics and Constraints
Time Codes
Astro-data
6420-610-611 Time Code Translator
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The Central Timing System {Figure 3-1) provides timing and synchronization signals
for system and environmental tests at the factory, JPL and AMR. The timing signals
are distributed to a TIU at each system test complex (STC) so that isolated outputs may
be supplied to each OSE S/S console which uses the timing signals. The TIU's provide
either parallel or serial outputs as defined in Figures 3-2 and 3-3.
Often tape recordings of test data are played back for a more thorough analysis. To
allow for reduction of the recorded time code, the TIU's are compatible with the output
of the time code translator {TCT) associated with the playback tape recorder. By
changing the TIU from cables coming from the CTG to cables from the TCT, the timing
on the complex will be slaved to the TCT, which derives its time reference from the
recorded tape. For a detailed description of the TCT refer to Astro-data bulletin
(204-607) entitled Model 6204 Time Code Translator.
4.0 INTERFACE DESCRIPTION
The CTG will provide the following outputs {refer to Figure 4-1):
C ode Description To
Am NASA 36 bit serial code modulating i000 cps carrier TIU
A NASA 36 bit serial code i00 pps dc level shift TIU
B NASA 28 bit serial code 2 pps dc level shift TIU
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Code
Bm
C
Cp
E
F
G
H
K
M
N
BCD
I
R
S
M
P
Description
NASA 28 bit serial modulating 100 pps carrier
6.25 kc
Composite AM + BM + C mixed 3:3:1
1000 cps Sine Wave
100 pps 10% duty cycle
10 pps 10% duty cycle
1 pps 10% duty cycle
1 ppl0s 20% duty cycle
1 ppm 33% duty cycle
1 ppl0m 20% duty cycle
Parallel time code, days, hours, minutes, seconds
1000 pps 10% duty
10 k pps
100 k pps
lpp minute
1000 pps 40% duty cycle
Two outputs for central time displays will be provided by each CTG.
CTG will be the following:
a. NASA 36-bit time sync -- At JPL Lab.
AMR one-sec PR19
AMR one-RIG - B
b. -- At AMR
c. -- At AMR
d. 120 Volts _- 10% 60-cycle, single phase, 180 watts
To
TIU
TIU
TIU
TIU
TIU
TIU
TIU
TIU
TIU
TIU
TIU
Spare
Spa re
Spare
SCF Computer
SCF Computer
Inputs to the
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D
IMC
J515
100KC
J514
10K C
J515
1KC
J516
IKC
RTC
J529
1 KC PS
E
i00 PPS
F
100 PPS
J517
NASA 36 BIT
DO SHIFT
A
NASA 36 BIT
10 KCPS
CARRIER
AM
-6v o
i/_s
-6V
10_ s
-6V o _
I00 _Zs
-6V
-'_ 1MS
-6V 0-
_--IMS
I
--i0 MS
-12V o "
I0 MS
I I
-6V
i0 MS
-12v °
+3V 0
-3V -6V
10PPS
J518
10PPS
G
NASA 28 BIT
DC SHIFT
B
NASA 28
BIT i00 CPS
CARRIER
BM
IPPS
J519
IPPS
H
IPP i0 SEC
K
iPPM
M&
J420
iPP 10M
N
PARALLEL
OUTPUT
TYPICAL
D
-6v o
_ lOOMS
-12V o
lOOMS
12V o
_ lOOMS
fxA
.3V_6v_ _j _, _.i _,j %.,
I
- 6 v_Lr']-.r'LI"L.P%_
i SEC
--i SEC
-12V
I0 SEC
-12V
---1 MIN
-12V
10 MIN
Figure 4-1. Time Code Generator Output Waveforms
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C ode
Am
A
B
Bm
C
Cp
E
F
G
H
K
M
BCD
Power
The TIU inputs will be the following:
Description
NASA 36-bit modulating 1000 H Z
NASA 36-bit 100-pps d-c level shift
NASA 28-bit 2-pps d-c level shift
NASA 28-bit modulating 100 H Z
6.25 KC
Composite AM + BM + C mixed 3:3:1
1000 H Z sine wave
100-pps 10% duty cycle
10-pps 10% duty cycle
1-pps 10% duty cycle
1-pps 20% duty cycle
1-pps 10M 20% duty cycle
Parallel time code, days, hours, minutes, seconds.
120 Volts ± 10%, 60-cycle, single phase, 300-Watt
Outputs of the TIU will interface with the following listed OSE S/S consoles, and de-
fined by Figures 3-2 and 3-3.
a. Science OSE
b. Pyro OSE
c. Central records
d. Computer Data System
e. TCM OSE
f. Test Conductor's Console
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5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The TIU's provide an isolated interface between the CTG and the users of the complex.
Every effort to minimize capacitance coupling between system grounds is required.
In system tests the timing signals provide a uniform time reference between subsys-
tems and the computer data system. However, the timing signals may be used by any
subsystem console at any time without dependence upon other OSE consoles.
TIU power requirements:
120 Volts + 10%, 60-cycle ± 2%, 300 Watt, single phase.
The TIU output is convertible from voltages to relay closures. The output voltage
levels are as follows:
Output (Voltage) Output Voltage Output Imp.
Am 6 VPP 100 Q
A 0-12V 1000
B 0-12V 1000
Bb 6 VPP 100
C 6 VPP i00
CP 6 VPP 100
E 6 VPP 1000
F 6-12V Buffer
H 0-12V 1000
G 0-12V Buffer
K 0-12V 1000
M 0-12V 1000
N 0-12V 1000
D 0-12V 1000
BCD
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The Central Timing System will consist of a CTG (Astro-data 6420) and a maximum of
six TIU's. This is identical to the equipment which was used on the Mariner C program;
it could be used on the Voyager program with no modification. The C TG must be cen-
trally located in an air conditioned area.
7.0 SAFETY
Frame grounds will be installed on all chassis, and fuses must be provided on all in-
coming power leads for protection of operating personnel.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document provides a functional description of the Central Recorder, a part of the
Voyager System Test Complex. The use of the Central Recorder to support Voyager
system testing is described, and a description of its use in supporting subsystem test
is also included.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VB260SR101
VB260SR102
1971 Voyager STC Test Objectives and Design Criteria
1971 Voyager STC Design Characteristics and Constraints
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The Central Recorder (CR) will be capable of monitoring a maximum of 50 analog func-
tions simultaneously. The data will come from the vehicle via the subsystem OSE con-
soles, and approximately 300 functions will be available for monitoring. To evaluate
the data in a logical manner a patch panel will be provided for each test so that indi-
vidual subsystems can use the recorder to maximum advantage. For example, if a
subsystem test is being conducted on the attitude control S/S, the appropriate patch
panel will be installed and up to 50 functions which are particular to the test could be
displayed and recorded for detailed analyses. This capability is extremely flexible
because all functions are available to the CR and only a repatch is necessary to moni-
tor any data point.
Variable gain amplifiers and calibration controls will be provided so that proper scale
factors, source isolation and impedance matching can be accomplished.
Figure 3-1 is a functional block diagram of the Central Recorder.
4.0 INTERFACE
a. Since the test conductor has the capability to patch-in any function for re-
cording, all analog vehicle data will be cabled to the CR. Functions available
for monitoring by the CR are as follows:
SUBSYSTEM SOURC F NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS
Power S/S 30
Science S/S 70
Capsule Undetermined
Video Tape Rec 20
Radio S/S 20
Radio Relay S/S 15
TLM S/S 30
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REAR CONN
PNL --
PATCH PANEL
50
VARIABLE GALVONOMETER
GAIN TYPE
AMPLIFIERS RECORDERS
CIRCUIT ]BREAKER
LINE FILTER i
]
f CIRCUIT ] i CONVENIENCEBREAKER OUT LET
I
TO 120 VAC, 60 CYCLES,
SINGLE-PHASE, 2.4KVA
Figure 3-1. Central Recorder, Block Diagram
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SUBSYSTEM SOURCE NUMBER OF F UNCTIONS
CoP_mand SS 30
Pyro SS 80
Attitude Control 40
Controller and Sequencer 5
Propulsion 5
Control Timing 36 Bit serial time code
b. Miscellaneous Interfaces are as follows:
1. Power Distribution
Console
--120 VAC, 60-cycle, single-phase, 2,4 KVA
2. Test Conductor's Console -- Intercomm. network.
5.0 PERFORMANCE
The CR will be a 50-channel direct-write oscillograph that uses 12-inch wide paper
with a maximum capacity of 350 feet. The record will be capable of being permanently
fixed if desired.
The majority of the galvanometers will have an undamped natural frequency of 150 cps;
the flat response (+ 5%) will be 0-70 cps; the D-C sensitivity will be 0. 021 m__a/in, or
3.67 mv/in, with a nominal D-C coil resistance of 30 ohms.
Galvanometers with a higher frequency response will be required for some applications;
these will have an undamped natural frequency of 1500 cps; the flat response (± 5%) will
be 900 cps; the D-C sensitivity will be 10.7 ma/in, or 364 mv/in, with a nominal coil
resistance of 17 ohms. Galvanometers with a higher frequency response can be ob-
tained if required.
Forty-eight galvanometer controls will be provided which will handle from 150V down
to the minimum voltage required for a particular galvanometer deflection. Additional
wide-band (0-10kc) differential D-C amplifiers will be provided. They will have very
good input-to-output and input/output-to-ground isolation and will provide 10 volts at
10 ma for voltage recording or 10 volts at 100 ma for the current necessary to drive
the galvanometer.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The central recorder that was used on the Mariner C program could be used on the
Voyager program. The addition of a patch panel and possibly a change in connector
types would be required to make it compatible with the recommended Voyager System
Pest Complex.
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The CR will becontained in one standard electronic equipment rack, and will weigh
approximately 400 pounds. It will require power of 120VAC, 60-cycle, single-phase
at 2.4 KVA and will consist of the following items:
a. Midwestern Model 607F direct-write oscillograph or equivalent.
b. Approximately 40 Midwestern type 102-150 galvanometers.
c. 10Midwestern type 102-1500galvanometers.
d. Four 12-channel galvanometer control panels; Dynamic Instrumentation
Model 6065or equivalent.
e. Six wide-band differential amplifiers; dynamic Instrumentation Model 122or
equivalent.
f. A 480-point patch panel; AMP model P480Dwith removal programmable board
Model 595534-2or equivalent.
The incoming signal leads will be two-conductor twisted pair shielded. The shield will
beconnectedtogether and groundedat the CR end only.
7.0 SAFETY PROVISIONS
No special provisions are required for the protection of personnel or the spacecraft.
Normal good practice is required in patching to preclude damaging galvanometers with
overloads and loss of data.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the simulator required to test both
the System Test Complex and the Launch Complex Equipment. The simulator is in-
terfaced with the OSE as a precautionary measure to verify the OSE condition of
readiness prior to connecting to the Spacecraft umbilical.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB260SR101 1971 Voyager STC
VB260SR102 1971 Voyager STC
VB280SR101 1971 Voyager LCE
VB280SR102 1971 Voyager LCE
Test Objectives and Design Criteria
Design Characteristics and Constraint
Test Objectives and Design Criteria
Design Characteristics and Constraint
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The principle function of the Spacecraft Umbilical Simulator is to provide an approxi-
mate simulation of the loads, current, voltages etc. of a nominal spacecraft, to the
Operational Support Equipment. This is a test or precaution which equally ap-
plicable to both the System Test Complex and to the Launch Complex Equipment.
The simulation of the spacecraft to the OSE is at the interface of the Voyager/Centaur
in flight disconnect or the Voyager Umbilical. This is a more critical interface than
the spacecraft Direct Access Test Point because:
ao The umbilical wires, especially those used for control purposes, do not
necessarily have the built-in isolation that is characteristic of direct access
test points.
b. The interfaces between spacecraft direct access test points and OSE will
have had a greater history of pre-delivery validation than the umbilical to
OSE interface because of flight subsystem testing operations. Any potential
damages to the spacecraft are more readily fixed if incurred through the
electronic bay direct access test points. Spacecraft simulation, insofar as
direct access test points are concerned, is normally a self test feature of
the OSE in the STC.
C. Potential damages which faulty LCE could inflict upon the Spacecraft, through
the umbilical, are more prejudicial to the launch window than casualties which
might occur in the SCF.
The simulation should be directional; spacecraft signals are generated in an approxi-
mate manner at the simulator and delivered to the OSE for analysis and evaluation,
while OSE signals are received and displayed at the simulator. Figure 3-1 illustrates
the nature of this simulation.
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Figure 3-1. S/C Simulator
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Cable validation, resolution of incompatabilities, and recognition of degraded trans-
mission are objectives of the Spacecraft Umbilical Simulator. For these reasons,
especially the recognition of degradation (a noisy connection as opposed to an open
or shorted wire), the functions generated by the Umbilical Simulator are shown in
Figure 3-1 as adjustable.
4.0 INTERFACE
In the STC the S/C simulator will mate to the OSE cable which contains a connector
similar to inflight disconnect which is mounted on the Centaur. These signals will
then be routed to the umbilical "J" Box, from which they will be distributed to the
OSE S/S console.
Umbilical signals simulated by Simulator/Interfacing OSE Subsystem Console are
given in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Simulated Umbilical Signals
RADIO SUBSYSTEM
4.i. (Coax) High Gain Antenna Probe
2. (Coax} Medium Gain Antenna Probe
3. (Coax) Primary Low Gain Antenna
Probe
(Coax) Secondary Low Gain
Antenna Probe
5. (Coax) Precision Link
RE LAY RADIO SUBSYSTEM
1. (Coax) Antenna Probe
COMMAND SUBSYSTEM
None
POWER SUBSYSTEM
1. Array/Battery Bus Voltage
2. Array Enable Switch SW-1 Monitor
3. Turn-on Enable Switch, SW-1
4. Turn-off Enable Switch, SW-1
5. Enable Switch, SW-1, Return
6. External Power, 44-55 VDC, 15 Amps
7. External Power Return
8. Battery No. 1 Voltage
9. Battery No. 2 Voltage
10. Battery No. 3 Voltage
11. Battery No. 1 Temperature
12. Battery No. 2 Temperature
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Simulated Umbilical Signals (Continued)
13. Battery No. 3 Temperature
14. Battery Sensor Temperature Return
15. 400 cps, Phase 1 Voltage
16. 400 cps, Phase 2 Voltage
17. 400 cps, Phase 3 Voltage
18. 2.4 KC Voltage
19. 2.4 KC Voltage Return
20. Raw Battery Bus Voltage
CONTROLLER AND SEQUENCER
1. Alert Signal
2. Sync Signal
3. Command Information
4. Engine Burn Enable State
5. Speed-Up Timing
6. Inhibit Master Timer
7. Update Master Timer
8. Clean Timer
9. Inhibit Power Supply No. 1
i0. Inhibit Power Supply No. 2
DATA _,---,,-,_o
i. Modulated Subcarrier A
2. Modulated Subearrier B
3. Modulated Subcarrier C
4. Word Sync
5. Bit Sync
6. Frame Sync
7. Mode II Command
8. Data Encoder Return
9. Recorders to Launch Mode
i0. Telemetry Mode 3 Select
ii. Telemetry Mode 4 Select
12. Telemetry Mode 5 Select
13. Telemetry Mode 5 Select
14. UHF Transmitter On/Off
15. UHF Power Amplifier On/Off
16. VHF Transmitter On/Off
17. Sequencer Enable
18. Sequencer Rate Select
19. Ground Telemetry Clocks
20. External/Internal Telemetry
21. Telemetry On/Off
22. Tape Recorder On/Off
23. Tape Recorder Record/Play-
back Select
24. Telemetry Bit Rate Output
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Simulated Umbilical Signals (Continued)
25. Telemetry Frame Rate Output
26. Telemetry Encoder Output
27. Sensor Power Supply Monitor
28. Pyrotechnic Continuity
29. Telemetry Mode Monitor
30. Tape Recorder Reset
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
i. Gyro Heater Power
2. Gyro Rebalance Amplifier 1
3. Gyro Rebalance Amplifier 2
4. Gyro Rebalance Amplifier 3
5. Common Return
6. Shield Return
7. Approach Guidance Update 1
8. Approach Guidance Update 2
PYROTECHNIC SUBSYSTEM
1. Continuity 3. Arm Signal 1
2. Continuity Return 4. Arm Signal 2
DATA STORAGE SUBSYSTEM
None
SCIE NC E
Undetermined. Ten umbilical lines are assumed for this subsystem.
CAPSULE
1. Ground Power Main Bus
2. Ground Power Main Bus Monitor
3. Internal/External Power Transfer
4. Internal/External Power Monitor
5. Barrier Pressure Monitor
6. Checkout Sequence Signal
7. Spacecraft/Capsule External
Clock Select
8. Telemetry Mode 1 Select
9. Telemetry Mode 2 Select
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5.0 PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS
The S/C simulator is primarily a quantitative instrument for determining if the
cabling between the S/C inflight disconnectand the S/S OSEexists and performs as
defined on the drawings. For most functions lamp indication will be the only response
to anOSES/S stimuli.
There will be some functions that will require monitoring with a meter which will
have an accuracy of + 1%; to do this appropriate meters will be built into the simu-
lator so they can be patched or switched, for multiple purpose monitoring. Nor-
mally the meters will be used to calibrate the S/S OSE through the interconnecting
cable.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The Voyager simulator will use the Mariner C design philosophy as a guideline. It
will be a self-contained portable unit weighing approximately 40 lbs; and requiring
power of 120VAC, 60 cycle, single phase, 200W; and 208V, 400 cycle, three-phase,
30W.
It will be a weatherproof suitcase type box containing the following:
i. Indicator light
2. Meters
3. Fuse
4. Test Points
5. Switches
b. Relays
c. Power Supply
7.0 SAFETY
The unit will be fused and grounded through the power cable for protection of
personnel and equipment. Caution should be observed when working on the unit
since potentially dangerous voltages will exist within the unit.
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I. 0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the Voyager Radio Subsystem Operational
Support Equipment (OSE} which forms a part of the System Test Complex (STC} and is
used to test and monitor the S-Band Radio Subsystem during system and subsystem
tests.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
Reference to the following documents is required for completeness in this document:
General Electric/Motorola Document
VB263FD103
VB260SR102
VB260SR101
Command Subsystem OSE; Functional Description
System Test Complex Design Characteristics and Restraints
System Test Complex Test Objectives and Design Criteria
FUNC TIONAL DESCRIPTION
GENERAL
The Voyager Radio Subsystem OSE is used to test the subsystem from initial subsys-
tem tests through STC tests and supports testing at AFETR.
3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
A block diagram of the Voyager Radio Subsystem OSE is shown in Figure 3-1.
3.3 REQUIRED FUNCTIONS
The Voyager Spacecraft Radio Subsystem OSE is capable of performing the following
eleven functions:
a. Provide six stable transmitter signals for checking the three spacecraft (S/C)
Receiver performances.
b. Provide a phase coherent receiver for checking the S/C transmitters charac-
teristics.
C. Provide for measuring, monitoring, and recording of S/C r-f powers and fre-
quencies, S/C receiver and transmitter functions, and S/C transformer rec-
tifier (TR) and DC-DC converter voltages and currents; monitor the S/C radio
subsystem operating mode and reaction to S/C commands and OSE simulated
commands.
d. Provides the S/C with a pseudo-random ranging code via the r-f link.
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e. Demodulatethe ranging code from the S/C turnaround ranging subsystem and
examine the velocity and range determining characteristics.
f. Provide an alternate source of power to the DC-DC converter and TR's in the
S/C r-f package when S/C power is not available and provide loads for the S/C
power simultaneously.
g. Monitor and record operating times of the S/C radio subsystem.
h. Provide the necessary OSE/OSE interfaces.
i. Provide power and signal isolations as described in VB260SR101 and
VB260SR102.
j. Provide a self test capability independent of external testing.
k. Receive the spacecraft RF telemetry signal and provide a demodulated telem-
etry signal to the Data Encoder OSE.
3.4 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The following paragraphs contain general descriptions of the units contained within the
OSE. The paragraphs are arranged in the order the equipment appears in the rack en-
closures. Refer to Figure 3-2 for a drawing showing the four basic racks with equip-
ment location. All four racks are used both in system and subsystem tests. The case
and cable storage console and the S/C power supply rack are used exclusively for sub-
system tests.
3.4.1 OSE RACK I
OSE Rack I contains the following equipment:
Patch and Breaker Panel -- Master circuit breaker for OSE Rack I, a running
time meter for recording operating time of Rack I, a 115 vac convenience out-
let, and connectors for interconnections between OSE Rack I and II.
Range Code Control Panel -- Functions as the control and monitor panel for
the PN Code Generators.
• Oscilloscope -- Monitors outputs of Ranging Receiver and PN Code Generators.
• Spectrum Analyzer -- Monitors frequency spectrum.
Wave Analyzer -- Measures the relative amplitude of the Test Receiver i-f
spectral components.
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HOLDING AND CABLE STORAGE FIXTURE AS REQUIRED
SIC ITEM UNDER TEST
COMPONENT
SUBSYSTEM
SYSTEM
tff t
SIC POWER SUPPLY
ALTERNATE
SOURCE OF
SIC POWER
NO. RACKI
PATCH & BREAKER
PANEL
RANGE CODE
CONTROL PANEL
4 TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPE
SPECTRUM
ANALYZER
WAVE ANALYSIS
MOPS
NOISE FIGURE
METER
CONNECTOR PANEL*
NO.
2A1
2A2
2A3
2A4
')^K
t_rl_
2A6
2A7
2A8
2AO
2A10
2A]1
2A12
2A13
2A14
RACK II
PATCH & BREAKER
PANEL
BLANK PANEL
RANGING RECEIVER
BLANK PANEL
TEST RECE!VER
DUAL OSC ILLOSCOPE
AC VTVM
;OWER SUPPLY
(_+300VDC)
POWER SUPPLY
(_+15VDC)
POWER SUPPLY
_ I:_U VU_I
POWER SUPPLY
( +7 VDC)
CONNECTOR PANEL '
DECODE GENERATOR °
ENCODE GENERATOR •
NO.
3A]
3A2
3A3
3A4
3A5
3A6
3A7
3A8
3A9
3A10
3All
3A12
3A13
l
RACK III
PATCH & BREAKER
PANEL
ISOLATION AMPLIFIER
UNIT
MODE INDICATOR
DIG ITAL VOLTMETER
SIC TEST POINT
MONITOR PANEL
SIC RF MONITOR
- RF CONVERTER
ELECTRONI C COUNTER
COUNTER SWITCH
PANEL
S-BAND SIGNAL
GENERATOR
SIC POWER SUPPLY
(28VDC)
2.4 KC SIC POWER
SUPPLY
TERMINAL BOARD
ASSEMBLY °
SIC CONNECTOR PANEL"
NO
4A]
4A2
4A3
4A4
4ASAI
4ASA:
4A6
4A7
4A8
AAN
4AIO
4A11
4A12
RACK IV
PATCH PANEL
& SIC RUNNING TIME
FUNCTION GENERATOR
DC MICROVOLTMETER
SIC RF POWER METER
ASSEMBLY
POWER METER
POWER METER
CALIBRATOR
TEST TRANSMITI'ER
MODULAT ION CONTROL
PANEL
AUDIO OSCILLATOR
9 A VF" '_If' MAB, IITAI_
TRUE RMS VOLTMETER
POWER SUPPLY
(+-15 VDC)
OSEIOSE
INTERFACE PANEL •
RADIO SUBSYSTEM OSE
,LOCATED IN REAR
Figure 3-2. Equipment Location, Radio Subsystem OSE
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• System Tests Intercommunication Unit -- Provides voice communication
within the System Test Complex.
• Noise Figure Meter -- Provides for automatic noise figure measurements.
3.4.2 OSE RACK II
OSE Rack II houses the following equipments:
• Patch and Breaker Panel -- Provides a master circuit breaker for Rack II,
connectors for interconnection between racks, and a running time meter for
recording Rack II running time.
• Ranging Receiver -- Provides for testing transponder turnaround ranging.
• Test Receiver -- Phase coherent, double conversion superhetrodyne re-
ceiver for testing the S/C transmitter.
• Oscilloscope -- Monitors the DPE outputs of the S/C and test receivers.
• Vacuum Tube Voltmeter -- Measures various OSE and/or S/C signal and
power rms levels.
• Power Supply -- Provides ± 300 vdc to the Test Receiver.
• Power Supply -- Provides regulated ± 15 vdc to assemblies in OSE Racks I
and II.
• Power Supply -- Provides + 150 vdc and 6.3 vac to the Test Receiver.
• Power Supply -- Provides regulated 7 vdc to the Test Receiver.
• PN Code Generators -- Provides pseudo-random range codes for modulating
the test transmitter and demodulating the code received by the Test Receiver.
3.4.3 OSE RACK III
The following equipme_t is located in OSE Rack III
• Patch and Breaker Panel -- Contains master circuit breakers for OSE Racks
III and IV, connectors for interconnections between racks, a running time
meter for recording Racks III and IV operating times, and a 115 vac conven-
ience outlet.
• Isolation Amplifier -- Provides isolation of the spacecraft and OSE functions
to prevent loading by other subsystems.
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Mode Indicator Panel -- Usedto simulate S/C Commandsand C and Scontrol
and indicate the operating modeof the S/C radio subsystem.
I Digital Voltmeter -- Measures various S/C and OSE voltage levels and used in con-
junction with the temperature sensitive devices.
S/C Test Point Monitor -- Used to select specific test points in the S/C for
making various measurements using OSE test equipment.
S/C RF Monitor and RF Converter -- Monitors received and transmitted sig-
nal levels and provides for distributing r-f power to and from the S/C and
frequency converter. The frequency converter coherently translates the test
transmitter output frequency to the test receiver input frequency.
• Frequency Counter -- Monitors OSE and S/C operating frequencies.
Counter Switch Panel - Functions as the input selector for the frequency
counter.
S-Band Signal Generator -- Provides for measuring receiver spurious response
and image rejection.
25-50 VDC Power to ° h_ c .... i_ 2 Q vdc _nrn_n_l fn fh_ S/C DC-DC Con-
verter in the radio subsystem.
2.4 KC S/C Power Supply -- Supplies 50 vrms at 2.4 kc to the S/C radio sub-
system TR units.
Terminal Board Assembly -- Provides primary interconnection for OSE-to-
OSE.
S/C Connector Panel -- Used for all interconnections between OSE and S/C
or cable storage console.
3.4.4 OSE RACK IV
The following equipment is contained within OSE Rack IV:
Breaker, Patch and S/C Running Time Panel -- Contains a circuit breaker
and running time meter for recording S/C radio subsystem running times.
Function Generator -- Used to generate output square waves, triangular waves
and sine waves to modulate the OSE and S/C transmitters and other uses.
• DC Microvoltmeter -- Measures various OSE and/or S/C signal levels.
• S/C RF Power Meter -- Measures the RF output power from the S/C.
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Transmitter r-f Power Meter Panel -- Monitors the r-f output of the test
transmitter.
Test Transmitter -- Used to provide the S/C transponder receivers with
stable S-bandsignals.
Modulation Control Panel -- Usedto control the test transmitter phasemodu-
lator input. It provides for selecting different input devices and for controlling
the phasemodulator input level.
Audio Oscillator -- Used to generate output frequencies for modulating the test
transmitter and S/C modulators and other uses.
2.4 Kc S/C Monitor Panel -- Connectsthe output of the 2.4-kc S/C power
supply to the S/C Interface Panel and provides selective switching of the 2.4-
kc output voltages for application to the true rms voltmeter.
True RMSVoltmeter -- Monitors the 2.4-kc power to the S/C and other simi-
lar functions.
• Power Supply-- Supplies regulated ± 15vdc to the Test Transmitter.
OSE-to-OSEInterface Panel -- Connectsthe OSEand S/C functions to external
systems.
3.4.5 S/C POWERSUPPLY RACK
The S/C Power SupplyRack may beused during subsystem tests to replace the radio
subsystem transformer/rectifier and DC/DC converter units.
3.4.6 HOLDING AND CABLE STORAGEFIXTURE
The Holding andCable Storage Fixture is used during subsystem tests to houseand
provide connectorsto the subsystem andprovide cabling to the OSE.
3.5 SELF TEST AND CALIBRATION
3.5.1 GENERAL
The Voyager Radio Subsystem OSE has self-test and calibration capabilities usable
prior to and during external testing without external test interference. These functions
are performed by equipments internal to the four basic OSE racks.
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3.5.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
Table 3-1 is a list of the self-test capabilities provided by the OSE.
diagram of this mode is shownin Figure 3-3.
3.5.3 TEST DEFINITIONS
A functional block
The following paragraphs present a brief discussion of the tests listed in Table 3-1:
am Power Supplies -- OSE and OSE-contained S/C DC power supply voltages and
currents are monitored with meters mounted on the power supply faces and
with the Digital D-C voltmeter• The 2.4 KC-SC Monitor Panel provides for
selecting any 2.4 kc power supply output voltage or current to the S/C for
monitoring by the true rms voltmeter. The 2.4 kc power supply output fre-
quency is also monitored by the electronic frequency counter.
b. Running Time Indicators -- Elapsed time indicators are supplied on all racks
and record accumulated operating times.
C. Test Transmitter -- Test Transmitter output power, VCO frequency and mod-
ulated spectrum are monitored• Output power is measured with the r-f power
meter and Bolometer. A power meter calibrator is provided to calibrate
these measurements Test lraHsmitter _r_,_¢......... is ._+n_,_ wifh fh_
frequency counter by selecting the VCO from the counter function select panel.
The modulated spectrum is monitored by the Spectrum Analyzer tuned to the
S-Band carrier frequency. Modulation sensitivityand carrier suppression
are determined using this testset up. Transmitter/Receiver Phase Jitteris
measured using the same basic test set up with the Receiver DPE monitored
by the oscilloscope. The residual rms noise with the loop locked is a meas-
ure of the Phase Jitter. This same basic test set up is utilizedto measure
and monitor other similar testtransmitter operations and functions.
do Test Receiver- Test Receiver AGC, SPE, DPE, IF Spectrum, "_'_'-'vu,_, Fre-
quency and Phase Jitter are measured or monitored by equipment internal to
the basic OSE racks. The AGC, SPE and DPE are monitored by either the
rms voltmeter, Digital D-C voltmeter or oscilloscope• The IF spectrum is
monitored directly by the spectrum analyzer connected to the receiver IF and
the VCO frequency measurements are selectable from the counter control
panel. Receiver/Transmitter Phase Jitter are measurable as in the previous
paragraph for transmitter self tests.
e. Ranging Receiver -- The Ranging Receiver has a self test mode utilizing the
test transmitter/r-f Converter/test receiver S-band link. Correlation voltage,
lock indicators, clock frequency, and other similar functions are monitored
to determine proper operating characteristics.
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Table 3-1. Self Test Capability
Functional Equipment Monitor/Measure
1. Voltages/Currents, frequency
.
3.
OSE & OSE-S/C Power
Suppl ie s
Running Time Indicators
Test Transmitter
OSE, all racks
a. Output power
b. VCO frequency
c. Modulated spectrum
d. Phase Jitter
a. (AGC) Automatic Gain
Control Voltage
b. (SPE) Static Phase Error
Voltage
c. (DPE) Dynamic Phase Error
Voltage
d. I-F Spectrum
e. VCO frequency
f. Phase Jitter
a. PN code correlation voltage
b. Lock indications
c. Clock frequency
4. Test Receiver
5. Ranging Receiver
3.6 SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.6.1 GENERAL
These tests are performed with the basic Radio Subsystem OSE racks, the power sup-
ply rack and the holding and cable storage console. The tests evaluate and confirm
the adequacy of the subsystem design, workmanship, and electrical performance to
meet mission requirements. The OSE is capable of measuring or monitoring the func-
tions listed in Table 3-2. These capabilities are not all required for testing on the
subsystem level but provide the OSE with the added flexibility of testing on the assem-
bly level.
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Table 3-2
Assembly Tests/Measurements
Transponder
(RCVR)
1. Power SupplyVoltages/Currents
2. Commandand Verify
3. Lock Indications
4. AGC Characteristics
5. Threshold
6. R-F Loop BW
7. AGC Loop BW
8. PhaseJitter
9. Amplitude Jitter
Transponder
(Exciter)
Transponder
(RangingChar-
acteristic s)
10. Image rejection
11. Spurious Response
12. Inter ChannelCross Coupling
13. Doppler Tracking Rate
14. Telemetry Channel, Output Signal Levels
and Signal-to-Noise Ratios
15. Coherent Interference
1. Power SupplyVoltages/Currents
2. Command/Verify
3. Output Power
4. Spurious Output
5° Output Bandwidth
6. Modulation Characteristics
7. VCO Frequency and Range
8. Test Transmitter/Radio Receiver Phase Jitter
1. Delay
2. Delay Variations
3. RangingSpectrum
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Table 3-2 (Continued)
Assembly Tests/Measurements
Power Amplifier 1. Power Supply Voltage/Currents
2. Output Power
3. Bandwidth
4. Spurious Output
5. Delay
6. Command/Verify
7. Transfer Characteristics
3.6.2 ASSEMBLY MODE
The Radio Subsystem OSE performs the tests defined in Table 3-2 on an assembly level
using equipment internal to the four basic racks and the holding and cable storage con-
sole. The tests are performed using accepted test procedures defined by test specifi-
cations where applicable. The assemblies to be tested will be connected within the
holding and cable storage console. Auxiliary cables are provided to operate one as-
sembly independent of the others.
3.6.3 SUBSYSTEM MODE
A functional block diagram showing principle signal flow through subassemblies is
shown in Figure 3-4. The following paragraphs augment the illustrated definition with
brief definitions of the test to be performed.
Subsystem tests include assembly testing to verify that each assembly is functioning
properly, plus sufficient engineering tests to ensure that the assemblies are intercon-
nected properly and will meet required performance levels.
The basic subsystem level tests include the following:
a. Measuring turnaround delay and delay variation with the test Ranging Receiver.
be Tests to insure that the subsystem will interface with other S/C subsystems
and perform adequately as a system. This will be accomplished by simulating
external interfaces within the OSE.
c. Tests to verify that all commanded functions respond properly to commands
generated and verified by the Command Simulator and Mode Indicator unit.
el. Each redundant signal path is subjected to sufficient tests to establish per-
formance levels.
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3.7 SYSTEM TEST
The Voyager radio subsystem OSE four basic racks are interfaced with the command
subsystem OSE, data storage and display equipments, and recorders in the system
test complex. This equipment is capable of the following:
a. Permit complete exercising of all spacecraft mechanical and electrical
functions.
b. Afford monitoring in real-time of the spacecraft radio subsystem behavior.
c. Afford test repeatability.
d. Have self-check capability prior to and during test without test interruption.
e. Provide real-time test records with the following information:
1. Name of test
2. Function exercised
3. Time
4. Edited data with indicationsof questionable data.
f. Provide for detection of failures. The faultisolationneed only to be a sub-
system level.
g. Provide a record of accumulated test time on overall spacecraft equipments.
A functional block diagram of the Radio Subsystem OSE and interfaces with the space-
craft Radio Subsystem and other OSE is shown in Figure 3-5. The Radio-Subsystem
i-_ t-, _ • t .... 1
u_r. form_ an inspirit1 part u_-_ ^_ _c_ _,_,"_v_ _, _,_A_°measurement _.._n_..........mnnitnrcapa-
bilities including, but not limited to, those for Subsystem and Assembly tests. The STC
provides for integrated test control using the CDS and Command Verification Equip-
ment. The Radio Subsystem OSE will function in this automated testing mode.
The Radio Subsystem OSE in conjunction with the other OSE within the STC supports
the operations of the LCE at the Launch Complex and explosive safe areas.
4.0 INTERFACES
OSE-to-OSE Interfaces are shown in Figure 3-5.
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The following tables delineate the interfaces:
a. Table 4-1 shows the Radio OSE and Computer Data System interfaces.
b. Table 4-2 shows Radio OSE and Central Recorder Interfaces.
c. Table 4-3 shows Radio OSE and Test Conductors Console Interfaces.
d. Table 4-4 shows Radio OSE and CVE Interfaces.
e. Table 4-5 shows Radio OSE and Recorder Interface.
f. Table 4-6 shows Radio OSE and Spacecraft Interfaces.
g. Table 4-7 shows Radio OSE and Command OSE Interface.
h. Table 4-8 shows Radio OSE and Data Encoder OSE Interface.
Table 4-1. Radio OSE and Computer Data System Interfaces
Function
ANALOG
1. S/C RCVR No. 1AGC
2. S/C RCVR No. 2 AGC
3. S/C RCVR No. 3 AGC
4. S/C RCVR No. 1 SPE
5. S/C RCVR No. 2 SPE
6. S/C RCVR No. 3 SPE
7. S/C RCVR No. 1 TR
8. S/C RCVR No. 1 TR
9. S/C RCVR No. 2 TR
10. S/C RCVR No. 2 TR
11. S/C RCVR No. 3 TR
Voltage
-l.5to+5.5vdc
-1.5 to +5.5 vdc
-1.5 to +5.5vdc
-3.0 vdc to +3.0 vdc
-3.0 vdc to +3.0 vdc
-3.0 vdc to +3.0 vdc
+15 vdc ±1%
-15 vdc ±1%
+15 vdc _1%
-15 vdc +1%
+15 vdc ±1%
Impedance
(ohms)
10k
10k
10k
1
1
1
15k
15k
15k
15k
15k
Comments
Alarm Limits
Alarm Limits
Alarm Limits
D-C Iso Amp
D-C Iso Amp
D-C Iso Amp
Alarm for 1% Change
Alarm for 1% Change
Alarm for 1% Change
Alarm for 1% Change
Alarm for 1% Change
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Table 4-1. RadioOSEand Computer Data System Interfaces (Continued)
Function
12. S/C RCVR No. 3 TR
13. S/C Ex. No. 1 TR
14. S/C Ex. No. 2 TR
15. S/C Ex. No. 3 TR
16. S/C Ex. No. 1 TR
17.
18.
19.
S/C Ex. No. 2 TR
voltage
S/C Ex. No. 3 TR
voltage
S/C Pow. Amp.
No. 1 current Helix
Voltage
-15 vdc +1%
-25 vdc +1%
-25 vdc ±1%
-25 vdc ±1%
-15 vdc ±1%
-15 vdc ±1%
-15 vdc ±1%
Impedance
(ohms)
15k
27k
27k
27k
15k
15k
15k
0-3 vdc ±1% lk
Comments
Alarm for 1% Change
Alarm 1% change and
Monitor during com-
mand and CC&S R-F
Subsystem com-
mands.
Alarm 1% change and
Monitor during com-
mand and CC&S R-F
Subsystem com-
mands •
Alarm 1% change and
Monitor during com-
mand and CC&S R-F
Subsystem com-
mands.
Alarm 1% change and
Monitor during com-
mand and CC&S R-F
Subsystem com-
mands.
Alarm 1% change and
Monitor during com-
mand and CC&S R-F
Subsystem com-
mands.
Alarm 1% change and
Monitor during com-
mand and CC&S R-F
Subsystem com-
mands.
Alarm 1% change and
Monitor during com-
mand and CC&S R-F
Subsystem com-
mands.
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20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
Table 4-1. Radio OSEand Computer Data System Interfaces (Continued)
Function
S/C Pow. Amp.
No. 2 Helix current
S/C Pow. Amp.
No. 3 Helix current
S/C Pow. Amp.
No. I Anode
Voltage
S/C Pow. Amp.
No. 2 Anode
Voltage
S/C Pow. Amp.
No. 3 Anode
Voltage
S/C Pow. Amp.
No. 1 Helix voltage
S/C Pow. Amp.
No. 2 Helix voltage
Voltage
0-3 vdc :_ 1%
0-3 vdc ± 1%
0/+125/+400
vdc/± 1%
Impedance
(ohms)
lk
lk
1 meg
1 meg
1 meg
Comments
Alarm 1% change
and Monitor during
command & CC&S
R-F subsystem
commands.
Alarm 1% change
and Monitor during
command & CC&S
R-F Subsystem
commands.
Alarm 1% change
and Monitor during
command & C C &S
R- F Subsystem
commands.
Alarm 1% change
and Monitor during
command & CC&S
R-F Subsystem
commands.
Alarm 1% change
and Monitor during
command & CC&S
R-F ........
commands.
Alarm 1% change
and Monitor during
command & CC&S
R-F Subsystem
commands.
Alarm 1% change
and Monitor during
command & CC&S
R-F Subsystem
command s.
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Table 4-1. Radio OSEand Computer Data System Interfaces (Continued)
Function
27. S/C Pow. Amp.
No. 3 Helix voltage
28. S/C Control unit
Voltage
29. S/C Power Amp.
and Exciter No. 1
30.
31.
S/C Power Amp.
and Exciter No. 2
S/C Power Amp.
and Exciter No. 3
32. GRDRCVR SPE
:33. Test XMTR
Frequency
34. CommandRequests
Voltage
+10vdc ± 1%
0to lvdc±2%
0to lvdc±2%
0 to 1vdc±2%
± 5.0 vdc
"0" State Level
-8 vdc
"1" State Level
+18vdc
Impedance
(ohms)
10k
lk
lk
lk
100k
Comme_s
Alarm 1%change
and Monitor during
command & CC&S
R- F Subsystem
commands.
Alarm 1%change
and Monitor during
command.
Monitor from
Power Meter output.
Monitor from
Power Meter output.
Monitor from
Power Meter output.
DIC 6122ISOAmp.
output.
From Frequency
Counter, 4 line BCD
(1-2-2-4), Print
Output, (print com-
mand 13V to 0V step
dc coupled.)
Switch Closures.
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Table 4-2. RadioOSEandCentral Recorder Interfaces
Function
I. S/C AGC
2. S/C SPE
3. S/C DPE
4. S/C R-F Power
Output
5. GRDRCVR SPE
Voltage
-1.5 to 5.5vdc
±3.0 vdc
±4.0 v (mixed
Impedance
(ohms)
10k
10k
Comments
Alarm limits
Output from
DIC 6122
(S/C Phase
signal)
0 to-lvdc ±2%
±5.0 vdc
lk
detector output)
DIC 6122output
Table 4-3. Radio OSEand Test Conductors ConsoleInterface
Function
Radio OSEStatus
as required.
Voltage Impedance
(ohms)
Comments
Switchclosures
Table 4-4. RadioOSEand CVE Interface
Title
1. Phase Mode. Input
2. Test XMTR output
3. Test X]VITR
Frequency
Voltage
3 rad/volt
-60 dbm ±3 dbm
"0" State Level
-8 vdc
"I" State Level
+18 vdc
Impedance
(ohms)
50
50
100k
Comments
Command Mod.
Test XMTR R-F
output.
From Frequency
Counter, 4 line
BCD (1-2-2-4),
Print output,
(print command
13V to 0 V step
dc coupled. )
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Table 4-5. Radio OSEand Recorder Interfaces
Function
1. TLM SPE
2. S/C Command
DPE
3. GRDRCVR DPE
4. GRDRCVR SPE
5. TLM AGC (course)
6. TLM AGC (fine)
7. TLM LO Drive
8. S/C RF Powers
(HP 431R Recorder
Output)
9. TLM PowerAmpl. 's
CathodeCurrents
10. TLM Hi Gain
AntennaDrive
Level
11. TLM LO Gain
AntennaDrive
Level
12. TLlVl Omni
Antennas Drive
Levels
Voltage
-1.5to+ 1.5vdc
Command Signal
from Phase detector
0-6v
0-6 vdc
0-0.1 vdc
0-3 vdc
0-0.1 vde
0-1 vdc
0-3 vdc
0-0.1 vdc
0-0.1 vdc
0-0.1 vdc
Impedance
(ohms)
11<
10k
1
1
lk
lk
lk
lk
10k
10k
lOk
1Ok
C omme nt s
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Table 4-6.
Function
DIRECT ACCESS TEST
POINTS
I. AGC RCVR No. 1
2. AGC RCVR No. 2
3. AGC RCVRNo. 3
4. SPE RCVR No. 1
5. SPE RCVR No. 2
6. SPE RCVR No. 3
7. DPE RCVRNo. 1
8. DPE RCVR No. 2
9. DPE RCVR No. 3
i0. Radio RCVR _u,_ 1^
T/R voltage
11. Radio RCVR No. 2
T/R voltage
12. Radio RCVR No. 3
T/R voltage
13. Exciter No. 1 T/R
voltage
14. Exciter No. 2 T/R
voltage
15. Exciter No. 3 T/R
voltage
16. Pow Amp No. 1
voltage Cath, Anode,
Collector
17. Pow Amp No. 2
voltage Cath, Anode,
Collector
18. Pow Amp No. 2
voltage Cath, Anode,
Collector
Radio OSE and Radio Interface
Voltage
-1.5to 5.5vdc
-1.5to 5.5vdc
-l.5to 5.5vdc
+3 vdc
+3 vdc
+3 vdc
+4v (mixed)
+4v (mixed)
+4v (mixed)
+15 vdc
+15 vdc
+15 vdc
-25, -15 vdc
--'.o, -±_ vdc
-25, -15 vdc
Impedance
(ohms)
1Ok
1Ok
1Ok
1
1
1
1Ok
1Ok
1Ok
15k
15k
15k
27k
27k
27k
Comments
ISO-amp out.
ISO-amp out.
ISO-amp out.
ISO-amp out.
ISO-amp out.
ISO-amp out.
Phase det out
Phase det out
Phase det out
1 meg
1 meg
1 meg
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Table 4-6. Radio OSEand Radio Interface (Continued)
Function
19. Ranging
20. Exciter No. 1
Pwr. Out. Mon.
21. Exciter No. 2
Pwr. Out. Mon.
22. Exciter No. 3
Pwr. Out. Mort.
23. Pow Amp No. 1
Pwr. Out. Mort.
24. PowAmp No. 2
Pwr. Out. Mort.
25. PowAmp No. 3
Pwr. Out. Mort.
RF Inputs and Outputs
26. Launch Antenna
27. Pri. Low Gain Antenna*
28. See. Low Gain Antenna*
29. Med. Gain Antenna*
30. High Gain Antenna*
Voltage
+15 vdc or 0 vdc
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
Impedance
(ohms)
50
50
50
50
50
Comments
Monitor on/off
Provide loads for,
measure power,
also provide in-
put to receivers.
*When antennas are installed and connected, a probe at each )rovides for RF
coupling. While probes are indicated here as the means for coupling, a precision
coupler may be required to effect accurate receiver sensitivity measurements.
Umbilical
There is an umbilical cable for each of the four antenna probes. There is no
umbilical cable for the Launch Antenna.
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Table 4-7. Radio OSEand CommandOSEInterfaces
Function
1. CommandSubcarrier
2. Synchronization
Signal
3. CombinedSignals
Voltage
0-3.3 V rms
0-3.3 V rms
0-4.0 V rms
Impedance
(ohms)
600
600
600
Comments
Table 4-8. Radio OSE and Data Encoder OSE Interface
Function
Radio Subsystem
OSE Receiver
telemetry output
Voltage
Demodulated S/C
Subcarrier
Output
Impedance
(ohms)
Comments
Isolated Output
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5.0 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The Radio Subsystem OSE provides the measurement/control capability listed below,
with the accuracy indicated for each parameter. This level of performance is re-
quired for all modes of use; assembly, subsystem, and system testing.
5.1 PARAMETERS, VALUES, RANGES, AND ACCURACIES
al D-C Voltages - The OSE has the capability of measuring voltages to i part in 105
or voltages down to _: 1 microvolt on the most sensitive scale. The meter has
a 20 db noise rejection capability and gives very accurate d-c measurements
even under noisy signal conditions. (Where this type of accuracy is not needed
a higher input impedance meter is available with 2 per cent accuracy).
Do A-C Voltages - A-C voltage can be read with 2 per cent accuracy to 1 Mc; 3
per cent to 2 Mc; and 5 per cent to 4 Mc. A-C voltage can be read as true
rms with the Systron-Donner 1240 with 1/4 per cent accuracy from 50 cps to
10 kc.
Co R-F Measurements - All r-f interconnections such as cables, attenuators, and
directional couplers are calibrated to _0.1 db. All r-f power readings are
accurate to _=1/2 db on both transmitted and received r-f signals to -100 dbm
and * 1 db to threshold.
The OSE also has the capability of measuring S-band power to a level of
100 watts within _-1 db.
d. Spectrum Analysis - Frequency spectrum relative power measurements are
accurate to _= 1.5 db with a frequency resolution down to 1 kc.
Modulation side band analysis with the wave analyzer provides frequency
resolution equal to that of the Frequency Counter, and a relative power level
within + 1/2 db.
e. Frequency Measurements - All frequency measurements up to 100 Mc are
accurate to i part in 108 (or _: I cps up to 100 Mc) at signal levels of -25 dbm
or greater.
f. Receiver Phase Stability - Residual phase modulation are measurable to an
accuracy better than 1/2 degrees peak.
g. Exciter Phase Stability - Residual phase modulation of the exciter is measur-
able to an accuracy better than 1 degree peak.
h. Static Phase Error (SPE) - The OSE monitors the S/C receivers SPE and
VCO frequencies.
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i. AGC, S/C Receiver - The OSE monitors the S/C receivers coarse and fine
AGC.
j. Local Oscillator Drive - The OSE monitors the S/C receivers local oscil-
lator drives.
k. Reference Oscillator Frequency - The OSE monitors the reference oscil-
lator frequencies.
. Receiver Frequency Response - The Amplitude versus frequency charac-
teristics of the S/C receivers is measured at the output of the phase de-
tectors.
m. Modulation Characteristics - Phase modulation linearity and sensitivity is
measurable by the OSE with both square wave and sine wave modulation.
n. Power Amplifier - The OSE monitors the S-band power amplifier operating
currents/voltages and provides an alarm/fault indication.
o. Ranging Signal Detection and Modulation - The OSE will test and verify that
the ranging function performs properly.
p. Temperature Transducers - m,,_.__or_'°'_"'""_,_....._,,,_,,,_'_'_temperature......... measurement
within an accuracy of 1 degree centigrade.
q. Coherent Interference - The OSE is capable of measuring receiver Coherent
Interference using the Digital D-C Voltmeter.
r. Amplitude Jitter - The OSE will measure Amplitude Jitter of the AGC Loop.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 MARINER C OSE UTILIZATION
The existing Mariner C OSE contains the basic instrumentation necessary to perform
the required functions for Voyager with modification and additions to the design. The
required modifications include the following:
a. Additional crystal switching to provide for selecting six transmitting and re-
ceiving channels.
b. Additional test point monitoring capability as required by the Voyager S/C.
c. Provide for Voyager S/C radio system interfaces.
d. Provide for additional OSE/OSE interfaces as required.
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e. Updatethe Mariner C Radio System OSEto improve performance.
f. Additional commercial equipment:
1. Noise figure meter
and noise source
HP - 340B (modified)
HP - 349A
2. Function Generator, Exact Electronics - 250 RM
3. S-Band Termination (100w), Bird - 8130
4. S-BandSignal Generator HP - 8614A
5. SpectrumAnalyzer HP - 851A w/HP 8551A
g. Use of integrated circuitry in performing logic functions.
6.2 PHYSICALCHARACTERISTICS
6.2.1 RADIO SUBSYSTEMOSE
The Voyager Radio SubsystemOSEconsists of two pairs of integrally connected
standard 75-inch high, NASAtype, cabinet rack enclosures. Racks I and II are
physically connectedand housethe RangingReceiver, Test Receiver, Encodeand De-
code Generators and commercial equipment. Racks HI and IV are physically connec-
ted and house the transmitting and S/C monitor/control equipment. All racks are
designed to mount standard 19-inch wide panel assemblies.
a. Weight - The approximate weight of the OSE is 1600 pounds for Racks I and
II and 1500 pounds for Racks III and IV.
bl Power - The power requirements are approximately 2200 watts for Racks I
and II and 1700 watts for Racks III and IV. The required supply is 105-125
volts 46-65 cps, single phase.
Co Commercial and Special Equipment - The following commercial and special
equipment or its equivalent is housed in these racks and constitutes the radio
subsystem OSE:
1. Special Equipment
(a) Test transmitter
(b) Test phase coherent receiver
(c) Ranging receiver
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(d) Frequency converter (240/221)
(e) Wave analyzer reference oscillator and mixer
(f) Psuedo-random range code generators
(g) PN ranging code sync and switching control panel
(h) S/C command-Command simulator and mode indicator panel
(i) S/C voltages/currents and function tests point monitor panel
(j) S/C power monitor
(k) Intercommunication equipment
Commercial Equipment
Quantity Equipment
4 Amplifiers, Isolation
1 Digital Integrating
D-C Voltmeter
1 Frequency Counter w/HP
525A 100 Mc plug-in
1 S/C Radio Subsystem
DC/DC Converter Power
Supply
1 2.4 kc square wave S/C
radio Subsystem T/R
Power Supply
1 Microwave Power Meter
2 Microwave Power Meter
1 Wide Range Oscillator
1 Oscilloscope w/type 67
time base and type 72
dual trace plug-ins
Mfr. No.
DIC 6122
Dymec 240i
HP 524C
NJE QR-60-25
IDS
HP
HP
HP
Tektronix
430C
431C
200CDR
RM561
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Quantity
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6.2.2
Equipment Mfr. No.
Oscilloscope w/type M Tektronix RM45A
four trace plug-in
Spectrum Analyzer HI) 851A
w/RF Unit HI) 8551A
Wave Analyzer HI) 302A
VTVM HI ) 400DR
Data Printer Supplied by
Data Display
Associated Power Supplies for powering special equipment.
1 Termination (S-band,
100w)
1 S-Band Signal Generator
SPACECRAFT POWER SIMULATOR RACK
True RMS Voltmeter Systron Donner 1240
Noise Figure Meter HI) 340B
Noise Source HI) 349A
Function Generator Exact 250RM
E lectronics
Bird 813 0
HI) 8614A
The spacecraft power simulator unit is used to supply power to the S/C radio subsys-
tem when its DC-DC converters and transformers-rectifiers are not being used during
testing, trouble shooting or failure analysis. The unit is housed in a standard 75-inch
high NASA cabinet rack.
a. Weight - This unit weighs approximately 600 pounds.
b. Power - Approximately 1500 watts of 105-125 volts 45-65 cps single phase
power are required.
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6.2.3 HOLDING AND TEST FIXTURE
A holding and test fixture for use in subsystem tests is provided. This fixture mates
with extender connectors to simulate the ring harness and antenna interfaces.
a. Weight - The weight of this unit is approximately 650 pounds.
b. Power - There is no power to this console.
c. Equipment - The following will be housed within this console:
1. Top mounting pad with dust proof lid for S/C r-f packages.
2. Cables on spool (with ring harness, direct access, and r-f cables making
one composite cable).
3. Vacuum and temperature adaptor cables and miscellaneous adaptor
cables.
7.0 SAFETY
The Radio Subsystem OSE conforms to good engineering practice providing circuit
protection and safety devices such as current overload relays and voltage stabiliza-
tion devices. The OSE presents no hazards to personnel. Safety features such as
cabinet interlocks for cabinets operating with greater than 120 volts, high voltage
point isolations and warning, and proper weight distribution to prevent tipping result-
ing in damage to equipment and possible injury to personnel are utilized to the fullest
extent.
7.2 SPACECRAFT _!TEGR!TY
The OSE is designed to interface safely with any overall flight S/C and to eliminate any
possibility of damage to the S/C radio subsystem and other OSE. The OSE provides
self-check capabilities on all "launch hold" criteria included in the LCE and STC.
Self checks are on a non-interfering test basis.
7.3 FACILITIES
Test Procedures are written to insure the proper installation and operation of the
equipment and to insure over-all safety of the S/C and OSE equipment.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the Command Verification Equipment used
in the STC for system testing of the 1971 Voyager spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
JPL
GMG-50109-DSN-A Design Specification, Telecommunications Development, GSDS
Command System, Ground Subsystem (Command Verification Equipment).
General Electric
VB260SR102 Voyager 1971 System Test Complex Design Characteristics and
Restraints.
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The use of the Command Verification Equipment (CVE) in the STC will assure accurate
and reliable command information transfer between a command originator and the
Radio Subsystem OSE transmitter, for system tests of the Voyager.
3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
A block diagram of the CVE is shown in Figures 1 and 2 of GMG-50109-DSN-A. For
Voyager system testing, the block diagram is similar. The exceptions for the system
test application, as the part of the System Test Complex which generates the command
word stream, are that the Radio Subsystem OSE replaces the DSIF Transmitter, and
the Data Encoder Subsystem OSE replaces the DSIF Telemetry. This is iillustrated by
Figure 3-1 the block diagram of the CVE configuration within the STC. In addition, the
CVE receives command messages originated by the CDS, and inputs from teletype,
paper punch, typewriter, and manual inputs.
3.3 COMPATIBILITY WITH DSIF/SFOF
The use of CVE in a system test performed by the STC serves to establish an early
confidence in SFOF/CVE/Spaceeraft/DSIF compatibility. It also will meet the intent
of maximizing compatibility between operating and testing procedures.
4.0 INTERFACES
4.1 CVE-TO-RADIO OSE INTERFACE IS SHOWN IN TABLE 4-1.
4.2 CVE-TO-COMMAND OSE INTERFACE IS SHOWN IN TABLE 4-2.
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4.3 CVE-TO-DATA ENCODEROSEINTERFACE IS SHOWNIN TABLE 4-3.
4.4 CVE-TO-CENTRAL TIMING INTERFACE IS SHOWNIN TABLE 4-4.
4.5 CVE-TO-CDS INTERFACE IS SHOWNIN TABLE 4-5.
4.6 CVE-TO-C&S OSEINTERFACE IS SHOWNIN TABLE 4-6.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Performance parameters are equivalent to those given in GMG-50109-DSN-A.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
Physical characteristics and constraints are equivalent to those given in GMG-50109-
DSN-A.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
There are no specific safety considerations beyond those provided by GMG-50109-
DSN-A for accurate and reliable command.
RADIO
SUBSYSTEM
OSE
COMMAND
FREQUENCY COUNT
I I
I OMMAND I
OSE
t IRECEIVED COMMAND.:COMMAND COMPARISON
ANTENNA PROBE
LOCAL
RECEIVER
COMMAND
VERIFICATION
EQUIPMENT
CENTRAL
TIMING
CDS
DATA ENCODER
OSE
TELEMETRY DATA
RF LOCK
VCO FREQUENCY
DETECTOR LOCK
Figure 3-1. Command Verification Equipment,
Functional Block Diagram
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CVE-to-Radio OSEInterface
Function I/0 Comment
1. Modulation
2. FrequencyCount
3. AntennaProbe
0 3.7o2.1" Bipolar, Compatible
with DSIF transmitter input.
3.7.1.4" BCD
3.7.1.6"
*Appropriate section of GMG-50109-DSN-A.
Table 4-2. CVE-to-Command OSEInterface
Function I/0 Comment
1. ReceivedCommand I
2. CommandComparison
*Appropriate section of GMG-50109-DSN-A.
3.7.1.5" Data, word sync, and bit
sync.
3.7.2.3*
Table 4-3.
Function
Telemetry data RF lock
VCO frequency Detector
lock.
CVE-to-Data Encoder OSE Interface
I/0 Comment
I 3.7.1.7" Binary, 7 bit parallel,
plus read commands.
*Appropriate section of GMG-50109-DSN-A°
Table 4-4.
Function
Tim ing
CVE-to-Central Timing Interface
t/o Comment
Days, hours, minutes and seconds
in BCD format as described in
VB260FD106.
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Table 4-5. CVE-to-CDS Interface
Function I/0 Comment
1. ICodedCommand
Preamble and Messages
2. Verification Signal
3. CommandInitiate
Signal
4. Bit SynchPulses
5. CommandData
(to modulator)
6. CommandData
{from detector)
Five level characters
3.7.1.1 (GMG-50109-DSN-A)
As above
0
0
per 3.7.2.5 (GMG-50109-DSN-A)
As above
As above
As above
Table 4-6.
Function I/O Comment
Received Commands I C&Scommandsreceived; not
Manchester
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the functions of the Voyager Operational Support Equipment
(OSE) used to monitor and test the spacecraft Flight Command Subsystem.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
Reference to the following documents is required for completeness in this description.
JPL
GMG-50109-DSN-A
Design Specification, Telecommunications Development, GSDS Command System,
Ground Subsystem (Command Verification Equipment}
GE/Motorola
VB263FD101
VB233FD103
VB260SR102
VB260SR101
Functional Description Radio OSE
Functional Description Flight Command Subsystem
System Test Complex Design Characteristics and Restraints
System Test Complex Test Objectives and Design Criteria
3.0 FUNC TIONAL DESCRII:rrION
3.1 GENERAL
The Voyager Flight Command Subsystem OSE will be used to test the subsystem from
initial subsystem acceptance tests through STC tests and prelaunch system tests at
AFETR.
3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
A block diagram of the Voyager Flight Command Subsystem OSE, including inter-
faces, is shown in Figure 3-1.
3.3. REQUIRED FUNCTIONS
The Voyager Flight Command Subsystem OSE will perform the following Functions:
a. Generate Command Words in the Format shown in VB233FD103
b. Modulate the appropriate subcarrier with command and sync data.
c° Monitor the Flight Command Subsystem direct access test points.
d. Display the status of the Flight Command Subsystem Operation.
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Figure 3-1. Command OSE In System Test Configuration
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e. Record any incorrect Flight Subsystemoperation.
f. Perform special Flight Subsystemtests:
1. Commandword bit error tests.
2. Detector phaselocked loop noise bandwidthmeasurements.
3. Detector phaselocked loop error signal tests.
4. Quantitative measurement of command decoder isolated switch charac-
teristics (not available during system tests).
5. Individual testing of each of the Flight CommandSubsystemfunctional
units without needfor the other functional units (not available during
system tests).
6. Measurement of the power consumption of each of the Flight Subsystem
functional units (not available during system tests).
g. Provide an alternate source of power for the subsystemor any of its func-
tional units.
h. Monitor and record operating time for both OSEand systems under test.
i. Provide the necessary interfaces with other OSEas described below.
j. Provide power and signal isolation as described in VB260SR101and
VB260SR102.
k. Provide the capability of Self Test.
3.4 SELF TESTAND CALIBRATION
3.4.1 SELF TEST
The Voyager CommandSubsystemOSEwill have the capability for self test (confidence
check) both before connection to a system, subsystem or assembly and during test.
a. Word Programmer/Modulator Tests - These functions are checkedby
monitoring the modulation signal with the oscilloscope while continuous
"ONES", "ZEROS", "ONE-ZERO" combinations and word start signals
are set on the programmer. Thesesignals do not result in action by
the Flight Subsystem. Print out of pseudo-errors confirm and record
the test results as observed on the oscilloscope.
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b. Logic Function Tests - These tests are performed by grounding selected
direct access test points to induce known error responses in the OSE. The
error type is printed for correllation with expected error. No anamolous
response is shown by the flight subsystem. For example, grounding the
isolated Direct Test Point (DTP)_corrrsponding to Bit-Sync would result in
print out of Bit-Sync errors once each bit time. Grounding of the matrix
interrogate DTP results in an error print at the end of each word.
3.4.2 CALIBRATION
The commercial test equipment requires periodic calibration utilizing standard test
equipment laboratory facilities and secondary standards.
The OSE frequency generators, filters, power supplies, and modulator can be cal-
ibrated using the test equipment in the OSE.
None of the above require periodic calibration. However, calibration should be checked
after each move of the OSE or after any failure.
3.5 SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.5.1 GENERAL
The command subsystem consists of the following functional assemblies:
a. Detector/program controller unit {three per subsystem).
b. Decoder access unit/decoder (one access unit per subsystem two decoders
per subsystem).
c. Transformer-Rectifiers {two per subsystem).
A functional assembly may consist of one or more physical assemblies and one
physical assembly may contain more than one functional assembly.
The subsystem redundancy makes independent evaluation of the performance of each
functional assembly necessary for complete subsystem test. The following paragraphs
describe the independent tests which can be performed on each functional assembly
and their relationship to the subsystem performance test.
3.5.2 DETEC.TOR/PROGRAM CONTROL UNIT TESTS
With a detector/program controller functional element and the OSE in the configuration
shown in Figure 3-2_ the following tests can be made.
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a. Detector Bandwidth Tests - This test uses the graphic recorder to plot the
phase detector output on one channel and the function generator output on
the other. Variation of the sine wave output frequency of the function gen-
erator permits determination of the frequency for peak response. This
frequency is proportional to the loop bandwidth.
b. Sub-bit Error Test - This test uses the correct word counter, the general
purpose counter, and the printer, in conjunction with the word programmer,
modulator, and noise generator to record and display the results of long
term tests of sub-bit error rate as a function of signal-to-noise ratio.
There is sufficient data in the Detector Test Comparator to show corre-
lations with out-of-lock conditions and inter-symbol influence.
C. Power Monitor - This test uses a press-to-test conversion to permit d-c
current measurements with the d-c voltmeter. These, with normal voltage
readings, permit assembly power drain determination.
do Since all tests requiring comparison of output data bits with programmed
data require proper operation of the program controller this function is
checked by the bit error test set up.
3.5.3 DECODER ACCESS UNIT/DECODER TESTS
Since the Decoder Access Unit and Decoders are physically inseparable they are
tested simultaneiously. However, the address structure and unit switch logic are
used to demonstrate the integrity of the redundant decoders. Figure 3-3 shows the
active poritions of the OSE during these tests.
a. Qualitative Tests - The OSE main consoles are capable of performing
qualitativetests of the access switch and decoders. Detector/program
controller outputs are sent to the functional assembly. These inputs
may be sent through one of the detector/program controllers and are avail-
able as simulated outputs from the OSE. The OSE verifies that the correct
switch closed at the correct time and that neither it nor any other switch
closed when not expected.
b. Quantitative Tests - Quantitative measurements of the switch closure para-
meters; rise time, fall time, dwell time, leakage, and saturation resis-
tance can be made using the data logger to control the OSE main console and
special measuring instruments. Results for each switch are printed as
permanent records of each test. Figure 3-3 is a block diagram of this
mode of operation.
c. Power Consumption Test - A similar test of the decoder to that described
in paragraph 3.5.2 c can be made.
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3.5.4 TRANSFORMER-RECTIFIERTESTS
Through the use of dummy loads the performance of the transformer rectifier can be
checkedin both theredundant modeand under conditions of simulated failure either
openor short for either of the redundantsupplies.
3.5.5 SUBSYSTEMTESTS
Tests of the subsystemas a complete unit are the most revealing andcomprehensive
of all. All of the subassemblytests except transformer-rectifier failure mode tests
canbe made on the complete subsystem. The block diagram for this mode is the same
as that shownin Figure 3-1.
In the preceding discussion the subsystemtests have beendevelopedfrom the thesis
that the subsystem is the sum of its assemblies and if they are adequately tested
separately andtheir performance together compared with their individual performances
a sharper picture of subsystemoperation is obtained.
An addedadvantageof separable testing comes from the ability to perform certain long
tests simultaneously. For instance, bit error tests and data logging of the same sub-
system in the same time spanusing two OSE. Time can also be savedby data logging
the switches at accelerated rates and sampling a few outputsat normal complete
systcm rates_
3.6 SYSTEM TESTS
In tests conducted on the assembled spacecraft the OSE main console only is used.
Although the primary mode described in paragraph 3.6.1 is normal, sufficient flex-
ibility will be incorporated in the OSE to permit operation in two other modes.
All error print outs are referenced to Central Timing and Synchronization time. All
operations, sequence initiations and monitoring functions are referenced to the bit sync
--^_,,'-+_ l_t_tnr combination.of the active ,,,_,u ............. .
3.6.1 SYSTEM TEST CVE GENERATING COMMANDS
In this mode the OSE modulator is disabled and its oscillator and PN Generator are
phase locked to the Command Detector in lock with the CVE. The OSE then monitors
and prints all received addresses and command events. These can then be compared
with the intended addresses, sent to the OSE from the CVE. Aggreement of these
checks inhibits error print out. At the same time the received address is sent to the
CVE for its master checks.
3.6.2 SYSTEM TEST-OSE GENERATING COMMANDS
In this mode the OSE Modulator output is fed to the test transmitter of the Radio
Subsystem OSE and the word programmer acts as a manual command generator.
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The received address is checkedagainst the programmed address and only errors
are printed. If a permanent record of all commandsis desired, the received
address canbe printed in black for agreement with that transmitted and red for
error.
3.6.3 SYSTEMTESTSWITHOUTRADIO
If for any reason a system test without radio is required the outputof the OSEcommand
modulator canbe wired directly to a commanddetector input and tests run, similar
to those in paragraph 3.6.2.
4.0 INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS
4.1 GENERAL
The Command Subsystem operational support equipment in the STC has interfaces
with the following areas (see Figure 4-1).
a. Command subsystem direct access test points
b. Radio subsystem operational support equipment
c. Central recorder
d. Computer data system
e. Command verification equipment
f. Test conductor's console
g. Central timing and synchronization
4.2 FLIGHT COMMAND SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE WITH COMMAND OSE
The command OSE will have the capability of monitoring the direct access test
point subsystem signals when in the system test configuration. The command
subsystem direct access test points are listed in Table 4-1. The d-c isolation of
the test points is accomplished by differential line amplifiers and transformers.
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Figure 4-1. Command Interface in STC
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4.3 RADIO OSE INTERFACE WITH COMMAND OSE
The command OSE directs to the radio OSE the command signal through an isolating
transformer. The interface is defined in Figure 4-2. The interface characteristics
are given below:
a. Command Subcarrier 0-3.3 volts rms (no load).
b. Synchronization signal 0-3.3 volts rms (no load).
c. Combined signals 0-4.0 volts rms (no load).
d. Z 1 minimum 600 ohms + i00 ohms (resistive).
4.4 CENTRAL RECORDER INTERFACE WITH COMMAND OSE
The command OSE will direct to the central recorder the following signals:
a. The OSE transmitted command word bits.
b. The transmitted command word sub-bits recovered by the detector.
c. The detector lock signal.
Each signal above is directed through digital drivers to the recorder with binary levels
at 0 v and +6 vdc. The command OSE output impedance for each signal above is less
than i. 5 k ohms.
COMMAND OSE
C OMMAND
SIGNAL
OUTP UT
9 TO 4 VRMS
RADIO OSE
1500 _ 47 u_
600
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| 4.5 COMMAND OSE INTERFACE WITH CDS
The command OSE directs to the CDS the signals listed in Table 4-2. The digital sig-
nals are directed through digital drivers at 0 and binary levels. The pulse rise times
are less than 2 milliseconds. The +6, -6, and +28 vdc voltages are directed to the
CDS directly from the flight command subsystems. The digital signals from the flight
command subsystem are shaped by the OSE before being directed to the computer.
The output impedance of the digital signals is less than 1.5 k ohms.
Table 4-2. Command OSE - CDS Interface
D
1. OSE command word bits
2. Detector recovered command word bits
3. QC word bits complement
4. OSE 4 F frequency 1 bit per second modulator
s
5. OSE 4 F frequency 30 bit per second modulator2
6. Detector 4 F frequency
s
7. Detector lock signals for detectors 1, 2, and 3
8. Decoder inhibit flip-flop
9. Decoder event pulses to TLM
10. Decoder program flip-flop
11. +6 vdc
12. -6 vdc
13. +28 vdc
TR supply 1 and 2
TR supply 1 and 2
TR supply 1 and 2
14. OSE bit sync
15. Detector bit sync 1, 2, and 3
16. QC bit sync
17. QC alert
D
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4.6 CVE INTERFACE WITH COMMANDOSE
The commandOSEwill interface with the CVE in accordance with GMG-50109-DSN-A
and as shownin Table 4-3.
Table 4-3. CVE - CommandOSEInterface
1. Input from CVE -
2. Output to CVE -
3. Input from CVE -
commandbits.
spacecraft interpretation of command.
comparison of CVE command bits with space-
craft interpretation, positive or negative.
4.7 TEST CONDUCTOR'SCONSOLEINTERFACE WITH COMMANDOSE
The interface is shownin Table 4-4.
Table 4-4. CommandOSE- Test Conductor's Interface
1. Address command bits to Test Conductor prior to transmission.
(Switchclosures).
2. Commandrelease from Test Conductor.
3. CommandOSEstatus and mode indicators {Switch closures).
4.8 CENTRAL TIMING INTERFACE WITH COMMANDOSE
The interface is shownin Table 4-5.
Table 4-5. CommandOSE- Central Timing Interface
1. Digital timing signal from Central Timing
5.0 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The command subsystem OSE must monitor all spacecraft command subsystem
functions and supply all stimuli listed in Section 4. The performance parameters
associated with these functions are described in Table 4-1.
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6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 MARINER C UTILIZATION
The existing Mariner C Flight Command OSE contains the basic instrumentation
Design modificationsnecessary to perform the required functions for Voyager.
necessary or desirable for Voyager are described below:
a. The required modifications include the following:
1. Provision of a 30 bit/second modulator.
2. Conversion to the Voyager word format.
3. Addition of Mariner B type volunteer command error checking.
4. Expansion of data logging capability.
5. Addition of multiple detector input simulation of decoder access unit
checking.
bo The desirable modifications include the following:
1. Implementation of logic with integrated circuits to:
(a) Provide additional test data
(b) Conserve volume in STC
(c) Reduce costs.
2. Redesign programmer to provide decimal reading for uniformity
throughout STC.
6.2 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The OSE is housed in a pair of integrally connected standard 76-inch NASA cabinet
rack enclosures. The approximate weight of the OSE will be 1700 pounds. The power
requirement is approximately 220 watts. The required supply will be 105-125 volts
46-65 cps single phase.
The following commercial and special equipment are housed in these racks:
a. Commercial Equipment
1. 5" rack-mount Tektronix oscilloscope
2. 2-channel Brush graphic recorder
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3. D-C vacuum-tubevoltmeter
4. A-C vacuum-tubevoltmeter
5. Frequency counter
6. Randomnoise generator
7. 2.4 kc, 50v peak square wave supply
8. Detector function generator
9. Digital printer
b. Special Equipment
1. Command modulators
2. Command word programmer
3. Transmitted address display
4. Central control panel and OSE timing circuitry
5. Detector special test
6. Received address display unit
7. Direct access isolation amplifiers
8. Test point and instrument selectors
9. Blank panel for accepting intercommunication equipment.
c. Holding and Test Fixture - A holding and test fixture for use in environmental
testing is provided. This fixture will mate with extender connectors to the
Flight Command Subsystem to simulate the ring harness interfaces.
1. Size 20" x 12" x 12"
2. Weight 10 pounds
3. There is no power in this console
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4. The following is housed in this console:
(a) Case harness simulator
(b) Test cables
d. Quantitative Data Logging - This unit provides the capability for measuring
and recording the quantitative characteristics of the isolated switch outputs
of the command decoder.
1. This function is housed in a standard 75-inch NASA cabinet rack.
2. This unit weighs approximately 1000 lbs.
3. Approximately 2200 watts of 105-125 volt, 46-65 cps single phase power
is required.
4. The following commercial and special equipment are housed in this rack:
(a) Commercial Equipment
(1) Digital voltmeter
(2) Cross bar switches
(b) Special Equipment
(1) Input selector
(2) Timer and control unit
(3) Power supply
7.0 SAFETY PROVISIONS
7.1 SPACECRAFT INTEGRITY
The OSE will provide at least one megohm of d-c isolation to all direct access test
points during system test. Compatible logic is used in subsystem and assembly tests
to assure that damaging currents or voltages cannot be applied to the spacecraft sub-
system. All cables to the holding fixture, direct access test points or harness are
keyed to prevent application of the wrong signal to a given point.
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7.2 FACILITIES
The OSEis designedto prevent interference with the proper operation of other equip-
ments in the STC. Radiated and conductedEMI will be within current JPL specs.
7.3 PERSONNEL
No voltages are present within the OSEdangerousto personnel.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the Voyager relay radio operational sup-
port equipment (OSE) which forms a part of the system test complex (STC) and is used
to test the relay radio subsystem during system and subsystem tests.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
Reference to the following documents is required for completeness in this document:
GE/Motorola
VB233FD104 Functional Description,
Relay Radio Subsystem
VB260SR102 System Test Complex Design Characteristics
and Restraints
VB260SR101 System Test Complex Test Objectives and
Design Criteria
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
GE NERA L
The Voyager relay radio subsystem OSE will be used to test the relay subsystem from
initial subsystem tests through STC tests and will support testing at AFETR.
3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
A functional block diagram of the Voyager relay radio subsystem OSE is shown in
Figure 3-1.
3.3 REQUIRED FUNCTIONS
The Voyager spacecraft relay radio subsystem OSE is capable of performing the fol-
lowing nine functions:
a. Provide a stable transmitter signal for checking the S/C relay radio receiver
performance.
b. Provide for measuring and monitoring r-f powers and frequencies, relay
radio subsystem functions, and transformer rectifier (TR} voltages and
currents; monitor the relay radio subsystem operating mode and reaction to
S/C commands and OSE simulated commands.
c. Provide the relay radio subsystem with a telemetry signal via the r-f link.
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d. Measure the bit error rate of the relay radio subsystem at basebandand
via the r-f link.
e. Provide an alternate source of power to the TR's in the relay radio package
when S/C power is not available and provide loads for the S/C power
simultaneously.
f. Monitor operating times for the relay radio subsystem and OSE.
g. Provide necessary interfaces.
h. Provide power and signal isolations as described in VB260SR101 and
VB260SR102.
i. Provide a self-test capability independent of external equipment and testing.
3.4 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The following paragraphs contain general descriptions of the equipment contained
within the relay radio OSE. The paragraphs are arranged in the order the equipment
appears in the rack enclosures. Figures 3-2 is a drawing showing the equipment
location within the OSE racks. Both of the OSE racks are used in subsystem and
system tests. The case and cable storage console and the S/C power supply rack are
used exclusively for subsystem and assembly tests.
3.4.1 RACKI
OSE Rack I will contain the following equipment:
Breaker, Patch, and OSE timing panel - contains a master circuit
breaker for racks I and II a running time meter for racks I and II, a
ll5-vac convenience outlet, and connectors for interconnections between
OSE racks I and II.
• Frequency Counter - monitors OSE and S/C operating frequencies.
Counter Function Select Panel - functions as the input selector for the
frequency counter.
Oscilloscope - monitors the dynamic outputs of the S/C receiver and
TLM demodulator and OSE TLM equipment.
Oscilloscope Function Select Panel - functions as the input selector for
the oscilloscope.
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Figure 3-2. Relay Radio OSE
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SpectrumAnalyzer - used to monitor frequency spectrums and measure
spurious interference, carrier suppression, and other similar functions.
Null DC Voltmeter - measures various OSEand S/C signal levels.
Null DC Voltmeter Function Select - functions as an input selector for
the null d-c voltmeter.
True RMSVoltmeter - measures various OSEand S/C signal levels.
True RMSVoltmeter Function Select - functions as an input selector
for the null DC Voltmeter.
Digital Voltmeter - measures various OSEand S/C signal levels.
Digital Voltmeter Function Select - functions as an input selector for
the Digital Voltmeter.
• Noise Figure Meter - provides for automatic noise figure measurements.
3.4.2 RACKII
OSERack II housesthe following equipment:
Breaker, Patch, and S/C Timing Panel - contains a circuit breaker and
running time meter for the S/C-relay radio subsystem, a ll5-vac con-
venience outlet, and connectors for interconnection of racks I and II.
Bit Error Detector, Data Generator, and Display Units - determines the
bit error rate of the relay radio TLM subsystem. Figure 3-3 is a
simplified block diagram of this unit.
Function Generator - used to generate square waves, triangular waves
and sine waves to modulate the test transmitter and for general testing.
ModulationControl Panel - used to control the test transmitter modula-
tion input. Selects different input devices and provides amplitude
adjustment.
Test Transmitter - used to test the Relay Radio Receiver. A simplified
block diagram of the test transmitter is shown in Figure 3-4.
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• R-F Power Meter - monitors the test transmitter output.
• Power Meter Calibrator - will be used to calibrate the R-F Power Meter.
S/C Commandand Mode Display Unit - provides for simulating S/C com-
mands anddisplaying the relay radio subsystem mode of operation.
S/C Test Point Monitor - usedto select specific test points in the S/C for
making various measurementswith OSEtest equipment.
VHF SignalGenerator - used to test the relay radio receiver spurious
rcsponses and image rejection.
Intercommunication Unit - provides voice communications within the System
Test Complex.
2.4-kc S/C Monitor Panel - connectsthe 2.4-kc S/C power supply to the
S/C Interface panel and provides selection of the 2.4-kc outputvoltages for
application to the digital ac/dc voltmeter.
2.4-kc S/C Power Supply- will supply 50 v rms at 2.4 kc to the S/C relay
radio subsystem.
50-vdc S/C Power Supply- usedto supply 28 vdc nominal to the S/C dc-dc
converters in the relay radio subsystem.
OSEPower Supply- will supply regulated _=15vdc to the test transmitter and
modulator control unit.
OSEPower Supply- will supplyregulated +15vdc to the bit error detector
and data generator.
Isolation Amplifier Unit - provides circuit isolations for S/C monitored
functions.
OSEto OSEinterface (rear) Panel - connectsthe relay radio OSEcontained
functions and S/C functions to other OSE.
S/C Connector Panel (rear) - used for all interconnections betweenOSEand
s/c.
3.4.3 S/C POWER SUPPLY RACK
This rack may be used during subsystem tests to replace the radio subsystem trans-
former/rectifier and dc-dc converter units.
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3.4.4 HOLDINGAND CABLE STORAGECONSOLE
This unit is usedduring subsystemtests to houseand provide connectors and cabling
to the subsystemunder test.
3.5 SELF TEST AND CALIBRATION
3.5.1 GENERAL
The Voyager Relay Radio SubsystemOSEhas self-test and calibration capibilities
prior to and during external testing without test interference. These functions are
performed by equipmentsinternal to the Basic OSEracks.
3.5.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
A functional block diagram of the OSEself-test mode is shownin Figure 3-5. Table
3-1 is a list of the self-test capabilities to be provided by the OSE.
Table 3-1. Self-Test Capability
o
2.
3.
Functional Equipment Monitor/Measure
OSE/OSE-S/C Power Supplies
Running Time Indicators
Te st Transmitter
4. Bit Error Detector
Voltages/Current, Frequencies
OSE and S/C
a. Output power
b. Frequency
c. Modulation
d. Modulated Spectrum
a. Code
b. Decision Process
c. Total bits
d. Errors
e. Sync
3.5.3 TEST DEFINITIONS
The following paragraphs provide a brief description of the self test capabilities pre-
sented in Table 3-1.
a. Power Supplies - OSE and OSE contained S/C d-c power supply voltages and
currents are monitored with meters mounted on the power supply faces and
with a digital voltmeter. The 2.4-kc S/C monitor panel provides for selecting
any 2.4-kc output voltages or currents to the S/C for monitoring by the digital
ac-dc voltmeter. The output frequency is also monitored by the electronic
frequency counter.
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b. RunningTime Indicators - Elapsed Time indicators are supplied with both
racks andrecord S/C and OSEoperating times.
Co Test Transmitter - Output power, vco frequency, and output spectrum are
monitored. Output power is measured with the r-f power meter and bolo-
meter. A power meter calibrator is provided to ensure the accuracy of
these measurements. Test transmitter vco frequency is monitored with the
frequency counter by selecting from the counter function select panel. Mod-
ulated sl_ectrum is monitored by the spectrum analyzer tuned to the 200 MC/S
carrier frequency. Modulation sensitivity and carrier suppression are meas-
ured in the same manner. This same basic test setup is utilized to measure
and monitor other similar test transmitter operations and functions.
d. Bit Error Detector - The bit error detector will function in a direct test mode
to verify proper operation. In addition, internal test points will be monitored
by the oscilloscope to verify proper operation during external testing.
3.6 SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.6.1 GENERAL
Tests will be performed with the two basic relay radio subsystem OSE racks, the power
supply rack, and the case and cable storage console. The tests will confirm the ade-
quacy of the subsystem design, workmanship, and electrical characteristics to meet
system requirements. Table 3-2 lists the tests to be performed on each assembly
within the relay radio subsystem.
3.6.2 ASSEMBLY MODE
It is noted that the tests of Table 3-2 will be performed both on a subsystem and assem-
bly level. The assembly level tests are conducted with the assembly connected within
the holding and cable storage console.
Connectors and cables are provided with this unit and additional ancillary connectors
and cables are used where necessary to operate one assembly independent of the others.
3.6.3 TEST DESCRIPTIONS
The following paragraphs present brief descriptions of the test capabilities listed in
Table 3-2.
a. Receiver Tests - Figure 3-6 shows the relay receiver assembly test setup.
For subsystem level testing the complete relay radio subsystem is included
12 of 30
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Table 3-2. Test Capabilities
Assembly
Receiver
T LM Demodulator
Te s t/Meas ur e me nts
a. Power supply voltages/currents
b. Command Responses
c. Preamplifier Noise Figure
d. Threshold
e. R- F Loop Bandwidth
f. Doppler Tracking Rate
g. AGC Characteristics
h. Image Rejection
i. Spurious Responses
j. AGC Loop Bandwidth
k. Phase Jitter
1. Amplitude Jitter
m. Coherent Interference
n. Inter-Channel Cross Coupling
o. TLM O,:tp,,t I_vel_ and Simnal-to-Noise Ratios
p. Sweep Acquisition
q. Monitor Various Receiver Functions and Test
Points
a. Power Supply Voltages/Currents
b. Command Responses
c. Bit Errors
d. Monitor Decision Process and Various Test
Points and Functions
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in the test setup• However, the receiver tests are essentially the same for
both assembly and subsystemtesting. The following paragraphs define the
receiver tests of Table 3-2.
lo Power supply voltages/current are measured using the digital voltmeter.
The test points are available from the Digital Voltmeter Function Select
panel.
2. Commands are simulated and reactions are monitored from the Com-
mand/Verify and Mode Indicator Panel.
3 Preamplifier Noise Figure is measured using the automatic noise figure
meter.
4. Receiver Threshold is measured using the OSE test transmitter and
monitoring the relay receiver RF lock.
, R-F Loop Bandwidth is measured by modulating the test transmitter
with an appropriate signal and monitoring the receiver loop response
at the -_--- _^*^_* ..... +--+ -.,_+'- +_,,u_ ............ oscilloscope
O
. Maximum Doppler Tracking Rate is determined by modulating the test
transmitter VCO with a triangular wave from the function generator of
the appropriate amplitude and monitoring the receiver DPE with an
oscilloscope. Maximum Doppler rate will be indicated by a loss of lock.
, Relay Receiver AGC Characteristics are determined using the test trans-
mitter as a calibrated source and monitoring AGC voltage with the digital
voltmeter.
. Image Rejection is measured using the VHF signal Generator provided
with the OSE and monitoring the receiver intermediate frequency with
the spectrum analyzer•
9. Spurious Responses are measured in the same manner as Image Rejec-
tion.
10. AGC Loop Bandwidth is measured by modulating the test transmitter
with an appropriate low frequency and with the relay receiver r-f loop
locked monitoring the dynamic AGC with the oscilloscope. The response
versus modulating frequency describes the loop bandwidth.
11. Receiver/Test Transmitter Phase Jitter is measured by monitoring the
receiver rms noise in the loop phase detector output with the general
purpose oscilloscope.
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12. Amplitude Jitter is measured by monitoring the receiver rms noise in
the AGC loop phasedetector outputwith the oscilloscope.
13. Coherent Interference is measuredwith the relay receivers r-f input
terminated in 50 ohmsand monitoring the openloop SPEwith the d-c
digital voltmeter. Coherent interference is indicated by obtaining an
"S" curve when plotting SPE output versus phase shift of the loop phase
detector reference.
14. Inter-Channel Cross Coupling betweenthe two relay receivers is meas-
ured by exciting a channelwith an RF signal and monitoring the signal
output from the secondchannel.
15. TLM Output Levels and Signal-to-Noise Ratios are measuredusing the
equipment internal to the OSE.
16. Therelay receiver SweepAcquisition is investigated and acquisition
characteristics determined using the test transmitter and monitor capa-
bilities of the OSE.
b° TLM Demodulator Tests - Figure 3-7 shows the fundamental assembly test
concept for testing the relay TLM demodulators. For subsystem level testing
the complete relay radio subsystem is included in the test setup. However,
the same tests are conducted for both levels. The following paragraphs define
the TLM Demodulator tests of Table 3-2.
. Power Supply Voltages/Currents are measured using the digital volt-
meter. The desired test points are available from the digital voltmeter
function select panel.
2. Commands will be simulated and reactions are monitored from the
Command/Verify and Mode Indicator Panel.
3. Bit Errors are measured directly using the bit error detector and data
generator.
o Various Test Points are monitored to establish performance levels and
ensure proper operation. The S/C monitor unit will provide this monitor
capability.
3.6.4 SUBSYSTEM MODE
A functional block diagl:am showing the principal signal flow through the Relay Radio
OSE is shown in Figure 3-8. Subsystem testing will subject the relay radio subsystem
to a series of formal tests verifying the overall subsystem performance. Quantities
to be measured will include sufficient assembly testing to ensure their individual per-
formances.
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Figure 3-8. Relay Radio OSE Subsystem Tests
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a. Test Descriptions - Subsystem level tests include Bit Error Rates via the
r-f link. This test setup is illustrated in Figure 3-8. A brief description
of subsystem level tests is given by the following:
° The Bit Error Detector/Data Generator unit phase modulates the test
transmitter with a 25-kc subcarrier FM modulated by a bi-phase modu-
lated 10 cps signal summed with 20 cps sync. The data generator pro-
vides a random data stream to the bi-phase modulator and comparator.
2. The Modulation Control Unit is used to adjust the deviation of the phase
modulator and select the desired input function.
3. The Test Transmitter provides an output signal at the receiving frequency
tunable ±40 kc with an adjustable level from 0 to -170 dbm.
Q With the relay radio receiver locked to the test transmitter and the relay
radio TLM demodulator interconnecting with the receiver, the bit error
rate is measured by comparing the data from the demodulator with the
generated data stream.
o Additionally, sufficient investigations will be performed to ensure the
harmonious integration of the various assemblies and subsystem per-
formance proficiency.
3.7 SYSTEM TESTS
These tests are performed on the complete S/C system. The test complex utilized to
perform system tests will be capable of the following:
a. Permit complete exercising of all spacecraft mechanical and electrical
functions.
b. ,_,,w^vvr-_A_,_, tn_-in_,.,v,_,.... o in_ real time of the spacecraft subsystem behavior.
c. Afford test repeatability.
d. Have self-check capability prior to and during test without test interruption.
e. The CDS will provide real-time test records with the following information.
1. Name of test
2. Function exercised
3. Time
4. Edited data with indications of questionable data.
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f. Provide for detection of failures. The fault isolation needonly to be a sub-
system level.
g. Provide a record of accumulatedtest time on over-all spacecraft equipments.
A functional block diagram of the relay radio subsystem OSEand interfaces with space-
craft relay radio subsystemand other OSEis shownin Figure 3-9. The Relay Radio
SubsystemOSEwill form an integral part of the STC and will provide measurement
and monitor capabilities including, but not limited to those listed for self tests, assem-
bly tests, and subsystemtests.
The STCwill provide for integrated test control using the CDSand commandverifi-
cation equipment. The Relay Radio SubsystemOSEwill function in this mode.
The Relay RadioSubsystemOSEin conjunction with other OSEwithin the STC supports
the operations of the LCE at the launch complex and explosive safe area.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
Relay Radio OSE to OSE Interfaces are shown in Figure 3-9. The following paragraphs
delineate the interfaces:
Table 4-1 shows the Relay Radio OSE and Computer Data System Interface.
Table 4-2 shows the Relay Radio OSE and Central Recorder Interfaces.
Table 4-3 Relay Radio OSE and External Recorder Interfaces.
Table 4-4 shows Relay Radio OSE and Capsule Radio OSE Interfaces.
Table 4-5 shows Relay Radio OSE and Relay Radio subsystem interfaces.
Table 4-6 shows Relay Radio OSE and Test Conductor's console interface.
5.0 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The Relay Radio Subsystem OSE provides the measurement/control capability listed
below with the accuracy indicated for each parameter. This performance proficiency
is provided for all modes of use: assembly, subsystem and system testing.
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Table 4-1. Relay Radio OSE and CDS Interface
.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
°
Function
Relay RCVR 1 AGC
Relay RCVR2 AGC
Relay RCVI{ 1 SPE
Relay RCVR 2 SPE
Voltage
-1.5 to +5.5vdc
-1.5 to +5.5vdc
±3.0 vdc
±3.0 vdc
Impedance
ohms
10 K
10 K
1
Comments
Alarm limits
Alarm limits
DC Iso-Amp
Output
DC Iso-Amp
Output
Relay RCVR's TR
Voltage
Relay TLM Demodu-
lator Tl_ Voltage
GRD Test Trans-
mitter RF Power
Out
Command Requests
±15 vdc
±15 vdc
0 to +1 vdc ±2%
15 K
15 K
1K
Alarm 1%
Change
Alarm 1%
Change
Monitor from
Power Meter
Output
Switch Closures
Table 4-2. Relay Radio OSE and Central Recorder Interfaces
Function
1. Relay RCVR 1 AGC
2. Relay RCVR 2 AGC
3. Relay RCVR 1 DPE
4. Relay RCVR2 DPE
5. Relay RCVR 1 SPE
6. Relay RCVR2 SPE
7. Test Transmitter
RF Power Output
Voltage
-1.5to 5.5vdc
-1.5to 5.5vdc
±4.0 vac
±4.0 vac
±3.0 vdc
±3.0 vdc
0to lvdc ±2%
Impedance
ohms
10 K
10 K
10 K
10 K
1
1
1
C omments
Phase Det.
Output
Phase Det.
Output
Iso-Amp
Output
Iso-Amp
Output
Power Meter
Monitor
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Table 4-3. Relay Radioand External Recorder Interfaces
Function
1. RCVR 1 AGC
2. RCVR2 AGC
3. RCVR 1 SPE
4. RCVR2 SPE
5. RCVR 1 DPE
6. RCVR 2 DPE
7. Test Transmitter
RF Output
8. TLM Demod.
Output
Voltage
0-3 vdc
0-3 vdc
±1.5 vdc
±1.5 vdc
±4 vac
±4 vac
0 to 1 vdc
Bit Stream
Impedance
ohms
10K
10K
1K
10 K
10K
1
Comments
Table 4-4. Relay Radio OSE and Capsule Radio OSE Interface
I
Function J Voltage ] IImpedance I Comments
To be defined following definition of Capsule Radio OSE.
Table 4-5. Relay Radio OSE and Relay Radio Subsystem Interfaces
Function
Direct Access Test Points
AGC RCVR 1
AGC RCVR 2
SPE RCVR 1
SPE RCVR 2
DPE RCVR 1
DPE RCVR 2
T/R Voltages
(RCVR 1 )
T/R Voltages
(RCVR 2)
T/R Voltages
( TLM Demodulator i)
T/R Voltages
(TLM Demodulator 2)
Voltage
-1.5 to 5.5 vdc
-1.5 to 5.5 vdc
±3 vdc
• 3 vdc
±4 vac
±4 vac
+15 vdc
-15 vde
+15 vdc
-15 vdc
+6 vdc
-6 vdc
+6 vdc
-6 vdc
Impedance
ohms
10 K
i0 K
1
1
10 K
10K
15 K
15 K
15 K
15 K
15 K
15 K
15 K
15 K
C omments
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Table 4-5. Relay RadioOSEand Relay Radio SubsystemInterfaces (Continued)
Impedance
Function Voltage ohms Comments
Direct Access Test Points
Output Selector
Output Selector
Lock Indication
Data
Sync
RF Input
Receiver input*
+6 vdc
-6 vdc
5O
*When the antenna is installed and connected, a probe provides for RF coupling
through the umbilical.
Table 4-6. Relay Radio OSE and Test Conductor's Console Interface
Function
Relay Radio OSE
Status and
Mode Indicators
Voltage
Impedance
Ohms C omments
Switch closures
5.1 PARAMETERS, VALUES, RANGES AND ACCURACIES
ao D-C Voltages - The OSE will have the capability of measuring voltages to ±1
microvolt. The meter has a 20 db noise rejection capability that will enable
accurate measurements even under noisy signal conditions (where this ac-
curacy is not required a higher input impedance voltmeter will be available).
bo A-C Voltages - Average-responding rms calibrated measurements are pro-
vided to an accuracy of 1% of full scale from 50 cps to 1 mc with a resolution
of 1 mv.
c. Receiver Phase Stability - Residual phase modulation is measureable to an
accuracy better than 1/2 degrees peak.
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d. R-F Measurements - All r-f interconnections such as cables, attenuators,
and directional couplers are calibrated to ±0.1 db. All r-f power readings
are accurate to ±1/2 db on both transmitted and received r-f signals to -100
dbm and ±1 db to threshold.
eo Frequency Measurements - All frequency measurements up to 350 Mc are
accurate to 1 part in 108"_or ±1 cps up to 350 mc) at signal levels of -25 dbm
or greater.
f. Spectral Analysis - Frequency spectrum relative power measurements are
accurate to ±1.5 db with a frequency resolution down to 1 kc.
g. Static Phase Error (SPE) - The OSE monitors the relay receiver SPE and
VCO frequency.
h. AGC, S/C Receiver - The OSE monitors the S/C receiver coarse and fine
AGC.
i° Local Oscillator Drive - The OSE monitors the S/C receiver local oscillator
drive.
j° Reference Oscillator Frequency - The OSE will monitor the reference oscil-
1_¢nr freauencv.
k. Receiver Frequency Response - The amplitude versus frequency character-
istics of the relay receiver will be measured at the output of the phase
detector.
. Modulation Characteristics - Phase detector linearity and sensitivity are
measurable by the OSE.
m. Power Supplies - The OSE monitors the power supply operating currents/
--^'*vu_,_5_.... an n._prn-_._...... . _n alarm/fault indication.
nl TLM Performance - The OSE will test and verify the S/C Telemetry Demod-
ulator performance. Bit error rate is measured and test points are mon-
itored.
o. Coherent Interference - Will be determined using the OSE.
p. Amplitude Jitter - Will be determined using the OSE.
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6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 RELAY RADIO SUBSYSTEM OSE
The Voyager Relay Radio Subsystem OSE consists of two integrally connected standard
75-inch high cabinet rack enclosures. Rack I houses commercial test equipment, and
Rack II houses the test transmitter, TLM test equipment, S/C monitor and command
equipment and power supplies. The racks accept standard 19-inch wide panels.
Figure 3-2 shows the two racks with the recommended equipment location.
6.1.1 COOLING
Cooling is provided for each rack by two fan assemblies, one mounted on rack top and
the second on the rear door. The combination of these fans provides an internal posi-
tive pressure cooling system.
6.1.2 WEIGHT
The approximate weight of the OSE is 1900 lbs; 800 lbs for Rack I and 1100 lbs for
Rack II.
6.1.3 POWER
The power requirements are approximately 2400 watts: 1100 watts for Rack I and
1300 watts for Rack II. The primary supply 105-125 volts, 46-65 cps, single phase.
The equipment of each enclosure is isolated from the primary source by quadruple
shielded isolation transformers.
6.1.4 COMMERCIAL AND SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
Relay Radio OSE Rack I contains the equipment listed in Table 6-1 or its equivalent.
Relay Radio OSE Rack II contains the equipment listed in Table 6-2.
6.2 SPACECRAFT POWER SIMULATOR RACK
This rack is used to supply power to the relay radio subsystem when its transformer/
rectifier units are not in use during testing, trouble shooting, or failure analysis. The
unit is housed in a standard 75-inch high NASA cabinet rack.
6.2.1 WEIGHT
This unit weighs approximately 600 pounds.
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Table 6-1.
Title
Breaker, Patch OSETiming
Frequency Counter
w/Plug-In Unit
Frequency Counter Function Select
Osciiloscope
Oscilloscope Function Select
Spectrum Analyzer Display
Spectrum Analyzer RF Unit
Null D-C Voltmeter
Null D-C Voltmeter SeIect
True RMSVoltmeter
True RMSVoltmeter Function
Select
Digital Voltmeter
w/Plug-In Unit
Digital VoItmeter Function
Select
Noise Figure Meter
w/Noise Source
OSERack I Assemblies
Mfr.
Motorola
HP
HP
Motorola
HP
Motorola
HP
HP
I.l"r}
Motorola
l-Ii_
Motorola
HP
HP
Motorola
HP
HP
Part No.
5245L
5252A
130C
851A
8551A
413A
r'J,A n_ &
3440A
3445A
340B
(modified)
343A
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Table 6-2. OSERack II Assemblies
Title Mfr. Part No.
Breaker, Patch and S/C Timing
Bit Error Detector, Data Generator
and Display
Function Generator
Modulation Control Unit
Test Transmitter
Power Meter
w/Bolometer
Power Meter Cal.
S/C CommandandMode Display
S/C Test Point Monitor
VHF SignalGenerator
Intercommunication Unit
2.4-kc Power SupplyMonitor Unit
2.4-kc Power Supply
Two S/C DC Power Supplies
Four OSEDC Power Supplies
Isolation Amplifiers
*S/C to OSE& Primary Power
*Connectors (Rear)
*Ose to OSE& Primary Power
Connectors (Rear)
*Located in rear of rack.
Motorola
Motorola
Exact
Electronics
Motorola
Motorola
HP
HP
HP
Motorola
Motorola
HP
Motorola
Motorola
IDS
Lambda
Lambda
DIC
Motorola
Motorola
250RM
431B
478A
8402A
3200A
LH 128FM
LH 124FM
6122
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6.2.2 POWER
Approximately 1500watts of 105-125V,45-65 cps, single-phase power will be re-
quired.
6.3 HOLDINGAND TEST FIXTURE
A holding and test fixture for use in subsystemtests will be provided. This fixture
will mate with extender connectors to simulate the ring harness and antennainter-
faces.
6.3.1 WEIGHT
Theweight of this unit will be approximately 650pounds.
6.3.2 POWER
There is no power to this console.
6.3.3 EQUIPMENT
The following will be housedwithin this console:
a. Top mounting pad with cover
b. Cableson spool (with ring harness, direct access, andr-f cables making
onecomposite cable).
c. Vacuum and temperature adapter cables andmiscellaneous adapter cables.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
7.1 GENERAL
The relay radio subsystem OSE conforms to good engineering practice providing
circuit protection and safety devices such as current overload relays and voltage
stabilization devices. The OSE will present no hazards to personnel. Safety fea-
tures such as cabinet interlocks for cabinets operating with greater than 120 volts,
high voltage point isolations and warnings, and proper weight distribution to prevent
tipping resulting in damage to equipment and possible injury to personnel will be
utilized to the fullest extent.
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7.2 SPACECRAFTINTEGRITY
The OSEis designedto interface safely with anyOver-All Flight S/C and to eliminate
any possibility of damageto the S/C radio subsystem andother OSE. The OSEwill
provide self-check capabilities on all 'rlaunchhold" criteria included in the STC.
Self-checks will be on a noninterfering test basis.
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I. 0 SCOPE
This document contains a functional description of the Voyager STC Data Storage OSE.
The OSE is for use in systems and subsystems testing,
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VB 260 SR 101 1971 Voyage Spacecraft STC Test Objectives and Design Criteria
VB 260 SR 102 1971 Voyage Spacecraft STC Design Characteristics and Restraints
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The purpose of the Data Storage OSE (DS OSE) is to control and monitor the S/C DS
subsystem during subsystem and system tests. The S/C DS equipment consists of the
magnetic core memories (MCM), the magnetic tape recorders (MTR), the capsule
relay buffers (CRB) and their associated power and control circuitry. The DS OSE
performs itsfunction by having the capabilityof simulating all inputs, output loads,
and control functions and monitors and displays the various outputs to determine
proper system operation. The OSE has the capability of performing bit error
checks on the output data to determine that the S/C DS subsystems are operating
within specification. Figure 3-1 is a block diagram of the DS OSE; its functional
blocks are described below.
3.1.1 DATA SIMULATOR
The data input simulator duplicates all input interfaces to the DS system and generates
a simulated data stream to be stored in either the MCM's, MTR's, or CRB's. The
interfaces simulated are:
a. Bus Engineering data
b. Capsule data
c. Non-scanned science data
d. Scanned science data
The unit is designed so that the data transmitted to the spacecraft DS subsystem may
be generated again and routed to the bit error checker for comparison with the stored
data as it is recovered. Operation of this unit is controlled by the control unit.
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3.1.2 CONTROLUNIT
The control unit controls the DS OSEin both the subsystems and systems test modes
of operation. Basically, it will select modes of operation and will route data from the
Data Monitor to the various display units andthe bit error checker. It also contains
all control circuitry required for testing the S/C DSsubsystem control units through
the various operational modes.
3.1.3 DATA MONITORS
This unit simulates all system output loads for the flight DS system. It also contains
a selection capability to look at hardwire test points brought out during the subsystem
and systems tests. Dataconditioning necessary for data display and recognition of
the preamble code is done in this unit. Operational control of the Data Monitor unit
is maintained by the DSOSEcontrol unit.
3.1.4 BIT ERRORCHECKER
The bit error checker provides a means of comparing data received from the S/C
DS subsystemwith a reconstructed data word identical to that transmitted to the system
from the DSOSEduring subsystemtest. This allows verification of proper operation
of the storage devices as well as establishing the bit error rates,
3.1.5 DATA DISPLAY
The data display consists of two types of equipment. These are commercial test
equipment and status monitors. The commercial test equipment is used primarily for
accurate measurementsduring the subsystemtest phase and some monitoring during
the systems test phase. The status displays are used primarily during the systems
test as GO-NO-GOindications of the S/C DSsubsystem condition. The display unit
displays at least the measurementpoints of the following functions:
a. Magnetic Tape Recording (MTR) Section
Start/Stop (Each MTR)
Record/Playback (Each MTR)
Data Input
Data Output (Each MTR)
PLL Error (Each MTR)
Selected Channel Record Waveform (Each MTR)
Selected Channel Playback Waveform (Each MTR)
2 Motor Currents
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b. Magnetic Core Memories (MCM) Section
Dump Commands
Read Command
All Data Input Points (3)
SOC Control
3 Drive Current Waveforms (Each MCM)
Data Output
c. Capsule Relay Buffer (CRB) Section
Data Input
Data Output (Each CRB)
Shift Pulse Waveform
d. Motor Timers
Motor Timers are provided for measuring start and stop time of the MTR.
e. End-of-Tape Counter
An end of tape counter will be provided for the MTR.
3.2 SUBSYSTEM TEST
The purpose of the subsystem test is to test and evaluate the operation of the space-
craft data storage subsystem. The DS OSE is capable of testing the DS subsystem in
the spacecraft, when electrically isolated from it, or when removed from the S/C.
The DS OSE, through testing, is capable of isolating faulty assemblies, though not
intended to perform bench tests below the subassembly level. The S/C DS subsystem
consists of five basic assemblies: (1) magnetic tape recorders (MTR), (2) magnetic
cnre memories (MCM), (3) capsule relay buffers (CRB), control units (CU) and,
(5) power supplies.
The S/C subsystem is powered and controlled by the DS OSE.
3.2.1 MTR ASSEMBLY
Figure 3-2 is a block diagram showing the DS OSE and S/C DS-MTR subsystem test
configuration. The power source will power the S/C T/R unit. The control unit con-
trols the Data Simulator, Data Monitor, Bit Error Checker units, and the S/C DS
Control Unit. The tests are designed to exercise the assembly through at least tim
following functions:
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Figure 3-2. Subsystem Test, MTR Assembly
a. Turn-on and turn-off (each MTR)
b. Tape speeds (each MTR)
1. Record
2. Playback
c. Exchange Recorders
d. Recorder input selection
e. Recorder output selection
f. Bit error checks (each MTR)
Proper operation of the assembly is determined through data collected from hardwire
testpoints, correct functional operation, and correlation of input data and recorded
data read out of the MTR's.
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3.2.2 MCM ASSEMBLY
Figure 3-3 is a block diagram of the DS OSE and the SC DS MCM assembly. The
simulated power source supplies power to operate the DS subsystems T/R unit. The
control unit controls the data input, data output, input selector and output selector
units. The tests are designed to exercise the MCM subsystem through at least the
following functions.
a. Power on
b. Exchange MCM's
c. Bit error checks with worst case memory formats
Proper operation of the subsystem is determined from data collected from hardwire
testpoints, correct functional operation, and bit error checks.
3.2.3 CRB ASSEMBLY
_.i_,.diagram sbnwin_ the DS OSE and the S/C DS CRB assembly in aFigure 3-4 is a uiv,_....
test configuration. The control unit controls the data input, data output, input selector,
and the output selector units. The tests are designed to exercise at least the following
functions:
a. Power on
b. Exchange CRB's
The proper operation of the assembly is determined through proper data retrieval and
proper functional operation.
3.2.4 SUBSYSTEM OPERATION
_ne IH_,_ _ subsystem is nparated after the assembly testing is complete. This
guarantees the compatability and proper operation of the entire subsystem as a single
unit. The unit is operated in the various configurations that are required of it during
the mission, and proper operation is determined through monitoring of hard line data
and correctness of data.
3.3 SYSTEMS TEST
During systems test, the DS OSE is primarily a monitoring unit with GO-NO-GO dis-
plays of system operating functions. In the systems test mode of operation all power,
data, and commands are transmitted to the S/C DS subsystem through other spacecraft
subsystems. The DS OSE has the capability of supplying data to the flight system. It
is also capable of backing-up the flight systems command and control capabilities of the
DS system. The functions monitored are listed in the interface section, paragraph 4.0.
The OSE is ground isolated from the spacecraft at all times in the STC mode of operation.
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3.4 DS OSESELF CHECK
The Data StorageOSEis capable of performing the self check tests described below.
a. All OSEdc voltages can be measuredwith the Digital Voltmeter.
b, The bit error checker can be tested by entering the samedigital data from
the Data Simulator into both channelssimultaneously.
c. The oscilloscope can be usedto observe the amplitude and shapeof the data
simulator outputand of the commandpulses.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The DS subsystem OSE interfaces with the S/C DS subsystem, the Test Conductor's
Console, and the Computer Data System. The interfaces are listed in tables as follows"
a. Table 4-1 - DS OSE and CDS Interface
b. Table 4-2 - DS OSE and Test Conductor's Console Interface
c. Table 4-3 -DS OSE and S/C DS Subsystem Direct Access Test Points, Inputs
d. Umbilical - There is one umbilical function: MTR to launch mode.
Table 4-1. DS OSE and CDS Interfaces
Function Characteristics Comments
Command Requests
S/C DS Subsystem
Performance
Power Supply Voltages"
Motor Temperatures
Loop Error Signal
Switch Closures
Analog inputs
Analog voltages
Analog voltage
Analog voltage
Request for S/C commands
Telemetry data from Tele-
metry Data Converter
Alarm
Alarm
Alarm
Table 4-2. DS OSE and Test Conductor's Console Interface
Function
S/C Status
S/C Mode
Characteristic s
Switch closures
Switch closures
Comments
Go-No-Go Indicators
S/C Mode of Operation
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Table 4-3. DSOSEand S/C DSS/SDirect Access Interfaces - Inputs
Function Comments SignalCharacteristic Notes
+3.5 volt
+28volt
-3 volt
2 Motor Temperatures
Tape Motion Indicator
Power Amplifier Output
Loop Error Signal
ScanData Output
ScanData Gate
DumpData Output
Driver Current Waveform
CRB Data Output
CRB Filled Signal
D/S T/R
D/S T/R
D/S T/R
EachMTR
EachMTR
EachMTR
EachMTR
MTR Control
MTR Control
MCM Control
EachMCM
CRB Control
CRB Control
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
Analog Signal 0- 5-volt
Voltage Waveform
Voltage Waveform
Voltage Waveform
3.5-volt NRZ Data
3.5-volt Logic Level
3.5-volt NRZ Data
Voltage Waveform
3.5-volt NRZ Data
3.5-volt Logic Level
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The Data Storage OSE provides the measurement/control capability listed below.
a. D-C Voltages - The DS OSE has the capability of measuring D-C voltages
to +1 microvolt on the most sensitive scale.
b. Elapsed time is measured, with accuracy limited by the accuracy of the
frequency of the ST C power.
c. Simulated power of 2400 cps ±0.01%, 50v rms ±2% is generated.
d. Frequencies can be measured to an accuracy of greater than 0.01%.
e. Counters are provided to count events.
f. Data and control signals are simulated by the DS OSE.
In sub-
In
The subsystem and system test operations will differ by the interfaces used.
system test the DS OSE will have complete operational and monitoring capability.
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systems test the OSEwill beprimarily a monitoring device with back-up control
capability. During all testing the DSOSEwill beground isolated from the flight
sistem.
6.0 PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 POWER
The Data Storage OSE requires 105- to 125-volt, 60-cps, single-phase power. The
maximum current not to be in excess of 50 amperes.
6.2 WEIGHT
The weight of the Data Storage OSE is less than 2000 pounds.
6.3 SIZE
The Data Storage OSE occupies two standard 75-inch NASA racks or less.
6.4 COMMERICAL TEST EQUIPMENT
The DS OSE has the following commercial equipment.
a. Electronic counter
b. Strip chart recorder
c. Digital voltmeter
d. Oscilloscope
e. Elapsed time meters
f. Flight power supplies
7.0 SAFETY
A feature of the DS OSE is the protection of the flight DS system from either operator
error or electrical malfunctions. This is accomplished through minimizing operator
requirements by automatic features within the OSE, interlocks between functions
where improper operator operation could cause damage and protecting all interfaces
from accidental or unintentional shorts by limiting access to these points. Care is
also taken in the design of the unit to protect the operator from areas where high
voltages or other functions which could cause bodily harm could exist.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the Data Encoder Operational Support Equipment necessary
for the Systems Test Complex (STC) to checkout test and demonstrate the S/C DE op-
eration during systems tests. This document will also include the equipment necessary
to test and calibrate the Data Encoder as an electrically isolated subsystem during sub-
system tests, while installed in the spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents form a part of this specification:
VB260SRI01
VB260SRI02
VB260FDI06
VB260FDI07
VB260FD103
VB260FD102
VB260FD105
STC Test Objectives and Design Criteria
STC Design Characteristics and Restraints
STC Central Timing and Synch
STC Central Recorder
STC Computer Data System
STC Ground Power Distribution
STC Printers and Displays
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The data encoder operational support equipment is required to support system and sub-
system tests in the system test complex by stimulating, controlling and monitoring the
spacecraft data encoder subsystem. The DE OSE, through umbilical and/or direct ac-
cess, will generate DE commands, stimulate the individual channels for calibration,
decommutate the commutated data, and monitor and display the results. Stringent iso-
lation requirements of the STC dictate use of isolation amplifiers and isolation switches
between the DE OSE, the spacecraft and other ground equipment.
The DE OSE, shown in Figure 3-1, consists of the following major functional blocks:
a. Input Switching
b. Telemetry Demodulator
c. Data Encoder Simulator
d. Buffer
e. Preamble Sync Code Recognizer
f. Command and Control
g. DE Stimulator/Calibrator
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h. De commutator
3.1.1 INPUT SWITCHING
The input switching unit receives: (1) the composite telemetry signal bi-phase modu-
lated with data and sync information from the radio subsystem OSE, tape recorder
subsystem, or data encoder simulator. (2) modulated telemetry signals, data, word
sync, bit sync, from the telemetry modulator, data encoder simulator, tape recorder,
or command and control unit. The information received is routed to the appropriate
user which is one of several of the following:
a. Tape recorder
b. Data decommutator
c. Telemetry demodulator
d. Computer data system
e. Central recording system. _,_,'_t ,,_l_,_v..j,
The telemctry demodulator sync condition indication is supplied to the input switching
subsystem for routing to the computer data system, central l_ecorder, data decom-
mutator and command and control subsystem.
3.1.2 TELEMETRY DEMODULATOR
a, General -- The telemetry demodulator has the task of detecting and decoding
a noise corrupted bi-phase modulated telemetry signal from ground tele-
metry receivers, magnetic tape recorders, or data encoder simulator. The
telemetry signal is a composite signal containing both data and synchroniza-
tion information on a single subcarrier. The demodulator output is a serial
or parallel binary train of data pulses, bit sync, word sync and demodulator
sync condition indication (SCI). The output u__ ..... ,,,._._ _y_........information will be
sent to the decommutator for processing and to the tape recorder system for
storing. Bit sync, word sync and data are time synchronous.
The demodulator will be required to operate at the six different bit rates (R)
listed below during the Voyager mission.
R1 = 8,533 1/3 bps R 4 = 533 2/3 bps
R 2 = 4,266 2/3 bps R5 = 106 2/3 bps
R3 = 2,133 1/3 bps R 6 = 3 1/3 bps
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The demodulator is used during system and subsystem tests in the STC. The
demodulator is identical to the demodulator in the DeepSpace Instrumenta-
tion Facility.
Do Description -- Upon receipt of the noise-corrupted telemetry signal the signal
is sent through a low-pass filter (fc = 8fs) and amplifier, as shown in Figure
3-2. The low-pass filter masks out a portion of the unwanted noise while the
amplifier serves as an isolation device and amplitude compensator. The
amplitude compensation allows closer control of the signal level entering
the demodulator. The filter amplifier presents the resulting signal to three
detector filter branches; clock, data and sync.
Demodulation of data is accomplished by first acquiring clock and then
synchronizing the sync channel. Clock is acquired by locking a phase lock
loop on the incoming clock after all modulation has been removed by mixing
and squaring. The noise-free clock from the PLL is used for driving the
binary logic circuits including the pseudo-noise (PN) code generator. To
acquire word sync, the demodulator PN code generator must align or
correlate with the received PN code. Thus, synchronization is determined
by matched-filter detection of the quadrature channel as the internally
generated code is correlated with the received code. When the two codes are
aligned, synchronization is accomplished, thus, emitting code lock or sync
condition indication (SCI), data, bit sync, word sync, and termination of the
acquisition process.
Code slide-by, thus enabling acquisition, is accomplished by adding one
4 fs clock pulse every 63 PN bits until acquisition is complete. When
acquisition is complete, the addition of one clock pulse every 63 PN bits
is discontinued by inhibiting the add-in process with SCI. Data is matched-
filter detected in the data channel after removing PN code and 2 fs clock
from the bi-phase modulated signal.
3.1.3
The Serial-to-Parallel Converter and Preamble Recognizer receives the
serial data and word sync, and converts the serial data to seven-bit parallel
data. It also scans incoming data, seven words at a time, in search of the
unique 49-bit preamble sync that precedes every new data type. The logic
used permits recognition of the preamble sync with up to three errors.
When the preamble sync is recognized, a Preamble-Recognize pulse is
generated and sent to the decommutator for enabling the interrogation of
the data type word. The preamble sync is a 28-bit word identifying the start
of a new data type. The seven-bit data type word always follows the pre-
amble sync.
DATA ENCODER SIMULATOR
The data encoder simulator functionally duplicates the S/C DE in order that the DE
OSE can be checked and verified as to its operation without the use of a data encoder.
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The data encoder simulator generates data including preamble sync and data type as
shownin Figure 3-3. Preamble sync is a unique 49-bit word used for all transmis-
sion modes, whereas the data type word is unique for each data type. The generated
data is engineering and non-scan science data as shown in Figure 3-4. The simulated
data contains frame sync, data mode, medimn deck position and low-speed deck
position and data. The data contains different words of known value for each channel.
A degree of selection or programming of words is available as front panel control.
Data collection formats are shown in Table 3-1 and Figures 3-5 through 3-10.
PREAMBLE
(56 BITS)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
_----- 7 BITS
PREAMBLE (49 BITS)
SYNC
DATA TYPE WORD (7 BITS)
DATA
Figure 3-3. Data Type Format
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-- FRAME SYNC
-- DATA MODE
-- MS DECK POSITION
-- LS DECK POSITION
ENGINEERING &
NON-SCAN SCIENCE
DA TA
7 BITS
Figure 3-4. Non-Scan Data Mode Format
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Figure 3-5. Maneuver Mode (Mode I)
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FRAME SYNC
DATA MODE
MED. DECK POSITION
LOW DECK POSITION
21WORDSENG.
(GROUPA)
NOTE 1
21 WORDS ENG.
(GROUP B)
NOTE 1
24 WORDS ENG.
(GROUP C)
NOTE i
25 WORDS
REAL TIME SCIENCE
10 WORDS
CAPSULE RELAY
BUFFER (CRB)
NOTE 1 - GROUPS ARE SHOWN TO SHOW COMMON
CHANNELS BETWEEN FORMATS.
1
2
4
5
6
I
I
I
I
25
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27
]
I
I
I
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47
48
I
I
I
I
7O
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72
95
96
97
I
I
I
105
7 BITS
Figure 3-6. Normal Cruise (Mode 1I)
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NOTE 1
THE MCM DATA
TRANSMITTED BETWEEN
SCAN BLOCKS IS
COLLECTED DURING
DATA TRANSMISSION.
THE COLLECTION
FORMAT IS THE
SAME AS THE NON
SCAN ORBITAL
MODE (MODE V)
8 WORDS
(56 BIT)
PREAMBLE CODE
10 6 BITS
MTR DATA
8 WORD
(56 BIT)
PREAMBLE CODE
7020 WORDS
MCM DATA
(SEE NOTE 1)
8 WORDS
(56 BIT)
PREAMBLE ,_,_r_,%., %_,_.,, _
VARIABLE LENGTH
DUMMY WORD
A
1
2
3
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7
8
1
2
3
4
5
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7
8
!
I
I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
7 BITS
Figure 3-7. Normal Orbit Mode (Mode III)
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8 WORD
(56 BIT)
PREAMBLE CODE
MAGNETIC CORE
MEMORY (MCM)
DATA (SEE
NOTE i)
NOTE
MEMORY DUMP MODE DATA CONSISTS OF ENGINEERING
AND CAPSULE DATA OR FLARE DATA, ENGINEERING
DATA IS STORED IN ONE MCM ACCORDING TO MAN-
EUVER MODE (MODE I) WHILE TWO MCM'S ARE USED
TO STORE CAPSULE DATA. DURING FLARE DATA
DUMPS ALL THREE MCM'S CONTAIN FLARE DATA. q------ 7 BITS --=----_
Figure 3-8. Memory Dump Mode (Mode IV)
3.1.4 COMMAND AND CONTROL
The command and control unit has hard-line control and monitoring responsibilities
of the spacecraft data encoder as well as control of the DE OSE ? The command and
control unit exercises spacecraft DE subsystem controls. The command and control
subsystem provides for the following:
a. Rate commands
b. Data type commands
c. Transmission mode commands
d. Block redundancy select commands
e. Display and/or Printer Channel Select
f. Commutator synchronization
g. Simple data detection (noise free and hard line)
h. Data conversion - binary to BCD
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FR AME SYNC
DATA MODE/
MED. DECK POSITION
LOW DECK POSITION
21 WORDS ENG.
(GROUP A)
NOTE 1
21 WORDS ENG.
(GROUP B)
NOTE 1
24 WORDS ENG.
(GROUP C)
NOTE 1
20 WORDS ENG.
(GROUP D)
NOTE 1
90 WORDS
REAL TIME SCIENCE
NOTE
GROUPS ARE SHOWN TO SHOW
COMMON CHANNELS BETWEEN
FORMATS.
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71
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91
180
•_------_ 7 BITS
Figure 3-9. Non-Scan Orbital Mode (Mode V)
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FRAME SYNC
DATA MODE
MED. DECK POSITION
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FORMATS,
Figure 3-10. Approach Guidance (Mode VI)
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i. Bit error monitoring
j. Basic clock generation
While receiving and distributing:
a. Data
b. Data mode
c. Commutator deck position
d. Spacecraft ID
e. Spacecraft Time
f. Spacecraft Events
g. Data Type
h. Procedure step number
3.1.5 DATA ENCODER STIMULATOR/CALIBRATOR
The outputs on the stimulator/calibrator can be connected to the data encoder case
harness for signal simulation for all data channels in the data encoder. The DE
stimulator is mechanized so as to accommodate automatic calibration. The data
encoder inputs are divided into two categories, analog and digital.
a. The simulated analog inputs are as follows:
Voltage simulators provide seven discrete voltages to the data eneoder in
the following three voltage ranges: 0 to i00 mv, 0 to ± !.6 volts, and
0 to 3.2 volts.
b. The simulated digital signals consist of the following:
i. The event simulator provides either a serial pulse train or two 3-bit
parallel words to the DE.
2. Simulated capsule relay buffer, magnetic core-memory and magnetic
tape recorder data signals are provided.
DE COMM UTATOR
a. Function -- The main decommutator is an SDS 920 computer shown in
Figure 3-11. The decommutator receives demodulated telemetry data,
3.1.6
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Figure 3-11. Decommutator Block Diagram G
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be
word sync, SCI, and preamble sync and performs the following program
functions:
1. Determine data type and execute the necessary processing instructions
or data type programs at all data rates.
. Generate and identify the data condition information as to the validity
of received frame sync, mode, MS deck position, LS deck position,
and word checks for each channel of data. The word checks performed
are limit checks or delta checks.
3. Synchronize and process the submultiplexed engineering data.
4. Synchronize and process science data (scan and non-scanned).
5. Synchronize and process capsule data.
6. Format selected telemetry data for visual display.
7. Format split word telemetry data for display.
8. Channel address each of the engineering, capsule, and non-scanned
science data channels, including special engineering split channels.
9. Provide for preamble override.
10. Provide flywheel action for subcommutation program for frame sync,
Mode, MS Deck position, and LS Deck position words.
11. Format telemetry data to binary or BCD parallel output.
12. Tag each data channel with flag word or DCI (Data Condition Indicator).
Decommutation Program -- The decommutation program required to decom-
mutate the telemetry data is described in three parts; input, processing and
output. The program times and memory utilization are referenced to a
Scientific Data System 920 general purpose computer with a 8192-word
capacity of 24 bits each. The computer cycle time is eight microseconds
and has typical execution times of 16 microseconds for adding and 32
microseconds for multiplying. The input and processing portion of the
decommutation program is identical to that of the DSIF.
le Input -- The input to the computer enters through the 24-pin external
connector. The input information is received in parallel form as a
24-bit computer word. The 24-bit received word consists of seven
data bits in the least significant position and the telemetry demodulator
sync condition indicator (SC1) bit in the most significant bit position,
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with the remainder of the 24-bit word unused, as shownin Figure 3-12.
Whenthe demodulator is synchronized, the SCIbit is a ONE; whenit is
out of lock, the SCIis a ZERO. This eight-bit data word is presented
to the 24 pin connector at the time of word sync.
. Internal Processing -- The flow through the machine is characterized
by the input, output, storage and processing phases. The program is
loaded into the computer via paper tape along with data via the pin con-
nector to complete the storage tables. The tables are organized into
seven columns for program instructions, one for each data type as
shown in Table 3-2. Two columns are used for storing received data
so that word comparisons may be performed (detecting a word change
from the previous word in that same location). A third column is used
for limit checking of the data. An alarm signal is generated when the
received word is out of limits. The length of each table corresponds to
each data type format. See Table 3-1 and Figures 3-5 to 3-10.
Along with data, which consist of a seven-bit telemetry word plus SCI,
the decommutator receives word sync and preamble sync. Word sync
initiates a priority interrupt enabling the computer to readin the new
data word. The SDS 920 computer has a system of priority interrupts
which allows the computer to be time shared according to fixed priority
schedule. For this system, highest priority is given to word sync which
commands the interrupt to whatever task the machine was performing
at that time. The machine branches to the read instruction to accept
incoming data. After the last write occurs, the machine returns to the
next higher order interrupt or returns to the task being performed when
interrupt was received.
Preamble sync is used for interrogating the data type word, which
follows preamble sync in the preamble code word. Preamble sync is
also used to inhibit engineering frame sync search during Data Types C
and F, scan and flare data, respectively, or more specifically during
Data Modes III and IV. During all other Data Modes the preamble code
word check is deleted.
11o11711231
, J\ v
DATA
Figure 3-12. Decommutator Input Data Format
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Table 3-2. Program DataTypes
Transmission Mode
Maneuver Mode
Cruise Mode
Orbit Mode
Memory Dump Mode
Non-Scan Orbital
Mode
Approach Guidance
Mode
Data
Mode
] [
IV
V
Data
Rate
3-1/3
106-2/3
8533-1/3
2133-1//3
8533-1/3
106-2/3
Data
Data Type Description
Type
A Engineering Data
B 1. Engineering data
2. Capsule data
3. Non-scan science
C Planet scan data
D 1o Engineering data
2. Non-scan science
A One MCM Block of Mode I
Engineering data
E Two MCM Blocks of CRB Data
F Three MCM Blocks of Flare Data
D 1. Engineering data
2. Non-scan science data
VI G 1. Engineering
2. CRB
3. Non-scan science data
4. Approach guidance data
J 1 ,
The seven data types required to be processed are categorized into two
basic types: (1) engineering, capsule and non-scan science (ECNS) data,
and (2) scan and flare (SF) data.
For ECNS data, a search is made for frame sync, a unique seven-bit word
of all ONES in the high-speed deck. Upon receipt of frame sync, the next
step is to read and check the Data Mode word as to its Data Type so as to
incorporate the appropriate instruction table. Upon identifying the Data
Type, the transmitted format is identified as to its minor frame length,
subcommutated channels, addresses and use instructions.
After identification of the data type, if subcommutation is employed, the
medium-speed deck position (MSDP) and the low-speed deck position
(LSDP) words will follow mode word. These two words identify the
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1
subcommutator and commutator positions, and are used for synchronizing
the subcommutator counters in the computer.
Figure 3-13 through 3-20 are flow charts describing the general operation
of the decommutation program.
Once acquisition is accomplished, an inertia (or flywheel) feature is incor-
porated that allows for an error in the frame sync, mode, MSDP and LSDP
words for one or two consecutive times depending on how programmed.
Once acquired, and an error exists in one of the words mentioned above,
a data condition indicator (DCI) is generated; one bit for each word or a
total of four bits. The DCI is used as a flag to question the value of the
data rather than drop or delete the data questioned.
Frame sync is continually searched for during all engineering data, and is
inhibited during capsule and non-scan science data.
The SF data is processed similarly to the ECNS data, although there are no
subcommutated data words. The scan data is formatted for CDS and tape
storage after it has been stripped from all other incoming data.
Output -- The output instructions for the channels of the seven data types
are recognized so that the processed data may be routed in proper form to
the appropriate user. The output data is presented in 24-bit parallel form,
either in binary or BCD, as determined by the users need. Three users
require the output data: the DE OSE, the Test Conductors Console, and the
Computer Data System. The data is presented to the users in one of three
formats. The three output formats are shown in Figure 3-21.
The DE OSE uses the format of Figure 3-21A for its own subsystem checkout.
The first five bits are used for a flag word to yield a quick status check of
the DE OSE and the data validity and are as follows:
(a) A - out of limit indication.
(b) Data Mode - indicates if data mode word has changed since
last reading.
(c) Low-Speed Deck Position - indicates when the low-speed deck position
word has not increased by one since the
last reading.
(d) Medium-Speed Deck Position - indicates when the medium-speed deck
position word has not increased by one
since the last reading.
(e) Frame Sync - indicates loss of frame sync.
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Figure 3-14. Flow Chart 2
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Figure 3-16. Flow Chart 4
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Figure 3-21. Data Encoder OSE and CDS, and Telecommunications Data Formats
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The next ten bits are the channeladdress, while the last nine bits are
the data (BCD).
The CDSrequires an 18-bit word input while the decommutator output is a
24-bit word. Therefore, for engineering data, the input to the CDSis:
Out of limit 1 bit
DCI - Data Condition Indicator
(DCI is derived from the
last four bits of the pre-
viously defined flag word
OR'd together).
1 bit
ChannelAddress 9 bits
Data (Binary) 7 bits
For science, the data is presented to the CDSin parallel, one science word
at a time. Onebit is DCI, while the remaining 17bits are channel address
and databits.
To identify the data type, the remaining six bits of the SDS920 24-bit com-
puter word is used as data type bits. The CDScan input these bits
separately from its 18-bit data input. Figure 3-21B and C showthe
effective output format to the CDSandTCC° The TCC receives the same
formats as the CDS.
3.1.7 TAPE RECORDER
The tape recorder is used to record and play back data during system test.
recorder will record seven channelswith a track assignment as follows:
a. Ground instrumentation (FM subcarrier mix)
b. Data (Digital FSK)
c. Composite telemetry signal (FM)
d. Bit sync (Digital FSK)
e. Time andwow/flutter compensation (Direct)
f. Word sync (Digital FSK)
g. Voice lable and Intercom (Direct)
The tape
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A tape recorder capableof a linear phaseresponse in the bandwidth0.45R to 72 R
(R Adata rate} is included in the subsystem.
3.1.8 TIME CODE TRANSLATOR
A time code translator capable of synchronizing to a serial 36-bit NASA time code
is included in the STC console. It generates a BCD parallel data format for use by
the data printout equipment and displays this time on the front panel in decimal form
(days, hours, minutes, and seconds).
3.1.9 BIT ERROR RATE MONITOR
A bit error rate monitor unit is included in the STC console which can automatically
check and monitor the bit error rate of the noise-corrupted data being detected and
decoded by the demodulator using the hard-line data encoder as its reference.
3.1.i0 ELAPSED TIME METER
An elapsed time meter is provided for recording total operating time for the S/C
data encoder.
3. i. 11 S/C POWER SUPPLY
A 2400-cps square wave power supply is provided. The power supply provides
primary power to the spacecraft data encoder during subsystem testing.
3.1.12 OSE POWER SUPPLY
The OSE generates its own special power requirements. The OSE is provided with
120-volt, 60-cps, single-phase power for converting to its own individual needs.
3.1.13 LINE PRINTER
A high-speed line printer capable of printing 800 lines per minute and 132 charac-
ters per line is provided. The printer can be programmed for printing data, channel
address, flag information time, procedure step number, data type and data mode.
3.1.14 PAPER TAPE PUNCH
A paper tape punch is provided for punching computer programs, readout instruc-
tions, etc. The puncher is capable of punching 60 characters per second.
3.1.15 PAPER TAPE READER
A paper tape reader is provided for reading into the computer decommutation pro-
grams, users instructions, format information, etc. The paper tape reader is
capable of reading 300 characters per second.
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3.1.16 I/O TYPEWRITER
An input/output typewriter capableof 15characters per secondinput and output
rate is provided.
3.1.17 SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
Special Equipment suchas J-boxes, isolation amplifiers, digital output isolators,
and cables are supplied as necessary.
3.1.18 DATA ENCODERDISPLAY
The DE OSEprovides information displays such as panel lighted windows or lamps.
These displays are on the basis of aiding system and subsystem checkout.
Examples of these are:
a. ChannelData (selected and BCD)
b. Commutator Deck Position
c. Data Type
d. Data Mode
e. Data condition indicator
f. Spacecraft ID
g. Spacecraft time
h. Events
i. Procedure step number
j. Redundantconfiguration
3.1.19 TEST EQUIPMENT
a. Counter - This counter receives data encoder bit sync and displays bit
rate of operation.
b. Monitor Oscilloscope - In the tape recorder console a monitor oscilloscope
is included to verify performance of the tape machine during all recording
operation.
c. Digital Volt Meter - This is used to monitor the simulated analog signals
from the OSE.
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d. Oscilloscope - This oscilloscope is used to monitor OSEand data encoder
service during checkout.
e. Recorder - This recorder provides a printed record' of the data encoder
operation and a channel address and a digital value of the information, in
the recording channel.
3.2 SELF TEST
The DE OSE is capable of performing self test during system and subsystem test.
Self test may be run without interrupting system test procedures with the exception
that the DE OSE cannot decommutate simulated and real data simultaneously. The
DE simulator simulates the various types of data and at any one of the six bit rates,
thus allowing a complete subsystem check out.
3.3 SYSTEMS TEST
The DE OSE, shown in Figure 3-22 is required to support systems and subsystems
test at the STC. The OSE provides all the command and control requirements, data
simulation or stimulation equipment as well as monitoring the spacecraft perform-
ance. S/C DE performance is determined by decommutating telemetry data via hard
line or RF link. While using hard-line monitors a deck synchronizer contained in
the command and control unit, will be employed to supplement the main decommutator.
The deck synchronizer is slaved to the S/C, however, it does not allow complete
check out of the spacecraft though it does add to the flexibility of the DE OSE. Shown
in Figure 3-22 is a block diagram of the system test configuration.
3.4 SUBSYSTEM TEST
The DE may be tested as an electrically isolated subsystem while still installed in the
spacecraft at the STC. S/C power will be supplied by the OSE during this particular
test while performing similar tests as in the system test configuration. DE calibration
is performed during --'- .... *^-- *-_4_ eh,_,,,_h ,-al_h*-_t_nn _.Qnnt limito.d to sub-
system testing. The DE OSE will automatically stimulate each DE channel for testing
and calibrating, displaying, printing or storing the results.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The DE OSE interfaces are defined in the tables listed below:
Table 4-1 DE OSE and Radio Subsystem OSE
Table 4-2 DE and DE OSE Umbilical Interfaces
Table 4-3 DE and DE OSE Direct Access Interfaces
Table 4-4 DE OSE and CDS Interface
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Figure 3-22. Data Encoder OSE, System Test Complex,
System and Subsystem Test Configuration
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Table 4-6
Table 4-7
Table 4-8
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DE OSE and Test Conductor's Console Interface
DE OSE and Central Recorder Interface
DE OSE and Central Timing Interface
DE OSE and CVE Interface
Table 4-1. DE OSE and Radio Subsystem OSE
Function
S/C Telemetry Signal
Characteristic
0.3 to 3.0 v rms
Impedance
(OHMS)
10K
Comments
Single Subcarrier Bi-phase
modulated with data and
sync
Table 4-2. DE and DE OSE Umbilical Interface
Function Characteristic
le
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Modulated Subcarrier A
Modulated Subcarrier B
Modulated Subcarrier C
Modulated square wave
Modulated square wave
Modulated square wave
Word Sync
Bit Sync
France o...,_bJ_ £L_
Mode II Command
8. 2 fs
9. Data Encoder Return
Positive going 3.5-volt pulse
Positive going 3.5-volt pulse
Positive going 3.5-volt pulse
Positive going 3.5-volt pulse
3 ms or greater duration
Square wave
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DE and DE OSEDirect Access Interfaces
.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
Function Signal Characteristic
Monitor A/D Converter No. 1
Monitor A/D Converter No. 2
Monitor A/D Converter No. 3
Monitor P/N Generator No. 1
Monitor P/N Generator No. 2
Monitor P/N Generator No. 3
Monitor Programmer No. 1
Monitor Programmer No. 2
Monitor Programmer No. 3
Voltage level
Voltage level
Voltage level
Voltage level
Voltage level
Voltage level
Voltage level
Voltage level
Voltage level
-20-volt TR Monitor
+3.5-volt TR Monitor
Data Encoder Return
Voltage level
Voltage level
Table 4-4. DE OSE and CDS Interface
Function Characteristic
1. Decommutated telemetry data
2. Command request
3. Telemetry data
See Figure 3-21
Switch closures
Analog inputs from telemetry data
converter
Table 4-5. DE OSE and Test Conductor's Console Interface
Function Characteristic
1. Switch closuresDE subsystem status and mode
indicators
2. Decommutated telemetry data See Figure 3-21
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Table 4-6. DE OSEandCentral Recorder Interface
Function Characteri stic
SyncCondition Indication (SC1) Voltage level indicating demodulator
Synchronization
Table 4-7. DE OSEandCentral Timing Interface
Characteristic
Binary time code
Function
Central timing signal
Table 4-8. DE OSEandCommandVerification Equipment Interface
Function Characteristic
Lock Indication Switch
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 TRANSMISSION MODES
The telemetry date received from the spacecraft is decommutated for the six Data
Modes listed below:
Maneuver Mode - Mode I
(3 1/3 bps)
Cruise Mode - Mode II
(106 2/3 bps)
Orbit Mode - Mode III
(8533 1/3 bps)
Memory Dump Mode - Mode IV
(2133 1/3 bps)
Non-Scan Orbital Mode - Mode V
(8533 1/3 bps)
Approach Guidance Mode - Mode VI
(106 2/3 bps)
Selected engineering data
Engineering data multiplexed with
capsule data and non-scanned science
data.
Planet scan data blocks, with engineer-
ing and non-scanned science data
inserted between scan data playback
intervals.
Blocks of engineering and capsule
data or blocks of flare data.
Engineering data multiplexed with
non-scanned science data.
G&C data multiplexed with the
normal cruise format.
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The operational modes are keyed to a nominal bit rate as listed, but may be docu-
mented at any of the possible bit rates.
5.2 DATA TYPES
The seven data types and their associatedmodes are given in Table 3-2. At each
data type changea 56-bit preamble codeword is transmitted prior to sendingdata.
The preamble consists of a unique49-bit preamble sync followed by a seven-bit
data type word. The decommutator is programmed to accomodateall data types.
5.3 BIT RATES
The DE OSEoperates over six different bit rates as shownin Table 5-1. The bit
rates will have anaccuracy of 0.01%or better. The bit rate is one ninth of the
subcarrier frequency, 2 fs (2 fs = 9R).
5.4 DYNAMIC RANGE
The demodulator operates over an input dynamic range of 0.3 volt to 3.0 volt rms
signal plus noise in an 8 fs bandwidth.
Table 5-1. DE OSE Bit Rates
Rate Number
(N)
Bit Rate
{bps)
8533 1/3
4266 2/3
2133 1/3
533 1/3
106 2/3
3 1/3
R1/RN
1
2
4
16
80
2560
2 fs
(C/S)
76.8K
38.4K
19.2K
4.8K
960
3O
5.5 BIT ERROR RATE
The bit error rate at system threshold for each data rate is 5 x 10 -3.
5.6 DATA CHANNEL THRESHOLD SNR
The threshold signal-to-noise ratio in a one-cps noise bandwidth that must be present
at the demodulator data detector are shown in the Table 5-2 for the six data rates.
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Table 5-2. Data ChannelThreshold SNR
Bit Rate (bps) E/No (db) S/No = (E/No)R (db)
8533 1/3
4266 2/3
2133 1/3
533 1/3
106 2/3
3 1/3
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.9
8.0
45.2
42.2
39.2
33.2
26.2
13.2
5.7 CLOCK CHANNEL THRESHOLD SNR
The clock tracking phase-locked loop threshold signal-to-noise ratio in the threshold
noise bandwidth is given in Table 5-3. Acquisition and tracking bandwidth values are
shown also and will exhibit an accuracy of ! 10%.
Table 5-3. Clock Tracking PLL Threshold SNR
Bit Rate
8533 1/3
4266 2/3
21_ 1/3
.LU.J
533 1/3
106 2/3
3 1/3
Acquisition
BW 2BLo (cps)
32
16/2
!6
8
4
1
Tracking BW
2BLo (cps)
8
4Z2
4
2
1
1/4
Tracking SNR
(db)
>24.0
>24.0
>24.0
>24.0
24.0
17.0
5.8 AVERAGE ACQUISITION TIME
The average acquisition time, or mean time to acquire phase lock, for the threshold
SNR's, thus allowing data detection, is shown in Table 5-4 for each bit rate, and no
decision errors.
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Table 5-4. Average Acquisition Time
Bit Rate
(bps)
8333 1/3
4266 2/3
4133 1/3
533 1/3
106 2/3
3 1/3
Mean Acquisition Time
(seconds)
0.258
0.517
1.034
4.13
2O.64
132.3
5.9 PROBABILITY OF LOSS OF SYNC
The probability of loss of bit and word sync dhring a one-second period for threshold
SNR at the data detector is approximately:
b w _ < 10-7 for 3-1/3 bps
PL = PL = _ <10 -6 for 106 2/3 bps or greater.
5.10 FREQUENCY STABILITY
The frequency stability of the incoming 2 f subcarrier will be 0.01% or better.
S
5.11 SIMULATED DATA
a. HIGH-LEVEL ANALOG
Voltage - 0 to 3.2 volts dc (seven steps)
b. LOW- LEVEL ANALOG
Voltage - 0 to 100 millivolts dc (seven steps)
c. BIPOLAR ANALOG
Voltage - +1.6 volts dc (seven steps)
Impedance - less than 10 k
Impedance - less than 10 k
Impedance - less than 10 k
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d. DIGITAL PULSES (EVENTS)
Voltage - "0" = 0 volts dc; "I" = 3.5 volts dc
Time Duration - 3 milliseconds
e. SERIAL DIGITAL DATA
Type - NRZ; synchronous with D/E bit sync
f. PARALLEL DIGITAL DATA
Voltage -"0" = 0volts dc; 1 = 3.5volts dc
Type - Pulse data dumped in parallel on receipt of D/E dump pulse.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 GENERAL
All incoming and outgoing signals are through the DE OSE junction box. The junction
box will provide connector plugs for test cables, umbilical cables, ac power, and
interfaces with the Central Recorder, Computer Data System, Science, Command
Subsystem OSE, Radio Subsystem OSE, and Central Timing and Synchronization
System. All in-going and outgoing signals are routed to the proper location in the
junction box.
6.2 SIZE
The DE OSE is provided in eight 19-inch panel bay racks plus one line printer.
6.3 WEIGHT
The DE OSE does not exceed 8000 pounds.
6.4 POWER
The DE OSE does not require more than 6 kilowatts of 105-125-volt, 60-cps,
single-phase power.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
7.1 EQUIPMENT
The DE OSE is provided with isolation devices to minimize spacecraft-to-OSE oper-
ational difficulties as well as OSE-to-OSE operations. The equipment is designed
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with good engineering integrity and human engineering. The OSE is designed to
minimize, if not negate, the chances of jeopardizing the spacecraft equipment due
to engineering or faulty circuitry.
7.2 FACILITIES
The DE OSE is designed so as not to be hazardous to the facilities
7.3 PERSONNEL
The design of the DE OSE includes good human factors engineering from an oper-
ational and safety viewpoint.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document contains a functional description and interface definitions for the Con-
troller and Sequencer Operational Support Equipment (OSE) for the 1971 Voyager
System Test Complex (STC) and for subsystem test.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents form a part of this description:
VB260SR101 STC Test Objectives and Design Criteria
VB260SR102 STC Design Characteristics and Restraints
VB234FD107 Controller and Sequencer, Functional
Description
3.0 DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
Figure 3-1 is a block diagram of the Controller and Sequencer (C&S), which is to be
tested and evaluated by the Operational Support Equipment described in this document.
Both equipments are digital devices.
The C & S OSE has four modes of operation:
a. System Test - With the C&S installed and connected in the Spacecraft, the
OSE determines whether or not the C &S is fully operational. This is
accomplished by loading commands through the Command Decoder, and
monitoring the response time of the Event output via Telemetry.
b. Subsystem Test - The OSE tests and evaluates the C&S by simulating or
monitoring all interfaces. When the C&S is not connected to receive Space-
craft power the OSE simulates the power input.
el Fault Isolation - The OSE utilizes the C&S interfaces plus test points to
isolate malfunctions to the next lower level of assembly. (This mode is not
used in conjunction with the STC.)
d. Self-Check - The OSE determines its own operability by monitoring test
stimuli and exercising monitor inputs.
Figure 3-2 is a block diagram of the Controller and Sequencer OSE. It shows the
functions necessary to perform the C&S tests listed above. In addition, it is necessary
for the OSE to demonstrate its own operability. To that end, the OSE generates stimuli
to exercise all input circuits and to test all output circuits.
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The primary mode of operation of the OSEis automatic. During System Test, test
control inputs are received from the Computer Data System while the other test modes
are controlled by test parameters stored on punchedtape and read by a tape reader
which is a part of the OSE.
Alternate test input modes, TAPE, MANUAL, and SYSTEM,are selected before the
start of a test by means of INPUT SELECT switch. Provision is made for calibration
of the power supply voltage and oscillator frequency and for introducing marginal test
conditions. The Input Buffer converts input test data and propagates them into the
Test Set Registers at appropriate speeds. (Alternate input buffers are provided for the
various modes.)
in addition to providing the C&Swith a burst of commandsduring subsystemtests, the
OSEgenerates Sync Pulses, anAlert Pulse, a Timer SpeedUp Pulse, a Timer Reset
Pulse anda Timer Inhibit Pulse. (During system tests, however, these inputs are
supplied by the CommandDecoder as shownin Figure 3-3, the Test Block Diagram.)
The inputs which the OSEprovides to the C&Sare described in Table 4-2. The con-
ditions of all of these signals, which are neededto exercise the C&S, canbe pro-
grammed for Nominal, Maximum Worst Case and Minimum Worst Case.
Gatingwithin the OSEis generally of two kinds; repetitive and test dependent. The
repetitive gating and clock pulses are provided by the Timing Generator. The other
gates are operatedby signals from the Control I_gic, dependingon the particular
test being performed. (The timing andcontrol pathsare not shownin Figure 3-2
because it is a simplified block diagram.)
The Controller andSequencerhas two kinds of outputs: cyclics and stored commands.
The cyclics are square wave signals used by Spacecraft subsystems for reference
frequencies. The stored commandsare pulses issued with one secondresolution to
control the timing and sequenceof Spacecraftfunctions. The OSEchecks the capability
of the C&Sto generate these signals, which are listed in Table 4-1.
In the event that the C&Sdetail design should incorporate resistors to producevoltage
drops proportional to the degree of unanimity of voting logic, the C&SOSEwill have
the capability of signalling partial disagreementwithin majority logic voting circuits.
3.2 SELF TEST
Self-check is accomplished by feeding all OSEoutputs back into the test circuits and
stimulating the C&Stest circuits in a prearranged sequence. Table 3-1 lists the
sequencein which the OSEfunctions are tested. A failure is indicated by a test num-
ber referenced to the function which hasmalfunctioned.
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Table 3-1. Self-Check Sequence
Ao Initiate Self-Check
1. Make Hermaphroditic Connections
2. Mount "Self-Check" Tape on Reader
3. Depress "Start" Switch
Bo C alibration Sequence
1. Power Supply Voltages
2. Oscillator Frequency
C. Self-Check Sequence
1. Input Buffer
2o Control Logic
3. Sync Pulse
4. Alert Pulse
5. Timer Reset
6. Timer Inhibit
7. Timer Speed-Up
8. Command Register
9. Elapsed Time Counter
10. Test Number Register
11. Command Time Registers
12. Descrete Gate Generator
13. Timing Comparator
14. Parity Comparator
15. Digital Comparator
16. Line Receivers and Gates
17. Voltage Probe
18. Descrete Comparator
Do Terminate Testing
1. Halt on failure and display number of test failed
2. Halt on successful completion of self-check and display
"Test Complete"
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The elements required for self-check are:
a. Punchedtape test program
b. Test Stimuli:
1. Cyclics
2. Timed Commands
3. Events
4. Register Contents
c. Test Receivers
1. Sync & Alert
2. CommandBursts and CommandDecoder Signals
3. Timer Controls
d. Test Status Indication
e. Test OutcomeIndication
The punchedtape program includes all of the self-test parameters, including register
reset pulses, test conditions and limits, and the test number. The tests are sequenced
so that every function is tested before being usedfor the test of subsequentfunctions.
The test stimuli simulate the inputs which the OSEwould normally receive from the
C&Sduring operational tests. These stimuli are generatedby the OSE,and are used
with nomi_n_!and worst ease characteristics.
The test receivers are designedto accept only stimuli within specified limits. Thus,
the OSEmust not only generate the proper stimuli for the C&Sat the correct time,
but pulse shapesmust be acceptable also.
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Table 3-2. SubsystemTest Sequence
A. Start Manually
i. Mount "Confidence Test" Tape onReader
2. Depress OSE"Start" Switch
B. Preparation for Testing
i. ResetAll Registers
2. Turn on C&S Power
3. Test Cyclic Outputs
4. Start Elapsed Time Counter, Reset C&STimer
5. CheckC&STimer "SpeedUp" Pulse
C. Load C&SMemory
i. ReadBurst of Commandsin from Tape
2. Convert Individual Commandsfrom Characters to Words
3. SendAlert Pulse
4. Start SendingSync Pulses
5. Transmit Commandsto C&S
D. Individual ResponseTest Sequence
1. ReadTest Number into Register
2. ReadEach Test into Control Logic
3. Read Test Limits into Registers
4. Generate ResponseGate
5. Compare Responsewith ResponseGate
6. Proceed to Next Test or Halt and Display Number of Failed Test
7. Monitor Telemetry OutputsbetweenCommandTests
E. Terminate Testing
1. If Unit Completes all Tests Successfully, Display "Test Complete"
2. Turn Off C&S Power and Inputs
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3.3 SUBSYSTEMTEST
The test of the C&Sas an isolated subsystem, uses the OSEto provide all stimuli
and loads, similar to the performance of Self-Check. The OSEmonitors all C&S
interfaces and telemetry outputs, including:
a. Cyclics
b. Timed Commands
c. Power SupplyVoltages
d. Events
The OSEstimulates and monitors the C&Suntil either the test sequence(Table 3-2)
is complete or the C&Sfails by:
a. Not accepting a correct command
b. Accepting an incorrect command
c. Generating cyclics out of tolerance limits
d. Failing to issue a command to the correct address at the correct time
e. Issuing a command to an incorrect address
f. Not complying with wave shape requirements
If the C&S fails the programmed test, the test sequence is stopped and the number of
the failed test is displayed. This indicates the failure mode.
if the C&S passes _1_"*_*_o In" the.. _._aq"an°a,_......... TE,_T COMPLETE is displayed.
3.4 FACLT ISOLATION
The C &S OSE can be used to isolate a fault to a replaceable assembly of a C &S which
has failed. In the Fault Isolation Mode, the OSE automatically checks the C &S func-
tions in the sequence listed in Table 3-3, stopping as soon as a test has been failed.
The number of the failed test indicates the malfunctioning assembly. The test block
diagrams of Figure 3-4 show how this sequence utilizes the interfaces and a minimum
number of test points to accomplish this testing.
The OSE provides manual capability to permit greater test resolution. This includes
a bank of toggle switches to generate a command word, an oscilloscope, a signal
generator, and a frequency counter.
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Table 3-3. Fault Isolation
AI
el
Initiate Fault Isolation
1. Mount "Fault Isolation" Tape on Reader
2. Depress OSE "Start" Switch
3. Perform "Confidence Test" Sequence
4. If C&S Fails to Pass any Test, Record the Test Number and
Jump to "Fault Isolation" Sequence
Refer to
B. Fault Isolation Sequence Test Block Diagram
(Figure No. )
1. Erase Check 3-4A
2. Control Logic - Load Mode 3-4A
3. ShiftRegister - ShiftingWords In 3-4A
4. Address Register - ShiftingAddresses In 3-4A
5. Memory 3-4A
6. Oscillator 3-4B
7. Countdown Chain 3-4B
8. Master Timer 3-4B
9. Command Matrix- Timing Controls 3-4C
10. Sequence Timer 3-4C
11. Cyclics 3-4C
12. Timing Comparators 3-4C
13. Command Matrix - Scan No. 1 3-4D
14. Control Logic - Scan No. 1 3-4D
15. Shift Register - Recirculate 3-4E
16. Address Register - Counting 3-4E
17. Timing Selection Matrix 3-4F
18. Command Destination Gates 3-4F
19. Command Matrix - Scan No. 2 3-4D
20. Control Logic - Scan No. 2 3-4D
21. Combining Logic and Drivers 3-4D
Terminate Testing
1. Halt on Failure and Display Number of Failed Test
2. Halt on successful completion of all fault isolation tests and dis-
play "Test Complete. "
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3.5 SYSTEM TEST
3.5.1 During System Tests, the C&S operates as an integral part of the Spacecraft,
and the C&S OSE operates as a part of the System Test Complex. C&S stimuli and
loads are provided by the Spacecraft subsystems, such as the Command Decoder and
Telemetry, so that the equivalent functions of the OSE are not utilized.
Figure 3-3 illustrates how the OSE is used to monitor the C&S while the Command
Verification Equipment (CVE) exercises the command loop. The C&S OSE controls
the C&S Master Timer through the umbilical lines, monitors inputs, Cyclics and
Events via telemetry and indicates failure to the Computer Data System. Table 4-3
lists the status indicators used for C&S diagnostics.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
All significant interfaces are electrical.
4.1 C&S OSE inputs are tabulated in Table 4-1.
4.2 C&S OSE Outputs are tabulated in Table 4-2.
4.3 C&S OSE Displays are tabulated in Table 4-3.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
5.1.1 VIBRATION AND SHOCK
The C &S OSE is required to withstand the shock and vibration encountered in transpor-
tation.
5.i.2 TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY
The C&S OSE is required to be capable of proper operation at any temperature
between 65°F and 90°F and at any humidity.
5.2 TIMING ACCURACY
The basic timing tolerance of the OSE is + one part in 105. Derived frequencies are
subject to this tolerance.
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Interface
Test Director's Console
Computer Data System
Controller & Sequencer
Table 4-1. C&S OSE Inputs
Function Parameter
Power
Power
Mode
Command Data
Test Limits
Events *
Master Timer*
Sequence Timer*
Cyclic
Cyclic
Cyclic
DC Power
DC Power
DC Power
Commands, Input
Discrete Commands**
Turn On
Turn Off
System Test
Subsystem
Test
Self Test
Pulse Code
Pulse Code
Timing
Pulse Code
Pulse Code
lpps
38.4 kc
153.6 kc
Voltage
Voltage
Voltage
Pulse Code
(225 Max. )
Description
6v pulse, 2ms.
min.
6v pulse, 2ms.
min.
6v pulse, 2ms.
min.
6v pulse, 2ms.
min.
6v pulse, 2ms.
min.
6v sq. wave,
1 cps
6v sq. wave,
1 cps.
6v pulse, 2 ms.
min.
6v 26-bit train,
one/sec.
6v 18-bit train,
one/sec.
6v sq. wave,
i0 ma. max.
6v sq. wave,
i0 ma. max.
6v sq. wave,
i0 ma. max.
4-3v, ±5%
+ 6v, +5%
+ 15 v, ± 5%
6v sq. wave
ipps
Switch closure
(see Figures
5-1 and 5-2)
Alert Pulse 6v 2ms. min
Syne Pulse 6v, 1 pps
*During systems tests, hese C&S functions are monitored by Telemetry
**Monitored during subsystem tests
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Interface
Test Director's Console
Controller & Sequencer
Command Verification
Unit
Table 4-2. C&S OSE Outputs
Function Parameter Description
Status
Status
Power*
Command**
Command**
Command**
Decoder Controls**
Decoder Controls**
Decoder Controls**
Decoder Controls**
Timer Controls***
Timer Controls***
Timer Controls***
Timer Controls***
Majority Logic***
Majority Logic***
C&S Commands,
Input
Operable &
On
Inoperable
Alert
Sync
Data
Erase
Enable En-
gine Burn
Select Scan
Mode
Inhibit
Outputs
Clear Timers
Inhibit Mas-
ter Timer
Update Mas-
ter Timer
Speed- Up
Inhibit P.S.
No. 1
Inhibit P.S.
No. 2
Pulse Code
Switch Closure
Switch Closure
2.4 kc sq.
wave; xfmr
isolated
6v pulse, 2ms
min.
6v sq. wave,
10 ma max
6v sq. wave,
10 ma max t
6v pulse, 2ms
min.
Switch opening
6v pulse, 2ms
mino
6v level
6v pulse, 2ms
min.
6v level
6v level
6v level
6v level
6v level
6v sq. wave
1 pps.
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Table 4-3. C&SOSEDisplays
Functions Indications
Separation Connector Functions:
Output Inhibit
LCE Functions
Timer Clear
Timer Load
Timer Inhibit
Command Decoder Functions
Inhibit Outputs
Select Scan Mode
Erase
Enable Engine Burn
Alert
Sync
Parity
C o m mand
Event
Power
Mode
Test Failure
Test Status
OK/Alarm
OK/Alarm
OK/High/Low
OK/Alarm
OK/Alarm
OK/Alarm
OK/Alarm
OK/Alarm
OK/Alarm
OK/Alarm
OK/Alarm
'-'" .... (_7h++-_)_ l+za _v" T_+ a nl_tr
OK/Early/Missing/Late
On
System/Subsystem/Self Check
Test Number (4 Digits)
In Test/Test Complete
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5.3 SWITCHCLOSURES
The characteristics of the switch closures listed in Tables IV and V are shownin
Figures 5-1 and 5-2. Figure 5-1 showsthe step switch used both in the Controller
and Sequencerand in the OSE. Figure 5-2 shows the pulse switch used in both equip-
ments.
5.4 POWER
The OSEuses 105-120-volt, 60-cycle, single-phase (three-wire) filtered power which
is regulated to within 5%. Eight-volt transients are tolerated. During subsystem and
Fault Isolation tests, the OSEprovides power to the C&Sin accordance with the Space-
craft Specification. This power is nominally at 50volts, 2400cycles per second, and
is square wave.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
6.1.1 POWER REQUIREMENTS
20 amp., 120 volts AC, 60 cps.
6.1.2 WEIGHT
3 00 pounds
6.1.3 SIZE
One-bay console, 2' W, 6' H, 42" D (C&S Test Console)
One-bay equipment, 2' W, 6' H, 2' D (Auxilliary Test Equipment)
6.2 RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY
The OSE is required to be worst case designed, utilizing parts, materials, processes,
circuits and assemblies which are coordinated with other Operational Support Equip-
ment as well as the Spacecraft and other end items. Use of proven circuits and logic
elements is emphasized. Construction is to be modular, with like elements being
interchangeable and provision made to facilitate inspection, test, fault isolation and
repair.
6.3 RF INTERFERENCE
The OSE is to be kept free of conducted and radiated RF Interference by filtering and
shielding. It should not be susceptible to such noise as leaks into it.
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6.4 TAPE READER AND SPOOLER
A commercial panel-mountedtape reader and spooler is the primary input device for
subsystem test. It will read 1 inch, eight-level, punchedpaper (or mylar) tape. Tape
preparation equipment is required "off-line." This includes a keyboard card punch,
a card-to-tape converter and a tape punch.
6.5 POWERSUPPLIES
a. OSE Power - A regulated power supply provides _- 3 volts DC, + 6 volts DC
and + 15 volts DC for OSE circuitry.
b. Controller and Sequencer Power - A 2.4-kc square wave power supply
simulates the nominal and worst-case power supplied to the C &S by the
spacecraft power system.
6.6 LOGIC PANEL ASSEMBLY
All OSE logic is to be contained in a five-channel logic panel assembly. This assem-
bly is hinge mounted to provide access both to test points and to the panel-mounted
connectors and cabling. The five channels contain:
Input buffers and control logic
Memory registers and drivers
Timing generator
Input circuits
Output circuits
6.7 OSCILLOSCOPE
A commercial, panel mounted oscilloscope is required for evaluation of pulse wave
shapes.
6.8 SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR
A commercial, panel mounted square wave generator is required for signal tracing.
6.9 FREQUENCY COUNTER
A commercial panel mounted frequency counter is required for calibrating and
checking Test Set frequencies and for counting events per unit time.
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6.10 DISPLAY PANEL
The OSEdisplay panelmounts necessary test displays listed in Table VI plus the four
character number of a failed test, C&Srunning time, OSErunning time, test mode,
Test Director Console status, Central Recorder status and a failure alarm light.
6.11 MANUAL CONTROLSPANEL
The Control Panel provides the capability of selecting test modes and monitor points.
It also provides a bank of switches for manually entering test words into the C&S,for
selecting nominal or worst case test conditions, and for selecting marginal conditions
(beyondworst case limits). Thesemanual controls vary frequency, rise and fall times,
width and amplitude of the pulses sent to the C&Sby the Pulse Shapers.
6.12 INTERFACE CABLES AND CONNECTORS
The consoledeskextension mounts the connectors which contain the interconnections
to the C&Sfor both the SubsystemTest and for Fault Isolation. The OSEincludes
the interconnecting cables. Interface cables for System Test in the STC enter the OSE
from under the false floor, and attach to connectors provided for that purpose.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
The OSE is designed to present no hazard to operating personnel or facilities as low
voltages are used throughout.
All direct access and umbilical functions, as well as C&S outputs, are isolated from
within the C&S OSE. This isolation is provided by Line Receivers and Line Drivers.
Provision is made to monitor OSE operation and give an alarm when operating limits
are exceeded. Test jacks are provided to minimize the need for probing test points
of the OSE and the C &S.
All connectors are keyed to prevent improper connection of interfaces and sub-
assemblies.
Where, because of test equipment tolerances, automatic testing leaves the C&S
operability uncertain, the C&S is rejected. The true condition of the C&S can then
be determined manually.
Each of the major items of OSE is provided with overload protection.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the functional requirements for the Power Subsystem OSE in
the System Test Complex. This equipment will simulate solar power and monitor power
subsystem performance during spacecraft system tests, and perform detailed tests on
the power subsystem independently of the rest of the spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB236FD101 Functional Description of Power Subsystem
VB260SR101 STC Test Objectives and Design Criteria
VB260SR102 STC Design Characteristics and Restraints
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The Power subsystem OSE provides all the test equipment required for support of the
Voyager power subsystem in the System Test Complex. The STC can support:
a. Initial application of power
b. Power subsystem evaluation and fault isolation
c. Spacecraft system tests
The power subsystem OSE is also capable of supporting power subsystem test.
To support these test activities, the power OSE has the capability to simulate the solar
array electrical output, monitor and evaluate direct access test points continuously,
record all test parameters and events, perform a complete self test and provide access
to signal lines for special test equipment. The power subsystem OSE can, when testing
the power subsystem separately from a system test, simulate the command/power sub-
systems interface and introduce fault indications to test redundant modes of power sub-
system operation.
3.2 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS
The following block diagrams illustrate the characteristics and functions of the Power
subsystem OSE :
Figure 3-1 - Power Subsystem OSE - This figure shows in functional block form
all of the elements included in the Power Subsystem OSE.
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Figure 3-2 - Power Subsystem, System Test Block Diagram - This is a test block
diagram showing the functional elements of the power subsystem OSE
used to support a system test on the spacecraft.
Figure 3-3 - Power Subsystem, Subsystem Test Block Diagram - This figure is a
test block diagram showing the functional elements of the power sub-
system OSE used to support a subsystem test on the Voyager power
subsystem.
3.3 SELF TEST CAPABILITIES
The power subsystem OSE is capable of performing test on its own power and monitor
circuits to ensure that it is fully operational and capable of carrying out its support
mission. The self test features may be used before beginning a power system test,
periodically during a test sequence or at any time the operator decides a self check se-
quence is required. The self test sequence can be used on a non-interference basis
during a spacecraft test.
The self test is implemented by having the transfer assembly switch premeasured
test signals into the tolerance detection assembly and observing whether they are
correctly identified as being in tolerance or out of tolerance.
The switching of the transfer assembly is self tested by observation of the self tests of
the tolerance detection and test signal generation functions.
Power output is self tested by switching high power level outputs into the variable dummy
loads and making measurements of voltage and delivered current.
3.4 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION - SYSTEM TEST
Refer to Figure 3-2 - Power Subsystem, System Test Block Diagram.
3.4.1 TEST SET-UP
During system test, the power OSE is connected to the spacecraft direct access con-
nections and the spacecraft umbilical connector. The power subsystem OSE intercon-
nections are established to support system testing through use of a PATCH BOARD
which carries all signals to be monitored.
3.4.2 POWER INPUT TO SPACECRAFT
External d-c power is introduced into the spacecraft through the umbilical connector
in such a manner as to simulate the solar array output to the power subsystem. The
solar array power supply provides this d-c power. The power to the spacecraft
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umbilical is routed through a Power Transfer assembly which switches the output power
from a variable Dummy Loadto the vehicle bus on commandfrom the Control Panel.
The Power Transfer assembly receives interlock signals from the Control Panel and
the Transfer Unit to prevent accidental application of power to the spacecraft whenthere
is a possibility of damage.
3.4.3 MONITORINGTHE TEST SIGNALS
A majority of the test signals monitored during a system test come from the power sub-
system direct-access connectors, other signals come from from the umbilical, and the
remainder come from the power subsystem OSEitself. All signals to be monitored
pass through the Transfer Assembly which controls the input lines to the Tolerance De-
tection Assembly. All signals are normally routed to the Tolerance Detection unit.
The Tolerance Detection Assembly is capableof determining if a monitor point is in or
out of its prescribed tolerance and on which side of the tolerance bandit is out. When
a function is out of tolerance an indication appears on the control panel informing the
operator of the condition. The operator may select a latching mode with the indication
remaining after the out of tolerance condition disappears or he may elect to have the
indication only as long as the out of tolerance condition exists. (TheSelf Test Unit pro-
vides marginal out of tolerance signals and signals within tolerance for a complete
check of the Tolerance Detection Assembly.)
An A-C Conditioning Unit is provided with the power OSE. The conditioning unit is
placed near the umbilical and provides impedanceconversion and isolation for umbilical
signals coming from the power subsystem. The circuits usedin the A-C Conditioning
Unit are identical to the circuits in the umbilical "J" Box at the launch complex.
3.4.4 RECORDING
Permanent records are desirable for analysis and review. The signals available from
direct-access test points and the umbilical can be recorded. (During subsystemtests,
approximately 200 signals can be recorded. ) The recording device w'l',,,be a _,,_.._'_+-1
printer tied to the tolerance detection assembly. Theprinter provides a rapid, easily
read display which is also a permanent record.
Recording of continuous signals is provided by a twenty-four channel oscillograph. The
oscillograph inputs are selected at the patchboard. In addition to the internal recording
capability, analog signals are also sent to the Computer DataSystem for analysis and
to the Central Recorder during a system test. These signals are also selected at the
patchboard.
3.4.5 SPACECRAFTINPUTS FROM OSE
Hardwire Commandssent to the Spacecraft power system from the OSEare initiated
at the Control Panel. The Power SubsystemOSEcontrols mode switching through the
umbilical connector with the controls mountedon this panel.
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3.4.6 POWER SUBSYSTEM OSE CONTROL AND DISPLAY
The Control Panel provides a central control point for operating the OSE and perform-
ing a test sequence. Most of the controls for the power OSE are located on the control
panel. These controls include power subsystem switching, control of the Transfer As-
embly modes, Power Transfer, and any other displays required for the convenience of
the operator.
A telemetry data display, while not a part of the power OSE, is available and conven-
iently located so that during a system test sequence the telemetry signals which come
from the power subsystem are printed out where the operator of the Power OSE can
review them.
There is also an oscilloscope and meters which may be used as monitors when required,
although they are primarily troubleshooting and calibration aids.
3.5 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION - S/S TEST MODES
Refer to Figure 3-3 - Power Subsystem, Subsystem Test Block Diagram.
3.5.1 SPACECRAFT INTERFACE
When testing the power subsystem alone, the subsystem OSE provides all of the required
interconnecting cables and harnesses. Cables connect the OSE to the subsystem and a
harness interconnects the three subsystem racks which contain the power subsystem so
that the subsystem may be tested in its entirety. The OSE also has the capability to
test each of the three power subsystem bays as a separate entity.
3.5.2 SPACECRAFT SIMULATION
The test sequences for system test and subsystem test can be identical. The major
difference between the two tests is that during the subsystem test the OSE must simu-
late the rest of the spacecraft to the power subsystem. Spacecraft simulation is ac-
complished by providing dummy loads for all subsystem power outputs, a command
simulation assembly for simulating the vehicle command system and routing the signals
normally going to the telemetry system to the transfer assembly. All of the additional
signals associated with the subsystem test come from the operational connectors. The
direct-access connectors are still used and have the same characteristics. The um-
bilical functions still exist, but the interface is now at the operational connectors.
3.5.3 SPACECRAFT FAULT SIMULATION
Fault signals which come from the Fault Sensing Test Assemby (controlled from the Con-
trol Panel) are the only signals entering the S/C Power Subsystem through direct-access
connectors. These signals provide a false fault indication to vehicle fault sensing cir-
cuits to test alternate and redundant modes of operation in the power subsystem. The
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purpose of this function is to determine if the spacecraft power subsystem will sense
its ownfaults andproperly switch itself over to its redundant capability. The fault
signals are normally usedduring the subsystemtest, but may also be injected during
the system test.
3.5.4 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENTREQUIRED
The capability to perform a subsystem test requires additional equipment over the sys-
tem test. In addition to the commandsignal simulator and the dummy loads already
mentioned, the OSEwould have an expandedpatchboard capability for the additional
signals, and larger capacity in the transfer assembly, tolerance detection assembly and
self test unit.
4.0 POWER SUBSYSTEM OSE INTERFACE
The important interfaces with the Power Subsystem OSE are electrical interfaces with
the spacecraft and other OSE.
4.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
a. Direct-Access Connectors - The power OSE will connect to the power sub-
system direct access connectors; Table 4-1 lists the direct access signals.
b. Umbilical Connector - The power OSE connects to the umbilical connector
through the STC cables and junction box. A list of umbilical functions appears
in Table 4-2.
Co Operational Connectors - During subsystem tests the power OSE interfaces
with the operational connectors associated with the power subsystem. This
interface includes simulated spacecraft commands and simulated solar power
generated by the OSE. It also includes telemetry sensor signals generated by
the power subsystem.
d° Solar Panel Connectors - During system tests when the solar panels are not
connected, the power OSE will supply power via the panel/structure connectors
and will provide TLM sensor simulation.
4.2 COMPUTER DATA SYSTEM - ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
The Power Subsystem OSE will relay sixty analog signals to the Computer Data System
for system evaluation during system test sequences. These will be high impedance d-c
signals.
4.3 CENTRAL RECORDER - ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
The power subsystem OSE will transmit sixty high impedance d-c signals to the central
recorder during the system test. These signals will be the same as the ones sent to the
CDS.
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Table 4-1. Systems Test Direct Access Functions
F unction Characteris tics
lo
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
thru
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
Main Regulator Voltage
Main Regulator Current
2.4 kc Bus Current
Capsule Current
Transmitter Current
Battery No. 1 Current
Battery No. 2 Current
Battery No. 3 Current
Solar Array Current
Battery Cell Voltages
Batteries No. 1, 2, 3
Battery Charge Regulator No. 1
(Charge Rate Setting)
Off
Set A (i.0 A Rate)
Set B (1.5 A Rate)
Set C (3.0 A Rate)
Battery Charge Regulator No. 2
(Charge Rate Setting)
Off
Set A
Set B
Set C
3 to 5 VDC
0 to 3.2 v Sensor Range
0 to 3.2 v Sensor Range
0 to 3.2 v Sensor Range
0 to 3.2 v Sensor Range
0 to 3.2 v Sensor Range
0 to 3.2 v Sensor Range
0 to 3.2 v Sensor Range
0 to 3.2 v Sensor Range
0 to 3.2 v Sensor Range
Sensed in three cell groups on
each of the three batteries.
Single cell voltages range 1.0
to 1.6 VDC.
Four lines required per regu-
lator.
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Table 4-1. Systems Test Direct Access Functions (Continued)
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
Function
Battery Charge Regulator No. 3
(Charge Rate Setting)
Off
Set A
Set B
Set C
Main Regulator No. 1
Main Regulator No. 2
2.4 kc Inverter No. 1
2.4 kc Inverter No. 2
400 cps, 3 O Inverter No. 1
400 cps, 3 0 Inverter No. 2
Back Up Sync (38.4 kc)
Oscillator
2.4 kc Power Distribution
Fuel Tank Heaters
Capsule
Science
Relay
Antenna Electronics
Scan Electronics
Autopilot Electronics
Approach Guidance
On/Off
On/Off
On/Off
On/Off
On/Off
On/Off
On/Off
On/Off
On/Off
On/Off
On/Off
On/Off
on/off
on/off
On/Off
Characteristics
Voltage Signal for On and for
Off.
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Table 4-2. Umbilical Tabulation Systems Test Function
Function
1. External Power
2. External Power Return
3. Enable Array/Battery
4. Disable Array/Battery
5. Enable/Disable Return
6. Enable/Disable State
7. Array/Battery Bus Voltage
8. Raw Battery Bus Voltage
9. Battery No. 1 Voltage (Course)
10. Battery No. 2 Voltage (Course)
11. Battery No. 3 Voltage (Course
12. Battery No. 1 Temperature
13. Battery No. 2 Temperature
14. Battery No. 3 Temperature
15. Temperature Sensor Return
16. 400 cps, 3 _ Bus PH A
17. 400 cps, 3 _ Bus PH B
18. 400 cps, 3 _ Bus PH C
19. 2.4 kc Bus
20. 2.4 kc Bus Return
Characteristics
44 - 55 vdc
Pulse to Relay (On)
Pulse to Relay (Off)
On/Off
30 - 55 vdc
30 - 45 vdc
30 - 45 vdc
30 - 45 vdc
30 - 45 vdc
5 - 10 vdc
5 - 10 vdc
5 - 10 vdc
22 -28 vac
22 - 28 vac
22 - 28 vac
50 vac
4.4 STC FACILITY - ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
The Power Subsystem OSE will receive power and interlock signals from the STC
Power Distribution and other OSE. The required power is."
a. 120/208-VAC, 400-cycle, 3-phase, 4-wire.
b. 120-VAC, 60-cycle, 1-phase, 3-wire.
c. Interlock signals from other subsystem OSE consoles.
4.5 TEST CONDUCTOR'S CONSOLE - ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
The Power Subsystem OSE will send test status signals to the Test Conductor's Console.
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5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Estimated performance parameters are as follows :
a. Solar Array Power Supply - Range 0 - 55 VDC
b. Tolerance Detection - Accuracy ±1%
c. Dummy Loads - within ±5% of real S/C loads
d. Transfer Assembly - Capacity 200 Vehicle Signals
e. Digital Printer - 11 lines per second
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The Voyager Power Subsystem OSE will be similar in configuration to the Mariner C
Power subsystem OSE. The design and packaging approach should be similar. The
basic differences are those imposed by the different power levels and additional features
of the Voyager flight power subsystem.
6.1 GENERAL
Size - Three Standard Racks
Weight - Approximately 900 lbs.
Power Required - 120-VAC, 1-Phase, 60-Cycle, 3-Wire, 20-Amp
120/208-VA C, 3 -Phase 400 -Cycle, 4-Wire, 15-Amp
6.2 CABINET CONFIGURATION
Figure 6-1 shows the anticipated placement of assemblies in the Power Subsystem OSE
6.3 CONTROL PANEL
The Control Panel will contain the displays and controls required to perform a test.
The anticipated display and control requirements are listed below.
a. Controls
1. Ground Power On/Off
2. Solar Array and Battery - Enable (On)
3. Solar Array and Battery - Disable (Off)
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6.
7.
DUMMY LOADS
POWER TRANSFER
SELF TEST
ASSEMBLY
COMNIAND SIM.
SIGNAL SIM.
CABINET POWER
SUPPLY
SOLAR ARRAY
POWER SUPPLY
CONTROL
PANEL
TRA NS F ER
UNIT
TOLERANCE
DETECTION
LOGIC
POWER SUPPLY
Figure 6-1. Power S/S OSE, System Test Mode
OSE Operate or Transfer to S/C
OSE Self Test
Emergency Disconnect
Out of Tolerance Failure Latch
Monitors, Visual/Audio
OSCILLOSCOPE
DIGITA L
PRINTER
ANALOG
RECORDER
(OSCILLOGRAPH)
PATCH
BOARD
1. Visual indication of the control status above
2. External Power Voltage/Current (Array Simulator)
3. Battery status charge/discharge
4. Battery Voltage/Current
5. Self Test: Start, In Process, Complete
6. External Power: On, Off; In Tolerance/Out of Tolerance
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"Out of Tolerance" for the following monitors:
Battery Voltage
Main Regulator
(d) Battery Current
(e) 2.4 KC Inverter
400 CPS Inverter, Phases A, B and C
8. Battery Temperature
6.4 TRANSFER ASSEMBLY
The transfer assembly will be a rack mounted electronics assembly consisting of
switching circuits on removable cards mounted on a holding rack.
6.5 TOLERANCE ASSEMBLY
The tolerance assembly will be a rack mounted electronics assembly consisting of
switching and comparator circuits on removable cards mounted in a holding rack.
6.6 SELF TEST PANEL
The Self Test Panel x_411 consist of front panel with controls and signal level adjust-
ments and circuit elements mounted on removable cards. The cards will be mounted
in a holding rack.
6.7 SOLAR ARRAY POWER SUPPLY
The Solar Array Power Supply will simulate the approximate output voltage versus
current curve of the solar array. The power supply will be a self-contained unit with
voltage and current meters and all necessary controls.
6.8 DUMMY LOAD ASSEMBLY
The Dummy Load Assembly consists of resistors mounted on a chassis with appro-
priate cooling. Load currents will be monitored with meters mounted on the front
panel. Separate loads will be provided for solar array simulator power supply, 400-
cycle spacecraft power, 2.4-kc spacecraft power and spacecraft d-c power. Any
other loads required for testing will be mounted on this assembly, which will have
adequate cooling and ventilation.
6.9 POWER TRANSFER
The Power Transfer Assembly will be a separate assembly containing power switches,
contactors and circuit breakers. This panel will have no controls except for reset of
circuit breakers.
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6. I0 S/C COMMAND SIMULATOR AND SIGNAL SIMULATOR
The S/C Command Simulator and Signal Simulator will be an electronics assembly with
front panel controls. Circuits used should simulate the command output circuits in
the vehicle.
6.11 A-C CONDITIONING ASSEMBLY
The A-C Conditioning Assembly is a small self-contained unit with its own power
supply. It contains AC-DC Conversion circuits and isolation amplifiers. It will be
normally mounted in a junction box near the vehicle, but may be used by itself.
6.12 S/C INTERFACE
The S/C Interface includes all the cable assemblies required to support the use of the
Power Subsystem OSE. It will include direct access cables and any other necessary
test cables. The cable assemblies will use a standard family of connectors, but care
will be taken through selection of specific connectors and rotation of inserts to avoid
any possibility of errors in connections.
6.13 POWER SUBSYSTEM OSE TERMINATION
The Power Subsystem OSE termination is a connector and distribution assembly,
mounted in the Power OSE cabinet, which provides for cables coming from the space-
craft and distributes the signals throughout the power OSE cabinet.
6.14 PATCHING BOARD
Patching and reconnection of the OSE assemblies to conform to particular test modes
or to monitor specific signals is accomplished through a removable patch board. This
board is an AMP or MAC patchboard.
6.15 STANDARD UNITS
Listed are the commercially available assemblies and the type of equipment envisioned:
a. Oscillograph -- Visicoder or equivalent
b. Digital Recorder -- Hewlett Packard or equivalent
c. Oscilloscope -- Tektronics 535 or equivalent
d. Meter -- NLS DigitalVoltmeter
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6.16 CABINET POWERSUPPLIES
The cabinet power supply consists of the power supplies required for operating the
logic circuits, control displays and amplifiers on the various electrical assemblies
contained in the Power SubsystemOSE. Onepower supply provides 28 vdc rack
power for indicators andswitches. A secondpower supply provides various d-c
voltages required for the assemblies using logic cards.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
7.1 SPACECRAFT PROTECTION
Series resistors and/or isolation transformers are provided in all monitoring lines to
assure protection of S/C circuits. Direct power inputs to the vehicle have isolated
grounds to avoid the possibility of uncontrolled ground loops. Interlocks are provided
on the vehicle power input circuits to prevent application of power at times when it
may result in S/C or OSE damage. Cable keying should be used, where appropriate.
7.2 OSE AND FACILITIES PROTECTION
Equipment other than the spacecraft is protected by conventional circuit breakers and
fuses in the appropriate power lines.
7.3 PERSONNEL SAFETY
In addition to normal procedural precautions, there will be an external and visible
cabinet ground connection to a central building ground. The safety ground line will be
no smaller than No. 2 AWG. The oscillograph will have an interlock for switching off
dangerous voltages during equipment maintenance.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the Articulation Subsystem OSE which
forms a part of the 1971 Voyager System Test Complex. The document describes the
functions of this equipment during system test and during subsystem tests.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VB2 60SR 101 1971 Voyager Spacecraft System Test Complex
Test Objectives and Design Criteria
VB260SR102 1971 Voyager Spacecraft System Test Complex
Design Characteristics and Restraints
VB220FD110 197.1 Voyager Telemetry Channel Assignment
VB220FD112 1971 Voyager Flight Sequence
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 SYSTEM TESTS
During system tests, the articulation subsystem functions in the same manner as in
flight, to the maximum practicable extent. The OSE described herein is utilized pri-
marily to monitor and evaluate the performance of the subsystem. Figure 3-1 is a
functional block diagram of this equipment, showing its configuration and use in
performing system tests.
The functions required during system tests are as follows:
a. Time, Event and Status Displays and Controls - The Articulation Subsystem
OSE requires that test status, certain discrete events, and time be displayed
for the cognizant engineer. This panel (or panels) also provides for entry
into the STC communication system. Events and switch closure coordination
is obtained between the Test Conductor and the Attitude Control and Approach
Guidance engineer, through this function.
b. Strip Recorder - The display and analysis of the electronic signals from the
planet sensor package, articulation electronics package, and other parts of
the articulation subsystem, is implemented with a multichannel recorder.
Control of scaling, calibration, speed and selection of channel response is
to be implemented at this equipment.
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Figure 3-1. Articulation Test Equipment, System
Test Configuration, Functional Block Diagram
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C. Sensor Signal Generation - The articulation subsystem IR sensor will be
simulated during system tests. The signal generator, in response to com-
mands from the CDS or in response to controls of the cognizant engineer,
will select and vary appropriate simulated detector signals from a program
of available signals, and insert these signals into the electronics of the ar-
ticulation subsystem. These signals have to have amplitude, phase and other
information characteristic of the sensor, so that the subsystem responses are
developed.
de Telemetry Display - A telemetry display driven by the Computer Data System
is a functional part of the articulation subsystem monitoring, although not
physically integral with the OSE.
e. Power Distribution - Power distribution, test time and running time meters,
and communications, although not shown in Figure 3-1, are required.
f. Gimbal Motion Display - A monitor will be provided to give confirmation of
operation and phasing characteristics of antenna and instrument package
gimbal motion.
g. Sensor Stimulation - The system test will be accomplished using simulated
signals, generated by the OSE, in lieu of sensor outputs, to accurately simu-
late the flight profile. The sensors have to be tested periodically, however,
in order to provide a basis for determining articulation subsystem readiness
as part of the system test. Stimulators for these sensors are used for this
purpose.
3.2 SUBSYSTEM TEST
During articulation Subsystem tests, the Articulation Subsystem OSE will be configured
as shown in Figure 3-2. To evaluate subsystem performance, stimuli ordinarily avail-
able from interfacing Spacecraft subsystems are required. The Articulation subsystem
OSE is required to generate and apply these stimuli during subsystem tests. It also
simulates and applies the normal loads to the Articulation subsystem. In this config-
uration an exhaustive performance test is conducted to ensure high confidence and
integrity of flight equipment for use.
Sensor stimulation is the same as for system test. The OSE stimulator auxiliary
equipment motion limits will be checked out at more points to give better performance
data than is required in system test.
The spacecraft subsystems required to interface with the articulation subsystem such
as power, command, telecommunications and pyro will be simulated to the extent re-
quired to fully exercise the articulation subsystem.
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The functions required during subsystem tests are as follows:
a. Time, Event and Status Displays and Controls - The Articulation Subsystem
OSE requires that test status, certain discrete events, and time be displayed
for the cognizant engineer. This panel (or panels) also provides for entry
into the STC communication system. Events and switch closure are obtained
for the articulation cognizant engineer, through this function.
b. Strip Recorder - The display and analysis of the electronic signals from the
planet sensor package, articulation electronics package, and other parts of
the articulation subsystem, is implemented with a multichannel recorder.
Control of scaling, calibration, speed and selection of channel response is to
be implemented at this equipment.
Co Sensor Signal Generation - The articulation subsystem IR sensors will be
simulated during subsystem tests as required. The signal generator, in
response to commands from the CDS or in response to controls of the cog-
nizant engineer, will react and vary appropriate simulated detector signals
from a program of available signals, and insert these signals into the elec-
tronics of the Articulation Subsystem. These signals have to have ampli-
tude, phase and other information characteristic of the sensors, so that the
proper subsystem responses are developed.
d. Power Distribution - Power distribution, test time and running time meters,
and communications, although are not shown in Figure 3-1, are required.
e. Gimbal Motion Display - A monitor will be provided to give confirmation of
operation and phasing characteristics of antenna and instrument package
gimbal motion.
f. Commands - Since the command subsystem is not available for articulation
tests, a command generator equivalent to the S/C command S/S is provided
to generate and process Guidance and Control commands.
g. Power - The S/C power pack equivalent will be provided in the A/C, A/G
subsystem area.
h. Load - A load network is required to substitute for the electrical load normally
seen by the Articulation Subsystem.
i. Sensor Stimulation - Stimulators are required to determine the accuracy and
sensitivity of the planet and other sensors.
3.3 SELF TEST
The self test technique to be used for the articulation OSE will be closed loop. The
stimulator equipment will be tested through calibrated positions and intensity
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measurements. The electronic OSEwill have end-to-end signal tracing with fault
isolation indicators which function in parallel, and which provide isolation from S/C
circuits. Data Process/Display equipmentwill have self test circuits incorporated
in the calibration techniques. Articulation actuator monitors will be self tested
through the use of dummy loads and positive position indicators. Self test procedures
will be incorporated in software and enforced as part of standard test procedure.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The interfaces of the Articulation Subsystem OSE are given in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Articulation Subsystem Interfaces
Interfacing Item
A. Optical Interfaces
Planet Sensors
Mechanical Interfaces
Antennae Gimbals
Instrument Package
Gimbals
B°
C. Electrical Interfaces
Planet Sensor
Power Distribution
CDS
Input/Output
Input
Output
Output
Test Conductor
Output
Input
Input
Output
Output
Input
Characteristics
Simulated planet energy
Vernier protractor measure-
ments of positions 0 ° -180 °
0 o -200 °
same as above
Video waveform
i20V, 60 cps
208V, 400 cps, 3 _9
Sensor stimulation mode and
execute - switch closures
Measured data, test status
analogue voltages
Status (switch closures) and
communication
Communication
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Table 4-1. Articulation Subsystem Interfaces (Continued)
Interfacing Item Input/Output Characteristics
Articulation SS
Electronics
Central Time and
Synch
Output
Input
Input
Direct Access test points,
monitored data TM sensor out-
puts, via flight connector
Simulated S/C power loading and
C&S commands, via flight con-
nector
Time
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
a. Command Functions - The command functions for articulation are given in
document VB220FDl12 Voyager Flight Sequence.
ba Telemetry Functions - The telemetry functions for articulation are given in
document VB220FDl10 Voyager Telemetry Channel Assignment.
c. Direct Access Monitored Functions - The required direct access functions to
be monitored are as listed below:
1. Gimbal Motor Temperature (1-5)
2. Gimbal Motor Pressure (1-5)
3. Gimbal Motor Voltage + (1-5)
4. Gimbal Motor Voltage - (1-5)
5. Gearbox Pressure (1-5)
6. Gearbox Temp. (1-5)
7. Stepping flipflops
8. Horizon Sensor (Coax)
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
1
The articulation OSE will consist of the items in Table 6-1 housed in a portion of a
standard console-rack unit with appropriate power adaptors, cooling and communications
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Table 6-1. Guidanceand Control SubsystemsCommonComponentsUsageMatrix
OSEEnd Item
1 Power Supply
2 SunSensor Stimulator
3 Star Sensor Stimulator
4 Planet Sensor Stimulator
5 Rate Table
6 Oscilloscopes
7 Digital Counters
8 SpacecraftSimulator
9 SpecialPurpose Computer
10 Actuator Monitors
11 Multi Meter
12 Hardware Monitors
13 Actuator Simulators
14 CommandSignal Generator
15 Telemetry Point Terminal
16 Guidanceand Control Console
17 Self Test Equipment
_1° A!ignmpnt..... Eauioment..
Articulation
s/s
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
19 Calibration Equipment (Unique)
20 Simulated Load Devices
21 Data Processors/Recorders
22 Gimbal Monitors
23 Test Point
24 Load Network
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Autopilot
s/s
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Attitude
Control
s/s
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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network receptacals. In addition, the uniquenessof the articulation sensor requires a
custom-geometry fixture for stimulator and gimbal motion devices. Auxiliary equip-
ment will include necessary signal generators to isolate faults to modular units as
determined by S/C construction technique.
The Articulation, Attitude Control - Approach Guidance,and Autopilot Subsystemsof
the Spacecraft form the Spacecraft Guidanceand Control Subsystem. They use many
flight componentsin common. Similarly, the Articulation OSE,Attitude Control -
Approach GuidanceOSEand the Autopilot OSEform separate functional support en-
tities, but will use OSEcomponentsin common. The total of these components (or
end items) forms the total Guidanceand Control OSEfor the STC.
Table 6-1 is a matrix which delineates this commonusageof componentsin the OSE
for these three Guidanceand Control Subsystems.
End Item Characteristics
a. Power Supply - Provides equivalent to spacecraft power supply as described
in Volume A, Book 3.
b. Planet Sensor Stimulator (Articulation) - Provide energy source to stimulate
sensor defined in Volume A, Book 3. IR 14 _ to 35 p range.
c. Oscilloscopes - Rack mounted.
d. Digital Counters - Rack mounted.
e. Spacecraft Simulator - Appropriate inputs and outputs to permit acceptance
tests on G&C S/S.
f. Special Purpose Signal Generator - A signal generator which provides well-
behaved functions in lieu of G&C signals for gain, and event determination.
g. Gimbal Monitors (Articulation) - Phasing device to observe proper motion
and polarity of valves.
h. Multimeters - Portable display devices for hardwire monitors.
i. Test Point - Patch panel structure suitable to terminate hardwire monitors in
articulation equipment and route them 15 for display.
j. Load Network - Loading device to permit testing and troubleshooting actuator
circuit in absence of actuators.
k. Command Signal Generator - Hardwire command generator to permit testing of
G&C S/S, in absence of CC&S S/S. Items are identified in Articulation Com-
mand Functions.
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l, Guidance and Control Console - Primary equipment for Articulation support of
system acceptance tests. Contains switching controls, test points, monitors,
self test circuits, junction terminals, system time and safety devices to support
Attitude Control, Autopilot and Articulating functions in Mission profile test.
m. Self Test Equipment - As necessary to prevent loading S/C circuitry and
capable of fault isolation.
n. Calibration Equipment (Unique) - To meet requirements of the many stimula-
tors and actuator motion detectors used in articulation checkout.
o. Data Processors/Recorders - Display terminals for the approximately 60
hardwire monitors.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
The articulation Equipment and its inherent Operational Support Equipment consists
of mechanical, electrical, pneumatics, and optical components and parts. In addition,
standard industrial safety procedures must be used.
7.1 EQUIPMENT
The Articulation subsystem equipment requires special precautions to ensure safety.
of handling and operation. They are in the area of (1) optical materials, (2) dust
protection and coating cleanliness, (3) optical alignment and cleanliness require-
ments, (4) sensor handling and care, (5) actuator alignment and cleanliness, and
(6) electronic equipment voltage and stress limits.
7.2 FACILITIES
No special safety provisions are required to safeguard facilities.
Protection from gimbal motion and motion monitors must be defined.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the Autopilot Subsystem OSE which forms
a part of the 1971 Voyager System Test Complex. The functions of this equipment
during system test and during subsystem tests are described.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTATION
VR260SR101 1971 Voyager Spacecraft System Test Complex Test Objectives
& Design Criteria
VR260SR102 1971 Voyager Spacecraft System Test Complex Design
Characteristics and Restraints
VR210PM018 1971 Voyager Telemetry Channel Assignment
VR210PM013 1971 Voyager Phase IA Command List
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 SYSTEM TEST
During system test, the Autopilot subsystem functions in the same manner as in flight,
to the maximum practicable extent. The OSE described herein is utilized primarily
to monitor and evaluate the performance of the S/C subsystem.
Figure 3-1 is a functional block diagram of this equipment, showing its configuration
and use in performing system tests.
3.1.1 FUNCTIONS
The functions required during system tests are:
a. Time, Event and Status Displays and Contracts - The autopilot OSE requires
that test status, certain discrete events, and time be displayed for the engi-
neer. Events and switch closure coordination is obtained between the Test
Conductor and the autopilot engineer, through this function.
b. Strip Recorder - The display and analysis of the electronic signals from the
several areas of the Gyro package, and other parts of the A/P subsystem, is
implemented with a multichannel recorder. Control of scaling, calibration,
speed and selection of channel response is to be implemented at this equip-
ment.
el Gyroscope Output Display - The waveform of gyroscope outputs is to be dis-
played on an oscilloscope. The signals are routed through the direct-access
test connectors. Since this display may also require more precise frequency
2 of 12
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Figure 3-1. Autopilot Test Equipment, System Test Configuration,
Functional Block Diagram
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d.
e.
measurement and display instrumentation than an oscilloscope can provide,
a frequency meter {counter) may be required.
Sensor Signal Generation - The A/P subsystem acceleration and gyro sensors
will be simulated during system tests. The signal generator, in response to
commands from the CDS or in response to controls of the cognizant engineer,
will select and vary appropriate simulated detector signals from a program
of available signals, and insert these signals intothe electronics of the A/P
subsystem. These signals have to have amplitude, phase and other information
characteristic of the sensors, so that the proper subsystem responses are
developed.
Telemetry Display - A telemetry display, driven by the Computer Data System,
is a functional part of the A/P subsystem monitoring, although not physically
integral with the OSE.
fo Power Distribution - Test time and running time meters, and communications,
although not shown in Figure 3-1, are required.
go Actuator Monitors - A Display Monitor for engine (4) throttle position and
engine (4) vane position is provided to enable the subsystem engineer to con-
firm operation and phasing of A/P actuators.
3.2 SUBSYSTEM TEST
During the STC subsystem test cycle the A/P equipment will be configured as shown
in Figure 3-2. In this configuration an exhaustive performance test is conducted to
ensure high confidence and preparation of flight equipment for use.
Sensor stimulators are the same as for system test except for the Gyro rate table
which is used separately to test the quality of gyro package performance prior to
their being mounted on spacecraft. (Gyros from A/C, S/S.)
The OSE vane and throttle position equipment motion limits will be checked out at
more points to give better performance data than is required in the system test.
The spacecraft subsystems required for interface with the A/P such as power,
command, telecommunications and pyro will be simulated to the extent required to
fully exercise the A/P subsystem.
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3.2.1 FUNCTIONS
The functions required during subsystem tests are:
a. Time, Event and Status Displays and Controls - The autopilot subsystem OSE
m
requires that test status, certain discrete events, and time be displayed for
the cognizant engineer. This panel (or panels) also provides for entry into
the STC communication system. Events and switch closure is obtained
through this function.
b° Strip Recorder - The display and analysis of the electronic signals from the
several areas of the Gyro package, Attitude Control Electronics package,
and other parts of the A/P subsystem, is implemented with a multichannel
recorder. Control of scaling, calibration, speed and selection of channel
response is to be implemented at this equipment.
C. Gyroscope Output Display - The waveform of gyroscope outputs, is to be
displayed on an oscilloscope. The signals are routed through the direct
access test connectors.
d.
e.
f°
g.
h.
Telemetry Display - A telemetry display, driven by the S/C sensor via
hardline, is an integral part of the A/P subsystem monitoring.
Accelerometer Simulator and Activator - The equivalent output of the
accelerometer and gyros will be simulated signals inserted in their loops
for certain phases of the subsystem test. At the times designated by his
status and event displays, the cognizant engineer will select from a fixed
program of gyro and accelerometer outputs the proper ones to insert into
the subsystem.
its timing and
Power Distribution - Test time and running time meters, and communications
required as part of the subsystem displays.
Actuator Monitors - A display monitor for engine (4) throttle position and
engine (4) vane position is provided to enable the subsystem engineer to con-
firm operation and phasing of A/P actuators.
Commands - Since the command subsystem is not available for A/P S/S tests
a command generator equivalent to the S/C command S/S is provided to gen-
erate and process guidance and control commands.
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i. Power - The S/C power pack equivalent will be provided in the A/P subsystem
area.
Jo Gyro Rate Table - The gyro package must be tested separately prior to re-
placement of the bay containing the gyro package within the bay. A rate table
is required for these tests of drift, coast-down, bias, scale, etc.
k. A load network is required to substitute for the electrical load normally seen
by the A/P.
3.3 SELF TEST OF OSE
The self test technique to be used for the A/P, OSE will be closed loop non-interfer-
ence with S/C test. The stimulator equipment will be tested through calibrated posi-
tions and intensity measurements. The electronic support OSE will have end-to-end
signal tracing with fault isolation indicators which function in parallel and isolation
with S/C circuitry. Data Process/Display equipment will have self test circuits in-
corporated in calibration techniques. A/P actuator monitors will be self test through
dummy loads and positive position indicators. Self test procedures will be incorporated
in software and enforced as part of standard test procedure.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The interfaces of the Autopilot Subsystem OSE are given in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 COMMAND FUNCTIONS
The command functions for A/P is given in document VR210PM013 Voyager Phase 1A
Command List.
5.2 TELEMETRY FUNCTIONS
The telemetry functions for A/P is given in document VB220FDl10 _T_lvu_t,11_.... A
Voyager Telemetry Channel Assignment.
5.3 DIRECT ACCESS MONITORED FUNCTIONS
The required hardwire functions for A/P are as listed in Table 5-1.
5.4 UMBILICAL HARDWIRE FUNCTIONS
The umbilical functions for A/P are as listed in document VB280SR102 for LCE (Pitch
Gyro, Yaw Gyro, Roll Gyro, Heater power, Power return signal ground, shield return).
Specific use of each function will depend upon test configuration and problems encoun-
tered.
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Table 4-1. Mechanical Interfaces
Interfacing Item Input/Output Characteristics
InputAccelerometer
(subsystemtesting only)
0-5 g
0-10000 Fps
Table 4-2. Electrical Interfaces
Interfacing Item Input/Output Characteristics
GroundPower Distn. Input
Computer DataSystem
Control Recorder
Test Conductor's Console
Autopilot Subsystem
Control Time andSynch
Input
Output
Output
Input
Output
Output
Input
Input
120 v, 60_
208 v, 400_, 3_
Commands for sensor and gyro
simulation - switch closures
Monitored analogue test data
Monitored analogue test data
Switch closures
Test status
Direct access functions umbilical
functions, simulated s/c power
Umbilical and flight connector,
C & S commands and loading
Autopilot power
Simulated torque and sensor
output signals
Time
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Table 5-1. Hardwire Monitors - Autopilot
1 Accelerometer OutputAmplifier
2 Accelerometer Torque Input
3 Accelerometer Logic Circuits
4 MCSEngineControl Error Signals
5 MCSEngineControl FeedbackSignals
6 Velocimeter Engine Cutoff
TOTAL
WIRES
1
1
2
8
8
1
21
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICSAND CONSTRAINTS
The autopilot OSEwill consist of the items listed in Table 6-1 housed in a standard
three-bay console-rack unit with appropriate power adaptors, cooling and communi-
cations network recepticals. In addition, the uniquenessof the A/P sensors requires
custom-geometry fixtures for stimulators and actuator-motion devices. Auxiliary
equipment will include necessary signal generators to isolate faults to modular units
as determined by S/C construction techniques.
The Articulation, Attitude Control -- ApproachGuidance,andAutopilot Subsystems
of the Spacecraft form the Spacecraft Guidanceand Control Subsystem. They use
many flight componentsin common. Similarly, the Articulation OSE,Attitude Con-
trol -- Approach GuidanceOSEandthe Autopilot OSEform separate functional
support entities, but will use OSEcomponentsin common. The total of these com-
ponents (or end items) forms the total Guidanceand Control OSEfor the STC.
Table 6-i is a matrix which delineates "_:-Lll_common usagc of ,_,-,,-,_,_,_,_nt-_................ ..in eh_ O,_F,
for these three Guidance and Control Subsystems.
End Item (El) Characteristics are as follows:
a. Power Supply - Provides equivalent to spacecraft power supply as described
in Volume A, Book 3.
Provide energy source to stimulate sensors defined in Volume A, Book 3.
b. Rate Table - Standard or special rate table of the Fecker type to excite
gyros used in A/P S/S Block Diagram. Required for position measurements
with a 0 to ±6-degree capability.
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Table 6-1. Guidanceand Control SubsystemsCommonUse Matrix
OSEEnd Item
1 Power Supply
2 SunSensorStimulator
3 Star SensorStimulator
4 Planet SensorStimulator
5 Rate Table
6 Oscilloscopes
7 Digital Counters
8 SpacecraftSimulator
9 Special Purpose Computer
10 Actuator Monitors
11 Multi Meters
12 Hardware Monitors
13 Actuator Simulators
14 CommandSignalGenerator
15 Telemetry Point Terminal
16 Guidanceand Control Console
17 Self Test Equipment
18 Alignment Equipment
19 Calibration Equipment (Unique)
20 Simulated Load Devices
21 Data Processors/Recorders
22 Gimbal Monitors
23 Test Point
24 Load Network
Articulation
S/S
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Autopilot
S/S
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Attitude
Control
S/S
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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c. Oscilloscopes
d. Digital Counters
e. Spacecraft Simulator - Appropriate inputs and outputs to permit acceptance
tests on G&C S/S without using other S/V prime S/S components.
f. Special Purpose Computer - A signal generator which provides well-behaved
functions in lieu of G&C signals for gain, switching lines and event deter-
ruination.
_,...... Actuator Monitors (A/P) - Phasing, device to ensure proper firing and
polarity of valves.
h. Multimeters - Portable display devices for hardwire monitors.
i. Hardwire Monitors - Patch panel structure suitable to terminate hardwire
monitors in A/P equipment and route them to EI 18 for display.
j. Actuator Simulators - Loading device to permit testing and troubleshooting
actuator circuit in absence of actuators.
k. Command Signal Generator - Hardwire command pattern to permit testing of
G&C S/S, in absence of C&S S/S. Items are identified in A/P, Command
F unctions.
1. Telemetry Point Terminal - Monitor board for telemetry functions in absence
of TLM S/S in G&C S/S tests. Items are identified in Voyager Telemetry
Requirements.
m. Guidance and Control Console - Primary EI for A/P support of system accept-
ance tests. Contains switching controls, test points, monitors, self test cir-
cuits, junction terminals, system time and safety devices to support A_iLude
Control, Autopilot and Articulating functions in Mission profile test.
n. Self Test Equipment - Necessary to prevent loading S/C circuitry and
capable of fault isolation.
o. Calibration Equipment - To meet requirements of the many stimulators and
actuator motion detectors used in A/P checkout.
p. Simulated Load Devices - S/C equivalent interfaces with the A/P needed is
subsystem evaluation.
q. Data Processors/Recorders - Display terminals for the approximately 118
hardwire monitors.
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7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
The A/P Equipment and its inherent Operational Support Equipment consists of
mechanical, electrical components and parts. Standard industrial safety procedures
must be used in addition.
7.1 EQUIPMENT
Gyro and Accelerometer Package requires special handling and operation procedures.
7.2 FACILITIES
No special safety provisions are required to safeguard facilities.
7.3 PERSONNEL
Protection from stimulator energy and actuator motion monitors must be defined.
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I. 0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the Attitude Control and Approach Guidance
Control Subsystems OSE which forms a part of the 1971 Voyager System Test Complex.
The document describes the functions of this equipment during system test and during
subsystem tests.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VR260SRI01 1971 Voyager Spacecraft System Test Complex
Test Objectives and Design Criteria
VR260SRI02 1971 Voyager Spacecraft System Test Complex
Design Characteristics and Restraints
VR210PM018 1971 Voyager Telemetry Channel Assignment
VR210PM014 1971 Voyager Phase IA Command List
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 SYSTEM TEST
During system tests, the Attitude Control and Approach Guidance subsystems function
in the same manner as in flight, to the maximum practicable extent. The OSE de-
scribed herein is utilized primarily to monitor and evaluate the performance of the
subsystem. To evaluate subsystem performance, stimuli not available from interfac-
ing Spacecraft subsystems are required. The Attitude Control and Approach Guidance
Subsystem OSE is required to generate and apply these stimuli during System Test.
Figure 3-1 is a functional block diagram of this equipment, showing its configuration
and use in performing system tests.
The functions required during system tests are:
a. Time, Event and Status Displays and Controls - The Attitude Control and
Approach Guidance Subsystems OSE require that test status, certain discrete events,
and time be displayed for the cognizant engineer. This panel (or panels) also provides
for entry into the STC communication system. Events and switch closure coordina-
tion is obtained between the Test Conductor and the Attitude Control and Approach
Guidance cognizant engineer, through this function.
b. Strip Recorder - The display of and analysis of the electronic signals from
the several areas of the Gyro package, Attitude Control Electronics package, and
other parts of the A/C and A/G subsystem, is implemented with a multichannelrecorder.
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Figure 3-1. Attitude Control and Approach Guidance Test Equipment,
System Test Configuration Functional Block Diagram
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Control of scaling, calibration, speedand selection of channel response is to be im-
plemented at this equipment.
c. Gyroscope Output Display - The waveform of gyroscope outputs is to be dis-
played on an oscilloscope. The signals are routed through the direct access test con-
nectors. Since this display may require more precise frequency measurement and dis-
play instrumentation than an oscilloscope can provide, a frequency meter {counter)
will be provided.
d. Sensor Signal Generation - The A/C and A/G subsystem optical and IR sensors
will be simulated during system tests. The signal generator, in response to commands
from the CDS or in response to controls of the cognizant engineer, will select and vary
appropriate simulated detector signals from a program of available signals, and insert
these signals into the electronics of the A/C and A/G subsystem. These signals have
to have amplitude, phase and other information characteristics of the sensors, so that
the proper subsystem responses are developed.
e. Telemetry Display - A telemetry display, driven by the Computer Data System,
is a functional part of the A/C and A/G subsystem monitoring, although not physically
integral with the OSE.
f. Gyro Simulator - The equivalent output of the gyros will be simulated signals
inserted in their loops for certain phases of the system test. At the time designated
by his status and event displays, and as instructed by the Test Conductor, the cognizant
engineer will select from a fixed program of gyro and accelerometer outputs, the prop-
er ones to insert into the subsystem.
g. Optical Stimulation - Optical stimulation is characteristic of subsystem test-
ing, raffler than system tests. However, the cognizant engineer will have to make con-
fidence tests of the optical sensors either just before, after, or during system tests.
The controls for the electro-optical stimulation equipment, i.e., angle off, intensity,
contrast, etc., have to be available to him, and the stimulating fixtures also have to be
available.
h. Power Distribution - Power distribution, test time and running time meters,
and communications, although not shown in Figure 3-1, are required.
i. Actuator Monitors - A monitor of audio and light displays will be provided to
give confirmation of operation and phasing characteristics of A/C actuators. The gas
supply is to be partially charged in order to excersize actuators.
3.2 SUBSYSTEM TEST
During the STC subsystem test cycle the A/C and A/G equipment will be configured as
shown in Figure 3-2. In this configuration an exhaustive performance test is conducted
to ensure high confidence of flight equipment for use.
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Sensor stimulators are the same as for system test except for Gyro rate table which
is used to separately test the quality of gyro package performance prior to their being
mounted on the spacecraft,
The OSE stimulator auxiliary equipment motion limits will be checked out at more
points to give better performance data than is required in system test.
The spacecraft subsystems required to interface with the A/C and A/G subsystems
for power, command, telecommunications and pyro will be simulated to the extent re-
quired to fully exercise the A/C and A/G subsytems.
The functions required during subsystem tests are:
a. Time, Event and Status Displays & Controls - The Attitude Control & Approach
Guidance Subsystems OSE require that test status, certain discrete events, and time be
displayed for the cognizant engineer. This panel (or panels) also provides for entry
into the STC communication system.
b. Strip Recorder - The display of and analysis of the electronic signals from the
several areas of the Gyro Package, Attitude Control Electronics package, and other
parts of the A/C and A/G subsystem, is implemented with a multichannel recorder.
Control of scaling, calibration, speed and selection of channel response is to be im-
plemented at this equipment.
c. Gyroscope Output Display - The waveform of gyroscope outputs is to be dis-
played on an oscilloscope. The signals are routed through the direct access test con-
nectors. This display may also require more precise frequency measurement and
display instrumentation than an oscilloscope.
d. Sensor Signal Generation - TheA/C and A/G subsystem optical and IR sensors
will be simulated during subsystem tests as required. The signal generator, in re-
spense to commands from the CDS or in response to controls of the cognizant engineer,
will react and vary appropriate simulated detector signals from a program of avail-
able signals, and insert these signals into the electronics of the A/C and A/G sub-
system. These signals have to have amplitude, phase and other information charac-
teristics of the sensors, so that the proper subsystem responses are developed.
e. Gyro Simulator - The equivalent output of the gyros will be simulated signals
inserted in their loops, for certain phases of the subsystem test. At the time desig-
nated by his status and event displays, the cognizant engineer will select from a fixed
progTam of gyro and accelerometer outputs, the proper ones to insert into the sub-
system. This function will be under the engineer's control.
f. Optical Stimulation - Optical stimulation is characteristic of subsystem test-
ing, rather than system tests. The controls for the electro-optical stimulation equip-
ment, e.g., angle off, intensity, contrast, etc., have to be available, and the stimulat-
ing fixtures also have to be available.
O
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g. Power Distribution - Power distribution, test time and running time meters,
and communications are required as part of the subsystem displays.
h. Actuator Monitors - A monitor of audio and light displays gives confirmation
of operation and phasing of A/C actuators.
i. Commands - Since the command subsystem is not available for A/C and A/G
subsystem tests, a command generator equivalent to the S/C command Subsystem is
provided to generate and process Guidance and Control commands.
j. Power - The S/C power pack equivalent will be provided in the A/C and A/G
subsystem area.
k. Gyro Rate Table - The Gyro package must be tested separately prior to re-
placement of the bay containing gyros, or the gyro package within the bay. A rate table
is required for these tests of drift, coast down, bias, scale, etc.
3.3 SELF TEST OF OSE
The self test technique to be used for the A/C and A/G OSE will be closed loop. The
stimulator equipment will be tested through calibrated positions and intensity measure-
ments. The electronic support OSE will have end-to-end signal tracing with fault iso-
lation indicators which functions in parallel and isolation with S/C circuitry. Data
Process/Display equipment will have self test circuits incorporated in calibration
techniques. A/C and A/G actuator monitors will be self test through dummy loads and
positive position indicators. Self test procedures will be incorporated in software and
enforced as part of standard test procedure.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The interfaces of the Attitude Control and Approach Guidance Subsystem OSE are
given in the following tables:
Table 4-1. Optical Interfaces
Interfacing Item Input/Output Characteristics
Sun Sensors Input
Star Trackers
Approach Guidance Sensor
Input
Input
Zenon light, 32 min arc, +1 sun equiv-
alent
Fibre optic pencil, _-3 stellar magnitudes
Visual light (Mars, sun, Canopus)
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Table 4.2. Mechanical Interface
Interfacing Item Input/Output Characteristic
Vehicle Nozzle Gas Stream Output Detect gas flow inception
Tabel 4.3 Electrical Interfaces
Interfacing Item Input/Output Characteristics
Ground Power Distn. Input
Control Time & Synch
Test Conductor's Console
Computer Data System
Control Recorder
Attitude Control and
Approach Guidance
Subsystem
Input
Input
Output
Input
Output
Output
Output
Input
120 V, 60--_
208 V, 400 _, 3_
Time signals
Switch closures, communication
Test status, switch closure and com-
munication
Execute commands
Test data, status
Test Data
Simulated spacecraft power,
Simulated sensor signals,
Simulated commands,
Simulated loading,
Direct access test point and umbilical
monitored data TM sensor outputs
from flight connectors.
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5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 COMMAND FUNCTIONS
The command functions for A/C and A/G is given in document VR210PM014 Voyager
Phase IA Command List.
5.2 TELEMETRY FUNCTIONS
The telemetry functions for A/C and A/G is given in document VB220FDl10 Volume A
Voyager Telemetry Channel Assignment.
5.3 DIRECT-ACCESS MONITORED FUNCTIONS
The required functions for A/C and A/G are as listed in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1. A/C and A/G Direct-Access Monitored Functions
1. Acquisition Sun Sensor simulation inputs three per two axes
2. Cruise Sun Sensor simulation inputs three per two axes
3. Canopus simulation input three per one axis
4. Threshold Detector Outputs six per three axes
5. Majority gates output four per three axes
6. Solenoid Drive Current four per three axes
7. Roll Integrator Output
8. Sun gate Amplifier Output
9. Gyro Output Amplifier one per three axes
10. Accelerometer Output Amplifier
11. Accelerometer Torque Input
12. Gyro Logic Circuits
13. Aecelerometer Logic Circuits
6
6
3
18
12
12
1
2
3
1
1
7
2
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5.4 UMBILICAL HARDWIRE FUNCTIONS
The umbilical functions for A/C and A/G are as listed in documentVB280SR102,for
LCE (Pitch Gyro, Yaw Gyro, Roll Gyro, Heater power, Power return signal ground,
shield return). Specific use of each function will dependupontest configuration.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The attitude control and guidance sensor OSE will consist of the following items housed
in two standard console-rack units with appropriate power adaptors, cooling and com-
munications network receptacles. In addition, the uniqueness of the A/C and A/G sen-
sors requires custom-geometry fixtures for stimulators and actuator-motion devices.
Auxiliary equipment will include necessary signal generators to isolate faults to mod-
ular units as determined by S/C construction technique.
The Articulation, Attitude Control - Approach Guidance, and Auto Pilot Subsystems of
the Spacecraft form the Spacecraft's Guidance and Control Subsystem. They use many
flight components in common. Similarly, the Articulation OSE, Attitude Control -
Approach Guidance OSE and the Autopilot OSE form separate functional support en-
tities, but will use OSE components in common. The total of these components (or
end items) forms the total Guidance and Control OSE for the STC.
Table 6-1 is a matrix which delineates this common usage of components in the OSE
for these three Guidance and Control Subsystems.
Table 6-1
O
OSE End Item
1. Power Supply
2. Sun Sensor Stimulator
3. Star Sensor Stimulator
4. Planet Sensor Stimulator
5. Rate Table
6. Oscilloscopes
7. Digital Counters
8. Spacecraft Simulator
9. Special Purpose Computer
10. Actuator Monitors
11. Multi Meters
12. Hardware Monitors
13. Actuator Simulators
14. Command Signal Generator
Articulation
S/S
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Autopilot
S/S
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Attitude Control
S/S
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 6-1. (Continued)
OSEEnd Item
15. Telemetry Point Terminal
16. Guidanceand Control Console
17. Self Test Equipment
18. Alignment Equipment
19. Calibration Equipment (Unique)
20. Simulated Load Devices
21. Data Processors/Recorders
22. Gimbal Monitors
23. Test Point
24. Load Network
Articulation
s/s
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Autopilot
s/s
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Attitude Control
s/s
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
End Item Characteristics follow:
a. Power Supply - Provides equivalent to spacecraft power supply as described
in Volume A, Book 3.
b* Sun Sensor Stimulator - Carbon arc on Xenon lamp suitable in spectral quan-
tities to excite and test pitch and yaw, coarse, fine and sun gate sun sensors
as described in Voyager 1971, Attitude Control S/S functional block diagram.
The carbon arc affords the closest approximation to the sun's spectrum; the
stimulator is designed for 32 minutes collimation with a radiance of 900 watts
per square centimeter per steradian. The intensity is ± 1 Sun. An alterna-
tive approach would be a Xenon lamp (5 KW), 32 arc minutes collimation,
giving ± 1 Sun.
C. Star Sensor Stimulator - A tunsten source with fiber optics at the focal point
of a parabolic mirror is used to excite the Canopus Star Sensor. The stimu-
lator is u_lgn_,__^-"_ for a _,T_......._o second collimation. The tunsten intensity is
varied to cover a range of -3 to +3 magnitude star.
d. Planet Sensor Stimulator (A/G) - Provide energy source to stimulate sensors
defined in Volume A, Book 3.
e° Rate Table - Standard or special rate table of the Fekkar type to excite gyros
used in A/C Subsystem Block Diagram. Required for rate and position mea-
surements with a 0 to _:6 degree/sec capability.
f. Oscilloscopes
g. Digital Counters
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h. Spacecraft Simulator - Appropriate inputs and outputs to permit tests on
G&C Subsystem.
i* Special Purpose Signal Generator - A signal generator which provides well-
behaved functions in lieu of G&C signals for gain, switching lines and event
determination.
j. Actuator Monitors (A/C) - Phasing device to ensure proper firing and
polarity of valves.
k. Multimeters - Portable display devices for hardwire monitors.
l° Test Point Monitors - Patch panel structure suitable to terminate hardwire
monitors in A/C and A/G equipment and route them to EI 19 for display.
m. Load Network
n. Command Signal Generator - Hardwire command pattern to permit testing
of G&C Subsystem in absence of CC&S Subsystem Items are identified in A/C
and A/G Command Functions.
O° Guidance and Control Console - Primary EI for A/C and A/G support of
system acceptance tests. Contains switching controls, test points, monitors,
self test circuits, junction terminals, system time and safety devices to
_upport Attitude Control, Autopilot and Articulating functions in Mission pro-
file test.
p. Self Test Equipment
q. Calibration Equipment - To meet requirements of the many stimulators and
actuator motion detectors used in A/C and A/G checkout.
r. Simulated Loads - S/C equivalent interfaces with the A/C and A/G needed for
subsystem tests.
s. Data Displays/Recorders - Display terminals for the approximately 118 test points.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
The A/C and A/G Equipment and its inherent Operational Support Equipment consists
of mechanical, electrical, pneumatics, and optical components and parts. Standard in-
dustrial safety procedures must be used in addition.
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7.1 EQUIPMENT
The A/C and A/G subsystem equipment requires special precautions to insure safety
of handling and operation. They are in the area of (1) Sun sensor cell structure and
coatings, (2) optical materials and alignment, (3) star tracker light intensity, dust pro-
tection and coating cleanliness, (4) approach guidance sensor optical alignment and
cleanliness requirements, (5) sensor handling and care, (6) actuator alignment and
cleanliness, and (7) electronic equipment voltage and stress limits.
7.2 FACILITIES
No special safety provisions are required to safeguard facilities.
7.3 PERSONNEL
Protection from stimulator energy and actuator gases should be provided.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the Pyrotechnic Subsystem OSE for use
in the System Test Complex. This equipment will be used for performing tests on the
Pyrotechnic Subsystem and for supporting spacecraft system tests which exercise the
Pyrotechnic Subsystem.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTATION
VB235FD104 1971 Voyager Spacecraft Functional Description of Pyro-
technic Subsystem
VB260SRI01 1971 Voyager Spacecraft System Test Complex - Test Ob-
jectives and Design Criteria
VB260SR102 1971 Voyager Spacecraft System Test Complex - Design
Characteristic s and Restraints
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 SYSTEM TESTS
Refer to Figure 3-1 - Pyrotechnic Subsystem OSE and Figure 3-2, Pyrotechnic Test
Block Diagram.
During the system test, all arming and firing commands will come to the pyro control-
lers from within the spacecraft. The COMMAND GENERATION PANEL will have the
capability of initiating firing signals through the Computer Data System. Reset com-
mands and mode setting commands will be applied through the umbilical connector from
the PYROTECHNIC CONTROL PANEL. All umbilical functions related to the Pyro-
technic Subsystem will be displayed on this panel.
Telemetry event signals from the Pyrotechnics Subsystem will be processed through
the spacecraft telemetry system, decommutated by the Date Encoder OSE and displayed
on a CDS controlled digital printer mounted near the Pyrotechnic Subsystem OSE.
Squib simulators will be used to simulate the resistance characteristics of the squibs
during tests. When all simulators are connected, the system will be electrically the
same as the spacecraft flight configuration. Each simulator will have capability for
connecting monitoring lines to a direct writing recorder which can record the voltage
pulse across the simulators when the firing pulse is received. The normal mode of
operation in system test will be to monitor direct access points on the controller and
record the voltage across series resistors in the pyro firing line. The recorded wave-
form will be examined to determine if the pulse is of sufficient aml_litude and duration.
The signal will also actuate a holding circuit tied to a display lamp showing the operator
2 of 12
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that the event occurred. An event signal will be sent to the Central Recorder and the
Computer Data System from the SQUIB DISPLAY PANEL.
Before using the Pyrotechnic OSE for a system test it should be completely checked
using its own self test circuits, as follows:
a, Simulation - A simulation circuit will be provided which will simulate the
pyro firing circuits for checking out the pyrotechnic OSE. The simulator
circuit will be internal and switched in as desired.
Do Calibration - Calibration circuits will be included to assist the the operator
in calibration of the direct writing recorder.
C. Other Features - There will be continuous voltage and current monitors on
power supplies and a rack mounted volt/ohnmeter to measure capacitor
voltages and squib simulator resistances.
3.2 SUBSYSTEM TESTING
Refer to Figure 3-1, Pyrotechnics Subsystem OSE; and Figure 3-3, Pyrotechnic Sub-
system Test Block Diagram.
The Pyrotechnic subsystem can be tested when the rack containing the controllers is
mounted in the spacecraft or when the bay containing the controller is separate from
the spacecraft. The Pyrotechnic Subsystem test equipment can be used in either test
configuration. The Pyrotechnic OSE can also be used in conjunction with other OSE
to perform a complete test on the entire bay.
During the subsystem test all inputs to the bay containing the pyro controllers will
come from the Pyrotechnic Subsystem OSE. The spacecraft power will be simulated
by a 2.4 kc power supply; the firing commands will be generated by the COMMAND
GENERATION PANEL; and thc mode setting com mand_ will be generated by the PYRO-
TECHNIC CONTROL PANEL. Telemetry event signals from the pyrotechnic controller
will be displayed on the TELEMETRY DISPLAY. The Central Recorder may be con-
neeted.
SQUIB SIMULATORS will be employed in the same manner as in the system test if the
bay is installed in the spacecraft. The option exists to monitor squib current at the
simulators or to monitor at the direct access connectors. If the bay is not mounted in
the spacecraft, the LOAD SIMULATOR PANEL will be used to provide dummy loads.
In either case, the RECORDER measures and records the squib current while the sig-
nal event is displayed on the SQUIP DISPLAY PANEL. The Computer Data System
need not be employed in the subsystem test.
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Figure 3-3. Pyrotechnic Subsystem, Subsystem Test Configuration Test Block Diagram
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Self test features used during, andassociatedwith, the subsystem test are the same
as those usedwith the system test.
3.3 COMPONENTTESTS
Refer to Figure 3-1, Pyrotechnic SubsystemOSE and Figure 3-4, Pyrotechnic Sub-
system ComponentTest Block Diagram.
The pyrotechnic controllers may be tested separately using the subsystemOSE. Com-
mand and control signals are provided by the COMMANDGENERATIONPANEL and
the PYROTECHNICCONTROLPANEL. The required power is supplied by the 2.4 KC
POWERSUPPLY. The SIMULA_T_)RPANEL will provide the proper loads to the con-
trollers under test. The TELEMETRY DISPLAY PANEL will provide telemetry event
monitoring and the RECORDER will makea recording of the firing pulses.
Any internal testing or troubleshooting of the controllers can be accomplishedby using
facility test equipmentin support of the subsystemOSE.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
4.1 GENERAL
The Pyrotechnic Subsystem OSE for the STC has interfaces with the equipment listed below:
a. Pyrotechnic Subsystem Direct Access and Umbilical Points.
b. Central Recorder
c. Computer Data System
4.2 PYROTECHNIC SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE
Pyrotechnic Subsystem ......._,_i_=o_.... arc as g_v _,_.... below.
Interface Input Output Characteristics
Pyro Controller Simulated 30 commands, 15-
Commands volt pulse s
Reset Signals
Power 2.4 kc ac, 2 watts
Telemetry
Signals
Firing Pulses 100 firing pulses
to bridge wires
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4.3 SYSTEMTEST COMPLEX INTERFACE
System Test Complex interfaces are as given below.
Interface Input Characteristics
Central Recorder
and Computer
DataSystem
Telemetry Events 8 events
SquibFiring Timing 100events
CommandTiming 30 events
Reset Events 2 events
Central Time and Timing Code
Synch
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 SPACECRAFT SYSTEM TEST AND SUBSYSTEM TEST
Interface Output Characteristics
Test Conduction iConsole
Test Status Switch closures
a.
b.
c.
d.
SQUIP SIMULATORS must have the same electrical resistance characteristics
as the actual squibs.
Range 0.9ohm to 1.1ohms.
The RECORDER shall provide an accurate record of the current pulse de-
livered to the squib simulator. The record shall be sufficiently accurate to
show whether or not a real squib would have fired.
7-i2
AMPS
A printer will provide current information from the spacecraft telemetry sys-
tem to the operator of the pyrotechnic subsystem OSE. This printer should
not be physically integrated into this OSE, but should be located in proximity
to the OSE.
Reset signals shall have sufficient amplitude and duration to provide an un-
ambiguous reset command to the spacecraft pyrotechnic controllers.
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e. The simulated vehicle power shall be variable over the full range of allowable
vehicle power characteristics.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 UTILIZATION OF MARINER "C" EQUIPMENT
The basic approach to testing is the same as that of Mariner "C" except for those
changes made necessary by the increased quantity of explosive devices and differences
in controller configuration. Except for squib simulators, the Mariner "C" OSE design
approach should be used for Voyager.
6.2 EQUIPMENT SKETCH
See Figure 6-1.
6.3 GENERAL
Power Requirements
Weight
Size
20 amp, 120 vac, 60 cycle
approx. 700 lbs
Two standard equipment bays
plus cabling and squib
simulator packages
6.4 PYROTECHNIC CONTROL PANEL
A standard display panel with self-contained supporting circuits. This panel will dis-
play pyrotechnic safe and arm conditions and control the reset circuits. An identical
panel will be provided in the LCE.
6.5 SQUIB DISPLAY PANEL
A standard display panel showing which squib have received firing pulses. The signal
lights on this panel will remain on indicating a fired condition until a reset signal is
given.
6.6 RECORDER
A direct write galvanometer recorder with its associated amplifiers. A 24-channel
instrument such as the Visicoder.
6.7 REMOTE TELEMETRY PRINTER
A digital printer is provided as part of the Data Encoder OSE displays, but is mounted
near the Pyrotechnic OSE.
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Figure 6-1. Pyrotechnic Subsystem OSE, Equipment Layout Diagram
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6.8 SQUIBSIMULATORS
Small devices with a fixed resistance which simulate the resistance of the squib during
J
repetitive tests. The simulators also contain sensing leads for connection to the Squib
Display Panel and the Recorder.
6.9 COMMAND GENERATION PANEL
This is a standard control panel which has the capability of generating commands which
simulate commands normally provided by the spacecraft command system.
6.10 TELEMETRY DISPLAY
A Telemetry Display panel will provide a display of all of the telemetry events and
levels normally sent to the vehicle telemetry system.
6.11 2.4 KC POWER SUPPLY
A 2.4 kc power supply will accurately simulate the power supplied to the controllers
from the spacecraft power system. This power supply shall be variable over the range
of voltage and frequency specified as acceptable for the vehicle power supply.
6.12 LOAD SIMULATOR
This panel will contain fixed resistors which will be used to simulate squib and harness
resistances during component tests.
6.13 28 VDC POWER SUPPLY
A cabinet power supply will be provided to give internal power to the Pyrotechnic Sub-
system OSE.
6.14 CALIBRATION PANEL
An assembly will be provided which will include a calibration circuit and a selector
switch. This assembly will be used to calibrate the recorder before and during tests.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
7.1 VEHICLE SAFETY
A preliminary test of the OSE prior to use with the vehicle should be made to verify
the signal levels, power supply voltages, and load resistances.
7.2 PERSONNEL
There are no unusual hazards associated with this equipment. During use the external
cabinet must be grounded to a central bus to avoid a shock hazard between cabinets.
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i.0 SCOPE
This document describes the provisions recommended for the Science (and DAS) and
Capsule OSE in the Voyager STC. It contains an interface definition and a listing of
the physical characteristics of the equipment which will be used in the STC°
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB260SRI01
VB260SRI02
1971 Voyager STC Test Objectives and Design Criteria
1971 Voyager STC Design Characteristics and Constraints
3.0 DESCRIPTION
The OSE must conform to the constraints defined in the Design Characteristics and
Constraints document, VB260SR102.
The capsule OSE must provide a simulator which can be used during system testing
when the regular capsule is not available. It should simulate to the S/C and use the
same interfaces as the flyable unit.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
a. The Capsule OSE will interface with the following units when in the STC.
1. Central Recorder - For recording analog signals
2. Computer Data System
(a) Request S/C commands for capsule tests
(b) Analog and Digital Data - For computer analyses
(c) Computer Control - For remotely controlling the console during
repetitive system test, if remote control is required
3. Data Encoder OSE - Digital TM Data
4. Umbilical "J" Box
5. Direct Access connectors
6. S/C Subsystem power connector
7. Test Conductors Console - Status Indicators
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8. Power Distribution Console - 60-cycle power
9. S/C capsule interface - For capsule simulator
b. The Science OSE will have the following interface when in the STC:
1. Central Recorder
2. Computer Data System
(a) Request S/C commands for Science Tests
(b) Analog and Digital Data - For computer analyses
(c) Computer Control - For remotely controlling the console during
repetitive system tests, if remote control is required.
3. Data Encoder - Digital TM data
4. Umbilical "J" Box
5. Direct Access
6. S/C Subsystem power connector
7. S/S Status - For test conductors use
8. Power Distribution Console - 60-cycle power
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
To be determined.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 CAPSULE OSE
a. Standard electronic bays, adjacently located
b. 2.4 KVA, 120 VAC, 60-cycle, single-phase power
c. Weight 1600 lbs.
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6.2 SCIENCEOSE
a. Standardelectronic bays, adjacently located
b° 8.0 KVA, 120VAC, 60-cycle, single-phase power
c. Weight 4000lbs.
7.0 SAFETY PROVISIONS
To be determined.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document defines the test objectives and design criteria which should be applied
to the OSE required to support the launch preparations and terminal countdown. This
equipment is the Launch Complex Equipment.
This document also defines the test objectives and design criteria which should be
applied to subsystem and system support equipment to be utilized in conjunction with
prelaunch preparations and testing in the explosives safe area. This includes support
of propellant loading, gas loading and installation of explosives.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The Launch Complex Equipment should conform to the following documents:
JPL Specifications
V-MA-004-002-14-03
V-MA-004-001-14-03
3.0 TEST OBJECTIVES
Voyager 1971 Mission Guidelines
Voyager 1971 Mission Specifications
3.1 LAUNCH COMPLEX SUPPORT OBJECTIVES
The Launch Complex Equipment must support all pad operations related to the Voyager
spacecraft including normal test and launch operations and unscheduled operations made
necessary by malfunctions in the spacecraft.
3.1.1 SPACECRAFT POWER
a. Provide power for the spacecraft by simulated solar and battery power.
b. Monitor spacecraft batteries.
c. Switch the spacecraft from externally supplied power to its internal power
subsystem.
3.1.2 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
a. Provide means to initialize command and data systems and preset the space-
craft prior to receiving a command load.
Provide the capability of loading digital commands for both storage and imme-
diate execution in the spacecraft. The STC shall be used for command gener-
ation and program loading via RF to the pad area. The LCE has to provide
b.
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the capability of insertion into the spacecraft via RF from a link at the pad
into a coaxial umbilical lead. The received and loaded commands and pro-
grams are made available to the STC for verification by the LCE.
3.1.3 CONFIDENCE TESTS
a. Operate the spacecraft as a system and monitor its operation through the
umbilical connector.
be Permit use of the system test complex which will control spacecraft tests
through an RF link inserting commands generated at the STC and deriving
the spacecraft response from the telemetry reduction equipment in the STC.
The confidence test will be sufficiently detailed to indicate which subsystem
if any has a malfunction.
3.1.4 FAULT ISOLATION TESTS
The intent is to utilize the LCE supported by the STC to troubleshoot in as much detail
as possible before removing a spacecraft from the pad for maintenance. The informa-
tion received by the LCE comes only from the spacecraft umbilical connector. There
is no provision for direct access connectors or for decommutation of the telemetry
composite signal in the LCE. Any meaningful malfunction analysis performed while
the spacecraft is on the pad must depend heavily on the support of the data reduction
equipment in the STC.
3.1.5 RF LINK
a. Provide for an RF link between the spacecraft on the pad and the System Test
Complex.
De Provide for an RF link between the spacecraft on the pad and the local DSIF
station. The intent is to provide capability for exchange of information be-
tween the launch ready spacecraft and the SFOF, verifying spacecraft com-
.[Ji:tLILPlllt, y w .ILL,LI ;,.JUL, II .L.,el,._il' e:_LI_,.,t _i. _,.-.L .
3.2 EXPLOSIVES SAFE AREA SUPPORT OBJECTIVES
The LCE must support all Explosives Safe Area operations related to the Voyager
spacecraft. This includes support of both scheduled operations and support of opera-
tions made necessary by equipment malfunctions.
3.2.1 GENERAL CAPABILITY
a. All test objectives listed in paragraph 3.1 for the Launch Complex are also
objectives for the ESA.
b. The objectives must be met with the spacecraft covered by the shroud or un-
covered, inside the buildings or outside.
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3.2.2 EXPLOSIVESLOADING
a. Check the pyrotechnic subsystemfor safety and set it to the correct mode
before loading explosives.
b. Preset anyarming devices.
c. Monitor the condition of the pyrotechnics and the pyrotechnic subsystem after
explosives are loaded.
3.2.3 PNEUMATICSTESTING
a. Provide for leak testing and proof testing of all subsystems subject to high
pressures.
b. Pressurize all pneumatics and propellant systems.
3.2.4 COLDGASLOADING
a. Completethe loading of all cold gases in the proper quantities at the specified
temperatures and pressures and verify the loading operation when it is
completed.
b. Prepare the subsystems for final loading with any purging, cleaning or other
operations required.
3.2.5 PROPELLANT LOADING
a. Load all liquid propellants, accurately measuring the weight of the propellant
loadedand verify that the loading operation has been completed in a satis-
factory manner.
b. Prepare the subsystemfor propellant loading with any purging or cleaning
operations required.
4.0 DESIGN CRITERIA
4.1 LAUNCH COMPLEX
4.1.1 FUNCTIONAL CONFIGURATION
The LCE used at the launch complex must be designed so that its design and functions
implement functional block diagram, Figure 4-1.
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4.1.2 BLOCKHOUSE EQUIPMENT
The equipment provided for indoor use at the launch complex must be configured to be
physically compatible with the space available at the launch pad. The indoor environ-
ment will be controlled and comfortable for human beings.
4.1.3 OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT
The equipment provided for outdoor use must withstand a coastal environment with
salt atmosphere and elevated temperatures.
4.1.4 ELECTRIC POWER
The launch complex equipment must provide power to the spacecraft in a form com-
patible with the spacecraft power system. The equipment will operate off the available
power in the blockhouse.
4.1.5 SELF TESTING
The LCE must be completely checked out from the umbilical interface before the
umbilical is connected to a spacecraft. A separate article of equipment will be pro-
vided to substitute for the spacecraft during LCE tests. After a spacecraft is con-
nected to the LCE, self checking features will be used to verify that the LCE is opera-
ting properly and providing accurate monitoring of spacecraft condition.
4.1.6 COMMUNICATIONS
The LCE must provide for adequate communications between the Voyager launch crew
and launch conductor inside the launch complex and further must provide adequate
communications between the launch conductor in the blockhouse and the mission di-
rector at SFOF.
4,1,7 RELIABILITY
There must be a combination of reliability and maintainability and that the possibility
of missing a launch window due to LCE failures will be extremely small.
4.1.8 STC SUPPORT
The RF and hardwire links between the STC and the spacecraft shall be such that the
STC can be used to perform analysis of subsystem performance and analysis of
critical parameters.
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4.1.9 CABLE RUNS
The equipment provided must be suitable for use with long cable runs. Line drivers
and impedance matching devices should be in the blockhouse wherever possible.
Cable runs and patching will be provided by ETR.
4.1.10 SEPARATION OF FUNCTIONS
Power control and spacecraft power switching equipment will be separately racked.
Wherever feasible, subsystem LCE will be separated on a panel basis such that no two
subsystems will be combined on one panel. If the quantity of LCE required for a par-
ticular subsystem fills one or more racks that subsystem should be racked separately.
4.1.11 S/C SIMULATOR
A spacecraft simulator must be a physically separate piece of LCE. It must be trans-
portable to the Service Tower location where it can be connected directly to the S/C
umbilical connector.
4.1.12 TELECOMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE
The interfaces between the spacecraft telecommunications subsystems and the LCE
must be functionally identical with the interface at the STC and the interface with the
DSIF. The same type of command generation and telemetry reduction equipment must
be used but the physical configuration of the RF Link will differ at the pad and the STC.
4.1.13 RF COMMUNICATIONS
The spacecraft on the pad will be totally enclosed in an RF opaque shroud. There will
be a parasitic antenna on the shroud and several RF carrying coaxial cables coming
out of the umbilical connector. The LCE must provide passive means for linking the
parasitic shroud antenna to the STC and the local DSIF station. The LCE must also
provide means for linking RF umbilical signals to the STC and the DSIF.
4.2 EXPLOSIVES SAFE AREA
4.2.1 FUNCTIONAL CONFIGURATION
The ESA equipment must be designed so that the design and functions of the ESA equip-
ment implement functional block diagram, Figure 4-2.
4.2.2 CAPABILITY
All of the functions of the LC configuration must be available at the Explosives Safe
Area.
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4.2.3 INSTRUMENT LAB EQUIPMENT
The equipment provided at the ESA for indoor use must be physically compatible with
the available space. The equipment will be physically identical to the pad LCE except
for changes made necessary by the space limitations in the instrument lab.
4.2.4 SPACECRAFT SHROUD
The ESA equipment must provide for operation and test of the vehicle with the shroud
on, covering the vehicle, or the shroud off and the vehicle exposed. This must be true
inside the ESA buildings and outside.
4.2.5 PROPELLANT LOADING EQUIPMENT
Propellants for orbit injection and midcourse correction will be loaded in the ESA.
The capability of performing the necessary operations in a safe manner is extremely
important. In addition to loading the propellants with a minimum safety hazard the
equipment provided must also perform any necessary preparations or testing on the
propellant subsystem.
4.2.6 GAS LOADING EQUIPMENT
High pressure gases for attitude control propellants and for pressurization of the
rocket propellants will be loaded in the ESA. Safety will be an important consideration.
In addition to loading the gases with a minimum safety hazard the equipment provided
must also perform any necessary preparations or testing on the subsystems using
high pressure gases. This includes leak checks.
4.2.7 PYROTECHNIC SUBSYSTEM EQUIPMENT
Explosive devices will be loaded at the ESA° Personnel safety and spacecraft protec-
tion will be extremely important in all operations associated with loading pyrotechnics
and in spacecraft handling after pyrotechnics are loaded. The equipment provided
must have capability to condition the pyro firing circuits before loading, verify the
safety of the loading operation and check subsystem condition after loading.
4.2.8 AHSE COMPATIBILITY
The ESA equipment must be compatible in function and fit with the AHSE equipment
used with and associated with the operations at the ESA.
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i.0 SCOPE
It is the intent of this document to define the requirements which will be applied to the
Operational Support Equipment to be used at the Launch Complex and at the Explosives
Safe Area (ESA).
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The Launch Complex Equipment shall conform to the following specifications.
JPL Specifications
V-MA-004-002-14-03 Voyager 1971 Mission Guidelines
V-MA-004-001-14-03 Voyager 1971 Mission Specification (Preliminary)
14902 Wiring, Ground and Missile Electronic Equipment
20027 Securing of Components
20057 General Specification, Ground Support Equipment, General
Design Requirements for Electrical Interconnections
30236 Environmental Test Specification, RF Interference Control for
S/C and Ground Control
30600 Standard Specification, Paint for Ground Equipment
30602 Standard Specification, Engraving on Ground Equipment Control
Panel Faces
30603 Standard Specification, Knob Standard for Ground Equipment
(Single Turn Knobs)
30604 Standard Specification, Meters for Ground Equipment Control
Panels
30605 Standard Specification, Color Indicator Light and Switch Light
30609 Standard Specification, Racks for Ground Equipment
30610 Standard Specification, GSDS Equipment, Enclosures (Racks)
GE
VB 280SR101 1971 Voyager Spacecraft LCE Test Objectives and Design Criteria
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3.0 DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
3.1 GENERAL DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
The design objective of the Launch Complex Equipment is to produce a set of homogenous
equipment for use at the launch pad and a set of equipment to support operations at the
ESA. The equipment must be compatible with the spacecraft, compatible with the oper-
ating environment and have an efficient interface with the operators. The subassemb-
lies and assemblies making up the LCE must function together without mutual inter-
ference.
The LCE at the Launch Complex and at the ESA must each be able to perform a confi-
dence test on the spacecraR. A confidcnce test consists of excercising the spacecraft
system in order to demonstrate that it is a functioning unit capable of receiving and
transmitting information and that there are no major malfunctions in the system. The
LCE must be compatible with the STC to the extent that the STC will support all con-
fidence tests.
The LCE circuits shall be electrically identical to the circuits used in the STC. Where-
ever possible the LCE assemblies shall be identical to the assemblies used in the
STC.
3.2 LAUNCH AREA EQUIPEMENT CHARACTERISTICS
The Launch Area equipment must be capable of performing or supporting the perform-
ance of specific tasks at the launch pad. These tasks are as follows:
a. Pad ...........v erlllC _t_lun
b. Assembly to Booster
c. Confidence Testing
d. Initializing
e. Data Loading
f. Pnwer Control
g. Countdown Monitoring against abort criteria
Before a spacecraft is installed on the booster the Spacecraft Simulator will be used to
check the operation of the LCE. The verification test must show that the LCE is func-
tioning properly and there is no possibility of damage to the spacecraft.
All LCE and umbilical functions shall be controlled from equipment located in the block-
house. Appropriate displays will be provided in the blockhouse equipment to support
the control functions.
A console will be provided for central control of the launch system in the blockhouse.
This console will house any subsystems control panels used for subsystems not re-
quiring an entire LCE console. The console will include,but not be limited to, a
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Pyrotechnic SubsystemPanel, aController andSequencerPanel,a Power Control Panel, a
Temperature Limits Panel,anAttitude Control Display Panelandcommunicationsequipment.
The J_2Ewill beused as the principle monitor equipmentduring all phases of the ter-
minal countdown. Panels will be so configured as to minimize the possibility of opera-
tor error at this critical time.
3.3 ESA EQUIPMENTCHARACTERISTICS
The ESAequipment must be capable of performing particular tasks someof which are
unique to the ESA. These tasks are as follows:
a. Leak Testing
b. Fuel andOxidizer Loading
c. High Pressure Gas Loading
d. Pyrotechnic Loading
e. ShroudInstallation
f. ConfidenceTesting
The equipmentprovided for loading fuels and oxidizers will function independentlyof
the other LCE. This equipment will be capable of loading an inactive vehicle and ac-
tivating any sensingcapability neededto monitor S/C tanks during loading. A sepa-
rate set of loading equipmentwill be provided for each type of propellant to be loaded.
The equipmentwill also provide for any required preparation of the propellant system
including pressurization and proof testing of the pressurant tanks. Accuracy of loading
will be sufficient that the spacecraft does not needto beweighed after loading.
The OSEwill makeuse of a facility gas supply to load all cold gas tanks used to supply
reaction fuel to the attitude control nozzles. The equipmentwill be capable of func-
tioning independentlyof other LCE. It will measure the temperature and pressure of
the loaded gas for an accurate determination of weight. This equipment will also per-
form any required leak checks or proof testing required in the ESA.
The Pyrotechnic Portable Test unit will be capable of preparing the vehicle for safe
loading of explosive devices. The pyrotechnic devices will be delivered to the ESAand
checked. The portable test unit will preset the pyrotechnic controllers to the proper
mode, ascertain that it is safe to connect the squibs to the pyrotechnic controllers and
safely checkcircuit continuity after squibs are connected. The unit will operate in-
dependentlyof all other OSE,will be self powered, portable and contain any necessary
operating cables.
The LCE provided at the ESA must have the capability of performing confidence tests
at various stagesof ESAactivities. The equipment provided will allow confidencetests
to be performed with or without the shroud, provide for vehicle communications with the
STC through RF link andhardwire and support any unscheduledtests which must be
performed.
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3.4 UMBILICAL INTERFACE
The major electrical interface with the spacecraft is the umbilical connector. The
spacecraft umbilical is an in flight disconnectbetween the Voyager and the Centuar.
Centuar cables connect this disconnect to the fly away connector in the shroud. Cables
connectingthe Centuar umbilical to the Voyager LCE are required. A listing of the
functions appearing in the umbilical connector is in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Umbilical Functions
RADIO SUBSYSTEM
1. (Coax) High gain antenna 3.
probe.
2. (Coax) Medium gain antenna 4.
probe.
(Coax_) Primary low gain
antennaprobe.
(Coax) Secondary low gain
antennaprobe.
RELAY RADIO SUBSYSTEM
1. {Coax)AntennaProbe.
COMMANDSUBSYSTEM
None
POWERSUBSYSTEM
.
8.
9.
10.
Array/Battery Bus Voltage
Array Enable Switch SW-1 Monitor
Turn-on Enable Switch, SW-1.
Turn-off Enable Switch, SW-1.
Enable Switch, SW-1, return.
External power, 44-55 VDC, 15
amps.
External power return.
Battery No. 1 Voltage.
Battery No. 2 Voltage.
Battery No. 3 Voltage.
11. Battery No. 1 Temperature
12. Battery No. 2 Temperature
13. Battery No. 3 Temperature
14. Battery Sensor Temperature
Return
15. 400 cps, phase 1 voltage:
16. 400 cps. phase 2 voltage.
17. 400 cps, phase 3 voltage.
18. 2.4 KC voltage.
19. 2.4 KC voltage.
20. Raw Battery Bus Voltage.
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Table 3-1. Umbilical Functions (Continued)
CONTROLLERAND SEQUENCER
1. Alert Signal.
2. SyncSignal.
3. CommandInformation.
4. Engineburn enable state.
5. Speed-UpTiming (128:1)
6. Inhibit Master Timer.
7. UpdateMaster Timer.
8. Clean Timers.
9. Inhibit Power SupplyNo. 1.
10. Inhibit Power SupplyNo. 2.
DATA ENCODER
1. Modulated Subcarrier A.
2. Modulated Subcarrier B.
3. Modulated Subcarrier C.
4. Word Sync.
5. Bit Sync.
6. Frame Sync.
7. Mode II Command.
8. Data Encoder Return.
9. Recorders to launch mode.
10. 2f s
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
1. Gyro Heater Power.
2. Gyro Rebalance Amplifier 1.
3. Gyro Rebalance Amplifier 2.
4. Gyro Rebalanee Amplifier 3.
5. Common Return.
6. Shield Return.
7. Approach Guidance Update 1
8. Approach Guidance Update 2
PYROTECHNIC SUBSYSTEM
1. Continuity.
2. Continuity Return.
3. Arm Signal 1.
4. Arm Signal 2.
DATA STORAGE SUBSYSTEM
None
SC IE NC E
Undetermined. Twelve umbilical lines are assumed for this subsystem.
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Table 3-1. Umbilical Functions (Continued)
CAPSULE
1. Ground Power Main Bus.
2. Ground Power Main Bus Monitor.
3. Internal/External Power Transfer.
4. Internal/External Power Monitor.
5. Barrier 1_1_o_ Mom'tor.
6. CheckoutSequenceSignal.
7. Spacecraft/Capsule External
Clock Select.
8. Telemetry Mode 1 Select.
9. Telemetry Mode2 Select.
10. Telemetry Mode3 Select.
11. Telemetry Mode4 Select.
12. Telemetry Mode 5 Select.
13. UHF Transmitter On/Off.
14. UHF Power Amplifier On/Off.
15. VHF Transmitter On/Off.
16. SequenceEnable
17. SequenceRate Select.
18. GroundTelemetry Clocks.
19. External/Internal Telemetry.
20. Telemetry On/Off.
21. Tape recorder On/Off.
22. Tape recorder Record/Playback
Select.
23. Telemetry Bit Rate Output.
24. Telemetry Frame Rate Output.
25_ Telemetry Encoder Output.
26. Sensor Power SupplyMonitor.
27. Pyrotechnic Continuity.
28. Telemetry Mode Monitor.
29. TapeRecorder Reset.
4.0 DESIGN RESTRAINTS
4.1 PERFORMANCE
4. i. 1 RE LIABILITY
The reliability of the LCE must be such that the mean time before failure must be
greater than 200 times the maximum daffy launch window.
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4.1.2 RESTORATIONTIME
In the event of failure the total time taken to restore the LCE to an operational condi-
tion, including diagnosis of trouble andreplacement of defective subassembly must be
no greater than 1/4 of the minimum daily launchwindow for subassemblieswith a MTF
of less than 2500hours.
4.1.3 SIGNAL ATTENUATION
The equipmentprovided in the Launchcomplex must be suitable for cable runs of 2000
feet betweenblockhouseand pad. ESAequipment must be suitable for cable runs of
500 feet betweeninstrument lab and vehicle.
4.2 ELECTRICAL RESTRAINTS
4.2.1 POWERREQUIREMENTS
All elements of the LCE shall operate from 105 - 125volt, 60 cps, single-phase three-
wire power source and/or 120/208volt, 400 cps, three-phase, four-wire power source.
Eachpower input line to the LCE shall have anappropriate overload protective device
mountedin the LCE.
4.2.2 CIRCUIT ISOLATION
Electrical connection to the spacecraft for purposes of monitoring shall not influence
the operation of the spacecraft. The electrical connections between LCE and space-
craft will provide such isolation as is required to eliminate any interaction between the
LCE and the spacecraft. All circuits in the LCE which interface with the spacecraft
will have circuit returns which are insulated from the LCE chassis ground.
4.2.3 CALIBRATION
Instruments used in the LCE will require calibration. The LCE design will permit
rapid, convenient calibration of all instruments.
4.2.4 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
Electromagnetic interference and susceptibility will be minimized. Power line filters
will be incorporated in all equipment, diodes placed across relay coils and capacitors
across switches. Solid state switching circuits should be used in noise critical cir-
cuits. Steps will be taken to suppress all EMI at its source.
4.2.5 GROUNDING
Careful attention will be devoted to ground returns in the LCE. To prevent ground loops
and maintain control of grounds, there will be several ground systems in each cabinet.
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Eachpower supplyused in a cabinet will have its return maintained separately and re-
turned to a central ground point unique for that power supply in the cabinet. If various
returns must be connectedtogether, this will bedone by connecting the appropriate
ground points together. Chassis groundswill be connected together by braided wire
connectedto a central bus bar ground in eachcabinet. Ground loops in the chassis
ground system will be avoided. An external ground connectionwill be provided to con-
nect the chassis ground system to the building ground.
4.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
4.3. i VIBRATION AND SHOCK
Except for portable test units, the most severe shockand vibration conditions will be
met during transportation whenthe equipmentis not operating.
4.3.2 TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY
Indoor equipmentwill be subjected to temperature ranges of 65° to 90 ° F. and 50%
relative humidity. Outdoor equipment in exposed areas must be designed to operate
in a temperature range of 25 ° to 160 ° F. and 95% relative humidity. Except for equip-
ment to be installed in the umbilical J-Box, these requirements are design goals and the
equipment need not be tested to them.
4.3.3 STORAGE
The temperature limits for storage are 32 ° F. and 120 ° F.
4.3.4 MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS
Requirements for sand and dust, salt spray, rain and fungus are applicable only to out-
door equipment and should be stated separately for each piece of equipment to which
they apply.
4.4 EQUIPMENT RACKS
4.4.1 STANDARD RACKS
A standard rack, JPL Specification 30609, will be used for Voyager. For convenience
in handling, racks longer than two bays shall be avoided.
4.4.2 PAINT
A standard finish, JPL Specification 30600, will be used for equipment racks and all
front panels.
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4.4.3 CONSOLE AND PANEL ACCESSORIES
Accessories common to all racks will be standardized. (Switches, indicators and knobs
fall in this category. )
4.4.4 COOLING
All racks will have provision for installation of fans if required. Fans shall be elec-
trically noise free.
4.4.5 IDENTIFICATION
All parts and assemblies will be identified. Larger assemblies will carry an approved
identification plate.
4.5 CABLES
4.5. I LONG LINES
Cables between buildings are required range facilities. Transmission of power between
blockhouse and pad will be avoided. Cable currents will be limited to 100 milliamps.
To the maximum practicable extent, high power levels will be transfered at the pad
while the power control signals will be generated in the Blockhouse LCE.
4.5.2 UMBILICAL CABLES
The umbilical cables will connect the vehicle umbilical with the boom connector plate
and then to a junction box located near the connection plate. Isolation amplifiers will
be provided at this point ff needed.
4.5.3 SPARE WIRES
It is desirable to keep a reasonable number of wires in each cable as designated spares
which may be required for any signals added late in the program.
4.5.4 GROUNDING OF CABLES
All LCE equipment located in the same building will be tied together at a common point
with a ground wire No. 2 AWG or greater.
4.5.6 SHIELDING
Shield leads shall be carried individually through each connector and into the equipment
racks. K shields are connected together, it must be done with jumpers in the equipment
racks. The only exception will be the umbilical cables. All shielded leads must have
insulated shielding. Under no circumstances may a shield carry current (coaxial cables
are excluded).
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4.6 CONNECTORS
Standard connectors will be specified for different categories of use.
4.6.1 POWER INPUT
A specific type of connector for each kind of power.
4.6.20SE TOOSE
A family of connectors will be designated for use in the LCE.
4.6.3 TEST EQUIPMENT INPUTS
Wherever possible, standard signal input connector_ will be specified for particular
pieces of test equipment such as printers, oscilloscopes.
4.7 SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
4.7. I SIGNAL CONDITIONERS
Isolationamplifiers and line amplifiers will be used where required, particularly in the
,,-,.._t_,_lir,_l,.,,..,..,..,.,_,.,..,._,.._J_*h'n_tlnn_ .. ...... hn×e _and between buildings. Isolationamplifiers shall be the same
as those used in the STC.
5.0 LAUNCH COMPLEX REQUIREMENTS
_'_i,_ use of the Voyager _I_E at any particular pad will place certain requirements on
that pad. The following is a description of the requirements currently estimated.
5.1 UMBILICAL TOWER
The umbilical tower will provide electrical cabling between the spacecraft and the LCE.
The approximate wire requirements from the Launch Pad Building to the umbilical con-
nector are two power wires I/0 or greater and up to 150 shielded wires No. 20 AWG or
greater.
A junction box will be mounted as close as feasible to the umbilical catenary termina-
tion point providing access to all umbilical wires in the vicinity of the spacecraft.
Amplifiers will be located in this box. An RF switch box will also be mounted on the
tower near the junction box.
Two antennas will be mounted on the umbilical tower in clear view of the hanger. One
antenna will be a parabolic dish for operation in the 2000 MC region. The other an-
tenna will operate at approximately 200 MC.
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5.2 MOBILE SERVICETOWER
The Mobile Service Tower will have a 2000-mc parabolic dish antennamountedon it.
This antennawill be usedwhen the MST surrounds the spacecraft. The MST must
also support an antennacoupler which will connectto the antenna.
5.3 LAUNCHPAD BUILDING
Spacefor four racks of equipmentwill be provided under the umbilical tower in the
vicinity of the pad. The spacemust have a controlled environment suitable for elec-
tronic equipmentand personnel. Storage space must also beprovided for tools and
miscellaneous test equipment. Power required from the facility will be four 120VAC,
60-cycle, 3-wire circuits, and one 120/208VAC, 400-cycle, 4-wire circuits.
5.4 BLOCKHOUSE
Spacewill be required in the blockhouse for eight upright racks of equipment and one
four-bay sit downconsole in the control area. The spacemust have a controlled en-
vironment suitable for electronic equipmentand personnel.
Power required from the facility will be eight 120VAC,60-cycle, 3-wire circuits.
5.5 INTER-BUILDING CABLES
Cables installed betweenthe blockhouseand pad are required for LCE use. There will
be at least 100 shielded pair of No.20 AWGwire. Betweenthe blockhouse andhangar
(STC)there will be at least four video pairs.
6.0 DOCUMENTATION
A minimum set of documents for the Launch Complex and the Explosives Safe Area
shall include a system schematic for each location, individual schematics, functional
descriptions of the equipment and assembly drawings.
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i.0 SCOPE
This document describes the Data Handling and Storage (DH&S) Launch Complex Equip-
ment (LCE) to be used at the Launch Complex and Explosive Safe Area in support of the
Voyager Project
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB280SR101 1971 Voyager Spacecraft Launch Complex Equipment Test
Objectives and Design Criteria.
VB280SR102 Launch Complex Equipment Design Characteristics and
Re straints.
VB263FD105 Functional Description, Data Storage OSE.
VB263FD106 Functional Description, Data Encoder OSE.
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The Telecommunications Subsystem includes the Radio, Relay Radio, Command, Data
Handling and Storage subsystems. The LCE required to support the telecommunica-
tions equipment will involve only the Data Handling and Storage parts of the TCM
subsystem. The remainder of the TCM subsystem is supported by the System Test
Comples through an r-f link between pad and hangar.
Only Data Handling and Storage LCE (DH&S LCE) is required to support tests at the
Launch Complex and Explosives Safe Area. The DH&S LCE operates in conjunction
with the STC Telecommunications equipment. The LCE consists of assemblies which
are identical to assemblies used in the Data Handling and Storage equipment in the STC.
Only those assemblies required for use in the launch complex and explosives safe area
are used in the DH&S LCE.
3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
A block diagram of the DH&S LCE, including external interfaces, is given in Figure
3-1.
3.3 REQUIRED FUNCTIONS
The DH&S LCE is capable of performing the following functions:
a. Monitoring the modulated subcarrier output of the spacecraft Data Encoder.
b. Providing limited decommutation and display of telemetry data.
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Figure 3-1. Data Handling and Storage LCE, Block Diagm_m
c. Seting the spacecraft Data Encoder to the Launch Mode.
d. Setting the spacecraft Data Storage Subsystem to the Launch Mode.
e. Providing the modulated squarewave output of the spacecraft Data Encoder
to a hardwire transmission circuit.
3.4 _ E S
..... PON NT
The components of the DH&S LCE are:
a. Data Encoder Command and Control Unit
0
b. Data Storage Control Unit
c. Data Encoder Display
d. Printer
e. Oscilloscope
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b. Display engineering data, capsuledata, and non-scan science data received
at anyof the six bit rates.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINST
The LCE is housed in two rack enclosures and requires approximately 3000 watts. The
weight is approximately 2000 pounds.
7.0 SAFETY
7.1 SPACECRAFT PROTECTION
The LCE is designed to interface safely with the spacecraft through the umbilical J-box.
7.2 EQUIPMENT
The LCE provides circuit protection and safety devices such as overload relays and
voltage stabilization devices. Safety features such as proper weight distribution to
prevent tipping are utilized.
7.3 PERSONNEL SAFETY
The cabinet is grounded with an external ground connection no smaller than No. 2 awg.
0
Q
0
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i.0 SCOPE
This document describes the Data Handling and Storage (DH&S) Launch Complex Equip-
ment (LCE) to be used at the Launch Complex and Explosive Safe Area in support of the
Voyager Project
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB280SRI01 1971 Voyager Spacecraft Launch Complex Equipment Test
Objectives and Design Criteria.
VB280SRI02 Launch Complex Equipment Design Characteristics and
Restraints.
VB263FD105 Functional Description, Data Storage OSE.
VB263FD106 Functional Description, Data Encoder OSE.
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The Telecommunications Subsystem includes the Radio, Relay Radio, Command, Data
Handli-g and Storage subsystems. The LCE required to support the telecommunica-
tions equipment will involve only the Data Handling and Storage parts of the TCM
subsystem. The remainder of the TCM subsystem is supported by the System Test
Comples through an r-f link between pad and hangar.
Only Data Handling and Storage LCE (DH&S LCE) is required to support tests at the
Launch Complex and Explosives Safe Area. The DH&S LCE operates in conjunction
with the STC Telecommunications equipment. The LCE consists of assemblies which
are identical to assemblies used in the Data Handling and Storage equipment in the STC.
Only those assemblies required for use in the launch complex and explosives safe area
are used in the DH&S LCE.
3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
A block diagram of the DH&S LCE, including external interfaces, is given in Figure
3-1.
3.3 REQUIRED FUNCTIONS
The DH&S LCE is capable of performing the following functions:
a. Monitoring the modulated subcarrier output of the spacecraft Data Encoder.
b. Providing limited decommutation and display of telemetry data.
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Figure 3-1. Data Handling and Storage LCE, Block Diagr-tm
c. Seting the spacecraft Data Encoder to the Launch Mode.
d. Setting the spacecraft Data Storage Subsystem to the Launch Mode.
e. Providing the modulated squarewave output of the spacecraft Data Encoder
to a hardwire transmission circuit.
3.4 COMPONENTS
The components of the DH&S LCE are:
a. Data Encoder Command and Control Unit
b. Data Storage Control Unit
c. Data Encoder Display
d. Printe r
e. Oscilloscope
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b. Display engineering data, capsuledata, and non-scan science data received
at anyof the six bit rates.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINST
The LCE is housed in two rack enclosures and requires approximately 3000 watts. The
weight is approximately 2000 pounds.
7.0 SAFETY
7.1 SPACECRAFT PROTECTION
The LCE is designed to interface safely with the spacecraft through the umbilical J-box.
7.2 EQUIPMENT
The LCE provides circuit protection and safety devices such as overload relays and
voltage stabilization devices. Safety features such as proper weight distribution to
prevent tipping are utilized.
7.3 PERSONNEL SAFETY
The cabinet is grounded with an external ground connection no smaller than No. 2 awg.
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i.0 SCOPE
This document contains a functional description and interface definitions for the Con-
troller and Sequencer Operational Support Equipment, a part of the Launch Complex
Equipment used during prelaunch operations for the 1971 Voyager Missions, and used
at the Explosive Safe Area for post assembly confidence testing.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VB280SR101
VB280SR102
VB280FD101
VB264FD105
1971 Voyager Spacecraft LCE Test Objectives and
Design Criteria
1971 Voyager Spacecraft LCE Design Characteristics
and Constraints
1971 Voyager Spacecraft Telecommunications osE,
Launch Complex Equipment
1971 Voyager Spacecraft Controller and Sequencer
OSE, System Test Complex
3.0 DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The Controller and Sequencer Operational Support Equipment for the Launch Complex
Equipment is a part of the C & S subsystem OSE described in VB264FD105. It con-
sists of the C & S Timer Control Panel, and is mounted in a rack which is part of the
Launch Complex Equipment.
3.2 THE CONTROLLER AND SEQUENCER SUBSYSTEM
Figure 3-1 is a simplified block diagram oftheS/C Controller and Sequencer. The C&S
stores spacecraft and capsule commands including maneuver data, orbital sequences,
and updating data for the high-gain antenna and scan platform. These commands are
of two kinds: those which are utilized but once (associated with the Master Timer)
during the mission, and those which occur in repetitive sequences (associated with
the Sequence Timer). The S/C C&S also furnishes timing signals to other subsystems.
During countdown, the S/C C&S receives all commands from the Command Verification
Equipment by way of the Telecommunications Subsystem. The S/C Telemetry Subsys-
tem monitors the following C&S information:
a. C&S Events
b. Master Timer Time
c. Sequence Timer Time
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d. Shift Register Contents
e. Oscillator OvenTemperature
The C & SOSEin the LaunchComplex Equipment, both at the LaunchArea andat the
Explosive SafeArea, does not require anyhard line monitoring for confidence estab-
lishment. Confidencein the S/C C&Sis established by:
a. Monitoring subsystem controlled by the S/C C&S.
b. Monitoring S/C C&STelemetry data in the STC and relaying its status to the
Launch Directors.
During countdown, the C & S Timer Control Panel (Figure 3-2), which is located in the
blockhouse, controls the following functions:
a. Master Timer Speed-Up (128 : 1)
b. Master Timer Inhibit
c. Master Timer Update
d. Clear Timers
e. Inhibit Power SupplyNo. 1
f. Inhibit Power SupplyNo. 2
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
All interfaces are electrical.
The C & S Timer Control Panel outputs tabulated in Table 4-1 go to the S/C C&S from
the Launch ....... ' .... _ ..... _. ÷k,. thmb_l_n_l r._hl_
Table 4-1. Time Control Panel Out
Function Parameter
Master Timer Speed-up
Master Timer Inhibit
Master Timer Update
Clear Timers
Inhibit Power Supply No. 1
Inhibit Power Supply No. 2
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
Pulse
Pulse
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
_uts
Definition
6 v switch closure
6 v switch closure
6v, 2ms min.
6v, 2ms min.
6 v switch closure
6 v switch closure
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5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
5. I. 1 VIBRATION AND SHOCK
The C & S OSE is to be capable of proper operation after the shock and vibration en-
countered in transportation to the operational site.
5. i. 2 TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY
The C&S OSE is capable of proper operation at any temperature between 35°F and
125°F and at any humidity.
5.2 SWITCH CLOSURES
The characteristics of the switch closures listed in Table 4-1 are shown in Figures
5-I and 5-2 of VB264FDI05.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 POWER REQUIREMENTS
28vdc, 1 ma.
6 vdc, lamp.
2.4 KC, 25 v square wave, 0.5 amp.
6.2 WEIGHT
Eight pounds
g2 O _TrT_
Ue U kJ J._ _:a
7 inches x 19 inches, Standard rack mount panel.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
The OSE is designed to present no hazard to operating personnel or facilities. Low
voltages are used throughout.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the functional requirements for the Power Subsystem LCE.
This equipment will simulate solar array power and monitor and control power
subsystem operation during confidence tests and launch countdown.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB236FD101 Functional Description of Power Subsystem
VB266FD101 Functional Description of Power Subsystem OSE in the STC
VB280SR101 LCE Test Objectives and Design Criteria
VB280SR102 LCE Design Characteristics and Restraints
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The Power Subsystem LCE provides all the necessary operational equipment required
to support the spacecraft power subsystem during prelaunch testing and during final
countdown.
To support these activities the Power Subsystem LCE has the capability to provide
external d-c power for vehicle operation when the batteries are shut down, capability
to control power subsystem mode switching through the umbilical and capability to
monitor power subsystem condition through the umbilical.
The Power SubsystemOSE for the LCE also controls and monitors the spacecraft Power
Subsystem in confidence tests performed at the Explosives Safe Area. ESA equipment
is functionally identical to the equipment used at the Launch Area.
3.2 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
Refer to Figure 3-1, Launch Complex Equipment, Power Subsystem LCE Block
Diagram. This diagram shows in functional form all of the elements included in the
Power Subsystem LCE.
3.3 EQUIPMENT LOCATION
The Power Subsystem LCE is used at the Launch Complex and at the Explosive Safe
Area. The contraints peculiar to these locations impose requirements on the LCE
which have nothing to do with performance.
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At the launch complex all equipment must be controlled from the blockhouse which is
at least 2000 feet from the pad. The external power supply for the vehicle must be much
closer to the vehicle. The design solution is to divide the power LCE into three pieces.
An AC Conditioning unit is placed on the umbilical tower as close as possible to the
spacecraft for providing impedance matching and circuit isolation. The cabinet is
placed in the launch pad building in the closest protected work area. Since this building
is evacuated during launch a Remote Control Panel will be placed in the blockhouse for
use during the terminal count.
3.4 PRELAUNCH ACTIVITIES
3.4.1 POWER INPUT TO SPACECRAFT
External d-c power is introduced into the spacecraft through the umbilical connector in
such a manner as to simulate the solar array output to the power subsystem. The
"solar array" power supply provides this d-c power. The power to the spacecraft
umbilical is routed through a Power Transfer assembly which switches the output
power from a variable Dummy Load to the vehicle bus on command from the Control
Panel or the Remote Control Panel. Two redundant solar array power supplies are
provided to minimize the possibility of launch delays due to power supply failure.
The Power Transfer assembly receives interlock signals from the Control Panel and
the Transfer Unit to prevent accidental application of power to the spacecraft when
there is a possibility of damage.
3.4.2 SPACECRAFT INPUTS FROM LCE
One of the most critical functions of the Power Subsystem LCE is the control of the
spacecraft power system during the terminal countdown. The power subsystem LCE
controls mode switching through the umbilical connector. Hardwire commands sent
to the Spacecraft power subsystem from the LCE are initiated at the Control Panel
or the Remote Control Panel.
3.4.3 MONITORING THE POWER SUBSYSTEM
All spacecraft signals monitored by the power subsystem LCE come from the power
subsystem via the umbilical connector. The remaining monitored signals come from
the power subsystem LCE itself. All signals to be monitored pass through the Transfer
Assembly which controls the input lines to the Tolerance Detection Assembly. All
signals are normally routed to the Tolerance Detection Unit.
The Tolerance Detection Assembly is capable of determining if a monitor point is in or
out of its prescribed tolerance and on which side of the tolerance band it is out. When
a function is out of tolerance an indication appears on the control panel and the remote
control panel, informing the operator of the condition. The local operator may select
a latching mode with the indication remaining after the out of tolerance condition dis-
appears or he may elect to have the indication only as long as the out of tolerance
condition exists.
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(The Self Test Unit provides marginal out of tolerance signals and signals within
tolerance for a complete check of the Tolerance Detection Assembly.)
An AC Conditioning Unit is provided with the power subsystem. The conditioning unit
is placed in the umbilical ]unction box on the umbilical tower. It provides impedance
conversion and isolation for umbilical signals coming from the spacecraft power sub-
system. The circuits used in the AC Conditioning Unit are designedto transmit signals
over 2000feet of shielded wire. Identical isolation circuits are used in the STC.
3.4.4 RECORDING
Permanent records are desirable for analysis and review. The signals available from
the umbilical canbe recorded. The recording device will be a digital printer tied to
the tolerance detection assembly. The printer provides a rapid, easily read display
which is also a permanent record.
In addition to the digital printer, recording of continuoussignals is provided by a
twenty-four channel oscillograph. The oscillograph inputs are selected at the _ea_ch.oa.*h l"'a.
3.4.5 POWERSUBSYSTEMLCE CONTROLAND DISPLAY
The Control Panel provides a central control point for operating the LCE and per-
forming a test sequence. Most of the controls for the power LCE are located on the
control panel. These controls include power subsystem switching, control of the
Transfer Assembly modes, Power Transfer, andany other displays required for the
convenienceof the operator. Most of the displays and controls are repeated on a Re-
mote Control Panel located in the blockhouse. The RemoteControl Panel contains all
spacecraft mode switching controls, solar array power supply controls and malfunction
indications. There is also an oscilloscope andmeters which may beused as monitors
when required, althoughthey are primarily troubleshooting and calibration aids.
3.5 SELF TEST CAPABILITIES
The power subsystem LCE is capable of perIormmg tests on it_ Ow_,power and moni-
tor circuits to ensure that it is fully operational and capable of carrying out its support
mission. The self test features may beused before connectingthe umbilical to the
spacecraft, periodically during prelaunch activities or at any time the operator decides
a self check sequenceis required. The self test sequencecanbe used on a non-
interference basis during a spacecraft test or operational sequence. The self test is
implemented by having the transfer assembly switch test signals into the tolerance
detection assembly. The comparator circuits in these assemblies are then used to
evaluate the test signals which are OSEgenerated. In tolerance and out of tolerance
signals are thus checked. The tolerance detection assembly is self checkedby using
premeasured signals as the input and observing whether they are correctly identified
as being in tolerance or out of tolerance.
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The switching of the transfer assembly is self tested by observation of the self tests
of the tolerance detection andtest signal generation functions.
Power output is self tested by switching high power level outputs into the variable
dummy loads andmaking measurementsof voltage and delivered current.
4.0 POWER SUBSYSTEM LCE INTERFACES
The important interfaces with the Power Subsystem LCE are electrical interfaces
with the spacecraft and other LCE.
4.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
Umbilical Connector - The power LCE connects to the umbilical connector through
the facility cables and umbilical junction box. A list of umbilical functions appears
in Table 4-1.
4.2 LAUNCH PAD BUILDING - ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
The Power Subsystem LCE will receive power from the facility and interlock signals
from other LCE. The required power is:
a. 120/208 VAC, 400 cycles, 3-phase, 4-wire
b. 120 VAC, 60 cycles, 1-phase, 3-wire
c. Interlock signals from other LCE.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Those performance parameters estimated are:
a. Solar Array Power Supply - Range 0 - 55 vdc
b. Tolerance Detection - Accuracy ± 1%
c. Dummy Load - within _- 5% of real load
d. Transfer Assembly - Capacity 50 vehicle Signals
e. Digital Printer - 11 lines per second
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The Voyager Power Subsystem LCE will be similar in configuration to the Voyager
power Subsystem OSE. The design and packaging approach is to delete those assemblies
6 of 13
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Table 4-1. Umbilical Tabulation, Power Subsystem
Function Characteristics
44 - 55vde1. External Power
2. External Power Return
3. EnableArray/Battery
4. Disable Array/Battery
5. Enable/Disable Return
6. Enable/Disable State
• *'r /" . V'-'!t_ g_7. _.__ ay/Datterv Bus ....
8. Raw Battery Bus Voltage
9. Battery No. 1 Voltage (Course)
10. Battery No. 2 Voltage (Course)
11. Battery No. 3 Voltage (Course)
12. Battery No. 1 Temperature
13. Battery No. 2 Temperature
14. Battery No. 3 Temperature
Pulse to Relay (On)
Pulse to Relay (Off)
On/Off
30 - 55 vde
30 - 45 vdc
30 - 45 vdc
30 - 45 vdc
30 - 45 vdc
5 - 10 vdc
5 - 10 vdc
5 - 10 vdc
15. Tempcratuu_e Se_n_nv _tttrn
16. 400 cps 3q_ Bus PH A
17. 400 cps 3q_ Bus PH B
18. 400 cps 3q_ Bus PH C
19. 2.4 kc Bus
20. 2.4 kc Bus Return
22 - 28 vac
22 - 28 vac
22 - 28 vac
50 vac
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requiring direct access and retain the assemblies associated with the umbilical con-
nector. Principle difference is the addition of another solar array power supply for
redundancy during countdown.
6.1 GENERAL
Size - Three Standard Racks
Weight - Approximately 900 lbs.
Power Required - 120 vac, 1-Phase, 60-cycle, 3-Wire, 20-Amp
120/208 vac, 3-Phase, 400-Cycle, 4-Wire, 15-Amp
6.2 CABINET CONFIGURATION
Figure 6-1 shows the anticipated placement of assemblies in the Power Subsystem
LCE Cabinet.
DUMMY LOADS
POWER TRANSFER
SELF TEST
CABINET POWER
SUPPLY
SOLAR ARRAY
POWER SUPPLY
CONTROL PANEL
TRANSFER
UNIT
TOLERANCE
DETECTION
SOLAR ARRAY
POWER SUPPLY
OSCILLOSCOPE
PRINTER
ANALOG
RECORDER
(OSCILLOGRA PH)
PATCH BOARD
LOGIC
POWER SUPPLY
Figure 6-1. Power Subsystem LCE
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6.3 CONTROLPANEL
The Control Panel will contain the displays and controls required to perform a test.
The anticipated display and control requirements are listed below.
a. Controls
1. Ground Power On/Off
2. Solar Array and Battery - Enable (On)
3. Solar Array and Battery - Disable (Off)
4. OSE Operate or Transfer to S/C
5. OSE Self Test
6. Emergency Disconnect
7. Out of Tolerance Failure Latch
b. Monitors, Visual/Audio
1. Visual indication of the control status above
2. External Power Voltage/Current (Array Simulator)
3. Battery status charge/discharge
4. Battery Voltage/Current
5. Self Test: Start, In Process, Complete
6. External Power: on, off; In Tolerance/Out oi Toieranc_
7. "Out of Tolerance" for the following monitors:
(a) Battery Voltage
(b) Battery Current
(c) Main Regulator
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(d) 2.4-kc Inverter
(e) 400-cps Inverter, PhasesA, B and C
8. Battery Temperature
6.4 REMOTE CONTROLPANEL
i0 of 13
The Remote Control Panel will contain the displays and controls required during the
terminal countdown. The anticipated display and control requirements are listed
below.
a. Controls
i. Ground Power On/Off
2. Solar Array and Battery - Enable (On)
3. Solar Array and Battery - Disable (Off)
4. OSE Operate or Transfer to S/C
5. OSE Self Test
,3. Emergency Disconnect
7. Remote Voltage Control (Array Simulator)
b. Monitors, Visual/Audio
i. Visual indication of the control status above
2. External Power Voltage/Current (Array Simulator)
3. Battery status charge/discharge
4. Battery Voltage/Current
5. Self Test: Start, In Process, Complete
6. External Power: On, Off; In Tolerance/Out of Tolerance
7. "Out of Tolerance" for the following monitors:
(a) Battery Voltage
(b) Battery Current
CII - VB280FDI03
(c) Main Regulator
(d) 2.4-kc Inverter
(e) 400-cps Inverter, Phases A, B and C
8. Battery Temperature
6.5 TRANSFER ASSEMBLY
The transfer assembly will be a rack-mounted electronics assembly consisting of
switching circuits on removable cards mounted on a holding rack.
6.6 TOLERANCE ASSEMBLY
The tolerance assembly will be a rack-mounted electronics assembly consisting of
switching and comparator circuits on removable cards mounted in a holding rack.
6.7 SELF TEST PANEL
The Self Test Panel will consist of front panel with controls and signal level adjust-
ments and circuit elements mounted on removable cards. The cards will be mounted
in a holding rack.
6.8 SOLAR ARRAY POWER SUPPLY
The Solar Array Power Supply will simulate the approximate output voltage versus
current curve of the solar array. The power supply will be a self-contained unit
with voltage and current meters and all necessary controls.
6.9 DUMMY LOAD ASSEMBLY
The Dummy Load Assembly consists of resistors mounted on a chassis with appro-
priate cooling. Load currents wiii be monitored -'"*_v,,_,.,,_'_'_+,_,_.... mounted on L_,v _, _n_
panel. Loads will be provided for the solar array power supplies. Any other loads
required for testing will be mounted on this assembly which will have adequate
cooling and ventilation.
6.10 POWER TRANSFER
The Power Transfer Assembly is a separate assembly containing power switches,
contactors and circuit breakers. This panel will have no controls except for reset
of circuit breakers.
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6.11 AC CONDITIONINGASSEMBLY
The AC ConditioningAssembly is a small self-contained unit with its own power
supply. It containsAC-DC Conversion circuits and isolation amplifiers. It will be
mountedin a ]unction box on the umbilical tower near the spacecraft umbilical.
6.12 POWERSUBSYSTEMLCE TERMINATION
The Power SubsystemLCE termination is a connector and distribution assembly,
mountedin the Power LCE cabinet, which provides for cables coming from the other
LCE and umbilical anddistributes the signals throughout the power LCE cabinet.
6.13 PATCH BOARD
Patching and reconnection of the OSEassemblies to conform to particular test modes
or to monitor specific signals is accomplished through a removable patchboard.
This board is anAMP or MAC patchboard.
6.14 STANDARDUNITS
Listed are the commercially available assemblies and the type of equipment
envisioned.
Oscillograph - Visicorder or equivalent
Digital Recorder - Hewlett Packard or equivalent
Oscilloscope - Tektronics 535 or equivalent
Meter - NLSDigital Voltmeter
6.15 CABINET POWERSUPPLIES
The cabinet power supply consists of the power supplies required for operating the
logic circuits, control displays and amplifiers on the various electrical assemblies
contained in the Power SubsystemLCE. Onepower supply provides 28 vdc rack power
for indicators andswitches. A secondpower supply provides various d-c voltages
required for the assemblies using logic cards.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
7.1 SPACECRAFT PROTECTION
Series resistors and/or isolation transformers are provided in all monitoring lines
to assure protection of S/C circuits. Direct power inputs to the vehicle have isolated
grounds to avoid the possibility of uncontrolled group loops. Interlocks are provided
on the vehicle power input circuits to prevent application of power at times when it
may result in S/C or LCE damage.
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7.2 LCE AND FACILITIES PROTECTION
Equipment other than the spacecraft is protected by conventional circuit breakers
andfuses in the appropriate power lines.
7.3 PERSONALSAFETY
In addition to normal procedural precautions, there will be an external andvisible
cabinet ground connectionto a central building ground. The safety ground line will
beno smaller thanNo. 2 AWG. The oscillograph will have an interlock for switching
off dangerousvoltages during equipment maintenance.
13of 13
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the Guidance and Control Subsystem
LCE, a part of the 1971 Voyager Launch Complex Equipment. This equipment will
provide control signals, monitor gyro temperatures and monitor gyro loop operation
during prelaunch confidence tests and during launch countdown.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB264FD104 Functional Description of Guidance and
Control OSE in the STC
VB234FD102
VB280SR101
VB280SR102
Functional Description of Attitude Control
Subsystem
LCE Test Objectives and Design Criteria
LCE Design Characteristics and Restraints
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
During launch operations, the Guidance and Control LCE (Figure 3-1) indicates that
the guidance and control subsystem and, in particular, the gyro loops are functioning
properly. This will be done by direct monitor through the umbilical, so that real time
data will be available. These functions will be displayed in the Blockhouse on meters.
The G&C LCE will also provide updating signals for the approach guidance system
during the terminal countdown.
Rate signals from the gyros are monitored. The gyros measure vehicle motion on
the pad. The vehicle motion is a result of earth rate and structural motion. The
rate signal gives a gross indication of system operation.
Temperature signals from the gyros are also monitored. The performance of the
gyros is affected by temperature making continuous monitoring of temperature
necessary.
Rate and temperature signals from the vehicle umbilical are amplified in the umbilical
J-Box by the G&C Amplifiers and transmitted to the G&C Display Panel 2000 feet away
in the blockhouse.
Approach Guidance update signals are initiated with switches on the display panel and
transmitted through the umbilical connector.
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Guidance and Control LCE, Functional Block Diagram
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
4.1 MECHANICAL INTERFACES
4.2
Interface
Launch Console
Umbilical J-Box
ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
Interface
Spacecraft Umbilical
Pitch Rate Signal
Yaw Rate Signal
Roll Rate Signal
Characteristics
xu inches wide, 7 inches
high, 18 inches deep
Space for package of isolation
amplifiers and power supply
Characteristics
0 - 1 vac
400 Cycles
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Interface
Pitch Gyro Temperature _.
IYaw Gyro Temperature
Roll Gyro Temperature
Shield Return
Ground Return
Approach Guidance Update 1 /
/Approach Guidance Update 2
Launch Console
Umbilical J-Box
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Characteristics
0 - 3.2 vdc
d-c signals
115 vac, 60 cycle
115 vac, 60 cycle
Measurement Accuracy
Gyro Rate Signals ± 1%
Gyro Temperatures (Meter Accuracy) + 1%
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
6.1 G & C DISPLAY PANEL
Size 7 inches high, 19 inches wide
The Panel is a conventional rack panel with six display meters, switches, and any
necessary calibration adjustments.
6.2 G & C AMPLIFIERS
A small self-contained package containing isolation amplifiers and the associated
power supply.
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7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
7.1 EQUIPMENT
The spacecraft is protected from damage by isolation resistors or transformers in
the G & C Amplifier box. Protection of the LCE is provided by circuit breakers or
fuses in the LCE.
7.2 PERSONNEL
All assemblies are grounded to the equipment rack in which they are mounted.
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4.2 PYROTECHNICSUBSYSTEM
The displays and controls on this panelwill interface with the pyrotechnic controllers
through the launch complex cabling andthrough the Spacecraft umbilical connector.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The performance parameters of this panel will depend on the voltage and currents
required to operate the pyrotechnic controllers.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The panel will be 19 inches wide by 7 inches high.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Special safety procedures for the use of this panel should be developed for the pad
safety plan. The design of this equipment is required to ashore that connections
established in the OSE, and signals generated by the OSE, can not actuate pyrotechnics.
This includes OSE-to-OSE short circuits and OSE abnormal overvoltage conditions or
surges.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is an estimated functional description of the science subsystem LCE
for purposes of defining the interface with the rest of the LCE. The provisions which
are to be made to accommodate Science OSE in the LCE are defined.
2.0 APPUCABLE DOCUMENTS
Specifications
VB280SR101 1971 Voyager Spacecraft LCE Test Objectives and Design
Criteria
VB280SR102 1971 Voyager Spacecraft LCE Design Characteristics and
Restraints
Drawings
SKS-6152-558 Functional Block Diagram LCE, Voyager 1971
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
This equipment will be a part of the Launch Complex Equipment. It will monitor and
provide limited control of the major subassemblies in the Science payload. The func-
tions to be performed are:
a. Monitor and control the Data Automation System.
b. Monitor experiments as required prior to launch.
c. Provide status signals as required to the launch conductor's console.
While standard items of test equipment may be included for display, measurement and
signal generation, the Science Subsystem LCE will not be used for detailed testing.
The LCE will, with the support of the STC, be capable of isolating malfunctions to the
science subsystem. Any trouble analysis extending into the science subsystem will
depend on information obtained through the telemetry system and decommutated in
the STC.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The following are anticipated interfaces based on examinations of Mariner "C" inter-
faces and comparison of weight provisions of Mariner C Science to Voyager 71 Science.
All inputs to and outputs from the science LCE will be through the spacecraft LCE.
The interface will be as listed.
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4.1 LAUNCH COMPLEX
a. Space for a two-bay cabinet in blockhouse.
b. 120 VAC, 60-cycle, single-phase, 3-wire. Two 20-ampere circuits will be
required.
c. Controlled atmosphere, but no special cooling requirements.
d. Cable connection from blockhouse to umbilical. Approximately 24 wires.
e. Isolation amplifiers in umbilical J-Box. Approximately eight amplifiers.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
(To be determined)
6.0 ........ • T r_ ^ D A _mI_TRTT(7,_
a. General - The Science LCE will be mounted in two standard racks. The racks
.._11 be _.1 tn the rncks used for other LCE.
b. Data Automation Panel - Contains the switches, indicators and circuits neces-
sary to interface with the Data Automation System and perform prelatmch
and countdown checks on it.
e. Experiment Panels - Most experiment monitor points will be monitored through
the telemetry system, but it can be safely assumed that there will be functions
or subsystems requiring hardwire monitor or stimulation durP_g p_-e]_'_uch.
Control panels for these functions will be located in the science LCE.
d. Power Supply - An _u_4__..... +_ p_..... __,__-nnlv___-- will be required.
7.1 EQUIPMENT SAFETY
The Science LCE is required to have design features such that Science LCE failure
shall not directly or by interaction with the rest of the LCE, prejudice the integrity
of the spacecraft or its payloads.
7.2 PERSONNEL SAFETY
Normal precautions associated with the use of electrical equipment will be exercised
with this equipment. No special safety precautions are required.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is an estimated functional description of the Capsule LCE for purposes
of defining the interface with the rest of the LCE. The provisions which are to be
made to accommodate capsule OSE in the LCE are defined.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB280SRI01 1971 Voyager Spacecraft LCE Test Objectives and Design
Criteria
VB280SR 102 1971 Voyager Spacecraft LCE Design Characteristics and
Restraints Drawings
Drawings
SK5612-558 Functional Block Diagram LCE, Voyager 1971
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
GENERAL
At the launch complex the Capsule will already have been installed in the Spacecraft
and will be completely inaccessible except for the umbilical interface between the
capsule and the Spacecraft. Any external power required by the capsule will come
from the S/C power bus. The only connection between the Capsule and the LCE will
be the S/C umbilical.
For purposes of defining the interface at the pad, the following conditions are
assumed:
a. Some lines from capsule umbilical go to S/C umbilical Control and Monitor
lines.
b. Capsule signals go to S/C Telemetry.
Further, it is assumed that confidence tests will be made on the capsule. In order to
perform these confidence tests, some capsule LCE will be required.
3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
Figure 3-1 shows the effect of the anticipated capsule/Spacecraft interface on the
LCE.
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Figure 3-1. Capsule Interface with LCE, Block Diagram
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4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The interface between capsule OSE and LCE is not yet defined. To anticipate this
interface, the following assumptions are made.
a. Two racks of test and monitor equipment will be required, located in the
blockhouse.
b. All signals into and out of the capsule LCE will go to the S/C LCE which will
provide the connecting link with the capsule.
c. Power required will be two circuits, 120-VAC, 60-cycle, 1-phase, 3-wire.
d° Any Telemetry reduction of capsule information will be done at the STC.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
{To be determined.)
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Two standard racks, with no special cooling requirements other than circulation of
ambient air.
7.0 SAFETY
(To be determined.)
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I. 0 SCOPE
This document is an estimated functional description of the Capsule LCE for purposes
of defining the interface with the rest of the LCE. The provisions which are to be
made to accommodate capsule OSE in the LCE are defined.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB280SR101 1971 Voyager Spacecraft LCE Test Objectives and Design
Criteria
VB280SR102 1971 Voyager Spacecraft LCE Design Characteristics and
Restraints Drawings
Drawings
SK5612-558 Functional Block Diagram LCE, Voyager 1971
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
GENERAL
At the launch complex the Capsule will already have been installed inthe Spacecraft
and will be completely inaccessible except for the umbilical interface between the
capsule and the Spacecraft. Any external power required by the capsule will come
from the S/C power bus. The only connection between the Capsule and the LCE will
be the S/C umbilical.
For purposes of defining the interface at the pad, the following conditions are
assumed:
a. Some lines from capsule umbilical go to S/C umbilical Control and Monitor
lines.
b. Capsule signals go to S/C Telemetry.
Further, it is assumed that confidence tests will be made on the capsule. In order to
perform these confidence tests, some capsule LCE will be required.
3,2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
Figure 3-1 shows the effect of the anticipated capsule/Spacecraft interface on the
LCE.
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4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The interface between capsule OSE and LCE is not yet defined. To anticipate this
interface, the following assumptions are made.
a. Two racks of test and monitor equipment will be required, located in the
blockhouse.
b. All signals into and out of the capsule LCE will go to the S/C LCE which will
provide the connecting link with the capsule.
c. Power required will be two circuits, 120-VAC, 60-cycle, 1-phase, 3-wire.
d. Any Telemetry reduction of capsule information will be done at the STC.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
(To be determined.)
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Two standard racks, with no special cooling requirements other than circulation of
ambient air°
7.0 SAFETY
(To be determined.)
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is the functional description of propellant and pressurant servicing
equipment for the Orbiter Separation Propulsion Assembly, and the Retropropulsion,
Midcourse Propulsion and Attitude Control Subsystems. The use of this equipment is
confined to the Explosive Safe Area. The equipment forms a part of the Launch Com-
plex Equipment.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VB238FD101
VB280SR101
VB280SR102
Voyager Propulsion Subsystem, Functional Description
Voyager LCE Test Objectives and Design Criteria
Voyager LCE Design Characteristics and Constraints
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
There are three Propellant Loading Units in the Propellant Loading OSE; a Retropro-
pulsion Fuel Loading Unit, a Retropropulsion Oxidizer Loading Unit, and a Midcourse
Propulsion Fuel Loading Unit.
Each Propellant Loading Unit consists of three physically separate items.. A Propellant
Transfer Assembly, a Control Console and a Pressurant Supply Cart. Block diagrams
of this equipment are shown in Figures 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4. Figure 3-5 is a
schematic diagram of the fluid system of a Propellant Transfer Assembly.
3.2 RETROPROPULSION FUEL LOADING UNIT
The equipment will enable a UDMH-hydrazine fuel to be transferred from a Transfer
Assembly, while under control of a Control Console in the vicinity of the spacecraft.
Fluid lines and electrical cables are required to enable the Retropropulsion Fuel Load-
ing Unit to transfer the UDMH-hydrazine fuel to the spacecraft retropropulsion tanks
and to transfer pressurant gas to the spacecraft pressurant tanks. The operational
functions which the equipment performs are:
a. Storage of UDMH-hydrazine fuel in self-contained tanks, and the delivery of
accurate weight quantities of this fuel to the spacecraft Retropropulsion Sub-
system.
bo Application of controlled gas pressure and vacuum to the spacecraft Retro-
propulsion Subsystem via a network of transfer lines for the purposes of
purging, drying and pressurization of the Retropropulsion Subsystem, incident
to the fuel and pressurant transfers.
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c. Sampling the transferred hydrazine-blend fuel and pressurant gas, for analysis.
de Control anddisplay of the above, so organized that it can be accomplished from
a single location.
3.3 RETROPROPULSION OXIDIZER LOADING UNIT
The equipment is physically and functionally similar to the Retropropulsion Fuel Load-
ing Unit, but it will service the Retropropulsion Subsystem with N204 oxidizer instead
of UDMH-hydrazine fuel.
3.4 MIDCOURSE PROPULSION FUEL LOADING UNIT
The equipment is physically and functionally similar to the Retropropulsion Fuel Load-
ing Unit, but it will service the Midcourse Propulsion Subsystem with unblended N2H 4
instead of UDMH-hydrazine blend fuel.
3.5 ATTITUDE CONTROL CF 4 LOADING EQUIPMENT
This equipment consists of any one of the three Propellant Loading Units, supplemented
by bottles of pressurized Freon 14 gas.
The equipment will enable Freon 14 gas to be transferred from a Transfer Assembly
to the tanks of the spacecraft Attitude Control Subsystem.
3.6 ORBITER SEPARATION PROPULSION ASSEMBLY-N 2 LOADING EQUIPMENT
This equipment consists of any one of the three Propellant Loading Units, modified by
the addition of pressure relief capability for protection of the Separation Assembly
tanks. Also, no pressurant supply cart is required. This equipment will enable N2
gas to be transferred from a Transfer Assembly to the tanks of the subject spacecraft
assembly.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The following interface definitions apply equally to each of the three Propellant Load-
ing Units:
a. Liquid and Gas Transfer Interfaces
1. Propellant Transfer Assembly
Component Purpose Characteristics
Facilities N 2 supply N 2 gas replenishment Flexible hose
8 of 18
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.
Component
Facilities H20 supply
Facilities H20 Drain
Midcourse and Retro-
propulsion Propellant
ta_s
Midcourse and Retro-
propulsion Pressurant
tanks
Pressurant Supply
Cart
Facilities propellant
supply tank
Faciiitics gas vents
Propulsion Subsystem
Attitude Control and
Orbiter Separation
Propulsion Assembly
Propellant Transfer Assembly (Continued)
Purpose
Produce vacuum; Entrain
waste propellant
Dispose of water and
waste propellant
Propellant loading of
subsystems
Characteristics
Flexible hose
Flexible hose
Flexible hose
Pressurant loading of
subsystems
Flexible hose
Pressurant supply to
Transfer Assembly
Obtain propellant used
for subsystem load
D* °'_,_ _rent_d gas
Exterior surface of
tanks and lines for
leak testing
Gas loading of subsys-
tems
Flexible hose
Flexible hose
Flexible hose
Fleible plastic tubing
Flexible hose
Component
Facilities helium
supply bottles
Facilities Freon 14
supply bottles
2. Pressurant Supply Cart
Purpose
Replace depleted helium
supply
Replace depleted Freon 14
supply
Characteristic s
Eight cylindrical
gas tanks
Four cylindrical
gas tanks
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Component
Facilities N2 gas
supply line
Facilities gas vents
Electrical Interfaces
Component
Facilities power
Facilities power
Facilities ground
Propellant Transfer
Assembly
Propellant Transfer
Assembly
Propellant Transfer
Assembly
Component
Facilities power
Facilities power
Facilities power
Facilities ground
CII-VB280 FD 109
Pressurant Supply Cart (Continued)
Purpose
N2 replenishment
Dispose vented gas
1. Control Console
Purpose
120 VAC 60C 1 ¢ supply
28 VDC supply
Electrical ground access
28 VDC Control power
signals
Sensor output signals
120 VAC 60C I ¢ Control
power signals
2. Propellant Transfer Assembly
Purpose
120 VAC 60C 1 _ supply
240 VAC 60C 3 _ supply
28 VDC supply
Electrical ground access
Characteristics
Flexible hose
Flexible hose
Characteristics
Armored flexible cable
Flexible cable
Flexible braided strap
Flexible cable
Flexible cable of
shielded conductors
Armored flexible cable
Characteristics
Armored flexible cable
Armored flexible cable
Flexible cable
Flexible braided strap
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Component
Facilities power
Facilities power
Facilities power
3. Pressurant Supply Cart
Purpose
120 VAC 60C l_supply
250 VAC 60C 3 _ supply
Electrical ground access
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Characteristic s
Armored flexible cable
Armored flexible cable
Flexible braided strap
T_T T A'K ---5. i PROPr_,, NT I_I)AD PARAMETERS
Performance parameters of propellant loading with thisequipment are summarized in
Table 5-1 of this document.
5. i. 1 PROPELLANT LU/%L'I±_J _._ ...... .
The propellant loading OSE must be capable of high degree of weight accuracy in load-
ing propellants, with capaciLy for supplying and measuring a wide load range. The
accuracy is important in minimizing the imbalance between the two tanks, thus reducing
TVC requirements. Confidence of high loading accuracy also permits lowest S/C
weight because the specified propellant loads can approach the ideal mission require-
ments. With a high accuracy in propellant loading, the center of gravity of the launch-
ready S/C need not be relocated by test after propellant loading, which relieves the
program of that difficult task and its statistical risk to facilities, personnel and the
S/C. A high accuracy in propellant loading also may be the manner in which the high-
est total S/C .... _ht _el_racv can be obtained. Again, this avoids the risk and diffi-
culty of weighing the S/C after propellant loading.
The high loading accuracy capability of this equipment depends primarily on the use of
a !inear_ sensitive and stable force sensor (or load cell) and its associated electronics
for weight measurem_lL. ,_,-_'_-_hundred-.tw_nty percent of *"_u,_maximum r_troDroDulsion._
subsystem oxidizer load, plus sufficient expulsion gas for the oxidizer transfer, can
be contained in one 4-foot diameter spherical tank in the Retropropulsion Oxidizer
Transfer Assembly. The weight of tank plus oxidizer is 2350 pounds. The variable
inductance load cell supporting the tank has an inherent error in repeatibility of force
measurement of 0.04% of full scale. Deadweight calibration of the load cell plus its
excitation and readout electronics can be held to 0.03% full scale error for any prese-
lected propellant load up to 110% of the maximum mission load. Volume uncertainties
in the transfer line will not exceed 0.02% of the load. The total oxidizer loading error
is then (approximately) equal to (0. 0009)(2350), or ± 2.1 pounds. Fuel loading error
is similarly determined at g- 1.5 pounds for the retropropulsion subsystem and ± 0.4
pound for the MC propulsion subsystem. The total possible combined propellant load
error is thus ± 4 pounds. It can be reduced to little more than the inherent error of
the load cell or ± 1.8 pounds, by using Class P calibrating weights, by adjusting the
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OSEsupply of propellant to ambient temperature before transferring to the S/C so
that line volumes will remain constant, andby special selection and training of the op-
erating crew so that these menhave a history of working together, of familiarity with
the OSE, and several successful transfers of mission equivalent loads of pressurants
and propellants into a Voyager equivalent tankage system.
Error of load of the midcourse propulsion fuel is (by total weight error) 10%of the
total weight error of loading the retropropulsion propellants, or ± 0.4 pound. If ex-
ceptional accuracy is designedfor, the error can be reduced to ± 0.2 pound.
Immediately after propellant transfer andunder the identical conditions, standardized
deadweights are applied in steps to the load cell. Its response to weight changes is
recorded and compared to the pre-transfer calibration for verification of the accuracy
of the transferred propellant load.
The load cell readout is given a resolution of approximately 0.01%of fuel loadwith an
electronics counter. The counter reading would be repeated ondigital tape printer
for verification record.
5.2 PRESSURANTLOAD PARAMETERS
Performance parameters of this equipmentin loading gases for propellant pressurizing,
Attitude Control andOrbiter Separationare summarized in Table 5-2.
5.2. i PRESSURANTLOAD ACCURACY
The total weight of propellant pressurants of the Voyager propulsion subsystemwill be
approximately 12.5 pounds. This gaswill be continuously monitored during loading
for pressure and temperature, using theoutput of the propulsion subsystempressurant
tank sensors to drive OSEinstrumcnts. The comnlnaL,un....... of *_,,_o,_subsystem sensors
and OSEreadouts will havebeencalibrated together with calibration accuracy of ± 5°F
and ± 10 psig, and will --:yle_uTM a +_,1_.... potential loading_ error (in predetermined volume
Voyager pressurant tanks) of approximately ± 0.15 pound by weight of pressurant gas.
Error in loading the Freon 14 gas (CF4) for attitude control is simiiai:ly determincd
to be approximately ± 0.3 pound per tank for each of the two subsystem storage tanks.
This error has approximately the same significance in shifting of the spacecraft center
of gravity as the error in loading midcourse propulsion fuel. The error is primarily
due to the expected use during gas transfer of the subsystems tank temperature trans-
ducers for a measurement of the transferred gas temperature. These subsystem
transducers are expected to have readout errors of about ± 5°F.
An alternate approach would be to use OSE sensors instead of subsystem sensors for
measuring subsystem pressurant tank pressure and temperature. The higher accuracy
possible would result in a reduction in pressurant loading error to approximately 0.2%
13 of 18
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of load from approximately 1%of load, but requires that the subsystempressurant
tank be accessible for the temporary surface attachment (by contact adhesive) of an
OSEtemperature sensor. Suchaccessibility is not presently considered practical.
5.3 OSE VACUUM
The vacuum system of each Propellant Transfer Assembly consists of a water ejector,
backing up two stagesof rotary dry mechanical pumps, all materials compatible with
N204 and the hydrazines. This vacuum system has beenoperationally proven for use
in equipmentsimilar to the Transfer Assemblies recommendedfor Voyager.
Vacuum is important for purging, creating differential pressures to cause propellant
flow, and for drying after anunscheduledunloading of propulsion subystempropellant.
Its primary need, however, is in exhaustingthe subsystempropellant tanks prior to
propellant loading. This makes the loading possible without a vent, avoids high dif-
ferential pressures on the Midcourse Subsystemtank bladders, and reduces trapped
gas to a minimum in the propellant section of a Midcourse Subsystemtank. Thevacuum
capability of this equipmentwill reduce the propellant tank pressure to two torr before
propellant loading, andwill result in approximately five cubic inches of gas at 45 psia
trapped with the propellant in eachtank after loading. This amount of trapped gas is
not considered excessive in this case, but it could be reduced to about 0.5 cubic inch
by a 90%collapse of the subsystem tank bladder prior to transfer of propellant if it
shouldbecomea requirement.
5.4 PROPELLANT AND PRESSURANTLOAD TIME
Each of the four Retropropulsion Subsystempropellant tanks will require approximately
six hours for propellant loading by this OSE, including the time for fluid and electrical
lines connections, OSEpre-load weighing calibration, OSEvacuum evacuationof the
subsystemtank, transferring the propellant, applying gas pressure tu the loadedpro-
pellant, OSEpost-load weighing calibration, sealing of subsystem lines and discon-
nection from the OSE.
Ftiel ......_a_o.,_v_-.._._,_.'_' _-ha_.............mlclonn r.qa .oroouision_ suua.y... ... _,,,,..... ,, m_. req,,_,'o_.._ approximately five
hours per tank for the same operations, due to the smaller tank capacities.
Pressurant tanks of the spacecraft need not be evacuated more than ten minutes per
tank prior to loading with pressurant gas. Pressurant transfer time per Retropropul-
sion subsystem tank will require about two hours, because the gas pressure must be
intensified from OSE storage pressure of less than 1000 psi to the subsystem pres-
surant tank pressure, and the increased temperature due to this compression reduced
to ambient by OSE cooling. As the desired subsystem tank load is approached, pres-
surant transfer will be reduced to a low flow rate in order to allow time for the sub-
system tank walls and transferred pressurant gas to reach a nearly equal temperature.
This is necessary, because the measured tank wall temperature is used as transferred
pressurant temperature in calculating transferred weight of pressurant. The total
time required for pressurant loading of the Midcourse and Retropropulsion Subsystems
15 of 18
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is not expectedto exceed 18hours. Time required for loading the two Attitude Con-
trol Freon 14 tanks will probably not exceedeight hours, and about four hours will be
neededfor loading the N2 gas tanks of the Orbiter Separation Propulsion Assembly.
The sum of propellant and pressurant loading time requirements for the entire propul-
sion subsystemand attitude control gas is, therefore, approximately 74 hours. This
might be reducedto a minimum time limit of approximately 50hours by moderate
changesin the OSEand in the load procedure, which normally limits fluid line connec-
tions to one subsystemtank at anygiven time. The OSEoperators would also require
more loading rehearsals to obtain an efficiency necessary to support the shorter loading
time cycle.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
Each of the Retropropulsion Subsystem Propellant Transfer Assemblies will weigh ap-
proximately 4500 pounds, including propellant supply. Dimensions will be confined to
an envelope five feet wide, seven feet high, and eight feet long. Casters, brakes and
built-in jacks will allow towing, turning, and level positioning of the assembly. The
four side faces of the assembly will be accessible for servicing and making connections.
Fork lift slots in the base will be provided for handling ease during transport.
The Midcourse Propulsion Propellant Transfer Assembly will weigh approximately
1500 pounds, including propellant supply, and will be confined to an envelope four feet
wide, 6-1/2 feet high and eight feet long. The propellant fuel can be stored in a three-
foot diameter service tank. Except for the smaller noted dimensions, this Midcourse
Propulsion Propellant Transfer Assembly will be essentially identical to the two Retro-
propulsion Propellant Transfer Assemblies.
Each of the control consoles will weigh approximately 1200 pounds complete, and will
be confined to a closed envelope 3-1/2 feet wide, 6-1/2 feet high and eight feet long.
Casters and fork lift base slots will be provided for easy handling and positioning.
Service access to the sides and rear will be provided by removable panels. All pro-
pellant and pressurant transfer controls, indicators and monitoring instruments will
be mounted on the front panels of the enclosure, and arrayed conveniently for the op-
erator's use.
The pressurant supply cart will weigh about 3000 pounds. The design should include
space for pressure bottles for containment of 25 pounds, by weight, of helium gas at
an initial pressure of 2000 psig, or for pressure bottles containing 100 pounds of CF 4
at an initial pressure of 2000 psig.
An American Instrument Company pressure intensifier pump accepts the output flow
from these bottles and (even when the bottled gas pressure decays to below 1000 psi)
the pump output capability will be two pounds of helium gas per hour at 5000 psig pres-
sure, or 35 pounds/hour of CF 4 at 3000 psig. The pump output will be stored in a 0.5-
cubic foot volume tank in the cart. A line from the 0.5-ft 3 volume storage tank is
fitted with a shutoff valve and terminated with a connector for attaching a connecting
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line between the Pressurant Supply Cart andthe Propellant Transfer Assembly. An
electric heater and also a refrigeration unit will allow an adjustment of the tempera-
ture of the pressurant gas in the line leaving the 0.5-ft 3 tank to a predetermined tem-
perature level, andwill be controlled by a temperature controller.
A bulkhead connector will permit connectionof a facilities pressurized N2 gas supply
line to the Pressurant SupplyCart. The N2 gas can bevalved into the intensifier pump
instead of helium or CF4 whenever desired by handoperatedvalves, but the N2 supply
line to the cart is disconnectedwhenhelium or CF4 are used to prevent any possibility
of mixing.
Facilities requirements of the Propellant LoadingOSEare as follows:
a. Propellant Transfer Assembly
1. 110VAC 60C 1 _ 20a
2. 240 VAC 60C3 _ 40a
3. 28 VDC40a
4. 80gpm water at 100psig and60°F max. temperature, filtered to 100
b.
Co
microns
5. Drain for item (4) water
6. Facilities ground
7. Facilities vent stack
Control Console
i. ii0 VAC 60C I _ 30a
2. 28 VDC 60a
3. Facilities ground
Pressurant Supply Cart
I. ii0 VAC 60C 1 _ 30a
2. 240 VAC 60C 3 _ 20a
3. Facilities ground
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4. FacilitiesN 2 gas, i00 SCFM at 1500 psig
5. Facilities vent stack
7.0 SAFETY PROVISIONS
7.1 PRESSURE SAFETY
Each section of the subsystem would be protected against overpressurization by the
OSE with OSE burst discs rated for burst at 120% of the working pressure of the sub-
system section, and a relief venting valve which is adjustable to any desired relief
pressure, but nominally set for operation at 110% of normal working pressure.
At pressures above 80% of final load pressure in a Voyager pressurant tank being
loaded, an OSE safety device sensitive to the differential temperature between the
transferred pressurant gas and ambient air will cause an OSE valve to close and stop
the transfer if the Voyager pressurant temperature falls to 10°F less than ambient.
This is to prevent the possibility of overpressures after loading, as the cold pres-
surant adjusts to ambient temperature.
All pressurized components of the OSE should be designed with a safety factor of at
least four, between maximum working pressure and design burst pressure. The OSE
should be proof tested to 2.5 times the maximum working pressure.
All mechanical pressure gauges should be of closed front design, where the case
casting of the instrument prevents blowout in the observer's direction. A thin blowout
plug or patch on the rear of the case would allow gas to escape in case of failure.
All tankage of the OSE should be fitted with burst discs and relief valves for operator
safety. Each combination of a burst disc and relief valve would be connected to a fa-
cilities vent stack for safe removal of released gases from the area.
7.2 TOXICITY SAFETY FOR PERSONNEL
Operators using the Propellant Loading OSE to load propellants will require the following
facilities equipment:
a. Propellant handler's safety suits and breathing apparatus.
b. Toxicity level indicators for propellant vapor in the room air.
c. Room air circulating and purifying system.
d. Safety showers for operating personnel.
e. Water deluge system to reduce fire hazard, in case of propellant spill.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the equipment used at the Explosive Safe Area for leak test-
ing the propellant and pressurized gas portions of the spacecraft subsystems. The
subsystems to be leak tested are the Retro-propulsion, Midcourse, Attitude Control,
and the Orbiter Separation Propulsion Assembly. The equipment includes a portable
enclosure containing a gas fluid system and a console face equipped for control and
monitoring.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VB280SR101 1971 Voyager S/C Launch Complex Equipment Design Character-
istic and Restraints
3.9 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The Leak Test OSE will be housed in a portable cabinet with control capability avail-
able at one console face. The operational functions are:
a. Proof pressure test of spacecraft subsystem liquid propellant and gas tankage
by internal gas pressurization, to satisfy that these tanks will not rupture
under normal working pressures.
b. Testing of in-line valves, regulators, diaphragms and bladders for through-
leaks.
C. Testing for external leaks over all of the pressurized portions of the sub-
systems before propellant and pressurant loading. The OSE will also have
limited monitoring capability for sensing external propellant leaks during
storage of the spacecraft with propellants and pressurants loaded.
d.. The leak test capability of this equipment applies to the Midcourse Propul-
sion, Retropropulsion, Attitude Control and Orbiter Separation Propulsion
subassemblies.
e. This OSE would have a self-contained helium supply and control of facilities
N 2 gas supply for independence from other OSE in performance of its leak
testing of the spacecraft subsystems.
f. Response measurements of spacecraft subsystem pressure transducers may
be performed by this OSE with readout error no greater than * 1% over the
range of measurement.
A functional block diagram of the Leak Test equipment is given in Figure 3-1, Figure
3-2 is a schematic diagram of the fluid system developed to satisfy the functional
service requirements of this equipment.
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4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
4.1 PNEUMATIC
Pneumatic line interfaces exist between this OSE and each of the applicable spacecraft
subsystems. Subsystem connectors must allow application of vacuum and pressurant
gas to all subsystem tanks, and on both sides of all diaphragms, bladders, valves or
valve matrices, pressure regulators and in-line burst seals.
4.2 ELECTRICAL
Electrical interfaces exist between this OSE and each of the applicable spacecraft
subsystems, since hardwire connections will be required between subsystem pres-
sure and temperature sensors and this OSE, for use in calibrating and monitoring
the sensors.
4.3 MECH/__NICAL
Interface must exist for the contact or near approach of OSE leak detection sensors
to the exte_nal surfaces of spacecraft subsystem lines and tanks.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The leak test OSE will have the following performance capabilities:
a. PROOF PRESSURE - Filters, driers, pressure regulators, an intensifier
pump, valves and instrumentation of the OSE will condition facilities N 2 gas
received at 1500 psig and deliver it with separate hoses to any three con-
nectors of a given spacecraft subsystem interface. Pressure in the delivery
hoses may be separately preset and automatically controlled to any value
from 100 psig to 4500 psig. After establishing the desired proof pressure in
sections of the subsystem under test, these sections will be isolated from
further gas input by OSE valves. Small ruptures will be detected by pressure
decay in the isolated sections as i_dicatcd en O,_E pressure gauges.
b. Through-leak test capability by this OSE is primarily for diagnostic purposes
and to differentiate between external leaks and leaks through normally gas
tight in-line components of the subsystems. It is performed by evacuating
the normal low pressure side of the subsystem compoent under test to a
pressure of 10 -3 torr or lower with vacuum pumps of this OSE. Helium
enriched nitrogen is then introduced to the high pressure side of the tested
subsystem component until normal working differential pressure is estab-
lished, and the vacuum pump inlet sampled with an OSE gas analyzer to detect
leaking helium. Leak rate is determined by isolating the evacuated section
with an OSE valve and measuring the rate-of-rise of pressure in the isolated
section with the use of an OSE timer and vacuum gauge.
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Co Small external leaks of a tested subsystem will be detected, located and
measured with OSE gas analyzer probes held against or near the outside
surfaces of the subsystem tanks and lines after internal pressurization of
the subsystem to normal working pressure with helium enriched nitrogen,
supplied by and controlled from the leak test OSE console cabinet. Leak
rates lower than 10 scc/hr may be determined by comparing the gas
analyzer response to the leak with the response to a known (or calibrated)
leak.
External leakage rate from small volume sections of the subsystems may also
be determined by pressure decay rate measured with OSE instruments after
isolating the leaking section, but determining the rate of external leakage
from large volumes such as the retropropulsion pressurant or propellant
tanks is not practical by pressure decay measurement, because the test
time requirement is too great for this type of test at the ESA.
The spacecraft subsystems will be comprehensively proof-pressure and
leak tested at least three times, the final test to be performed in the ESA at
the Eastern Test Range. All of the leak testing will be performed without the
use of liquids, because gases allow easier, faster and more accurate analysis
of small leaks. Also, liquids can plug small leaks so that they might not be
detectable. Records from this series of tests will be compared to obtain a
knowledge of the leak characteristics of the subsystems which would not
otherwise be possible, such as the incidence and size of new leaks, and the
trend or rate of increase of existant leaks. Time extrapolation of this data
may be made to forecast the integrity of the subsystems during the mission.
During and after propellant loading of the propulsion subsystem, gas analy-
zers of this OSE will be used to "sniff" for traces of propellant issuing from
external subsystem leaks, with the use of a probe and flexible tube.
d. Electrical and/or electronic circuits, power supplies and instrumentation
within the OSE console will be used in conjunction with the gas pressurizing
capability to test the response of subsystem pressure transducers. The
output of these subsystem pressure sensors will also be utilized by pressure
monitors of this OSE where practical during leak testing.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The Leak Test OSE cabinet will weigh approximately 1200 pounds. Its dimensions
may be confined to four-foot width, six-foot height and eight-foot length. Casters
allow hand towing and turning the console cabinet. Transverse slots in the base are
convenient for handling by fork truck. The cabinet will have internal access from
three sides, but all control will be performed from the console face.
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a. 110 VAC, 60cps, 80 ampere, and28VDC, 40 ampere regulated power inputs
to the OSEare required.
b. Facilities N2 gas input to the OSEat 1500psig is required.
c. Helium supply bottles within the OSEcabinet require recharging before use
from facilities supplies at 2200psig.
do All pressure monitoring instruments on the OSE console face will have a
maximum repeatability error of 1/750th of full scale. The OSE cabinet may
not be used in contact with a heavily vibrating floor or other structure
during use.
eo This OSE will be made for operation in areas shaded from the sun, in air
atmosphere below 95% relative humidity, and temperature range of 40°F to
100°F.
f. All probes, electrical cabling and hoses will b_ ..... h,_ _u_._e within the OSE
cabinet. A portable gas analyzer with probe for propellant leak detection
should be provided, with storage space alloted in the OSE cabinet.
g. Calibrated leaks will be utilized as a part of the OSE to determine that
analyzer probes and cquipment are functioning properly, and for compar-
ison with detected spacecraft subsystem leaks as a primary method of
establishing external leak rates.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
The proof-pressure testing with gas incurs the possibility of explosive fragmentation
of subsystem tanks. Proof-pressure testing is necessary for assurance that the sub-
systems will not fail during subsequent propellant and pressurant loading, but
hydrostatic proof testing is to be avoided because of difficulty in unloading the sub-
system _anks a-_.._ the.._inevitable __o_h,_in_ of small gas leaks by the test liquid. Where
possible during this critical test, one tank o; the _ubsystem will be pressurized at a
time in order to hold explosive energy to a minimum. Also, a steel or concrete
baffle must be placed so as to protect personnel from the concussion and flying
fragments of a bursting tank.
Safety burst discs and pressure relief valves will be placed on all OSE lines used for
pressurizing the spacecraft subsystems, and will be sized to prevent inadvertant over-
pressures. Similar safety devices will also be connected to the OSE helium bottle
manifold to prevent overpressurizing these bottles.
The subsystems will be proof-pressure tested prior to final assembly to the S/C.
After proof-pressure test, subsystem tankage is considered safe for personnel to
work around when pressurized to normal working pressures. However, facilities
propellant safety suits are required for leak test personnel during propellant loading,
and the air toxicity level must be determined from facilities indicators before
approaching the loaded S/C for leak tests at any later time.
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I. 0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the requirements of the pyrotechnic sub-
system OSE to support operations in the Explosive Safe Area. This equipment will be
used to prepare the pyrotechnic subsystem for installation of explosive devices, verify
its safety, and check the subsystem after pyrotechnics are installed.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VB235FD104
VB280SR101
VB280SR102
Functional Description of the Pyrotechnic Subsystem
1971 Voyager Spacecraft LCE Test Objectives and Design Criteria
1971 Voyager Spacecraft LCE Design Characteristics and Re-
straints
3.0 FUNC TIONAL DESCRIPTION
The Pyrotechnic Subsystem support equipment provided for the ESA should be a self-
powered portable unit. It will be used to condition the spacecraft for installation of
pyros and to check the spacecraft after pyros are installed. It is required to perform
self tests, test the pyro-controller and test the spacecraft harness.
These tests consist of the following:
a. Pyro-controller Tests
• Measure Voltage on Capacitors
• Discharge Capacitor Bank
• Check for Stray Voltage on Firing Lines
• Set Safe/Arm Relays
• Provide Required Preset Signals
• Indicate Relay Positions
b. Harness Resistance Tests
Determine if squib firing lines are shorted or grounded.
Measure resistance of each squib and squib firing line
after installation. The measurement will be made
through direct access connectors.
Figure 3-1 is a functional block diagram which illustrates the functional configuration
required for these tests. Self tests are accomplished by using internal connection
capability to determine if the Test Kit is operating properly and is safe.
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4.0 INTERFACES
Interfaces with the portable test unit should be effected through cables and harnesses
provided with the test unit.
4.1 PYRO CONTROLLER INTERFACE
Function Characteristic s
Capacitor
Stray Voltage
Capacitor Discharge
Relay Position Indication
Reset Signals
Preset Signals
High Impedance Voltmeter
High Impedance Voltmeter
10 ohms resistance
Continuity Measurement
As required
As required
4.2 SPACECRAFT HARNESS INTERFACE
Function Characteristics
Short Test
Grounding Test
Squib Resistance
Current limited to 10 ma.
Current limited to 10 ma.
Current limited to 10 ma.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Voltage Measurement • ±2%
* 1 megohm input impedance
Ohmeter Circuit • ± 0.1 ohm on 1.0 ohm resistances
• 10 ma maximum current through
load
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
6.1 SIZE AND WEIGHT
The portable test unit will be packaged in a suitcase sufficiently small and light in
weight that one man can carry it conveniently.
6.2 POWER REQUIREMENT
The test unit will use self contained dry cell batteries.
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7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
7.1 SPACECRAFT AND PYROTECHNICS PROTECTION
Particular care must be taken in the design of the resistance measuring circuits to
limit the currents applied to any squib circuit to values which cannot cause premature
operation of the pyrotechnics. There also can be no possibility that an internal short
in the equipment could result in enough current to fire a squib.
7.2 FACILITIES
The facility safety criteria will cover the safety details in the use of this piece of
equipment.
7.3 PERSONNEL
The Portable Test Unit is not dangerous in itself but the use of the equipment must be
controlled to insure an adequate level of safety in the ESA.
TO PYROTECHNIC CONTROLLER
DIRECT ACCESS
t t
VOLTMETER _
CAPACITOR _ [
SHORTING
CIRCUIT
DISPLAY PANEL
SWITCH PANEL
BATTERIES
SPACECRAFT
DIRECT ACCESS
T
i OHMMETER 1
Figure 3-1 Pyrotechnic Test Kit, Functional Block Diagram
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I.0 SCOPE
The intent of this document is to define the objectives and design criteria which should
be applied to the Mission Dependent Equipment (MDE) necessary at the DSIF and SFOF
to support the launch and post-launch operations of the Voyager 1971 Spacecraft. MDE
is interpreted to include both hardware and software.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The MDE shall conform to the applicable sections of the following documents:
V-MA 004 001 14 03 Voyager 1971 Mission Specification (Preliminary)
V-MA 004 002 14 03 Voyager 197 1 Mission Guidelines
EPD-283 The Deep Space Network
GMG 50109 DSNA Design Specification Telecomm Development,
GSDS Command System
3.0 OBJECTIVES
3.1 DEFINITION
Any item required by the DSN or SFOF to complete the functional requirements of a
particular program which is not required on any other program is considered to be
MDE. The item may be categorized as either software or hardware.
3.2 FUNCTIONS
MDE may be required to perform the following functions:
a. Encoding of commands.
b. Demodulation and decommutation of telemetry data.
c. Supplying appropriate spacecraft telemetry data as inputs to other equipments.
This data includes:
1. Spacecraft receiver and command detector parameters used for acquisi-
tion prior to commanding the spacecraft.
2. Other selected spacecraft engineering data, for quick look purposes at the
DSIF or for transmission to the SFOF in near real time.
3. Selected spacecraft non-engineering data, for quick look purposes at the
DSIF station or for transmission to the SFOF in near real time.
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d. Recording requirements beyond the capacity of the DSIF or SFOF recording
facilities.
e. Display requirements beyond the capacity of the DSIF or SFOF data display
facilities.
f. Interfacing between data processing and data transmission facilities.
g. Tracking and orbit determination requirements beyond the existing facilities
of the DSIF and SFOF.
3.3 MINI_VIIZATION OF MDE
Wherever possible, existing DSIF and SFOF rLon-mission dependent equipment (hard-
ware and software) shall be used in order to minimize the requirement for MDE.
4.0 DESIGN CRITERIA
4.1 DSIF MDE
±,_ primary criterion in the design of MDE is reliability of operation.
The MDE designated for use at the DSIF sites must be designed to conform to stand-
ard DSIF specifications in order to insure mechanical, electrical, and functional
compatibility with existing DSIF facilities. The MDE must provide isolation be-
tween itself and the existing DSIF facilities, stfffieient to preclude any degradation
of performance of the existing facilities due to the addition of the MDE. The MDE
shall be designed to afford ease of operation and of maintenance. MDE shall be de-
signed to minimize the requirements for spare parts by using standard circuits and
parts. The MDE shall be compatible with the spacecraft and capsule telecommuni-
cation subsystems. The MDE shall be compatible with the mission operational re-
quirements, such as being capable of supporting multiple spacecraft. DSIF MDE soft-
ware shall be compatible with DSIF existing computer facilities and with mission re-
q,,_,'_rn_nts and sna,'-" --_"_,._ maximum ,,_e of existing routines and sub routines.
...... $ ....
4.2 SFOF MDE
The MDE for the SFOF shall be compatible with existing SFOF mission independent
hardware and software. The MDE hardware shall be designed to meet the same re-
quirements as the DSIF MDE for isolation, ease of operation and maintenance, and
compatibility with the spacecraft and capsule telecommunication subsystems and with
the mission operational requirements. SFOF MDE software shall be compatible with
SFOF existing computer facilities and with mission requirements, and shall make
maximum use of existing routines and sub-routines.
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1.0 SCOPE
Itis the intentof this document to definethe design characteristics with restraints to
be applied to the Mission Dependent Equipment (MDE) necessary at the DSIF and SFOF
to support the launch and post-launch operations of the Voyager 1971 Spacecraft. MDE
is interpreted to include both hardware and software.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
V-MA-004-001-14-03
V-MA-004-002-14-03
EPD-283
GMG-50109-DSN-A
JPL-8907A-DSIF
JPL-8900
JPL-8902
JPL-8905
JPL-8906
DOO-1022-GEN
Voyager 1971 Mission Specification (Preliminary)
Voyager 1971 Mission Guidelines
The Deep Space Network
Design Specification, Telecommunications Develop-
ment, GSDS Command System, Ground Subsystem,
Command Verification Equipment
General Specification, General Requirements for
DSIF Electronic Equipment
Environmental Specification DSIF Ground Equipment
Assembly Level Last Requirements
DSIF General Specification, Documentation Require-
ments
Preferred Parts List for DSIF RF Equipment
General Requirements for GSDS Standard Modules
General Specification, DSIF Drawing Documentation
Requirements
3.0 DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND RESTRAINTS
3.1 MDE HARDWARE FOR DSIF AND SFOF
a.
bo
Reliability shall be of prime importance in the design of MDE hardware. Ma-
terials, parts, and processes used in design shall conform to JPL specifica-
tion 8907A. The selection of parts, where applicable, shall adhere to JPL
specification 8905.
MDE shall operate from primary input power in accordance with that listed
in JPL specification 8907A.
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c° MDE shall be sufficiently isolated from DSIF and SFOFfacility hardware so
that failure of the MDE hardware will produce no degradation of the facility
hardware.
d. MDE hardware shall be designedto assure interface compatibility with DSIF
and SFOFequipment as described in EPD-283 andGMG-50109-DSN-A.
3°2 MDE SOFTWARE FOR DSIF AND SFOF
MDE software shall be compatible with existing operational equipment and shall make
efficient use of the elements of the existing system, as described in EPD-283.
The programs developedmust:
a. Be designedfor control by the existing Monitor,
b. Use compatible conventions;e.g., tape assignments, interrupt priorities.
c. Make efficient use of existing system library.
The programs shall be generated making maximum use of existing compilers, and the
documentation generated shall conform to existing standards.
Programs shall be thoroughly checked out prior to delivery, making maximum use of
all debugging, tracing, and diagnostic routines available.
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i.0 SCOPE
This document describes the mission dependent command modulator required at the
DSIF to support the Voyager Program.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VB280SR103 MDE Objectives and Design Criteria
VB280SR104 MDE Design Characteristics and Restraints
VB233FD101 Telecommunication Subsystem
VB233FD103 Flight Command Subsystem
GMG50109DSN-A Design Specification, Command Verification Equipment
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The DSIF Command Verification Equipment provides the necessary hardware to
encode commands at specific standard bit rates. A command modulator is required
as Mission Dependent Equipment for those projects using non-standard bit rates.
A 30-bit per second command modulator is required for the Voyager project.
3.2 FUNCTION
The basic command modulator receives command data bits from the CVE general
purpose computer and a subearrier frequency from a voltage-controlled oscillator.
The modulator generates a pseudo-noise(PN) code and performs the logic operations
required to combine the data bits, the PN code and the subcarrier to produce the
command subcarrier spectrum, and presents this spectrum to the DSIF transmitter.
3.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM
A block diagram showing the functional relationship of the command modulator to
other DSIF command components is given in Figure 3-1. The block diagram of the
modulator is that shown in Figure 4 of GMG-50109-DSN-A.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
Interfaces with the command modulator are given in Table 4-1.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The command modulator generates a two-channel command signal compatible with the
Voyager Spacecraft Command Subsystem as described in VB233FD103.
|
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6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The Voyager command modulator is physically similar to the existing CVE command
modulators, and is constructed to fit within the space provided in the CVE for MDE.
It is built to conform to the design constraints given in VB280SR104.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
7.1 SPACECRAFT INTEGRITY
Accuracy of command processing and reliability of operation is of primary concern in
order to minimize the possibility of jeopardizing the mission success.
7.2 FACILITIES
The command modulator is designed to provide interface isolation so that its mal-
function will not cause degradation of the performance of DSIF facility equipment.
7.3 PERSONNEL
The command modulator is designed to present no danger to personnel.
Table 4.1. Command Modulator Interfaces
Interfacing
Component
General Purpose
Computer
DSIF
Transmitter
Function
Command
Data
Acquisition
Control
Bit Sync
Command
Modulation
Input/Output
Input
Input
Output
Output
Characteristic
Digital command bits
Digital frequency control
Command bit rate
Encoded command spectrum
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
1971 VOYAGER SPACECRAFT MISSION DEPENDENT EQUIPMENT
DSIF COMMAND DETECTOR
i.0 SCOPE
This document describes the mission dependent command detector required at the DSIF
to support the Voyager Project.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB280SR103
VB280SR] O4
VB233FD103
VB233FD101
GMG-50109-DSN A
MDE Objectives and Design Criteria
MDE Design Characteristics and Restraints
Voyager Flight Command Subsystem
Voyager Telecommunication Subsystem
Design Specification, Command Verification
Equipment
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The DSIF Command Verification Equipment (CVE) provides the necessary hardware to
encode commands, and to verify their accurate transmission, at specific standard bit
rates. A command detector is required as Mission Dependent Equipment (MDE) for
those projects using non-standard bit rates. A 30-bit per second command detector
is required for the Voyager Project.
3.2 FUNCTIONS
The command detector receives the command subcarrier spectrum from an S-band
monitor receiver at the DSIF site. The function of the detector is to reconstruct the
command data bit sequence so that the computer may use it for comparison.
3.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM
A block diagram showing the functional relationships of the command detector to other
DSIF command components is given in Figure 3-1.
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4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
Interfaces with the command detector are as follows.
Interfacing Input/
Component Function Output
General Purpose Command Data Output Digital
Computer
Local Receiver
Bit Syne Output
Command Signal Input
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Characteristic
Digital
Command Spectrum
The command detector is capable of detecting the 30-bit per second Voyager command
signal, and is functionally identical with the Voyager flight command detector.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The command detector is physically similar to the existing CVE command detectors,
and is constructed to fit within the space provided in the CVE for MDE, and is built
to conform to the design constraints given in VB280SR104.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
7.1 SPACECRAFT INTEGRITY
Accuracy of command processing and reliability of operation is of prime concern in
order to minimize the possibility of jeopardizing the mission success.
7.2 FACILITIES
The command detector is designed to provide interface isolation so that its malfunction
will not cause degradation of the performance of DSIF facility equipment.
7.3 PERSONNEL
The command detector is designed to present no danger to personnel.
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1,0 SCOPE
This specification describes the function of the Voyager telemetry demodulator. The
mission dependent demodulator consists of that equipment necessary to demodulate
the noise corrupted spacecraft telemetry signal provided by the ground RF receiver
at the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) stations.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VB280SR103
VB280SR104
1971 Voyager Spacecraft MDE Objectives & Design Criteria
1971 Voyager Spacecraft MDE Design Characteristics &
Restraints
JPL
EPD-283 The Deep Space Network.
1980 Period."
"A Planned Capability for the 1965-
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The telemetry demodulator has the task of detecting and decoding a noise corrupted
bi-phase modulated telemetry signal from ground telemetry receivers, magnetic tape
recorders, or data encoder simulator. The telemetry signal is a composite signal
containing both data and synchronization information on a single subcarrier. The
demodulator output is a serial or parallel binary train of data pulses, bit sync, word
sync, preamble sync, and demodulator sync condition indication (SCI). The output
data and sync information will be sent to the Telemetry, Command and Data Handling
(TCD) system for processing and to the tape recorder system for storing. Bit sync,
word sync and data are time synchronous. The demodulator will be required to oper-
ate at the following six different bit rates (R) during the Voyager mission:
R 1 = 8,533 1/3 bps
R 2 = 4,266 2/3 bps
R 3 = 2,133 1/3 bps
R4 = 533 2/3 bps
R 5 = 106 2/3 bps
R 6 = 3 1/3 bps
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Figure 3-1. Telemetry Demodulator
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Uponreceipt of the noise corrupted telemetry signal the signal is sent through a low
pass filter (fc = 8 fs) and amplifier as shown in Figure 3-1. The low pass filter masks
out a portion of the unwanted noise while the amplifier serves as an isolation device
and amplitude compensator. The amplitude compensation allows closer control of the
signal level entering the demodulator. The filter amplifier presents the resulting
signal to three detector filter branches; clock, data and sync.
Demodulation of data is accomplished by first acquiring clock and then synchronizing
the sync channel. Clock is acquired by locking a phase lock loop on the incoming
clock after all modulation has been removed by mixing and squaring. The noise free
clock from the PLL is used for driving the logic circuits including the pseudo-noise
(PN) code generator. To acquire word sync the demodulator PN code generator must
align or correlate with the received PN code. Thus, synchronization is determined
by matched filter detection of the quadrature channel as the internally generated code
is correlated with the received code. When the two codes are aligned, synchronization
is accomplished, thus emitting code lock or sync condition indication (SCI), data, bit
sync, word sync, and termination of the acquisition process.
Code slide-by is accomplished by adding one 4-f s clock pulse every 63 PN bits until
acquisition is complete. When acquisition is complete, the addition of extra clock
pulses is stopped by inhibiting the add-in process with SCI.
After acquisition is completed the loop filter time constants may be decreased to give
better tracking performance by reducing rms phase error.
Data is matched-filter detected in the data channel after removing PN code and 2-f s
clock from the bi-phase modulated signal.
The Serial-to-Parallel Converter and Preamble Recognizer receives the serial data
and word sync and converts the serial data to seven-bit parallel data. It also scans
incoming data, seven words at a time, in search of the unique 49-bit preamble sync
that precedes every new data type. The logic used permits recognition of the pre-
amble sync with up to three errors. When the preamble sync is recognized, a Pre-
amble Recognizer pulse is generated and _cnt to the deco_mm,,tator for enablin_ inter-
rogation of the data type word.
3.2 SELF CHECK
A self check capability is provided by an encoder simulator. The output of the encoder
simulator is a composite single channel telemetry signal equivalent to that of the
Voyager spacecraft. The simulator can operate at each of the six Voyager data rates,
and generates data including preamble sync and data type word. An output of binary
NRZ data is also available for bit error tests.
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4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The telemetry demodulator interfaces are shown in the interface tables as listed below:
Table 4-1 Telemetry Demodulator and DSIF Receiver
Table 4-2 Telemetry Demodulator and TCD
Table 4-3 Telemetry Demodulator and Tape Recorder Storage
Table 4-4 Telemetry Demodulator and Data Encoder Simulator
Table 4-1. Telemetry Demodulator and DSIF Receiver Interface
Function
S/C telemetry Signal
Characteristic
0.3 to 3.0-v rms
Impedance
(OHMS)
10k
Comments
Single Subcarrier
bi-phase modulated
with data and sync.
Table 4-2. Telemetry Demodulator and TCD Interface
Function Characteristic Comments
Telemetry Data
Telemetry Word Sync
Telemetry Bit Sync
SCI
Preamble Recognize
Serial or Parallel Binary, NRZ
Binary, RZ
Binary, RZ
Binary, NRZ
Single Pulse
Synchronous with data/7
Synchronous with data
Continuous during phase
lock.
Indicates recognition of
preamble.
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Telemetry Demodulator and Tape Recorder Storage
Function
Input Signal
Stored Telemetry Signal
Output Signals
Telemetry Data
Telemetry Word Sync
Characteristic
0.3 v to 3.0 v rms
Serial Binary, NRZ
Telemetry Bit Sync
SCI
Binary, RZ
Binary, RZ
Binary, NRZ
Impedance
(OHMS)
10k
Comments
Single Subcarrier
bi-phase modulated
with data and sync.
Synchronous with
data/7
Synchronous with
data
Continuous during
phase lock
0 Table 4-4. Telemetry Demodulator and Data Encoder Simulator Interface
Function
Simulated S/C
Telemetry Signal
Characteristic
0.3 to 3.0 v rms
Impedance
(OHMS)
10k
Comments
Single Subcarrier
bi-phase modulated
with data and sync.
i
0
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 BIT RATES
The telemetry demodulator operates over six different bit rates as shown in Table
5-1. The bit rates have an accuracy of 0.01% or better. The bit rate is one ninth of
the subcarrier frequency, 2 fs (ie 2f s = 9R).
5.2 DYNAMIC RANGE
The demodulator operates over an input dynamic range of 0.3 volt to 3.0 volt rms
signal plus noise in an 8 fs bandwidth.
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6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 MECHANICAL
The Voyager telemetry demodulator is a rack-mounted subsystem. All panel assem-
blies are designed to mount in 19-inch wide racks that are 15 inches or less in height.
The weight of the demodulator is 80 pounds or less.
Visual displays and monitors are supplied sufficient to determine the status of the
subsystem.
Frequency dependent components will be built on plug in assemblies where more than
one frequency of operation is required. To change frequency or bit rates, modules
are interchanged.
The Data Encoder simulator is rack mounted in a standard 19-inch rack and is ap-
proximately five inches in height.
6.2 ELECTRICAL
D-C power supplies are used to supply the required internal voltages for the telemetry
demodulator subsystem operation. The required input voltage is 105-125 volts, 60
cps, single phase. The power consumed by the demodulator is less than 50 watts
average.
The Data Encoder simulator requires 10 watts.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
The telemetry demodulator MDE conforms to good engineering practice providing
circuit protection and safety devices so as to minimize and negate internal damage
caused by faulty equipment or performance. The telemetry demodulator is designed
to interface safely with the spacecraft operations support equipment and DSN equip-
ment and to eliminate any possibilities of damage to the spacecraft or ground equip-
ment. Self checks are on a non interferring test basis. The telemeter demodulator
presents no hazards to personnel. The demodulator does not cause erroneous oper-
ation to other equipment so as to alter their operational procedures nor prejudice
the mission.
0
0_
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i.0 SCOPE
This document describes the Mission Dependent Software required at the DSIF sites in
support of the 1971 Voyager mission.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
JPL
GMG=50109-DSN-A Design Specification, Command
Verification Equipment
EPD-283 The Deep Space Network, A Planned
Capability for the 1965-1980 Period
GE
VB280SR103 1971 Voyager S/C MDE Objectives and Design Criteria
VB280SR104 1971 Voyager S/C MDE Design Characteristics and
Restraints
VB233FD106 1971 Voyager S/C Data Encoder Subsystem
VB233FD107 1971 Voyager S/C Data Storage Subsystem
VB263FD106 1971 Voyager S/C Data Encoder Subsystem OSE.
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
R is the purpose of the Telemetry and Command Data Handling Subsystem (TCD) of the
Deep Space Instrument Facility (DSIF) to provide a general purpose facility to process
telemetry data and to prepare that data for distribution over the Ground Communications
System (GCS) (Telemetry function). The TCD must also receive command messages
from the Space Flight Operational Facility (SFOF), store the commands until the Time
of Execution, initiate transmission of commands to the spacecraft, and verify the proper
transmission of the commands (command function). The mission dependent software
required to accomplish the TCD function is described in the following sections.
3.2 TELEMETRY DATA PROCESSING
Telemetry data is processed as received from the demodulator, from the Tape Storage
System, or from a Telemetry Signal Simulator.
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3.2.1 INPUT INFORMATION
The TCD receives two types of data: Spacecraft telemetry data and station data. The
telemetry data is received as a parallel eight-bit binary word consisting of seven data
bits andSync Condition Indicator (SCI),plus word sync and preamble sync.
3.2.2 DECOMMUTATIONPROGRAM
The data processing portion of the decommutationprogram is exactly the same as the
program used in the Data Encoder Operational Support Equipment, andis described in
detail in VB263FD106.
3.2.3 DATA OUTPUT
The output instructions of the sevendata types route the data in proper form to the ap-
propriate user. The output data is presented in 24-bit parallel form in either binary
or BCD as determined by the user. Four users require the output data: Teletype,
High-SpeedData Lines, TapeStorage, andTelemetry Panel Displays.
In modes I, II, IV, and VI, engineering data is stripped out and stored if necessary, for
transmission at anaverage rate within the data rate range of the high speeddata trans-
mission lines. Mode III and ModeV data require special treatment. During ModeIII,
planet scan data (Data Type C) andengineering and non-scan science data (DataType D)
are received in alternating blocks at a bit rate of 85331/3 bits per second. Eachblock
of Type D data, approximately 7000 words, is stored temporarily in the computer.
As the Type C data is received, it is formatted andstored on magnetic tape. Simul-
taneotu_ly,as the Type C data is received, the Type D data in storage is formatted for
transmission at an averagebit rate of 426bits per second. ModeV data is received
at 85331/3 bits per second. The data is edited for real time display and sampled at
a rate suitable for high-speed data transmission.
3.3 COMMANDDATA
The transfer of commaadmessages frem the SFOF to the DSIF stations is specified in
GMG-50109-DSN-A. The length of the Voyager command word is 50 bits (100 sub-bits)
maximum. Program modification is required to permit Manchester coding and to effect
the command word synchronization code of six sub-bits at the beginning of the command
word. The modification may be obtained by increasing the maximum permissible com-
mand word bit length to a number greater than the present 63.
4.0 INTERFACE
The telemetry software is designed to accept the data inputs from the telemetry de-
modulator, and to format data for storage or transmission.
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5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The telemetry software is designed to process data at the six Voyager data rates, and
to process data received in the seven data types and six data modes. Processing
priorities are established to permit data input, processing, and output simultaneously.
6.0 CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The telemetry programmer is constrained to the use of existing compilers and
assemblers available for the SDS 920 computer. The processing and input/output of
data is constrained to the requirements of the spacecraft and the DSIF.
7.0 SAFETY
There are no special requirements applicable to the software described that will
damage or jeopardize the success of the flight equipment or the mission.
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1.0 SCOPE
This docttmentdescribes thefunction of the Voyager telemetry demodulator at the SFOF.
The mission dependent demodulator consists of that equipment necessary to demodulate
the noise corrupted spacecraft telemetry signalwhich has been recorded on magnetic
tape at the DSIF stations. The tapes are later delivered to the Space Flight Operations
Facility (SFOF). The SFOF telemetry demodulator is a functional duplicate (identical
in every respect) of the DSIF MDE telemetry demodulator.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB280SR103 MDE Objectives and Design Criteria
VB280SR104 MDE Design Characteristics and Restraints
VB280FD117 Functional Description, DSIF Telemetry Demodulator
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The SFOF Telemetry Demodulator is identical to the DSIF Telemetry Demodulator
described in VB280FDl17.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The SFOF telemetry demodulator interfaces with the Magnetic Tape Recorder and the
General Purpose Station. Their interfaces are listed in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Identical in every respect to the DSIF telemetry demodulator description,VB280FDl17.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
Identical in every respect to the DSIF telemetry demodulator description,VB280FDl17.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Identical to the DSIF telemetry demodulator description,VB280FD117.
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Table 4-1. Telemetry Demodulator and SFOF Magnetic Tape Recorder
Function Characteristic Impedance Comments
S/C Telemetry Signal 0.3 to 3.0 v rms 10k
Wow and Flutter Compen-
sation
Analog
Single subcarrier bi-
phase modulated with
data and sync.
Discriminator output
for wow and flutter
compensation
Table 4-2. Telemetry Demodulator and General Purpose Station Interface
Function Characteristic Comments
Telemetry Data
Telemetry Word Sync
Telemetry Bit Sync
SCI
Preamble Recognize
Serial or Parallel
Binary, NRZ
Binary, RZ
Binary, RZ
Binary, NRZ
Single Pulse
Synchronous with data
Synchronous with data
Continuous during phase lock.
Indicates recognition of
preamble
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I.0 SCOPE
This document contains a functional description and interface definition for the Mission
Dependent Software required at the Space Flight Operations Facility for the Voyager
Spacecraft 1971 Mission.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
JPL
Engineering Planning Document No. 283 (Preliminary)
"The Deep Space Network - A Planned Capability for the 1965-1980 Period"
GE
VB280SR103 1971 Voyager Mission Dependent Equipment Objectives and
Design Criteria
VB280SR104 1971 Voyager Mission Dependent Equipment Design Characteristics
and Constraints
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The requirements for mission dependent software at the SFOF for the 1971 Voyager
mission can be grouped in three different categories; i. e., event generation, tele-
metry data handling and command handling. Not all soft ware required for the mission
is mission dependent; however, all required software is given in paragraph 4.0 to
demonstrate the flow of data through the SFOF Data Processing System. The computer
programs which are mission independent will not be treated in this specification even
though there may be some minor modifications required to these programs to handle
this specific vehicle.
3.2 EVENT GENERATION SOFTWARE
3.2.1 GENERAL
There are five different categories of events which must be considered in this area;
i. e., tracking and orbit determination, spacecraft maneuvers, DSN station contacts,
capsule lander events and payload operations. Of these five areas only spacecraft
maneuver requires treatment in this specification since orbit determination and
station contact programs are already available and the programs for the capsule and
payload, while being mission dependent, are the responsibility of the respective
contractors.
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3.2.2 SPAC ECRAFT MANEUVER PROGRAM
The spacecraft maneuver program is required to calculate mid-course maneuver
requirements, determine the engine burn parameters to place the spacecraft in orbit
around Mars and alter the orbit once it has been attained. Each of the three re-
quirements will be treated as a separate problem; however, they have many similar
computational requirements. The midcourse maneuver will be calculated using as
inputs the present flight path parameters and the desired point of approach to Mars.
Using these values a series of parameters will be calculated which will provide the
capability to select the best time to execute the manuever consistent with other op-
erational requirements.
The requirement to place the spacecraft in orbit around Mars will be satisfied by de-
termining the spacecraft maneuver needed to transfer from the interplanetary travel
flight path to the orbital path around Mars. The subroutine required to perform this
transfer will use as inputs the present flight path parameters and the desired orbital
parameters. The output will be the necessary spacecraft maneuver and engine burn
parameters to accomplish the transfer.
Once the spacecraft has been placed into orbit around Mars it may be necessary to
alter the orbit to better accomplish the requirements for this phase of the mission.
The subroutine to perform this orbit adjustment will use as inputs the existing orbital
parameters and the required parameters and will calculate the required spacecraft
maneuver and engine burn parameters to attain the desired orbit.
3.3 TELEMETRY DATA HANDLING SOFTWARE
3.3.1 GENERAL
There are separate divisions of software required in the telemetry data handling area,
which are, format conversion and data record at the SFOF, raw data editing, display of
real time data and telemetry data processing. The format conversion and raw data
- -1 -" L J ._
_ul_.,_ are --'_- _A_,_._nt. hnw_v_r, a subroutine will be added to the raw data
editing program to segregate the data according to type--tracking, messages, command
verification, telemetry.
3.3.2 DISPLAY OF REAL TIME DATA
As telemetry data is received at the SFOF specific critical items can be extracted from
the raw telemetry data and displayed at the user area printer and plotter. This permits
the user rapid access to critical items to evaluate the performance of the spacecraft.
The data will be presented at the user area in either engineering units or per cent
full scale as requested. This program will use numerous subroutines which are also
required as part of the Telemetry Data Processing. The subroutines used by both
programs will be made availabe as general subroutines and therefore will be program-
med only once.
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3.3.3 TELEMETRY DATA PROCESSING
The raw telemetry data received from the Raw Data Editing program will be proc-
essed in real time or delayed time using the same mission-dependent computer
program. The data will be separated according to type of data--engineering, scien-
tific, or capsule lander. The latter two types will be made available to the payload
and capsule lander contractors for their evaluation. The engineering data will be
grouped as:
• Event occurrence and command verification
• Digital conversion, display and printout
• Automated analysis plotting
A subroutine will be prepared for each of these modes to provide the required capa-
bility. The output of this program will be displayed at the user area printer and
plotter. The format for the output will be designed so as to provide the user with the
data grouped according to subsystems.
3.4 COMMAND HANDLING SOFTWARE
3.4.1 GENERAL
There are four categories of programs required for the commanding area which are,
command preparation, tape preparation, tape verification and vehicle storage. The
purpose of these four programs is to provide the capability to prepare a group of
commands for transmission to the spacecraft, verify proper transmission and main-
tain a current list of commands stored in the vehicle. Of the programs necesssary
only two are mission dependent. A program exists which will prepare the tape for
transmission and verify that the tape transmitted to the DSIF has been correctly
transmitted.
3.4.2 COMMAND PREPARATION PROGRAM
The purpose of this program is to assemble the commands required to perform the
events as established in the sequence of events. In addition, the program will be
capable of preparing other commands as requested as part of the list. The list of
available commands and sequences of commands will be stored on the disc prior to
the mission. The use of sequence of commands permits the ability to input one re-
ference number and obtain a group of commands. This reduces the input required
to the program. Commands from the sequences or individual commands will be
assembled with time tags, where appropriate. The output of this program will be
a list of commands for the spacecraft which will be displayed on the printer in the
user area in addition to placing it on the disc for later use.
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3.4.3 VEHICLE STORAGEPROGRAM
This program will use as input the data from the DSIF pertaining to the successof
the transmission of the command messageto the spacecraft. The data will include
the number of the commandswhich were not successfully transmitted. This infor-
mation is used by the program to prepare a current list of commands actually stored
in the spacecraft. This list is displayed on the printer in the user area and stored
on the disc for later use.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The following table depicts the data interface requirements for the Voyager mission.
Input Output
Program Requirements Requirements
SpacecraRManeuvers Flight path
parameters,
Desired parameters
Engine burn
parameters
Display of Real Time Data Telemetry raw data
Telemetry Data Handling Telemetry raw data
Command Preparation Engine burn
parameters, DSN
station contact,
Payload operations,
Capsule lander
data, Vehicle
storage list
Command list
Vehicle Storage Command list
Verification data
Vehicle Storage
List
5.0 PERFORMANCE
The programs described in this document will be supplied a position in the priority
scheme relative to similar programs in the scheme. Programs which have no similarity
will be assigned a priority position relative to other programs in this specificiation.
All the programs specified herein will be handled in the computer subsystem so that
processing interrruptions will be held to a minimum. This will be accomplished by
utilizing the switch-over capability inherent in the computer subsystem.
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6.0 CHARAC TERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The programmer will be constrained to the use of the existing compilers, assemblers,
etc., available for the IBM 7040 and 7094.
7.0 SAFETY
There are no special requirements applicable to the software described to avoid damage
to flightequipment or to the mission.
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i.0 SCOPE
This document delineates the functional objectives and design criteria for the 1971
Voyager Spacecraft Assembly, Handling and Shipping Equipment (AHSE).
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
JPL
V-MA- 004- 002-14- 03
V-MA-004-001-14-03
Voyager 1971 Mission Guidelines
Voyager 1971 Mission Specification (Preliminary)
General Electric
VR27 0SRI02 Voyager AHSE Design Characteristics and Constraints
3.0 OBJECTIVES
3.1 ASSEMBLY EQUIPMENT
The assembly equipment supplied for field use as part of the OSE will be required to
support the reinstaUation and realignment of all components removed for shipping,
handling, or testing purposes.
To implement the design requirement that malfunctions be isolated to the subsystem
level and the faulty subsystem or component replaced from the spare spacecraft, the
assembly equipment must provide assembly and alignment services for all space-
craft components identified as spares.
The OSE subsystem test equipment will have the additional capability of testing
flight subsystems and isolating faults to the level of module groups. Accordingly,
the assembly equipment objectives include the assembly support required by such
replacements.
3.2 HANDLING EQUIPMENT
The objective of the spacecraft and component handling equipment is to implement the
mobility needs of the Voyager spacecraft and its subsystems and parts.
3.3 SHIPPING EQUIPMENT
The major objective of the shipping equipment is to contain and/or transport the space-
craft, its major components, and all tools and equipment to the field site.
Another objective is protection of the spacecraft or spacecraft parts during transit
between factory and using sites.
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4.0 DESIGN CRITERIA
4.1 ASSEMBLY EQUIPMENT
Reinstallation of major spacecraft components (e.g. solar arrays and antennas) at the
SCF shouldbe accomplished through assembly tooling and equipment designed and
supplied specifically for reassembly purposes. This assembly equipment should be
compatible in function and performance with analogous assembly equipment used in
development and fabrication.
The assembly equipment will incorporate integral alignment provisions such that major
components reassembled to the spacecraft body will be aligned within required limits
as part of the assembly process. These provisions will consist of integral mounts for
auto collimation targets or telescopes, reference points on the assembly tooling de-
fined by bolt-on plates and holding fixtures, leveling points permanently attached to
tooling, gage and tool mounting points to permit assessment and adjustment of align-
ment accuracies obtained.
The assembly tooling integral alignment design provisions should permit themselves
to be located and checked by optical methods from an externally installedalignment
facility. This is a permanent alignment dock used to set up and check the assembly
and alignment tooling, not used to check vehicle alignments.
A major design criteria for the field assembly equipment is that the holding and handling
fixtures supplied with the major spacecraft components be physically compatible with
the permanently installed assembly equipment. Design of the two families of hardware
must be coordinated such that the installation of the retropropulsion package, for instance,
can be accomplished without interference with the tooling, or the solar arrays can be
reinstalled to the spacecraft bus without the array's handling structure interfering with
the assembly tooling. These assembly operations will all be physically checked out at
GE-SD before the assembly equipment is supplied for field use.
Continuing use of assembly equipment for succeeding launch opportunities will be a
design criterion.
4.2 HANDLING EQUIPMENT
The prime consideration in Voyager handling equipment design is to provide safe,
efficient movement of the spacecraft and/or its major components. These spacecraft
components may be handled in any possible state of assembly, placing stability limits
on the larger items.
Commercially available equipment shall be preferred where its use does not limit the
accomplishment of the desired operations.
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The handling equipmentshall becompletely compatible with all environmental condi-
tions to be encounteredby the spacecraft in prelaunch operations and must provide a
controlled environment for the spacecraft, where required, such as cooling and heating,
dust protection, etc.
Coordinated design shall assure compatibility betweenitems of handling equipment
which must be usedtogether, as in the case of lift slings and ground transporters, test
equipment, and handlingdollies, etc. Handling procedures will be written to support
the assembly andflow operations defined in the field operations plan and to meet the
ETR safety requirements.
Economical designprocedures and materials shall be used to assure minimum cost
handling equipmentwithout compromising the design functional objectives.
Use of the handlingequipment for successive launch opportunities shall be a design
consideration.
4.3 SHIPPINGEQUIPMENT
The basic service provided by the Voyager shipping equipment is protection, both
mechanical (i.e., shockand vibration attenuation) and environmental (temperature,
humidity, dust, etc.), during movement from GE-SD into field use.
Consideration of commercial shipping restrictions on packagesize and weight shall
be a design condition in defining shipping equipment. Meeting all pertinent local and
interstate travel restrictions and regulations is mandatory. Out-size items must be
seriously studied as much with an eye to reducing the shipping size as to meeting or
securing exceptions to shipping restrictions.
The Voyager spacecraft and many of its componentswill require individual handling
fixtures which will gowith the various items into the field in the shipping containers.
The containers themselves must then be designedto mate with these fixtures and allow
the contents of the containers to be removed efficiently at their destinations.
Economical designsand materials shall be used to assure accomplishment of all func-
tional design objectives at minimum cost.
Utilization of the shipping equipment for transportation of spacecraft in succeeding
launch opportunities shall be a design criterion.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document delineates the design characteristics and constraints to which the
AHSE for 1971 Voyager test and launch operations support must conform. This docu-
ment, therefore, controls the design of requirements of AHSE to be delivered to
AFETR, and to JPL. Identical AHSE is anticipated to be part of the AHSE used in
the factory to support development fabrication and developmental tests.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
JPL
V-MA- 004- 002-14- 03
V-MA- 004- 001-14- 03
Voyager 1971 Mission Guideline
Voyager 1971 Mission Specification (Preliminary
General Electric
VB27 0SR101 1971 Voyager AHSE Objectives and Design Criteria
3.0 DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
3.1 ASSEMBLY EQUIPMENT
The assembly equipment supplied for field use as part of the Voyager OSE will be
used to facilitate reassembly to the spacecraft of those items removed for shipment
to ETR, replaced at ETR, or for movement about the ETR facility during test, check-
out and launch preparation.
3.1.1 SPACECRAFT INCOMING CONFIDENCE CHECK AND TRIAL FITS
During the receiving inspection, incoming confidence check, and appendage trial fit
periods for spacecraft and capsule, the assembly equipment will be set up and aligned
to provide complete assessment of physical condition of the major mechanical com-
ponents. This equipment will provide assembly points, alignment check instrumenta-
tion and support for spacecraft and capsule during inspection procedures.
3.1.2 SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY IN ESF
During both prelaunch dry run and preparation for the actual launch, a set of assembly
equipment will be required at the ESF to facilitate remating of capsule to spacecraft
after sterilization and reassembly of appendages: solar arrays, antenna, PSP, etc.
This assembly equipment is also used to facilitate post-assembly mechanical confi-
dence checks. To discharge both these duties, the assembly equipment is required
to be provided with a complete set of points to establish spacecraft component align-
ments and to check them mechanically to establish accuracies of assembly alignment.
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The equipment should include an accountability kit to log non-flight equipment carried
on spacecraft up to this point for purposes of cleanliness, safety tie-downs, squib
shorts, etc.
3.1.3 DISASSEMBLY OF SPACECRAFT AFTER LAUNCH DRY RUN
At the Spacecraft Checkout Facility, the assembly equipment used for receiving in-
spection and assembly operations must also be designed to provide means for dis-
assembly after the launch dry-run procedure. The equipment need only be easily
disassembled to clear working space for removal of major spacecraft items, such
as capsule, arrays, PSP, etc.
3.2 HANDLING EQUIPMENT
The handling equipment supplied for field use as part of the Voyager OSE should be
designed to meet all mobility requirements of the spacecraft system and its com-
ponents.
3.2.1 MOVEMENT WITHIN SC F
All movement of the assembled spacecraft within the SC F will be done by overhead
crane. Major subassemblies will be moved by both castered dolly and overhead
crane. Dollies require special design to handle particular components and these
dollies will be reserved for use in the SCF. The spacecraft movement will be ac-
complished using the handling fixture which picks up the fittings mated to the space-
craft lower ring.
3.2.2 MOVEMENT WITHIN ESF
As with the SCF, only overhead cranes are used for movement of the assembled
spacecraft within the ESF and the spacecraft will be on its handling fixture at all
such times. Special precautions are required for safety within the ESF, these are
discussed below.
The special ground transporter designed for moving the spacecraft between major
physical facilities at the ETR is described in VB270FD104. This item provides all
ground mobility over the paved surfaces at ETR and protects the spacecraft from
ambient conditions and undesirable mechanical environments. The transporter can
be reduced in size for shipment by partial disassembly. It provides protection
from the ambient environment by mating with a weatherproof cover and also will
mate with the fairing in the encapsulated configuration.
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3.3 SHIPPINGEQUIPMENT
The shipping equipmentsupplied as OSEprovides protected transportation environ-
ments for all spacecraft componentsfrom the manufacturing site to the launch site.
Basically, the equipmentdesign must only provide a housing for the item being trans-
ported and attenuateall environmental inputs to levels tolerable for the spacecraft
subsystems.
4.0 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
4.1 GENERAL AHSE DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
4.1.1 MECHANICAL
ao All AHSE shall be constructed of non-magnetic materials and be worked with
tools both non-ferrous themselves and that have never been used on ferrous
materials, so as not to influence the spacecraft's magnetic characteristics
or magnetic test results.
b° Standard parts and materials and proven processes shall be used throughout
the AHSE development cycle as long as they do not degrade the use of the
equipment.
C. All operating mechanisms shall have self-acting brakes or mechanical locks,
which will prevent undesirable movement or travel and will provide maxi-
mum safety to the spacecraft and operating personnel.
do Alignment requirements and assembly accuracies to be achieved require
coordinated tooling and mutual or common assembly and alignment points
between differing, but sometimes interacting hardware.
e. Satisfactory performance of all AHSE shall be demonstrated in all cases by
a physical walk-through of the spacecraft and support equipment.
4.1.2 ELECTRICAL
a. Power required by an item of AHSE shall be supplied by standard cable
and connector details, which must be coordinated with point-of-use facility
power equipment.
bo All electrical services and mechanisms shall be shielded so as to introduce
no magnetic or stray field effects in the spacecraft operation or test re-
sults and to prevent interference with RF test operations.
C. All items of AHSE shall carry an appropriate overload protective device and
shall be adequately grounded to provide maximum protection to equipment,
spacecraft, and personnel.
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4.1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL
a. Voyager AHSE will use JPL spacecraft environmental specifications for
ground support equipment as guides.
b. All AHSE shall have the capability of operating without difficulties in the
temperature and humidity conditions expected for the spacecraft.
C. AHSE subject to an outdoor environment at the launch site shall be capable
of complying with the sand and dust, salt spray, rain and fungus require-
ments of the JPL specification noted in a, above.
d. Vibration, shock, and other mechanical environments shall not degrade the
AHSE operations and the AHSE must be capable of attenuating these load
inputs to the spacecraft such that they are lower than any flight loadings
anticipated.
4.2 SPECIFIC ASSEMBLY EQUIPMENT DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
Hardware items supplied for field assembly work will provide adequate access to
the spacecraft with good protection of the deployable elements and means to remove
the completed spacecraft for transportation. In addition, all subsystem handling
fixtures shall be designed to fit the assembly tooling without interferences.
Assembly equipment will contain all alignment points as integral design and not re-
quire any clamp or bolt on mounts. Optical alignment equipment will be locked into
the mount points provided on the equipment.
4.3 SPECIFIC HANDLING EQUIPMENT DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
Weight control of handling equipment will be a design consideration to control costs
of shipping, raw materials, fabrication, etc.
The ground transporter must be capable of disassembly into a package compatible
",,,.-;fh a.r_';l_hl,_ _h';'n'n-;.r," _,_o+',r.';nf';n'r.,_
All dollies, slings, handling fixtures, tools, etc., to be used in the SCF shall be
designed to be cleaned in compliance with SCF cleanroom restrictions. Some of the
design restrictions are: no unsealed oil or grease lubricated joints will be allowed,
no dust catching pockets will be permitted, paint surfaces will not chip, peel, crack
or flake, pneumatic rubber tires will not be used.
All handling equipment to be used in the ESF will be designed to be neutral or in-
active in the presence of all the propellant fluids to be used in the Voyager program.
In addition, it shall be possible to flush the equipment with water without degrading
performance.
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The ground transporter shall be designed in agreement with the over-the-road regula-
tions in existence at all potential use sites. Such items as parking brakes, stop and
running lights, reflectors, maximum weight, turning ratios shall be considered.
4.4 SPECIFIC SHIPPING DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
Design of shipping equipment shall be such as to aid in attenuating mechanical environ-
ment inputs to the spacecraft and/or its components in conjunction with the associated
handling equipment.
Compliance with regulations of available transportation methods with respect to size,
weight, CG location, methods of securing identification, etc., shall be a design con-
sideration.
Shipping of all explosive, pyrotechnic or other hazardous components shall be strictly
in accordance with ICC and local regulations.
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I.0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the assembly fixtures and handling equip-
ment required to remove and reassemble a flight subsystem with the spacecraft bus.
This replacement and re-assembly equipment would be used at the Eastern Test Range
or at the Jet Propulsion Laboratories to replace a subsystem found to be sub-marginal
for flight. This equipment is identical to fixtures and handling equipment required in
the fabrication process.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VB270FD102 - 1971 Voyager Spacecraft Interface Fixtures; Functional Description
VB270FD103 - 1971 Voyager Spacecraft Alignment Equipment; Functional Description
VB270FD104 - 1971 Voyager Spacecraft Handling Fixture; Functional Description
VB270SR101 - 1971 Voyager Spacecraft Test Objective and Design Criteria
VB270SR102 - 1971 Voyager Spacecraft Design Characteristics and Constraints
J
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 S/C STRUCTURE
The Spacecraft structure will be built up from the S/C support cone, equipment ring,
and capsule support cone. The S/C support cone will be held by an OSE support fix-
ture simulating a Centaur interface. The equipment ring will be lifted and placed on
the S/C support cone. This assembly comprises the spacecraft bus.
3.2 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
The propulsion subsystem assembly equipment will have the function of positioning
the R/P unit under the S/C and will have the capability of raising or lowering the R/P
unit to mate with the S/C mounting interface. The assembly fixture will be held by a
mobile handling dolly. The handling fixture will be required to be lifted by an over-
head crane. Assembly fixtures of this type will be required in-house and in the field.
3.3 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The G&C subsystem will be integrated with the main spacecraft structure. The main
component bay will be panel-mounted in the equipment ring. No assembly fixtures
will be required. Alignment fixtures will be used.
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3.4 POWERSUBSYSTEM
The stationary solar panels will be light in weight {less than 10poundseach) and will
be stored in a protective container before assembly. No assembly fixture is required;
however, a protective plastic cover will beplaced over each solar panel to avoid
damagefrom contamination and impact. Sinceone of the solar panels will be de-
ployable, a deployment check fixture will beused to hold the stationary solar array
while the deployment mechanism is exercised.
3.5 COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
The high-gain antenna will be held in a suitable,assembly fixture prior to assembly.
The fixture will be so designed that lifting loads will be taken by tie points on the fix-
ture. An appropriate lifting sling will be used for positioning at assembly. An antenna
lifting sling will be made available at ETR and JPL.
The mid-gain antenna will be handled in the same manner. A handling dolly will be
used to move the antenna and fixture about the assembly area.
3.6 SCIENCE SUBSYSTEM
The science subsystem main component is the planet scan package (PSP). It will be
mounted prior to assembly, on a fixture which will have lift points for a PSP Lifting
Sling. An appropriate dolly similar in design to the antenna dollies will hold the PSP
for movement about the work area. A set of handling fixtures similar to those used in
house will be made available in the field.
3.7 CAPSULE AND BIO-BARRIER SUBSYSTEM
'TI"I_^ ID.:^ I_^_._ ..... ;11 I.. ....... L1--J ,I.^ .LI.. ....... 1- J__ _ ! 1 _ • _ Cl /n
The bio-barrier will be placed in a handling fixture using a bio-barrier lifting sling.
The fixture in turn will rest on a dolly for maneuvering about the assembly area. A
capsule lifting sling will have the capability of lifting the capsule out of the shipping
container and placing it in the bio-barrier for sterilizing. It will also be capable of
lifting the entire assembly off the bio-barrier fixture and lowering it on the S/C mount-
ing interface for in-house checkout, Since it is likely that capsule and bio-barrier
will be removed for shipment to Field, a matching set of fixtures and dollies will be
required in the Field.
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4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
4.1 MECHANICAL
The following mechanical interfaces exist between the subsystems equipment to be
replaced and the assembly and handling equipment:
a. R/P Unit and R/P Unit Assembly Fixture
b. R/P Unit and R/P Unit Lifting Sling
c. High-gain Antenna and Antenna Assembly Fixture
d. Mid-gain Antenna and Antenna Assembly Fixture
e. PSP and PSP Assembly Fixture
f. Capsule and Capsule Lifting Sling
g. Bio-Barrier and Bio-Barrier Assembly Fixture
h. Bio-Barrier and Bio-Barrier Lifting Fixture
i. Solar Panels and Solar Panel Protective Cover
4.2 ELECTRICAL
In all fixtures, clearance will be maintained for all electrical connectors on the S/C.
4.3 OPTICAL
All solar panel protective covers will be of translucent material to allow light to
impinge on solar cells.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 TEMPERATURE EXTREMES
The Voyager subsystem to Spacecraft Handling Equipment shall be operable from
+35°F to +125°F.
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5.2 HUMIDITY LIMITS
The Voyager Subsystem to Spacecraft Handling Equipment shall be operable for any
value of relative humidity for the temperature extremes in paragraph 5.1.
5.3 DYNAMIC LOADS
The Subsystem to Spacecraft Handling Equipment can be expected to see maximum load
factors of 3.
5.4 STRUCTURAL STRENGTH
The Subsystem to Spacecraft Handling Equipment shall be designed to a factor of
safety of 5 as compared with yield strength.
Yield Stress > 5
Working Stress -
5.5 CLEANLINESS PROVISIONS
The Subsystem to Spacecraft Handling Equipment shall be designed for easy clean-
ing and shall have finishes that will not chip, peel, crack, or flake.
5.6 CONTAMINATION
Protective barriers will be provided to keep particles from contaminating the Space-
craft.
6.1 HANDLING PROVISIONS
a. Tie Down -- All dollies shall have eye bolts strategically located for lifting
and tie down.
b. Towing -- The dolly shall be provided with a removable tow bar ending in a
standard ordnance lunette.
c. Shipping -- Large fixtures shall be capable of disassembly for shipment.
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6.2 SERVICES REQUIRED
a. Overhead Crane -- An overhead crane of 25-ton capacity is required in the
areas where the handling equipment and S/C components are to be lifted.
b. Hydraset -- A 25-ton hydraset is required to go in series with the crane
hook to provide minute height adjustments.
6.3 OPERATING CONDITIONS
a. Mobility -- The mobile handling equipment shall be operable over improved
surfaces and steerable from either end.
b. Spacecraft transport dolly will be steerable from either end.
The magnetic interactions between S/S components, spacecraft and handling/test
equipment shall be a minimum. No magnetic material is to be permitted to contact
the Spacecraft.
RF interference from the use of handling equipment in conjunction with spacecraft
test procedures shall not occur.
Materials used in handling/test equipment fabrication shall not be susceptible to
radioactive degradation.
7.0 SAFE TY CONSIDERATIONS
7.1 S/C AND COMPONENT SAFETY
a. AHSE shall be designed to avoid interference with spacecraft during assembly
operations.
b. Protective covers will be used on solar arrays to prevent damage due to
impact.
c. Coverings used in assembly processes shall not be subject to electrostatic
discharge.
7.2 PERSONNEL SAFETY
a. AHSE shall be provided with appropriate hand holds to avoid injury to per-
sonnel using the fixtures.
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b. The dollies shall have adequate braking capability to prevent accidental
movement.
Both design and procedures should be evaluated continuously from the safety view-
point and periodic refinement of each will result in the techniques to be evaluated in
the first mating and walk-through of the S/C - AHSE combination.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the major interface fixtures required dur-
ing assembly and checkout of the overall spacecraft of the AFETR.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GENERAL E LECTRIC
VR270SR101
VR270SR102
VB270FD101
VB270FD103
VB270FD104
VB23 5FD105
1971 Voyager AHSE Objectives and Design Criteria
1971 Voyager AHSE Design Characteristics and Restraints
Assembly Fixtures - Functional Description
S/C Alignment Equipment - Functional Description
S/C Handling Fixture and Dolly - Functional Description
Weight, c.g. and mass properties equipment - Functional
Description
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 CAPSULE INTERFACE FIXTURE
To properly exercise the spacecraft where lander/spacecraft interactions and inter-
faces exist, a dummy lander interface fixture will provide, to the spacecraft, all the
physical, thermal, optical, mechanical influences to be expected of the flight capsule.
The capsule interface fixture should be utilized to evaluate handling techniques and
procedures where the spacecraft is affected and to check out mating provisions as a
dry run for mating the actual flight capsule.
3.2 SCIENCE INTERFACE FIXTURE
To exercise the spacecraft properly with respect to the science payload, a simulated
science interface fixture is required. The fixture provides two areas of simulation:
the planet scan package (PSP) simulation and the spacecraft body-mounted scientific
instruments. The fixture should provide functions such as the following:
ao To properly assess the influence of the science package on the spacecraft
before the actual flight PSP is available, a science interface fixture will be
provided.
b. The science interface fixture should present, to the spacecraft, all the
physical, thermal, optical, etc. interfaces and influences to be expected of the
flight PSP.
c. In addition a set of dummy spacecraft-mounted science packages are required
for evaluation of their physical and thermal influences on the spacecraft.
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3.3 BOOSTER INTERFACE FIXTURE
A complete in-house "walk-through" of the spacecraft-booster-shroud mating sequence
will be required to check out all mechanical interfaces involved and to evaluate the
mating procedures developed. To accomplish these purposes, the booster interface
fixture must perform the following functions:
a. Provide, to the spacecraft, a mating surface identical to that expected on the
actual booster.
b. Locate the spacecraft in the proper orientation with respect to the shroud.
g_ l_.rrnit checkout of telemetry, air conditioning, power and other required
connections between booster and spacecraft to evaluate mating problems and
develop optimum procedures.
d. Simulate shroud support points to permit trial run of shroud tie techniques
as a part of evaluating spacecraft design for launch pad compatibility.
e. Provide shroud envelope to evaluate shroud to spacecraft clearances.
f. Permit trial test of mechanical buildup of spacecraft, shroud and composite
handling fixture for trial installation to booster.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
4.1 CAPSULE INTERFACE FIXTURE
4.1.1 MECHANICAL
a, The mechanical interface between spacecraft and capsule interface fixture
must be the same as the capsule/spacecraft interface, utilizing the same
attach points and mechanical mating procedures.
b. No mechanical interface exists between the capsule interface fixture and the
shroud.
c. Mechanical provisions must be made for lifting the capsule interface fixture.
4.1.2 THERMAL
a. The capsule interface fixture must present to the spacecraft, a thermal en-
vironment identical to that possessed by the actual capsule.
b. Thermal coatings on the fixture side facing the spacecraft must be identical
to those on the actual capsule.
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c. Heat flows and temperature differentials alongexisting physical (not neces-
sarily structural) ties betweencapsule and spacecraft must be simulated.
4.1.3 INSTRUMENTATION
a. Signal requirements betweenspacecraft and capsule should be simulated such
that systems performances can be evaluated completely.
b. Wiring provisions in spacecraft/capsule mating should be duplicated to evalu-
ate mechanicalbehavior of cabling and disconnect designs.
c. Diagnostic instrumentation will be neededto monitor the behavior of the
capsule interface fixture.
4.2 SCIENCEINTERFACE FIXTURE
4.2.1 MECHANICAL
a. The primary mechanical interface betweenthe dummy PSPand the spacecraft
is the sameas that existing for the actual PSP/Spacecraft combination.
Do The only other mechanical interface foreseen at this time is the method of
latching during launch which must be duplicated on the spacecraft for the
dummy PSP package.
c. The cabling, both electrical and instrumental, between PSP and spacecraft
presents a mechanical interface to be duplicated.
4.2.2 THERMAL
a. Thermal energy interchange between PSP and spacecraft under operating
conditions presents a thermal interface to be duplicated where necessary.
b. A thermal interface also exists for certain tests between the PSP and the
surrounding environment.
4.2.3 OPTICAL
It may be required to duplicate an optical interface between I_SP and spacecraft such
as would be required to allow PSP instrument calibration check. (This is not a firm
need since some instruments may be either internally calibrated or use targets within
the PSP itself.)
4.2.4 ELECTRICAL
The power requirements of the PSP during operation present an electrical interface
requirement between spacecraft and PSP.
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4.3 BOOSTERINTERFACE FIXTURE
4.3.1 MECHANICAL
a. The primary mechanical interface for the dummy booster interface fixture is
the spacecraft mating surface which must be an exact duplicate of the Centaur
forward mountingbulkhead.
b. Mating of the shroud requires a mechanical provision on the booster fixture.
c. Handlingandbase tie-down points constitute a mechanical interface on the
booster fixture.
d. A mechanical simulation of all cabling and connector requirements repre-
sents a mechanical interface; this covers not only cabling to spacecraft/
Lander, but also all diagnostic instrumentation.
4.3.2 THERMAL
a. Simulation of cooling air flow from the Saturn/Centaur combination may be
required.
b. Evaluation of spacecraft environmental conditions within the shroud may
require a thermal input to the shroud outer surface.
4.3.3 ELECTRICAL
Simulation of electrical power andsignals to spacecraft/Lander may be required.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
See paragraphs 3.0 and 4.0.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND RESTRAinTS
6.1 CAPSULE INTERFACE FIXTURE
a. The capsule interface fixture will provide to the spacecraft during pertinent
tests, the weight, CG location and mass properties possessed by the actual
lander capsule.
b. The capsule fixture need not be the actual shape and size of the flight capsule
except in the area of minimum fairing--capsule clearance. A light, temporary
framework simulating the external envelope of the capsule will be available to
attach to the interface fixture for evaluating clearances and mating interferences.
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c. The capsule fixture should radiate the same radiant energy, in the same
manner, as expectedfrom the flight capsule.
d. The capsulefixture will utilize the same lifting devices as the flight capsule
to evaluatecapsule - spacecraft mating techniques.
6.2 SCIENCEINTERFACE FIXTURE
a. The science interface fixture will provide to the spacecraft, the identical
weight, CG, mass properties and volume occupied characteristics of the
actual science package.
b. The science fixture will radiate to the spacecraft through the same thermal
coating as the actual science package, the radiant energy to be expected from
the flight science package.
C. The science fixture will utilize the same handling equipment and procedures
as the flight science package and be mounted on the spacecraft using the same
mounts.
d. The science interface fixture will also include simulations of all spacecraft
body mounted instrumentation.
6.3 BOOSTER INTERFACE FIXTURE
a. Basically the dummy booster interface fixture must provide to the spacecraft/
Lander combination, the mechanical, electrical, etc., inputs the actual
booster would possess.
b. The physical size of the fixture need be no longer than necessary to adequately
simulate the booster interface characteristics, i.e., it is not necessary that
an entire dummy Centaur be obtained.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
A complete checkout of mating and interface procedures has to be accomplished,
using the PTM, before flight hardware is committed to an interface test or a system
check using interface simulators. This is required to avoid inflicting damage or
otherwise jeopardizing the quality of the flight hardware.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is a functional description of the recommended mechanical alignment
equipment, procedures, and tolerances for alignment of the 1971 Voyager Spacecraft
(S/C) and its subsystems, at the AFETR.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
General Electric
VB270FD101 -- Assembly Fixtures; Functional Description
VB270FD102 -- Interface Fixtures; Functional Description
VB270FD106 -- OSE Weight and Balance Equipment; Functional Description
VB235FD105 -- Weight, C. G., and Mass Properties Equipment; Functional
Description
VB270FD104 -- S/C Handling Fixture and Dolly; Functional Description
VR270SR101 -- 1971 Voyager Spacecraft AHSE Test Objectives and Design
Criteria
VB220FDl13 -- Table 2-3a Mechanical AHgnment Tolerances
VR270SR102 -- 1971 Voyager Spacecraft AHSE Design Characteristics and
Restraints
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The following are the principle alignment functions required in assembly of components
to the spacecraft. These functions are analagous to alignment functions performed in the
factory.
3.1 S/C TO PROPULSION UNIT
The nozzle thrust vector, which is coincident with the center line of the nozzle, is to be
aligned coincident with the center line of the spacecraft within tolerance specified in
paragraph 5.0 of this document. The propulsion unit mounting surface tolerances de-
termine the pointing error, and displacement. Both errors can be measured by auto-
collimation techniques, and can be brought into specification by shimming at the mount-
ing surface.
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3.2 S/C TO CAPSULE
The capsule displacement and pointing angle are found in relation to the engine center-
line. This can be done also by autocollimation and autoreflection techniques, using an
appropriate reference fixture which will be applied to the capsule mounting surface.
The tolerances on the flatness of the capsule mounting surfaces will be held closely to
minimize adjustment, and keep stress levels low. Adjustments must be made by means
other than shims as this is a separation surface.
3.3 ATTITUDE CONTROL
Nozzles to S/C -- Each nozzle will be aligned with reference to the spacecraft. Plug
targets are to be used with theodolites to determine pointing error between each nozzle
and main S/C centerline fixture, in three planes. They can also be checked by optical
means for parallelism and coincidence.
3.4 PSP ALIGHMENT TO SPACECRAFT
The PSP is to be aligned to the spacecraft in the deployed position and its position re-
lated to the S/C axes by optical methods. The PSP mounting interface with S/C will be
checked for manufacturing accuracy. Design of the interface should be of such a nature
as to allow adjustment by shimming or other means.
3.5 ANTENNA ALIGNMENT
The antenna mounting interface is checked by appropriate fixturing and optical methods,
utilizing reflecting target mirrors and theodolites. The relationship of the antenna
mounting surface to the S/C axes will be established to within tolerances given in para-
graph 5.0.
3.6 S/C TO LAUNCH VEHICLE ALIGNMENT
The alignment of the S/C-to-launch vehicle is checked using an accurate interface fLx-
ture and optical equipment. The S/C-to-launch vehicle interface will provide the ref-
erence surface to measure tilt angle and displacement of the S/C from the launch vehicle
vertical centerline.
3.7 SOLAR PANELS TO S/C
The alignment of fixed solar panels to the S/C vertical axis will be checked by a mech-
anical fixture and telescope relative to the engine nozzle centerline. The tolerances
required to measure relationship of panel plane angle to nozzle C/L are not severe.
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4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION- ALIGNMENT EQUIPMENT TO SPACECRAFT
4.1 OPTICAL
All optical interfaceswill be between OSE scopes and collimators and OSE alignment
fixtures.
4.2 MECHANICAL
Mechanical interfaces exist between alignment fixtures and vehicle in the following
areas:
4.2.1 PROPULSION UNIT ALIGNMENT INTERFACES
a. Engine nozzle to plug target fixture.
b. Propulsion unit mounting surface of S/C to propulsion unit alignment simula-
tor.
4.2.2 SPACECRAFT ALIGNMENT INTERFACES
a. S/C-to-S/C handling and alignment fixture,
b. S/C attitude control nozzle mounting surface to alignment fixtures.
c. S/C antenna mounting surface to antenna alignment target fixture,
d° S/C Solar panel supports to Solar Panel Alignment fixture.
4.3 ELECTRICAL
An electrical interface exists between in-house electrical power and all OSE collimating
devices. A power source of l15V AC 60 cps 1 _ will be required.
The alignment equipment will have a direct interface with the assembly and test building.
Floors and structure should be adequate to support alignment equipment with minimum
outside vibration.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The overall alignment accuracies of each item listed in paragraph 3.0 are given below:
a. S/C-to-Propulsion Unit
Pointing error _0.5 deg.
Displacement _=0.188 in.
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bo S/C-to-Capsule
Pointing error
Surface flatness
Displacement
Attitude Control Nozzles to S/C
Parallelism +1 deg.
Indexing _-1 deg.
Co
d.
So
fo
go
*10 rain.
_-0.020 in.
_-0.10 in.
PSP Alignment to S/C -- The PSP mounting surface to be aligned to S/C
axes within 120 mL_.
Antenna Alignment to S/C
Antenna beam axis to antenna mechanical axis
Antenna mechanical axis to S/C axes
S/C to Launch Vehicle
Pointing angle *5 min.
Displacement +0.15 in.
Solar Panels to Spacecraft
Deployable panel plane perpendicular to S/C roll axis
Fixed panel plane perpendicular to S/C roll axis
+9 rain.
+6 rain.
+1.0 deg.
+0.50 deg.
Items a through g,A detailed list of alignment tolerances is given in VB220FD113.
above, represent gross tolerances of major subsystem alignment.
Errors of telescopes and Collimating equipment should be +3 seconds of arc or less.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The alignment fixtures required will be rigid in construction and as light as possible,
consistent with accuracy. No permeable materials will be used in the construction of
the fixtures.
Scopes and target devices shall be of high quality to ensure accuracy and reliability.
Commercial theodolites with accuracies of position of +3 arc seconds and commonly
available and will satisfy any requirement found necessary for Voyager alignment.
Commercially available target mirrors will be adequate for all Voyager needs.
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7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Alignment equipment shall be designed such that no loads are placed on parts of the S/C
structure which are not load-bearing members.
Lens caps and covers will be provided to keep contaminants out of optical equipment.
Closed-off alignment areas are required to preserve the accuracy and integrity of
alignments.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document provides a functional description of the handling fixture, ground trans-
porter, and the dollies used to perform assembly, test and prelaunch operations on the
Spacecraft Bus and Overall Flight Spacecraft at the Air Force Eastern Test Range and
at Jet Propulsion Laboratories.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VR270SR101
VR270SR102
1971 Voyager Spacecraft AHSE Test Objectives and Design
Criteria
1971 Voyager Spacecraft AHSE Design Characteristics and
Restraints
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 SPACECRAFT HANDLING FIXTURE
The spacecraft handling fixture is the primary means of moving the Spacecraft Bus
and the Overall Flight Spacecraft as required. The fixture is lifted by overhead
crane and matches the Spacecraft's shipping container and ground transporter. A
functional sketch of the handling fixture is shown in Figure 3-1.
3.2 SPACECRAFT GROUND TRANSPORTER
The Spacecraft Bus and Overall Flight Spacecraft are provided with ground mobility
between assembly, checkout, and launch facilities by the ground transporter. A
functional sketch of the ground transporter is shown in Figure 3-2. The ground
transporter is capable of rotating the spacecraft around its Z axis by electrical
power or hand crank. A functional flow diagram is shown in Figure 3-3.
3.3 SPACECRAFT HANDLING DOLLIES
What ground mobility is required within laboratories and assembly buildings will
be provided by dollies designed to be compatible with the clean internal condi-
tions in those facilities.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
4.1 SPACECRAFT HANDLING FIXTURE WITH SPACECRAFT AND OTHER AHSE
4.1.1 MECHANICAL
The primary mechanical interface of the spacecraft handling fixture is the set of
points at which the fixture contacts and supports the spacecraft. The fixture shall
also be capable of matching the spacecraft support sling assembly.
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Figure 3-1. S/C Lifting and Handling Fixture
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For movement of the spacecraft encapsulated within the fairing, the spacecraft hand-
ling fixture must mechanically mate with the fairing handling ring.
Assembly of the spacecraft handling fixture on the ground transporter is required.
Matching of the spacecraft handling fixture to the bus handling dolly for handling of the
bus subassembly is another mechanical interface.
4.1.2 ELECTRICAL
An electrical power supply connection on the handling fixture is required to power
the spacecraft positioning motors. During shipping of the spacecraft, the handling
fixture must mechanically match the shipping container.
4.2 SPACECRAFT GROUND TRANSPORTER WITH SPACECRAFT HAN_DL_'qG
FIXTURE
4.2.1 MECHANICAL
The spacecraft ground transporter mechanically mates with the spacecraft handling
fixture for transporting the bus subassembly with or without the capsule, antennae,
solar arrays, etc.
The ground transporter carries a cover sized to enclose the entire spacecraft
assembly, except for the capsule, and makes an airtight joint with it.
4.3 SPACECRAFT HANDLING DOLLIES WITH OTHER AHSE
4.3.1 MECHANICAL
The spacecraft handling dolly mechanically mates to the spacecraft handling fixture
which supports the actual spacecraft. The handling dollies shall have anchoring
........ •_ .11 .... thorn tn be secured firmly to the floor.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 SPACECRAFT HANDLING FIXTURE
a. The handling fixture shall withstand temperature extremes of -35°F to +125°F
without degrading performance.
b. Relative humidity of 50% for the temperature ranges noted in a, above, shall
not degrade performance of the handling fixture.
c. The handling fixture shall not experience significant deformation when fully
loaded under load factors up to 3 "g's".
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GROUNDTRANSPORTER
a. The ground transporter shall be roadable at a maximum speedof 5 mph over
good,paved surfaces.
b. The ground transporter shall be designedto withstand temperature extremes
of -35°F to +125°F without degrading performance.
c. A relative humidity of 50%for the temperature ranges noted in b, above, shall
not degradeperformance of the ground transporter.
d. The ground transporter shall not experience significant deflections whenfully
loadedunder load factors of up to 3 "g's".
5.3 SPACECRAFTHANDLING DOLLIES
a. The handlingdollies will be capable of being moved about on a smooth, paved
surface on standard casters.
b. The handlingdollies shall not experience significant deflections whenloaded
under load factors of up to 3 "g's".
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND RESTRAINTS
6.1 SPACECRAFT HANDLING FIXTURE
a. The handling fixture shall be designed for use in the clean room atmosphere
of the SCF and ESA. This involves painted surfaces that do not chip, peel or
flake, no lubricated joints, no dust pockets, easily cleaned configuration, etc.
b. All construction materials shall be non-magnetic and the fixture shall be
formed and assembled with non-magnetic tools.
6.2 SPACECRAFT GROUND TRANSPORTER
a. The ground transporter is not intended to transport the spacecraft over public
highways at any time.
b. The transporter must be so designed as to be easily disassembled to reduce
its shipping width.
c. Non-magnetic construction materials must be used throughout the trans-
porter and all electrical wires, leads, motors, switches, etc. must be
shielded to prevent magnetic inferferences.
d. The transporter shall be capable of moving the spacecraft when encapsulated
in its fairing and loaded with all propellants, gases, etc.
5.2
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6.3 SPACECRAFTHANDLINGDOLLIES
a. The handling dollies must be designed for use in the clean room atmosphere
of the SCF and ESA. Such design constraints must be implemented as the
following: painted surfaces that do not chip, peel or crack; no lubricated
joints; no pneumatic rubber tires for movement; no pockets for collecting
dust; an easily cleaned configuration; etc.
bo All construction materials must be non-magnetic and the fixture shall be
formed and assembled with non-magnetic tools.
Co The dollies are not intended for rolling about the floor when loaded. Wheels
should be equipped with footbrakes. '
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
7.1 SPACECRAFT HANDLING FIXTURE
The handling fixture materials shall be inert in the presence of fluids to be handled
in the ESA or be shielded from them.
7.2 GROUND TRANSPORTER
a. The ground transporter shall be equipped with both manual and power brakes.
b. The transporter shall be equipped with a static ground plus a ground strap to
the spacecraft and fairing when installed.
c. For use in the ESA, all construction materials shall be either inert in the
presence of the fluids being handled or be shielded from contact with them.
............. _- _11 ha provided with lifting eyes and tie down points to
restrain its movements physically, if required.
7.3 SPACECRAFT HANDLING DOLLIES
a. The dollies shall be equipped with jacks and tie bolts to anchor them firmly
on the floor when loaded in use.
b. For dollies used in the ESA, ground straps shall be provided.
Co All dollies for use in the ESA shall be constructed of materials inert in the
presence of the fluids being handled or else be protected from contact with
them.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document provides a functional description of the magnetic mapping equipment and
facilities necessary to perform magnetic mapping of the 1971 Voyager Spacecraft dur-
ing checkout and calibration operations at JPL, ETR, and the place of manufacture.
It forms a part of the AHSE,
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTATION
GE
VB270SR101 1971 Voyager Spacecraft AHSE Objectives and Design Criteria
VB270SR102 1971 Voyager Spacecraft AHSE Design Characteristics and Con-
straints
VB270FD104 1971 Voyager Spacecraft Handling Fixture; Functional
Description
3.0 DESCRIPTION
The magnetic mapping equipment is required to perform field mapping and deperming
operations on the spacecraft. These operations would probably be required to be per-
formed at several locations. The equipment described is intended for use at any such
location.
3. I PERMANENT MAGNETIC FIELD MAPPING
The object of this test is to determine components of the permanent magnetic field of
the overall S/C and coefficient of induction for an external magnetic field at the location
of the magnetometer sensor. In this test, the inactive S/C is used without external
power cables, and without the flight magnetometer.
Figure 3-1 is a layout sketch of the Magnetic Mapping equipment. It shows the track,
dolly, transfer carriage, magnetometer support and the two special spacecraft holding
fixtures which are required for this operation.
The nonmagnetic fixture is mounted on a dolly traversing an approximate 40-foot O.D.
circular track, at the center of which is mounted the Test Magnetometer Sensor. The
Test Magnetometer Sensor will be rigidly mounted so that when the spacecraft is
mounted on the dolly, the test magnetometer sensor occupies the position, relative to
the spacecraft, that is occupied by the deployed flight magnetometer sensor. The two
fixtures will allow the complete spacecraft (and capsule) to be rotated through 360 de-
grees about the axis parallel to the Z axis and passing through the position of the cen-
ter of the magnetometer sensor. Using the second fixture (see Figure 3-1), the space-
craft (only) will be rotated through 360 degrees about a vertical axis through the
position of the magnetometer sensor with the spacecraft Z axis horizontal.
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Seventy-fivefeet of accurately reproducible travel awayfrom thetestmagnetometersensor
in the direction of magnetic East-West is required to be accomplishedwith the use of
a transfer carriage.
The magnetic mapping fixture and facility shouldbe calibrated sothat the relative
orientation andposition of the spacecraft assembly andthe test magnetometer sensor
is reproducible within 1.0 degree and 1/8 inch, respectively.
All of the equipment shouldbe set up in anavailable closed area, including the tracks.
The detailed designof this equipment shouldpermit set up and adjustment to be accom-
plished within one month.
3.2 VARIABLE MAGNETICFIELDS
In mapping the spacecraft, the effect of movable appendages(e.g., antennas, etc. )
must be evaluated. The following will beaccomplished:
a. Mapping to determine the effect of deploying and articulating the antennas, etc.
The fLxtures and facility should permit complete freedom of motion of all such
movable appendages.
Do For the planet scan package (PSP), the mapping will be accomplished in the
stowed position and in the deployed position. In addition, motions of the PSP
in the deployed position will be evaluated.
Mapping of current fields is accomplished by using a magnetometer, situated so as to
simulate the flight magnetometer, to sense the effects of current fields. The equip-
ment illustrated in figure 3-1 is not required for this type of mapping. This mapping
can be accomplished within the Spacecraft Checkout Facility. All normal modes of op-
eration will be evaluated as well as principal failure modes. The current loop effect
of motions of both the antenna and PSP will also be evaluated.
The magnetic mapping of the Voyager Spacecraft will be accomplished by rotation of
the spacecraft about two of the three orthogonal coordinate axes parallel to t'n_ space-
craft coordinates and passing through the position of the flight magnetometer sensor.
Spacecraft magnetic fields can be derived by analysis and reduction of the data obtained
in these magnetic mapping operations.
3.3 DEPERMING
A deperming operation is required to remove residual magnetism from the spacecraft
bus structure and components. This will be accomplished by utilizing a pair of 7-foot
(nominal) diameter coils, similar to the JPL Mariner C Installation, mounted parallel
to each other in a vertical position and spaced approximately 10 feet apart (see Figure
3-2).
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A. Spacecraft Being DepermedAbout X and Y Axes
B. Spacecraft Being Depermed About Z Axis
Figure 3-2. Deperming
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(
The Voyager Spacecraft Bus Assembly, less the solar panels, will be placed on a
positioning fixture between the coils, with the Z axis in the vertical position and par-
allel to the plane of the coils. Deperming about the X and Y axes will be accom-
plished by positioning the spacecraft in prescribed increments and simultaneously ex-
ercising control of the coil current during a pre-programmed cycle.
In addition to the above operations, deperming about the Z axis will be accomplished
using a single coil placed in the horizontal plane, with the spacecraft supported in a
fixed position above and parallel to the plane of the coil with the Z axis vertical as
shown in Figure 3-2. Programmed cycling of the coil current with sufficiently precise
control, will result in a successful deperming operation.
it is intended LhaL the Spacecraft Hmndl.n_, Fixture, VB270FD104, and the Ground Trans-
porter, be utilized during deperming.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
4.1 MECHANICAL
The magnetic mapping mechanical OSE wiil interface with the spacecr_t _ - TM
_a_d_ln_ fix-
ture and must provide the necessary mechanical interfaces for handling and protecting
the Voyager Spacecraft during all operations involving, and related to, Magnetic
Mapping.
4.2 ELECTRICAL
Facility and OSE power sources and power conditioning are necessary for all required
vehicle inputs (i. e., flight simulation with STC, etc.) during all current loop mag-
netic mapping operations with the Voyager Spacecraft and/or the related subsystems
and components.
n 1,1r T4.o THERIv,A,_
q
Because the spacecraft systems are required to be operating during the current loop
test portions of the magnetic mapping operation at the STC, thermal conditioning may
be necessary to provide the Voyager Spacecraft and/or the related subsystems with the
required optimum thermal characteristics.
4.4 MAGNETIC
The Magnetic Mapping OSE and Facilities will necessitate a maximum effort during
Design and Operating Phases to minimize magnetic contamination of the Voyager Space-
craft and to prevent the development of interfering or spurious magnetic fields during
magnetic mapping operation. This will involve the use of non-magnetic materials in tools
and equipment; magnetic mapping of background fields in OSE equipment and facilities;
the use of deperming techniques on the facilities, equipment, and tools. It may be
necessary, in addition, to perform magnetic mapping operations during periods
of minimum activity in the facility area, such as at night, on weekends, etc.
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I.0 SCOPE
This document describes the equipment to be used in determining the weight and
center of gravity of the Voyager S/C. C.G. determination will be made both along
the Z axis and in the XY plane. This equipment is required at the manufacurer's
plant, at the AF Eastern Test Range, and at the Jet Propulsion Labs.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VB220FD113
VB270FD101
VB270FD102
VB270FD103
VR270SR101
VR270SR102
VB235FD105
Table 2-3a Mechanical Alignment Tolerances
Assembly Fixtures; Functional Description
Interface Fixtures; Functional Description
S/C Alignment Equipment; Functional Description
Voyager AHSE Test Objectives and Design Criteria
AHSE Design Characteristics and Restraints
Determination of Weight, Center of Gravity and Mass Properties
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The weight and center of gravity of the S/C will be found for three phases of flight:
a. Earth orbit (entire S/C, including Capsule)
b. Transit (entire S/C, Capsule, appendages deployed)
c. Mars Orbit (S/C Less Capsule)
Weights and centers of gravity will be found using a multiple load and cell system. A
fixture will be fabricated which will have a load point on each load cell 120 degrees
apart. The weight and center of gravity of the fixture will be accounted for and the
fixture leveled. When the S/C is placed on the fixture with the field joint interface
parallel to the fixture, the amount of difference in cell readouts along with a known
moment arm to the center of gravity of the fixture, is used to compute location of
the center of gravity in the X-Y plane.
The S/C is then positioned with the X axis vertical and the center of gravity is found
in the X-Z plane. The fixture will have the capability to allow the S/C to be rolled
90 degrees and pitched 90 degrees at the same time. Centers of gravity will be
checked against the known center of gravity of the fixture.
The sum of the weight indications of the load cells, less the known weight of the fix-
ture will be the total weight of the S/C. The method described above will be used for
all three conditions of the flight S/C.
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4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
4.1 OPTICAL
An optical interface exists between the S/C three-cell fixture,
4.2 MECHANICAL
ao
b.
c.
d.
and leveling transit.
Weighing load cells interface with S/C through a three-legged fixture capable
of rotating the S/C through 90 degrees in the X-Z or Y-Z plane.
Load cell structure must interface with facility floor and have leveling
capability.
Tie points on top of weighing fixtures allow them to interface with lifting
sling.
Load cells must be calibrated before each use, with a calibrating mass of
accurately known weight.
4.3 ELECTRICAL
a. An electrical interface shall exist between load cells and readout device.
b. Power (110V, 60 cycle, single phase) must be provided to drive force
indicator.
c. Power must be provided to rotate item to be weighed about two axes.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
a. Load cell accuracy (Full Capacity)
b. Tolerance '......... "_' ...... '-+o
c. Fixture leveling accuracy
d. Center of gravity accuracy X, Y, Z
*o. o1%
±O. 003"
_10 arc sec.
_:0.05"
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
a. Load cells used shall be three in number each with a 5000-pound capacity
(full deflection) and having leveling features.
b. Fixtures for holding S/C and other components shall be as rigid as possible
to keep deflections to a minimum.
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c. Fixtures will have three pickup points for the lifting sling.
d. Turn over portion of the fixture shall not allow any part of S/C or sub-
assemblies to take loads in excess of S/C design loads.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
a. Weight and center of gravity equipment shall be designed such that no loads
are placed on the S/C structure which are not load-bearing members.
b. Covers will be provided to keep contaminants out of critical parts of Weight
and Balance equipment.
c. All Weight and Balance fixtures shall be provided with appropriate hand
holds to avoid injury to personnel using the equipment.
d. Both design and procedures will be evaluated continuously from the safety
aspect, and periodic refinement of each will result in the techniques to be
evaluated in the first "walk-through" and mating of the S/C and Weight and
Balance equipment.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the functional characteristics of the shipping equipment
required to transport the spacecraft from the manufacturer's plant to using sites.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
GE
VR270SR101 1971 Voyager Spacecraft AHSE, Objectives and Design Criteria
VR270SR102 1971 Voyager Spacecraft AHSE, Design Characteristics and
Constraints
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The equipment described here is that required to facilitate movement of the flight
spacecraft. The spacecraft shipping container is the prime protection for the space-
craft bus during shipment. As such, it is required to completely protect its contents
from all harmful environmental factors and still be easily handled, transported and
secured. The container houses the complete spacecraft with all subsystem com-
ponents installed, except for the capsule and payload fairing.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
4.1 MECHANICAL
The mechanical interfaces between the shipping container and its contents will con-
sist of tie-down points on the assembly being shipped and the container with the
required integral shock attenuating mechanisms. The spacecraft container will con-
tain tie-down points for securing to the transportation mediums used. These mediums
include highway and/or barge movement, air transportation and ground transport
dolly movement at ETR.
4.2 THERMAL
A thermal interface exists between shipping container and spacecraft to provide the
controlled thermal environment required by the spacecraft. The interface between the
spacecraft and the shipping equipment is a heat exchanger which is integral with the
shipping equipment. The heat exchanger has a thermal and electrical/fluid interface
with ancillary heating and cooling equipment.
4.3 ELECTRICAL
When shipping the spacecraft assembly, it may be necessary to provide signals or
power during movement. Such services will be provided if further studies show such
a necessity.
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4.4 INSTRUMENTATION
An instrumentation interface between the shipping container and the spacecraft exists
to provide monitoring and recording of environmental conditions during transportation.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 TEMPERATURE EXTREMES
The shipping containers shall not allow their contents to experience temperature
extremes greater than +35°F to +125 ° F. Sensors to control ancillary heating and
cooling equipment are to be incorporated into the shipping equipment and are to
assure maintenance of this temperature range.
5.2 HUMIDITY
Humidity limits within the shipping containers shall be maintained at 50% relative
humidity regardless of ambient conditions.
5.3 PRESSURE
The various shipping containers shall be capable of containing an internal pressure
of 1.0 psig maximum regardless of ambient conditions.
5.4 CLEANLINESS
The containers shall be designed as to be sealed against particulate intrusion and also
be capable of cleaning before installation of their contents.
5.5 LOADS ENVIRONMENT
The maximum load inputs to the containers' contents shall in all cases be attenuated
to levels below those expected during flight.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
a. The container will require lifting eyes and tie-down points for safe efficient
handling.
b. The container will not require integral wheels, but will mate to a truck or
ground transporter for ground movement.
c. Within the configuration constraints imposed by the spacecraft, the container
will be designed to fit within the planned shipping method volumes.
d. Construction materials of the container will be non-magnetic.
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7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
a. A primary safety provision within the spacecraft shipping container will be
the provision of shock attenuating mounts to prevent load inputs to the space-
craft greater than those expected during launch.
b. Shock indicators mounted on the spacecraft will determine inputs in excess
of the design allowables.
c. Humidity and temperature recorders will keep permanent records of envir-
onmental conditions during shipment.
d. All environmental sampling and recording equipment shall have external
indicators to facilitate assessing the imposed conditions during shipment
and detect any out-of-tolerance inputs.
e. Design criteria for handling provisions shall be high enough to assure safe
margins for all handling conditions.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Primary objectives of the OSE Implementation Plan are:
a. Ensure that OSE is available to satisfy in-house requirements for handling
and testing spacecraft subsystems and the assembled spacecraft.
b. Efficient and timely integration of OSE-spacecraft and OSE-DSN interfaces.
Co Development, to the extent feasible, of OSE items that are suitable for
multiple use, e.g., test equipment which can be used initially at principle
vendor plants, later at GE-SD, and subsequently in the field, and for both '69
and ' 71 flight s.
do Provide for easy integration of the OSE with the overall Voyager system so
as to allow sufficient time for verification of operating procedures and
training of personnel.
e. Support type approval and life testing of the PTM Spacecraft.
f. Supply certified system and subsystem OSE to support three flight spacecraft
assigned to the 1971 Voyager mission.
2.0 REFERENCE PLANNING DOCUMENTS
Voyager OSE will, in general, be designed, fabricated, checked out, utilized, and con-
trolled in a manner similar to prime flight equipment. Consequently, the detailed
implementation planning of Section 5, Volume A, is largely applicable to OSE. The
following plans from Volume A are considered to be sufficiently descriptive of (or non-
applicable to) CSE planning as to warrant no further discussion in this volume.
VBll0VP003 Design and Development Plan
VB110VP005 Assembly and Checkout
VB110VP006 Launch Operations
VBll0VP007 Space Flight Operations
_B110VPO08 Special Test Plans - Life
VB110VP009 Special Test Plans - Interface
_BIIO_rPOIO Reliability
VBll0VP012 Safety
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VBIIOVP014 Procurement and Fabrication
VBIIOVP015 Magnetic Cleanliness
VBll0VP016 EMI
VBIIOVP017 Pasadena Engineering Office
VBIIOVP018 Facilities
VBI20VP Project Control Plan
Portions of the Project Plan other than those above contain significant differences or
require expansion when applied to OSE. These differences are discussed in the follow-
ing sections. Where specific differences are not so noted, the equivalent Volume A
planning document should be assumed to apply.
3.0 ORGANIZATION
Shown in Figure 3-1 are those functions of the overall Voyager Project Organization
directly involved in the design of OSE. OSE functional requirements will be established
in detail by OSE Systems Engineering, working in close consort with JPL. These
system requirements are translated to subsystem OSE requirements by OSE design,
adding sufficient constraints to assure OSE subsystem interface compatibility. The
various subsystem design functions then create specifications, design, and develop
dual-purpose required OSE which is capable of testing their equipment both at the sub-
system and system level. OSE design specifies or designs portions of the overall OSE
system not unique to a particular subsystem, and provides a continued integration
function between the subsystem OSE design groups.
Certain special test equipment for testing of components below the subassembly level
will be designed by Quality Assurance, since they will utilize this equipment during
in-process testing. OSE Design will a/so, however, monitor and approve these
designs to assure hardware comp__ibi!ity to preve_n_ in-process degradation due to
test equipment.
In a like manner, some special tools and handling equipment will be designed within
Manufacturing and used for processes below the system assembly level. Such equip-
ment which interfaces with OSE or spacecraft hardware will also be subject to
engineering approval and integration.
This organization should result in versatile and efficiently designed equipment since,
in each case, its design is in the hands of the ultimate user, through the level of sub-
assembly testing. Further, the integrating efforts of OSE System Engineering and
OSE Design will ensure the evolution from these individual items of an optimum over-
all system test complex and other system level OSE.
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Figure 3-1. OSE Design Organization
4.0 SCHEDULE
As shown in Table 4-1, Voyager OSE deployment requirements are extensive. The
OSE schedule (Figure 4-1) to provide this deployment properly phased to the avail-
ability of spacecraft hardware and with a safe minimum of OSE duplication must con-
form to the following constraints and requirements.
4.1 STC SCHEDULE
Factors which influence the STC schedule are:
a. At least one STC will be required for each of the flight, PTM, and space
spacecraft.
b. Each STC will be shipped with its associated spacecraft for use at one of
several destinations.
c. While in-house at GE-SD, each STC will be configured for testing isolated
spacecraft subsystems to satisfy Integrated Test Program requirements.
This configuration includes auxiliary STC equipment which enables sub-
system testing on the assembled spacecraft. 6
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Figure 4-1. Voyager OSE Utilization Schedule
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d*
e°
f.
The STC for the spare S/C and the STC for the PTM which goes to JPL will
also be configured for isolated spacecraft subsystem testing.
The STC will have the inherent capability of flexible allocation within the
Spacecraft Checkout Facility (SC F), but this capability will not be utilized in
the GE-SD preliminary design and functional descriptions. For example,
Computer Data System No. 1 can be wired to STC No. 2, etc., if needed.
STC at ETR Spacecraft Checkout Facility will be used to support spacecraft
on the launch pad by augmenting the specialized minimal blockhouse equipment.
4.2 LCE SCHEDULE
Fac tor s
a.
b.
C°
which influence the LCE schedule are:
A total of three LCE's are required at ETR.
Logistic support, compatible with the effects a failed LCE could have on the
launch window, is planned for the LCE. Substitution between the LCE at the
Explosive Safe Area (ESA) and the LCE at the launch Complex (LC) in the
event of a failed assembly, augments this logistic support.
One LCE, or at least the major portion of one, will be required at GE-SD for
OSE/spacecraft compatibility testing.
4.3 MDE SCHEDULE
O
Implementation of the MDE subsystem will be accomplished so as to permit timely
delivery of these items to the DSIF for scheduled calibration and verification of com-
patibility. Factors which influence the MDE schedule are:
a. Each Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) will include a general purpose
digital computer for processing of telemetry and command data (TCD).
b. MDE hardware requirement will be minimal (probably modulation and demodu-
lation equipment only), however, MDE software requirement will be heavy.
c. MDE hardware items should be sole source, obtained from the same sources
as Command Flight Equipment.
4.4 AHSE SUBSYSTEM SCHEDULE
Project phasing of the AHSE subsystems will be scheduled to assure that design, de-
velopment, fabrication, and assembly of these items will be completed to satisfy in-
house requirements for such items to support spacecraft development, assembly, test,
checkout, and shipment. AHSE will be used throughout the entire factory sequence;
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those items which are deliverable to ETR andJPL becoming operational AHSE, the
remainder being Factory Support Equipment (FSE).
5.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE
The Quality Assurance plan of Section 5, Volume A VBl10VP011 will be applied, for
the most part, directly to OSE. Certain controls, however, may be eliminated or
modified with respect to OSE in the interest of cost or schedule savings without jeop-
ardizing the mission. The major changes of this nature foreseen are as given in
paragraphs 5.1 through 5.4.
5.1 PROCUREMENT
A special procurement quality document for OSE will be prepared during Phase IB.
Vendors will be required to maintain a working logbook that will identify an up-to-date
record of lists of materials, break of inspections (items removed or interchanged for
some reason), list of deviations from planned tests or inspections, completed inspec-
tion and test planning, discrepancy reports, and performance data sheets or engineering
test reports. OSE quality plans will identify the degree of control/acceptance to be
accomplished by the company and GE-SD. The quality plans will further be addressed
to the interfacing required for preventive maintenance and calibration by subcontractors
retaining a set of OSE for flight article testing. Surveillance, Receiving Inspection,
and in-house testing will be used in varying degrees to provide the proper balance of
cost with vendors capabilities to provide assurance of required quality levels. Spare
parts for OSE will be procured to VR130TC002, "Quality Assurance Requirements for
Suppliers. " All OSE, including spare parts, will receive some level of acceptance
testing performed upon receipt in-house. Commercial equipment purchased for instal-
lation in OSE will be routed to the Instrument Calibration Lab for verification tests to
catalog specifications.
5.2 CONTROL OF GE-SD FABRICATED OSE
OSE will be fabricated in a different area from flight hardware using the same methods
of manufacturing and inspection planning. It is planned that piece part serialization
will not be required for OSE, and the parts will be stored in a segregated bonded stock
area. In general, photographic records of OSE will not be maintained. Acceptance
tests will be defined by an engineering specification, with test procedures detailing
the instructions for performing the required tests. Acceptance tests of end items will
not include the environmental tests required for flight hardware. Logistic spare parts
for OSE will be acceptance tested in a manner similar to end usage and will be operated
some minimum time analogous to the green line limits of flight articles.
A workbook will be maintained containing the same information as described in Para-
graph 5.1. It will be the responsibility of the personnel working directly on the hard-
ware to keep the book current and accurate. A final historical logbook will be pre-
pared including a signature page for responsible GE-SD and JPL representatives sig-
nifying acceptance of the end item. The concept of team transfer from system test to
Q
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the launch site will assure a maintenance of the logbook, configuration and adequate
planning for the incorporation of changes.
5.3 PRESERVATION, PACKAGING, HANDLING, STORAGE AND SHIPPING
The specific engineering OSE specifications will identify the requirements for pre-
servation, packing, and packaging.
5.40SE TESTS
OSE tests will be performed at various levels of OSE development starting with the
lowest level and working toward the higher. The approach, plans, scheduling, and
means for monitoring the progress of these tests will be as defined in the integrated
Test Plan. This plan provides individual test plans for parts and materials develop-
ment, subassembly and subsystem development, system development, and OSE certi-
fication. MDE (hardware/software) to DSIF interface tests will be performed to
demonstrate that the MDE hardware and associated procedures and programs are
functionally adequate and compatible with the DSIF. This test will be performed
initially in conjunction with the STC to Spacecraft Assembly Facility No. 2 (SAF
No. 2) and DSN interface test. This is necessary to demonstrate the capability of
the bi-directional pathway over which signals are fed into the STC by the spacecraft
and received from the STC by the spacecraft. The test will be performed initially
using the PTM and its associated STC. MDE to SFOF interface tests will be performed
to verify the adequacy of installed MDE and to verify its compatibility in the SFOF.
Compatibility between items of AHSE will be demonstrated by mechanical walk through
of AHSE/spacecraft interfaces as early as practical in the development cycle. Specific
objectives of the interface tests will be:
a. Verification that spacecraft assembly equipment will provide for accurate
assembly of all spacecraft components to the basic spacecraft structure.
b. Verification of AHSE capability to provide correct indications of spacecraft
component alignment.
c. Verification that the AHSE will provide for safe, efficient movement of the
spacecraft and/or its major components.
d. Verification of AHSE capability of positioning and stabilizing the spacecraft
in any attitude required for servicing, adjustment, component replacement,
testing, and personnel access.
6.00SE UTILIZATION
The OSE for the 1969 mission has been configured for minimum updating requirements
in order to recycle it for 1971 use. Table 6-1, shows the degree of modification re-
quired by each kind of 1969 OSE, to utilize it for 1971.
9 ofll
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Most of the major items in the 1969 STC are usable for 1971, as is. Some of these
might well be GFE to General Electric for 1969.
The LCE also shows little need for specific 1971 design.
The AHSE shows that substantial 1969 peculiar design is needed. However, these
AHSE items lend themselves to salvage in the recycling through 1971 OSE develop-
ment. Several specific major hardware items can be salvaged by redesign and re-
work at GE-SD and emerge suitable for 1971.
MDE hardware for 1969 will serve 197 1 needs, and can stay at the DSN.
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APPENDIX A
ALTERNATE APPROACHES
The following documents summarize the major trade offs made to establish the
approach to be taken to implement the OSE-STC. In many cases these trade studies
were made early in the study phase. As such they establish the philosophical ap-
proach to be taken. The subsequent work may have modified the details of this ap-
• proach but the basic intent has been maintained.
The following documents are included:
VB260AA001 Basic System Test Approach and Philosophy
VB260AA0 03 Propellant Loading Alternatives
VB260AA004 Leak Test Alternatives
VB260AA005 Deployable Element Testing
VB260AA006 Computer Sizing Analysis
A-1
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ALTERNATE APPROACHES
BASIC SYSTEM TEST APPROACH AND PHILOSOPHY
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Purpose
General
System Test Philosophy
System Test
System Test Configuration Alternatives
Recommended STC Configuration
Implementation
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I. 0 PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to provide the basis and rationale used to establish
the configuration proposed for the System Test Complex (STC) for the Voyager
System.
2.0 GENERAL
The STC is to support the following vehicle tests:
a. Final assembly steps required to assemble subsystems (previously checked
out individuallyusing their OSE consoles) into a system. This will include
the following:
1. Ground loop checks.
2. Initial power application.
3. Subsystem tests using vehicle power and cabling.
4. Inter-subsystem tests using vehicle power, command and TLM inter-
faces, etc.
5. Mission Profile Tests.
b. LCE compatibility tests.
c. EMI tests.
d. Pre and Post Vibration Tests.
e. Thermal-Vacuum Tests.
f. Final Factory Tests.
g. Field Reacceptance Test.
h. Support Explosive Safe Area Activities.
i. Support LCE.
These tests will be performed in several areas and will be supported by STC's in
those areas.
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3.0 SYSTEM TEST PHILOSOPHY
The following statements summarizes the philosophy used in establishing the STC
configuration.
a° The primary purpose of the Vehicle Acceptance Test is to verify that the
workmanship and materials used are of a high order.
bo A secondary purpose is to verify that the flight units are similar enough to
the PTM and subsystem development units to allow correlating the results
of those tests with the results of the Acceptance Test.
c. Due to the nature of the Voyager Program (long life - short launch windows
several years apart - experimental nature - three vehicles built per window,
etc. } the following aspects are to be emphasized.
1. Vehicles are to be protected against damage induced by the OSE and
their personnel.
2. A low risk approach to OSE should be taken in order to insure that it is
not a source of problems during the tests.
3. It is desirable to be able to identify which vehicle is the best one.
4. Overtesting (within reason) is to be preferred to undertesting.
5. Tests will be performed by highly knowledgeable engineers.
6. Development type tests will be required to a limited degree.
d. The Systems Tests are performed following installation of the subsystems
into the vehicle and their preliminary tests (2. a. 1 thru 2. ao 3 above}. After
these tests no flight cabling will be broken until a fault has been detected.
All harAj;:ire points sha!! be provided properly buffered and isolated at
separate connectors.
e. Repair will be done in the STC by replacement of bays. Faults need not be
isolated any further than this level.
f° Test sequences and results will be recorded for post test evaluation and for
test result verification.
g. The STC will be made up of the OSE used to check out the individual sub-
systems. These subsystem OSE consoles will be tied together and coordi-
nated into system test sets by the use of additional STC peculiar equipment.
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h. Mission DependentEquipment (MDE), which includes hardware and software
used in the DSIF, will be a part of the STC.
io Redundancy is not a reason for reducing the level of testing, in fact it indi-
cates that two or three well working systems are required at lift off. Pro-
visions must be made in the vehicle to enable the OSE to detect the operation
of parallel path, to stimulate fault detecting circuits (that switch in back-up
circuitry) in such a manner that the transfer occurs, and to be able to oper-
ate majority logic circuits in such a manner as to verify that decisions are
being made unanimously.
j. The degree to which the vehicle's design is made cooperative to depth of
tests will be made on the basis of total system tradeoffs. The result must
be that the confidence that the vehicle will perform its mission has been
improved by increasing or decreasing the depth of tests. The general phi-
losophy will be that end-to-end testing will be performed.
k. The STC's support of the LCE will be limited to receiving and analyzing RF
TLM data and in sending RF Commands to the vehicle.
l. Advantage will be taken of the vehicle's TLM and Command capabilities to
reduce the number of hardline leads. The only reasons for duplication will
be inadequate availability, accuracy, or time to execute.
m. Most of the Systems Tests will be performed using simulated solar panel
power and simulated battery power. Final verification of Panel-Vehicle
interface will include the capability to transfer full power.
4.0 SYSTEMS TEST
The above require essentially two types of test capabilities - tests performed on
individual subsystems disconnected from the other subsystems (assembly tests) and
tests performed on the system (subsystems connected to other subsystems via the
vehicle cabling). The basic OSE is designed to be capable of testing the individual
subsystems. The main subject of this document is how to interconnect the individual
subsystem OSE and to establish what additional equipment is desired to test the ve-
hicle in the system configuration. This system test can be accomplished by per-
forming two basic types of test - a performance test and a mission profile test as
described below.
a. Performance Test
This test operates all elements of the system in the modes best suited to detect mal-
functions and to establish how well they are operating. This may lead to operating
the vehicle in a manner that could never occur in normal operation, but this is to be
encouraged if it is the best way for finding faults or for identifying how well the
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element is working. An example of this is that rate andposition errors during an
A/C subsystemtest neednot be coordinated(vehicle rates can exist with fixed position
errors) if this is the optimum way of testing for defects or evaluating performance.
It should be noted that all elements are to be tested. An example of this is an "and"
gate as shown below:
B
C
D
It is not sufficient to demonstrate that the output is a "one" for A • B • C • D, but
four of the fifteen "zero" states must also be verified. These are:
w
E=A.B.C.D
E=A.B.C.D
I
E=A.B.C.D
E=A.B.C.D
The Performance Test must guarantee that those four "zero" and the one "one" state
are verified; any other combinations are practically superfluous as far as that "and"
gate is concerned. In many cases the verification of these "zero" states will require
the OSE to operate (stimulate) the vehicle in a manner that is not normal to opera-
tional usage.
To establish how well an element is operating is difficult. Methods used in the past
have included operating the element beyond its design limit and detecting its margin
of operation. This must obviously be a non-injurious type of operation. A possible
example of this would be in the phase locking circuits of the Radio Subsystem. In
this, phase lock is established by having the ground transmitter operating at a differ-
ent frequency than the expected airborne frequency. This Af causes the phase angle
between the signal received by the vehicle and the vehicle's self-generated frequency
to vary from 0 to 360 degrees. When the phase angle passes thru 0° the airborne
11equency is to h_ ,ltered to maintain the phase at 00 (i. e., phase lock). This will
occur if the phase angle rate is within some limits. The lowest rates (+ and -) at
which phase lock does not occur gives an indication of the margin of operation of this
circuitry. It is felt that the change of these points as a function of life or environ-
ment is significant as to its capability to withstand the mission. It should be noted
that the above test operates the element in a manner not to find that it operates within
specified limits but to find its limits of operation and the more quantitative the test
results the better its changes can be observed. It should also be noted that this is
an end-to-end test, (i. e., the stimulation is varied and its effect observed by watch-
ing the vehicle's normal output).
To apply this philosophy to elements further down the chain of a subsystem (i. e.,
further away from the front end or normal stimulation point) becomes more and more
difficult. The sensor output signal while it may be marginal is eventually, in most
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cases, reshaped, amplified, etc., to become a nominal signal; thus, the elements
that follow this cannot be tested with marginal signals using end-to-end test philoso-
phy. While adjusting the voltage settings or temperatures, etc., may give a method
of accomplishing this to a degree, it is felt that this is asking for trouble, especially
in a system configuration. Therefore, the evaluation at these points would at most
be by observing wave shapes, time delays, etc., as a function of life or environment
or where possible by varying an external load.
The Performance Test is a rigid pre-planned sequence. When faults are detected
certain other sequences may be required (the most common of which will be to stop).
The test progresses sequentially through a particular subsystem starting by verifying
the front end and progressively adding more and more elements and different com-
binations until the entire subsystem is verified. This same approach is applied to the
system and eventually all interfaces will be verified completely. Since elements
within a subsystem (or system) are verified in the sequence in which they are inter-
connected the reason for a failure of a test can be deduced to be the new element
added to the chain for that sequence. This type of test therefore identifies the faulty
element in almost every case directly.
b. Mission Profile Test
The Mission Profile Test is, to a large degree, a special case of the Performance
Test in which the inputs to the system are the nominal inputs programmed to occur
as in flight. This sequence would include all commands and operate all of the sub-
systems in all of their modes. During this test the inputs to the system should be as
realistic as possible. This could be accomplished by:
1. Using the CVE and its flight software for commanding the vehicle.
2. Operating the G & C in a simulated closed loop as far as possible.
3. Use the TLM as a primary source of data - with greatly reduced hardwire
monitoring and control.
4. Use flight batteries.
5. Some considerable operation with no test connections at all.
The Mission Profile Test is still a rigid fixed routine such that the test and monitor-
ing equipment knows the mode and state of the vehicle at any instant. The OSE also
knows when and what changes are to be made to what subsystem. It is primarily
these changes that are then to be verified as having taken place as well as the fact that
no other changes occurred. This then at that instant becomes essentially a subsystem
test to verify that the change expected did in fact occur. This is true primarily due to
the nature of the Voyager (i.e., every sequence, command etc., is a definite fixed
routine effecting a very small part of a particular subsystem and only one command is
executed at one time).
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It is well to note the differences betweenthe Performance Tests andthe Mission
Profile Test as follows:
1. Performance Test
(a) Operating system in optimum manner to detect faults.
(b) Operates system in optimum manner to detect margins of operation.
2. Mission Profile Test
(a) Operatessystem in a mission sequence.
(b) Operatessystem with nominal inputs.
From this it can beseen that if the vehicle passes its Performance Test it should
pass the Mission Profile Test provided there are no vehicle design errors (ioe.,
margins of operation are not exceededduring a mission sequence), that there were
no crosstalk or interference problems that were not anticipated, andthat the Per-
formance Test does all it was meant to. The Mission Profile Test is therefore a
confidence test to assure that the vehicle will accomplish a simulated mission.
While the abovemay give the impression that the two types of tests are separate
and distinct, it must be recognized that they can eachincorporate as many aspects
of the other as desired. This combination is mainly a matter of incorporating the
desired sequenceof controls/commands into the test. It should also be realized that
reduced levels of testing will be accomplishedas desired at any test location pri-
marily by the elimination of steps.
From the abovediscussion of tests it canbe seen that all System Tests are in reality
a fixed series of short test steps. Eachstep being made up of onecommand(or some
other single stimulation occurrence) that is verified by observing a few TLM or hard-
wira values changeto certain new values. The following test steps may further
verify this command's operation by stimulating the .... '-velllu_uand -,_r_n_ nnee a_ain
by testing several data values. The sequence of these steps are fixed and for a given
sequence (several steps) they should always occur in that manner. The tests would
generally be terminated ifthe response is incorrect. This termination may be just
to stop or itcould entailperforming some of the following steps or itcould require
generating some back-up sequences in order to stop a function that should not be
allowed to continue.
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5.0 SYSTEM TEST CONFIGURATION ALTERNATIVES
a. General
Three STC configurations were investigated as to their adequacy to perform the tests
as outlined above. The three approaches were:
1. The Mariner C approach.
2. The Mariner C approach modified such that the computer data system (CDS)
provides sequencing functions to the vehicle by remotely controlling certain
aspects of the Subsystem OSE.
3. Adapting the Mariner C approach to an ACE (Acceptance Checkout Equipment -
developed by NASA and GE-ASD for Apollo).
The differences in these approaches is primarily in the manner in which the computer
is used. Each are described in more detail below with the emphasis on the computer
application.
b. Mariner C Approach
This approach is shown in Figure 5-1. The system is basically a manual one with
the computer serving the function of data acquisition, processing, and alarm gener-
ation in parallel with the subsystem engineers. The primary computer functions are
the following:
1. Obtains TLM data from TCD.
2. Controls the selection of Hardwire Monitor groups and obtains its digital
output.
3. Monitors OSE switch operations to establish inputs to vehicle.
4. Generates alarms (out-of-limit) indications based on a-b-c above.
5. Prints out data (engineering units if desired) as requested.
6. Controls X-Y plotter.
7. Records data for off-line analysis by an IBM 7094 computer.
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In the Voyager configuration the CommandVerification Equipment (CVE) or the
CommandOSEwill be used to send commandsto the vehicle. Any of the following
modes could beused:
lo Load blocks of pre-programmed command sequences into the CVE prior to
start of test sequences. The commands would be released by supplying the
simulated time code associated with each block of commands. This simu-
lated time code should probably be controlled manually (manually, advance
a counter) since using real time might cause the test sequence to proceed
faster than the other subsystem engineers could keep up with, especially
if problems arise.
. Load commands into CVE in real time (i. e., send when inserted) by means
of typing codes (apparent random characters at best) in via the CVE's
teletype input.
3. Send commands via the Command OSE by manually setting in commands
(setting _ 45 switches in apparent random manner).
Note: In order to protect the vehicle from having the wrong command in-
serted at the wrong time, the manual techniques (2-3) should have a check
function performed by the Test Conductor before sending them to the
vehicle.
Due to the large number (over 1000) of commands (good and bad) to be sent to the
vehicle during System Tests, the pre-programmed or pre-punched, Method 1 above,
is the most practical method of accomplishing this task. Methods 2 and 3 are pri-
marily reserved for troubleshooting types of activities.
In concert with the commands, the other OSE subsystem engineers must set up their
equipment to operate in a specified manner in order to evaluate the commands and
the result of them on their subsystem. The monitoring and evaluating functions are
performed by these operators in parallel with the CDS.
There are basically two ways of programming the computer to correlate the received
data as a function of the commands and the subsystem stimulation. These are:
. Program the computer such that it can establish the mode of the vehicle and
the status of its stimulation. Then, by using this data, calculate the limits
of all the other data for correct operation. This type of programming can
allow the system to operate (as far as the computer analysis is concerned)
with random inputs. It, however, requires that the computer be able to
ascertain the status of all inputs into the vehicle and the sequence of them
where important.
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o Program the computer knowing what the sequence of commands and stimu-
lation is going to be. Then by detecting when these changes occur, the
limits for the analysis are changed by the program to those calculated by the
programmer.
Method 1 has great flexibility but is difficult to program and to insure that it can
monitor all of the significant inputs into the vehicle. Method 2 is easier to program
(essentially mechanizing the analyzing function of a manual test sequence), but it
cannot handle tests performed incorrectly or out of sequence. (Note: It can detect
these conditions and so inform the operators, etc.).
The programming technique that would be eventually used would be a combination of
the two but leaning more towards the second than the first.
The advantages of the Mariner C approach are:
1. Minimum interface with Subsystem Test Consoles.
2. Makes effective use of subsystem engineers. Generates alarms or out-of-
tolerance conditions for the operators to respond to.
3. Used successfully on Mariner C and can probably be directly applied to
Voyager including software techniques.
o Requires an operator who knows the vehicle subsystem and the OSE. This
is considered an advantage to the overall system especially on a program
like Voyager (i. e., two vehicles every two years that function properly).
The disadvantages of this approach are:
1. It is impossible to repeat tests exactly, if timing is considered.
_-_+_ ._,,_, prnceed at manual rate which may be excessively long if tests
are large in number.
3. Coordination of complex test sequences are difficult to accomplish.
c. Modified Mariner C Approach
This approach is shown in Figure 5-2. The difference between this approach and the
above is that the computer in addition to the above functions also closes the loop by
providing control functions to sequence the commands and the stimuli based on pre-
programmed routines, and as a result of the data received from the vehicle resulting
from that stimulation as required. It must be emphasized that this control is in
addition to the manual control available which would be maintained at the Mariner
C level.
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This approach allows automatic or manual testing to be completed, whichever is
appropriate at the time. The automatic aspects can be approached gradually starting
with the functions that will help the system most. Even the ultimate would not auto-
mate all functions and the troubleshooting type sequences would be among the last that
would be attempted.
The desirability of this approach depends greatly on the types of test to be run. The
automatic features are desirable where:
1. Routine tests are run for prolonged periods.
2. Tests require coordination of operators or operator actions beyond their
capabilities.
3. Tests are to be exactly duplicated.
4. Tests are large in number.
All of these factors exist in the Voyager System Test to some degree and "automation"
therefore offers some attraction. Any method proposed, however, must retain the
capability of performing the tests manually such that subsystems can be tested using
this equipment at other locations {where a CDS will not be present), for trouble-
shooting or investigatory tests and as a low risk backup mode to the automated tests.
The functions to be controlled by the computer are not new or different because of the
computer. These functions are required regardless of the approach to be used. The
computer will have to set up the same circuitry remotely in the same manner that it
was to be set up manually. The tests to be run are the same and the test programs
required are, for all intents and purposes, identical. The computer would set up the
OSE and the vehicle using the same techniques and in parallel to the switching or
controlling circuits that would be set up manually. The evaluation of the data would be
as done on Mariner C except the operator would back the CDS up to the extent desired.
The additional load imposed on the computer shouid not be large. The outpllt rate of
the control can be as slow as a manual response and still be adequate for most of the
sequences foreseen. This then allows the computer to output the control signals
almost at its leisure. While it is not expected that this will be that slow, it can be.
The computer does not have to store all of the sequences in its core. Only those
sequences that are required on short notice and logical groups of test steps need be
stored at any one time. The sequences can be read in from tape or some such de-
vice as they are requested by the Test Conductor.
The computer also has an easier task in evaluating the data obtained from the vehicle
and the OSE. This is obtained by the fact that the same sequence that generates the
command can alter the computer's evaluation criteria directly. The computer no
longer has to determine what is being done to the vehicle, because it is the pro-
gram source. The command functions OSE results will be fed back to the computer
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(via its hardwire conversion circuitry) to verify that the OSErespondedproperly as
well as obtaining the vehicle data to verify its response to the OSE. The computer
will not reducethe amountof in-process shelf testing circuits designedinto the OSE
consoles. These functions will be performed independentlyof the CDSo
The primary functions to be controlled remotely are those things done repeatedly or
that may require close coordination with other functions.
would include the following:
.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Vehicle commands (good and bad formats).
Vehicle clock control (set-hold-rate control).
TLM data rate control.
.
These primary functions
TLM multiplexer control {homing).
Control and Guidance Controls.
(a) Gyro torque start points.
(b) Gyro torque stop points.
(c) Gyro torque rate points.
(d) Other sensor stimulator or simulator controls as required.
Radio Controls as accomplished normally by CVE.
Other functions may also be remotely controlled, not because great benefits will be
obtained, but because they will be easy to do once the above capability has been added
and because some benefit will be obtained. This would be such functions as:
1. Hardwire mode selection of the Radio (i. e., antenna-receiver combinations).
2. Hardwire mode selection of the TLM.
3. Guidance mode control.
4. Other simple functions - switch closures, etc.
It should be obvious that all the System Test control functions and analysis will not be
automated. There are functions to be performed and analysis to be made that can not
be easily automated. From the test procedures outlined, these tests are in the
minority and they would remain manual. If these tests are required in the middle of
an automated sequence, this can easily be handled by programming the computer to
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pause and allow the manual functions to be accomplished and resume whenthey are
finished as indicated by the Test Conductor's instructions to the CDS.
The main advantagesof this approach are:
1. Test times will be long. Theuse of the computer should materially reduce
this.
2. The test will be repeatable - making comparison of like data obtainedfrom
many tests on same system possible.
3. Humanerror reduced.
4. Coordination of the STC is accomplished.
5. Large number of commandsto be sent requires some automatedmeansof
accomplishing this. (This methodis not too different from the approach
using pre-stored commandsin the CVE's.)
6. Computer tasks have not beenincreased appreciably - programs are nearly
alike.
7. Logical extensionof Mariner C.
8. Automated tests are backedupby being able to be performed manually.
9. Availability of OSEcan be improved over manual by having computer pro-
grammed self checks.
The main disadvantagesof this approachare:
1. Not all tests can be remotely controlled or monitored. If these predomi-
nates, it may not make senseto control the remainder.
2. Subsystemconsoleshave to contain provisions for remote control.
3. Operators may lose feel of test.
4. Program changesare harder to make than in a manual setup.
5. Equipment reliability has beendecreased.
d. Modified ACE/SC Approach
ACE/SC (Acceptance CheckoutEquipment/Spacecraft) was developedby NASAand
GE-ASD for testing the Apollo vehicle. This equipment is in production and could be
applied to the Voyager program. Thebasic concept is shown in Figure 5-3.
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The computer/decom in this approachis placed in series betweenthe controls and
stimulation equipment andbetweenthe data sources andthe displays. The displays,
controls and computer/decom are normally located remotely (up to five miles} from
the stimulation equipment, data sources andvehicle under test. The interconnection
betweenthese two locations is ideally two data links (a control or up link - to the
vehicle - and a data or downlink - from the vehicle}. Serial digital data (up to 1
megabit/second) is transmitted up/down these lines and is received, decodedand
distributed to the proper destination at the receiving end. This is described in more
detail as follows:
. Control - The computer senses/detects manual switch operations from the
control area. It then generates and transmits a unique serial code of digital
data (depending on which switch was operated} up the control or up link data
line. This serial code is received at the stimulation area and is decoded and
distributed to the proper stimulation equipment where a function (set a relay -
set a D/A converter - set a function generator, etc. } is performed.
. Data - The data (in the vehicle vicinity) is obtained from the vehicle PCM
Telemetry System and several ground (or vicinity} PCM Telemetry Systems.
These serial digital data sources are interleaved to form one data stream
which is transmitted down the data or down link. The decommutator sepa-
rates the serial data into data words and distributes this along with identifi-
cation bits to the display area. These devices, using the identification bits,
store the data for their displays and convert (via D/A converters or lamp
drivers} to drive the proper display.
The computer also receives this data and can be used to limit compare, convert to
engineering units, generate additional displays, etc..
This system can be as manual or as automatic as desired, depending on how the com-
puter is programmed. The manual capability is implemented by programming the
stimulation area on a one-to-one basis for the switches in the control area and to re-
spond ^_1, . ....,,,,y _ conernl switch operation. The automatic is implemented by causing a
sequence to occur as a result of a switch operation with the sequence altered _ a
result of the data received. The diagram as shown is idealized since some manual
local tests will have to be performed at the stimulation location. These should be
few in number and done at a time when this area can be manned.
The advantages of this system are:
lo The control and display area can be remote from the test area. This makes
the approach almost mandatory for an ITL (Integrated Transfer and Launch)
approach, where the hangar equipment is used for launch pad operations.
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2. Special Launch Control Equipment (LCE) is not required. (Hangar test
vehicle vicinity equipment moved to pad area.)
3. Flexibility andgrowth capability large.
4. Equipment is in production.
The disadvantagesare:
1. The display andcontrol area require the computer to be on line.
o The consoles (stimulation plus control and displays) cannot support subsys-
tem tests in other than system test areas. This requires the stimulation
equipment to have the display and control capabilities that exist on today's
OSE. This makes the remote control and displays equipment completely
additional equipment.
3. Item 2 makes this system inefficient unless the remote control is required.
4. LCE cannot be eliminated entirely since vicinity equipment (ground power,
vicinity A/D conversion equipment, etc. ) are always required.
This concept, however, can be modified such that it can be applied to the Mariner C
configuration without such radical departure from existing techniques. Figure 5-4
shows th_s approach as used for hangar tests and pad operations. The hangar con-
figuration is practically identical to the modified Mariner C approach discussed above
(Section 5c). The main difference is that the computer interface with the STC area
equipment is over serial digital data links rather than parallel leads.
The launch pad configuration uses the STC controls and displays in place of the block-
house console. Operation of these controls, causes the computer to command the
vehicle vicinity equipment just as though the blockhouse console was in control. Data
from the vehicle umbilical is digitized at the pad and transmitted serial to the STC.
This data (along with the existing TLM data) would be decommutated and distributed
to the STC consoles via their umbilical interface connectors, as well as to the eom-
puter where it can be analyzed.
This approaches main advantage is the elimination of the blockhouse equipment. This
requires a major alteration in launch operation philosophy from that used in Mariner
C; and it, therefore, may not be acceptable. However, if future launches from Merritt
Island or Titan IIIC are anticipated, this mode of operation may prove very desirable.
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6.1 RECOMMENDED STC CONFIGURATION
a. General
The recommended STC configuration is in reality a combination of all three of the above
schemes. This configuration is shown in Figure 6-1 and 6-2 and the main features
and differences from Mariner C are described below.
b. Basic Configuration
The basic configuration is very similar to the Mariner C STC configuration in that it
consists of subsystem oriented OSE consoles tied together by STC peculiar equipment
in order to perform system type tests. The major pieces of subsystem OSE will be:
1. Power.
2. Guidance and Control.
3. TLM.
4. Command.
5. Radio.
6. Control and Sequencer,
7. Pyro.
8. Thermal.
9. Capsule.
10. Capsule Simulator (for tests without Capsule).
11. E xpe riment.
These consoles will be used to test their subsystems prior to installation in the vehicle
and provide these functions as well as the STC peculiar functions required during Sys-
tem Tests.
V_hile the hardware associated with the CVE and TCD is not Mission Dependent, the
software required by them will be. These pieces of hardware are therefore required
in order to verify the Mission Dependent Software during the System Tests.
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c. Computer Data System
The usage of the CDS as outlines in Section 5c, Modified Mariner C approach, is rec-
ommended. The primary reason for this is that the Systems Test will require so many
routines (even though each is extremely simple the total quantity makes it complex)
that the time involved, the coordination required over long test periods, etc., the oper-
ators, even though they will be high level and highly motivated, will not be able to per-
form as reliably and repeatably as the computer. (Note: The type of operator failures
expected would not cause damage to the vehicle, but would require rerunning the tests,
etc.)
This remote control capability should be incorporated now while it can be done inex-
pensively. If later studies indicate that it is not required, then it does not have to be
used. However, if these later studies verify this prelimina1_j feel, it would be too !ate
(schedule and design wise) to incorporate it then. This remote control capability will
be provided for by the OSE console providing circuits to allow their circuits to be set
up remotely as well as locally. It is felt that at this stage of development, greater
capability for this control should be provided than just the minimum. This capability
should include at least the following functions:
i. Command data.
2. Command format control - modify preamble - parity errors - bit counts, etc.
3. Control vehicle master timer - set - hold - hi/lo rate select, etc.
4. Control TLM mode - data rate - homing controls, etc.
5. Control Guidance and Control so as to introduce errors (rate-position) into
all channels and sensors.
6. Control Guidance and Control's OSE Stimulation equipment.
7. Control Radio modes.
The computer will also control printers throughout the STC. These will include a high
speed line printer located adjacent to the Test Conductor's console. This printer will
be used to record the official results of the test sequences performed and will become
an integral part of the buyoff documentation. Character printers (teletype) will be
distributed around the STC such that adjacent subsystem engineers will have access
to one as well as one for the Test Conductor. These units will be used as scratch pad
type of data interchange between the computer and the operators. The operators will
be able to call up data from the computer as provided in its program. The computer
will also present instructions or data to the subsystem engineers during the test se-
quences in order to keep them aware of the progress or their function during the test.
The computer will obtain data from the Telemetry Decommutator.
tain at least the data (in binary) and an identification code.
This data will con-
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The CDSwill also contain means for converting selected hardware (vehicle or OSE)
analog signals to digital as well as detecting switch operations of the OSE. It is ex-
pected that equipment similar to that used on Mariner C for this purposewould be
directly applicable to the Voyager Project, if it can be expandedby a factor of two
(or use two separateunits).
During subsystemtests (or troubleshooting, etc.) on an assembled vehicle, the OSE
subsystemoperators will require the capability to sendcommandsto sequencetheir
components. Their OSEconsoles contain switches that were used for this purpose
during their disconnectedsubsystemtests performed prior to assembly into the vehi-
cle. By having the CDSsensethese switches, the computer can cause commandsto
be sent via the CVE or the CommandOSEto the vehicle commanddecoder and to the
desired subsystem. This gives an extremely convenient method of generating these
commandsas opposedto punchingnew tapes/cards, typing apparent random char-
acters, etc., to accomplish this function. It shouldbe expected, however, that the
Test Conductorwill have to approve these commandswhen used in this mode. He
will, therefore, havecontrol functions to inhibit these commandsor prevent their
being transmitted until he approves.
The computer will record the test results. This shouldbe a relatively small amount
of data (10-15 K values) that represent the results of the tests and not the data from
which the results could be obtained. This data will be used to plot the trends of the
test results for a detail comparison of test results from test to test. This latter
function will be doneoff line andprobably at a centralized data processing center.
The data shouldbe recorded in a format suitable for that purpose.
The computer will be remote from the STC. It should also be able to control/monitor
several STC areas. The interconnection betweenthe computer and STC is plannedto
be parallel links although serial transfer of data canbe accomplished if later studies
indicate that this is desirable.
d. Data Recording
The data listed below is to be recorded unprocessed and independentlyof the computer.
This data is to beused to reconstruct test sequencesto investigate failure, to provide
historical data suchthat all data leading up to a failure is retained, and to retain data
some of which later tests may reveal as being significant. The data to be recorded
is:
1. Continuoushardwire Engineering TLM data.
2. Compositehardwire or recovered RF TLM data.
3. Convertedhardwire monitored data.
4. Vehicle commandbits.
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5. OSEcontrol signals.
6. Time.
7. Voice.
The STCwill have the capability of playing these signals back into the computer and the
OSEconsoles displays and recorders.
In addition, the STCwill contain a oentralized recorder for the direct recording of
selected analog signals. These signals will be selected by meansof a patch board from
the analog signals supplied to the CDS. The signals to be recorded are those signals
from several subsystemsthat may require time correlation. Each subsystem OSE
will contain recorders required to monitor andcorrelate the signals within that
subsystem.
e. TLM Data Distribution
During the time the OSEconsoles are operating with their respective disconnected
subsystems, they are monitoring their TLM sensors directly (or through suitable
conditioning/conversion equipment}. Whenthe subsystem is connectedinto the sys-
tem, these connectionsare lost to the console. The only way to recover this data is
to obtain it from the TLM system. This will be doneby providing STC peculiar equip-
ment that will operate on the output of the TLM decommutator (word value andword
count) so as to gate the desired values into flip flop storage to drive D/A converters
or lamp drivers which can thenbe connectedto the meters or lights that had been
connected to the TLM sensors. (It shouldbe noted that this logic, etc., could be pro-
vided in each OSEconsole. Future study may indicate that this is the preferred way.)
This method allows the removal of the TLM OSEprinters used on Mariner C. This
method is also preferred over the printer method for the following reasons:
1. Allows subsystemengineers to use samedisplays as were used in subsystem
tests.
2. Meters can be calibrated in units desired, where as TLM units only were
available from the printers.
3. Voyager data rate will be much higher (8 K bits second}making dynamic
displays more meaningful and desirable.
4. CDScharacter printers will be available to print data as requested.
It is not expectedthat all TLM datawill be converted in this manner continuously. The
significant datawill be, while the other data would be obtainedby calling up special
displays (controlled by patchboards or selector switches) or request printouts from
the CDS.
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f. Test Conductor's Console
The Test Conductorwill be responsible for the vehicle while it is in the STC. His
console should therefore provide him with data from which he canquickly assess the
status of the vehicle, the OSEandthe test sequence. His control capabilities, however,
will be quite limited. Hewill have to dependon discipline to insure that the subsystem
engineers perform their functions when and in the proper manner that the agreed upon
procedure requires.
In addition to the printers (part of CDS),the Test Conductor should have the capability
to monitor the system on a more selective or dynamic basis. To provide this capability
an Alpha Numeric Display presented on a CathodeRay Tube is recommended. The
Test Conductorwill be able to select the display group to be displayed from many
groups. Thesegroups will be formatted by the CDSsuch that values, limits, and com-
ments canbe presented. Another mode should allow the display of groupings of TLM
data (in TLM units) as a backupfor the CDSdisplays.
g. Central Timing
A Central Timing source will beprovided essentially identical to that used in the
Mariner C STC.
7.0 REMOTE CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION
The same ground rules used for incorporating the CDS into the Mariner C STC can be
applied to providing the remote control capability for the Voyager STC. That is, the
satisfactory operation of the subsystem OSE during System Tests should not be depend-
ent on the remote control capability. This not only requires the OSE to provide its own
controls but requires the System Tests to be planned to be able to be carried out without
this feature.
The remote control feature will be applied first to those areas in which the greatest
gains to the system can be obtained. It is not expected that troubleshooting procedures
would be attempted.
Considerable effort should be expended in developing mnemonic coding for the computer
that is system oriented rather than computer oriented. This should be accomplished
such that the subsystem engineers can write programs directly (to be converted to com-
puter codes by compiler) without an extensive course in computer programming, etc.
If this is done, the programs will be superior and their usage more easily incorporated
into the system.
While the circuit details have not been designed for the Computer OSE console interface
for this remote control function, it should not be a complex problem. There should be
considerable care in establishing the self check (in process) criteria of this data inter-
change such that improper codes are not accepted. It is anticipated that the vehicle will
not be damaged if incorrect data is received. This should at the most require the tests
to be rerun.
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1.0 PROPELLANT LOADING ALTERNATIVES
The recommended propellant loading OSE, controls the propellant load by continuously
monitoring the weight reduction of a supply tank as the propellant is transferred from
it to the subsystem by the pressure of an isolated quantity of expulsion gas. The selec-
tion of method was made after considering several. Brief discussions of three of the
other approaches considered follow in the succeeding sections of this document.
2.0 MECHANICAL SCALES
A mechanical weight scale could be substituted for the variable inductance load cell of
the recommended OSE at some cost advantage.
However, a scale of sufficiently high resolution and repeatability for the application
would be clumsy to implement into the design. It would introduce difficulty in trans-
porting the OSE so as not to damage the very delicate scale mechanism, and it could
not be monitored from the Control Console of the OSE. Finally, a mechanical scale
would not allow any greater sophistication than presently planned in load control, such
as a warning indication when the selected load is nearly complete, or an automatic
stop-load when the selected load is transferred.
3.0 SPECIFIC VOLUME
Several variations of specific volume loads were considered. In all of these, a tank
in the OSE of known volume is loaded full of propellant, and then completely discharged
into the subsystem tank.
This method is the least costly, fastest and most foolproof of all considered, requiring
only a consideration for the propellant temperature by the transfer control operators
before loading, in order to determine the weight actually loaded.
It was not favored for Voyager propellant loading OSE because off-loads could not be
accomplished in any simple manner. Also, it appeared that temperature stratification
of propellant in the OSE tank could take place and thus prevent an accurate determina-
tion of the propellant density by temperature measurement.
4.0 OVERFILL
If subsystem propellant tanks are used with butyl bladders, or without bladders or
diaphragms, the tank can be filled completely with propellant of measured density and
then a measured weight quantity removed to reduce to the desired load. The technique
applies and does not require an exceptionally accurate weight sensor where the sub-
system tank volume is known.
Disadvantages are that some Voyager tanks will have diaphragms or bladders which
may not allow complete filling, and that the desired load may not result in the subsystem
tank being nearly full. Also, propellant density calculation from temperature measure-
merits may not be accurate due to the possible tank temperature stratification.
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1.0 GENERAL
The recommended primary method of leak testing the pressurized liquid and gas sec-
tions of the spacecraft subsystems is by internal pressurization with helium enriched
nitrogen, and then detecting and measuring individual external leaks by means of a
gas analyzer and probe. This primary method is backed up by capability to measure
pressure rise and pressure drop in isolated sections of the subsystems.
Major advantages of these methods are that the subsystems are tested at or near
working pressure and they remain clean and dry. Also, testing is reasonably rapid
and does not require major support facilities except for burst safety during proof
testing.
Several other approaches to leak testing were considered. These techniques are
briefly discussed in the following sections of this document.
2.0 REVERSE PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL LEAK -ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
This method is attractive because it can measure the overall leak behavior of a sys-
tem, requires no more equipment than the selected method, and does not contaminate
the subsystem.
The technique consists of purging the subsystem with pure N 2 and evacuating to ap-
proximately 10 -2 tort. Atmospheric oxygen enters the subsystem through existing
leak paths under the influence of atmospheric pressure, and is detected by mass
spectrometer.
If the subsystem has an allowable leak of 8 scc/hr from a tank pressurized to 4000 psig,
the reverse leak rate of atmospheric 02 at one atmospheric differential pressure is
in the order of 1 x 10 -5 sec/hr. Leaking into a 4 cubic foot tankage volume which has
been evacuated to 10 -2 torr, the oxygen concentration would build up to a measureable
level within about 2 hours.
Capability for utilizing this technique could be added to the recommended equipment by
using a residual gas mass spectometer as a gas analyzer instead of the less sensitive
analyzer which would otherwise be used.
The method was not incorporated in the recommended design since, for the type of
system to be tested, leak paths which exist under normal working conditions may
close under test conditions, or at least diminish in size so that a clear correlation
is not possible.
3.0 NORMAL FORWARD PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL*- CAPTURED LEAK
Using this method the subsystem is pressurized with helium containing nitrogen, as
with the selected method. However, instead of "sniffing" directly over the exterior
subsystem surface for helium, the escaping helium is collected within a plastic
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film envelope or a tent surrounding the subsystem. Whenthe air within the plastic
envelopehas collected sufficient helium, the helium concentration canbe measured
by mass spectrometer.
For each 100cubic feet of tent volume about3 to 4 hours wouldbe required for a suf-
ficient helium concentration to build up (at an 8 scc/hr leak rate) to enable measure-
ment by mass spectrometer.
The technique is applicable to overall leak determination of Voyager subsystem modules,
except that the probable difficulty in bagginga subsystem with low volume tenting, the
long test time, andthe lack of capability for pinpointing leaks limit the relative attrac-
tiveness.
The recommended leak test equipmentwouldbe given the capability of this leak test
technique merely by addition of the tent, should it become a desirable feature.
Variations of the tent are to be employedwith the selected method, in that the gas
analyzer probe will at times be fitted with a small rubber cup, or a small probe tip
will be enclosedwithin a section of subsystem line wrapped with plastic kitchen wrap
to obtain a high concentration of helium for quick detection and accurate measurement
of small leaks.
4.0 VACUUM CHAMBER - NORMAL PRESSURE FORWARD LEAK
A variation of section 3.0, the method utilizes a vacuum chamber in which to place
the subsystem instead of a tent. The particular advantage is that test time is reduced
to about one minute per 100 cubic feet of vacuum chamber volume for a leak rate of
8 scc/hr. However, the cost, awkward aspects of handling the subsystem and the
fact that leaks cannot be pinpointed prevent serious consideration of the use of a vac-
uum chamber for leak testing.
5.0 PRESSURE DROP - NORMAL FORWARD PRESSURE
In this old method, a section of the subsystem would be pressurized to normal working
pressure and leak rate determined by the length of time required for the subsystem
pressure to drop some measurable amount. In the case of subsystem tankage, even
20 scc/hr leak rates would require several weeks to detect. Very small volumes
such as a short line section can be tested by this method, and the recommended OSE
has this capability.
6.0 ACOUSTIC LEAK TESTING
For acoustic leak testing, a small sensitive microphone is used to detect the sound of
leaking gas escaping from the pressurized subsystem. The method is useful for de-
tecting and locating leak rates of interest. The disadvantages are that the background
sound level must be controlled, and that the method does not measure leakage rate.
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7.0 FOAM OR BUBBLE TESTS
This is leak detection by causing the escaping gas to produce bubbles in a thick liquid
solution which is applied to the suspected surfaces of the pressurized subsection.
Leak detection, location and measurement of leak rate can all be obtained for leaks
of the minimum sizes of interest in Voyager tanks by bubble test.
However, such solutions, or other liquids, can plug small leak paths by capillary
action, and then possibly several of these could evaporate or blow out during the
mission to yield a higher total leak for the subsystem than is allowable. Also, liquid
plugged leaks can make the results of a series of tests confusing. (For instance, as
initially plugged leaks begin to flow clear, successive leak tests could falsely indi-
cate that welds in subsystem may be stress cracking. )
It is considered important to avoid all liquid or grease contact with the subsystem up
to the time of propellant loading in order that the initial leak evaluation of the sub-
systems will have greatest probability of remaining stable over successive tests,
and during the mission.
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DEPLOYABLE ELEMENT TESTING
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1.0 SCOPE
This document will discuss the considerations involved in testing and evaluating the
performance in a one g environment of elements essentially designed to operate in
zero g.
2.0 REQUIREMENTS FOR TESTING
This evaluation of operating functions of a mechanism or mechanical component or
electronic package can only be done by actual test operation. Additional complications
are introduced when the test cannot exactly duplicate operating conditions. Such a
case is that under discussion here - zero g conditions cannot be duplicated on Earth
except for very short periods yet the mechanisms to be used in these conditions must
be evaluated in some manner. Analysis must then be used to demonstrate that the
1 g test will indeed evaluate zero g behavior of the item being tested.
3.0 VOYAGER DEPLOYABLE ELEMENTS
Several deploying mechanisms have been identified on the Voyager Spacecraft thus far.
They are as follows:
a. High gain antenna.
b. Deployable portions of the solar arrays.
c. Magnetometer on its boom.
d. Planet scan package.
All of these mechanisms must withstand very similar erecting and operating conditions.
The environment is the same for all of them with respect to vacuum, temperatures,
radiation, etc. Therefore, the mechanical testing conditions will be discussed as a
group rather than part by part. Such subjects as the following will be covered:
a. Required movements.
b. Environmental conditions.
c. Required life.
d. Consequences of failure.
e. Simulation of conditions for test.
f. Validity of test results.
g. Test on spacecraft vs on a test stand.
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4.0 OPERATIONAL MOVEMENTS
The four mechanisms listed above have in general two movements: the high gain an-
tenna and the planet scan package, once deployed, continually perform scanning move-
ments of varying magnitude while the magnetometer and movable portions of the solar
arrays are deployed once and have no further movements.
5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
All the mechanisms must operate in space. The antenna and planet scan package
mechanisms will be sealed and pressurized with a cold gas to preserve more nearly
an Earth environment to bypass problems of mechanisms operating in a vacuum.
The solar array and magnetometer mechanisms will be exposed to deep space con-
ditions directly but since they only operate once early in the mission they will not be
protected.
During mid course correction and retropropulsion engine firings, some heating of the
mechanisms may possibly occur and approximately one g forces will be imposed on
all mechanisms, though only the antenna and scan package may be seriously affected.
6.0 DESIGN CRITERIA
To survive the imposed environments and physical loadings, certain design criteria
must be set as follows:
a. Once deployed into operating position, no appendages will be rest.wed.
Do No deployed members nor any operating mechanisms shall experience
significant distortion, permanent or transient, under the loads imposed by
the engine firings or any separation sequence shocks.
c. All one g testing will give results which can be interpreted from the stand-
point of zero g performance.
d. During boost conditions, all deployable mechanisms will be restrained against
damaging movements.
7.0 REQUIRED LIFE
The high gain antenna and planet scan package have the most severe operating life
conditions. The antenna must operate continuously throughout the mission after de-
ployment. The scan package is deployed just prior to the Mars approach phase and is
operated in a planet scan mode during Mars orbit. The operating life of both items
will be a limiting factor on mission life. If the planet package fails, no planet science
data from it will be obtainable; if the high gain antenna drive fails, no data will be
transmitted in either direction unless the spacecraft itself can be controlled to point
the antenna to earth.
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Failure of the solar arrays to deploy will reduce power generation capacity of the
spacecraft. Jammed panelswill not receive sunlight but they will not shadowthe
fixed panels. Thermal control of the fixed panels may be seriously degradedby the
presence of the jammed deployable panel.
8.0 SIMULATION OF CONDITIONS FOR TEST
Zero g operating conditions will not be duplicated for the deployment tests. The
mechanisms will be oriented for test such that the force of gravity will not affect the
test results (required motion in the horizontal plane). Hard vacuum and thermal
conditions can be simulated adequately with facilities existing at GE VFSTC such that
an exact mission profile can be run to evaluate affects of exposure to space conditions
before operation of the mechanisms.
9.0 VALIDITY OF TESTS AND RESULTS
The problem in justifying one g testing as representative of zero - g conditions is one
of arranging the test itself such that gravity does not add or subtract from the forces
being evaluated. By mounting such that the movement is in the horizontal plane,
gravity essentially adds only friction forces in the bearings and does not affect the
magnitude of the actuating forces.
Performing the test such that gravity tends to help or retard the motion being evaluated,
still poses the question of adequecy of the test, even if successful. With gravity
helping, a successful test does not prove a satisfactory arrangement since the gravity
attraction may be necessary for complete deployment. With gravity opposing the
action, an unsuccessful test does not prove that the arrangement could not operate
satisfactorily in a zero g environment.
Counteracting the friction possibly created in a joint presents a design problem. A
counter balancing of the weight involved would be one answer, another method would
be the use of very low friction materials in the joints. For a sealed and pressurized
joint, outgassing of materials would not pose a serious problem so that materials
could be chosen for low friction abilities alone.
The high gain antenna operates in its primary mode during both midcourse and retro
engine firings, which apply approximately one g to the arrangement. This one-g
applied load will probably be the design Condition for the extended arrangement and as
such will be identical with the test conditions.
10.0 COMPONENT TESTING ON INTERFACE FIXTURES VS TESTING WHILE
MOUNTED ON SPACECRAFT
The question of testing deployable elements while mounted on the actual spacecraft vs
mounted on an interface or test fixture is primarily one of determining the validity of
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the interface fixture test. It can beargued that conducting a test under anybut com-
pletely operational conditions fails to prove operational capability. Onthe other hand,
developmental testing of a deployable appendageon a spacecraft may be impossible
from a scheduling standpoint.
Evaluation of concepts and developmentaltests, at least, should be doneon interface
fixtures and only a final systems check shouldbe made on the actual spacecraft.
These evaluation tests are mechanical in nature only; thermal vacuum testing, where
an interface other than purely mechanical may exist with the spacecraft, would be
quite difficult to simulate. In sucha case, test on a spacecraft model (PTM) may be
mandatory.
The advantagesin terms of scheduleflexibility, lower costs, easier handling, make
componenttesting on interface fixtures much more attractive than ona complete
spacecraft, and sucha plan will be the preferred one.
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I. 0 SCOPE
The Voyager Guidance and Control (G&C) Subsystem must be thoroughly tested in an
earth-ambient environment to ensure a high degree of confidence that it will success-
fully fulfill its designed mission. This document discusses some of the test criteria
and trade-off parameters for optimum testing in the System Test Complex for Accept-
ance Tests.
2.0 APPROACHES
The major problem to be resolved in how to test the A/C in a System Acceptance Test
environment is how to stimulate the vehicle such that the sensors, the following elec-
tronics, and the control forces can be verified in all of their modes. There are basic-
ally three ways of accomplishing this that have been used on past programs. They are:
ao Approach No. I1 - Place the vehicle on an air bearing and stimulate the IR
or sun sensors with high precision fixed stimulation devices. The S/C con-
trol forces will maintain vehicle attitude in a closed loop manner.
bo Approach No. 2 - Provide precision stimulation devices that can be positioned
and moved about the fixed vehicle in a manner suitable to test the sensors and
the following electronics. The control operation will be observed (i. e., gas
jets operating or flywheel speed changing cr jet vanes moving) as occurring
at proper input conditions and in proper amounts and directions. The tests
can be performed in a simulated closed loop manner by altering the position
or motion of the simulation device as a function of the detected and assumed
control force. This control force effect can be idealized (i. e., a gas jet
causes constant acceleration) or it can be adjusted to give varying feed back.
This capability requires a motorized stimulation source. The tests can also
be performed in an open loop manner by not altering the stimulation position/
rate as a function of the control action. (Note: Driving the vehicle about
fixed stimuli is considered an alternate of this basic approach to be used
when the S/C contains predominantly motion sensing devices - gyros
accelerometers. )
Co Approach No. 3 - Perform the tests in two steps by (1) using sensor stimula-
tors that are optimized for testing the sensor, and (2) inserting a ground gen-
erated electrical signal at the output of the sensor (sensor signal simulator)
that is optimized to test the electronics. The control action is noted as in (2)
above and can be used to alter the electrical signal to operate the electronics
in a simulated close loop manner if desired.
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3.0 COMPARISON
Methods given in paragraphs 2.0 a and c, are the extremes to the approaches and can
be compared as follows:
a. Air Bearing Approach
Advantages Disadvantages
i. Verifies Design
2. Mission oriented people
understand test
3. Requirements can be established
early in design sequence
1. Complex Test Equipment
2. Voyager Attitude Control subsystem
is not new in concept
3. Minimum Test connections allowed
4. Trend type data can not be obtained
without additional equipment
5. Requires extra equipment/capability
to perform Manufacturing Acceptance
Test
6. Comparatively costly
7. Risk of test failure
8. Data difficult to analyze
b. Static Test Approach
Advantages Dis advantages
1. Verifies proper operation
as designed
2. Simple test equipment
3. Data simple to analyze
4. Trend type data directly
available
5. A manufacturing acceptance
test
6. Comparatively inexpensive
1. Requires access to sensitive signal
leads
2. Mission oriented people generally do
not understand test
3. Requirements can not be established
until design details are known
7. Low risk of test failure
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The air bearing (ApproachNo. 1) is basically a development tool ("pure" closed loop
operation) anddoes not lend itself to acceptancetesting which requires some openloop
testing. To provide this capability this approach must also contain means for operat-
ing as in one of the other approaches. Becauseof this and becausethis is a high OSE
risk approach, this approachwas discarded.
Approach No. 3 is the optimum approachfrom a test equipment point of view (e.g.,
simplest, lowest risk, best flexibility). It also tests the vehicle componentsin an
optimum manner. Its major drawback is that it requires the introduction of an OSE
generated electrical signal into the vehicle system at a critical circuit location. If
this approach is to be used, the vehicle design must provide a reliable method (from a
flight configuration point of view) of introducing this signal. This must be donewithout
destroying the capability of also verifying that the sensor signal will also be processed
properly whenthegroundsignal is removed. This can be accomplished by inserting sig-
nals thatbias the sensor signal (as stimulatedby fixed steady stimuli) in such a manner
that the net signal is the one desired to test the following electronics. This approach
is further enhanced when the sensor can be tested with a fixed stimulation device.
The No. 2 approach is a compromise between 1 and 3. Compared to Approach No. 3,
it is a more optimum approach from a vehicle point of view (i. e., runs end-to-end
tests, does not require sensor simulation lead, etc.). However, this approach has a
higher OSE risk in direct proportion to the amount and degree of drive capability re-
quired to position the stimulation and the degree to which the stimulation has to simu-
late the real source. If the vehicle design is such that these problems can be mini-
mized without adversely affecting the depth or degree of test, then this becomes the
optimum system approach.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The following statements summarize the conclusion reached as to generalized ap-
pr oache s:
ao Cost, complexity, and masking problems associated with dynamic G&C test
equipment can quickly pass a point of diminishing returns when combined
with space environment simulators, dynamic space motion simulators and
the earth's gravity, and magnetic fields.
be State-of-the-art and new concept loops should be feasibility proven on
dynamic test fixtures under ambient conditions, and flight performance
analytically predicted from these test results.
c. Once design feasibility has been satisfactorily demonstrated, it is not of
further use to exercise principles on complicated dynamic test fixtures.
do Complicated test fixtures and test equipment, beyond what is reasonably
required to prove flight design, also require maintenance and operational
personnel which do not contribute directly to the spacecraft success.
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e. Due to test fixture alignment maintenance and troubleshooting being in-line
with subsystem tests, real cost and time savings can be realized by using the
simplest adequate test procedures.
This criteria can be applied to the Voyager on a preliminary basis as indicated below.
Any final decision must ideally be made only when the vehicle design details are rea-
sonably well defined. This detail will not be available until the end of the Phase IA
study. However, for the purposes of this study the following assumptions can be made:
ao The star and sun sensors can be adequately tested with fixed stimuli, or at
most with stimuli manually positioned to one of several discrete positions
while the electronics that operate on their generated signals require signals
containing known and varying position and rate components. To stimulate the
sensors to generate those _pes of signals with the required accuracy, would
complicate the stimuli unnecessarily, while it is a relatively easy task to
generate the required electrical signal electronically. Because of thisl these
sensors and circuitry will be tested using Approach No. 3.
b. The planet sensor and its electronics generate an output pulse to move the
planet package platform when the sensed position error is greater than a
fixed amount. This type of system can be tested by slowly sweeping an IR
target in front of the sensor and noting the position and S/C sensed error sig-
nal at which the step pulses are obtained and detecting the platform movement
by noting the drop in error signal. This sweep can be controlled manually or
a simple one-speed motorized drive could be used. This circuit and sensor
would be tested, therefore, by Approach No. 2.
Co The gyros and their associated electronics can be tested adequately by using
an OSE signal lead into their torque motor circuitry. By controlling this
signal, simulated rates can be introduced into the system. These rates can
be altered in a closed loop manner by detecting and integrating nozzle opera-
tions, etc. It may be desired to demonstrate proper polarity of gyros and
control action by physically moving the vehicle on its checkout stand. To
_n_m_ plish the intent of this test, this motion can be gross and the mechanism
to accomplish it should be simple.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE SYSTEM TEST COMPLEX
The System Test Complex (STC) is the basic tool for testing and evaluating the Voyager
Spacecraft. Its primary objective is to serve as a tool which can control, stimulate and
evaluate the Spacecraft. To accomplish this objective, it must have the following ca-
pabilities:
a. Power the S/C by a ground power supply.
b. Monitor, charge and test the S/C flight battery.
c. Power individual subsystems by simulated S/C power.
d. Monitor and record operation time placed on a S/C subsystem.
e. Command the S/C through all its normal and back up flight modes.
f. Verify the S/C reactions to all commands.
g. Monitor and evaluate the operation of all subsystems via their direct access
and umbilical functions.
h. Monitor all transducer outputs through telemetry to permit effective calibration.
i. Exercise all subsystems through their entire operating range.
j. Monitor all commands, control, and stimuli applied to the S/C from the OSE.
k. Record all major system parameters.
1. Verify the compatibility of the S/C with the DSIF in the areas of telemetry and
command.
1.2 COMPUTER ORIENTED FUNCTIONS
The System Test Complex being developed in support of the Voyager Program will be
required to perform many functions which lend themselves to implementation by a gen-
eral purpose digital computer in conjunction with some special purpose peripheral
equipment. This document is a comparative evaluation of several configurations of equip-
ment for accomplishing these computer oriented functions, tt also includes an evalua-
tion of the specific pieces of hardware to be used in each system configuration.
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The functions of the System Test Complex which are considered adaptable to a general
purpose digital computer are as follows:
ao Telemetry Functions
1. Decommutation
2. Limit Checking of Telemetry
3. Selective Editing of Telemetry
4o Formatting and Distribution
5. Recording of Telemetry
bo C,ommand Functions
1. Origination of Commands
2. Storage of Command Requests until needed
3. Encoding and Formatting Command Messages
4. Verification of Command Transfer Integrity
5. Decoding and Monitoring Command Transmission
6o Recording Command Transmissions
Co Test Control Functions
1o Control of the test sequence in a prearranged manner
2o Selection of alternate test sequences as a result of telemetry and/or test
data
3° Display of test data and test status
d. Test Data Processing Functions
1. Collection of test data (analog, digital and time)
2o Limit Checking of Test Data
3. Calculation of desired data
4o Recording a complete history of all tests
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Since the program requirements call for the near simultaneous launch of two Space-
craft andthe availability of a spare Spacecraft, it is necessary to havethe capability
to perform all of the abovementioned functions for two Spacecraft simultaneously.
1.3 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
The selection of the final configuration of equipment will be influenced by the following
facts:
ao An automatic data system known as the Computer Data System (CDS) has been
developed for supporting testing of assembled spacecraft and subsystems.
The system consists of a medium sized, high-speed digital computer to proc-
ess both telemetry and hardwire data. The hardwire data are of several types:
analog, digital events, a-c voltage or pulse inputs for counting, and serial or
parallel digital inputs. The system was planned for use on the Mariner Mars
1964 Project and the Ranger Project and is currently being used on the Sur-
veyor Project. The computer programs developed for the CDS are of two
classifications: those programs that are not affected by the peculiarities of the
Spacecraft under test are called "Mission Independent" programs, and those
that are affected are called "Mission Dependent" programs.
b. Another automatic data system known as the Telemetry and Command Data
Handling Subsystem (TCD) is under development. The TCD will consist of one
or more general purpose digital computers and peripheral equipment, such as
that contained in the Digital Instrumentation Subsystem current installed at
the DSIF stations. The TCD is designed for use in the DSIF stations where it
will perform the following functions:
1. Selective editing of S/C telemetry data
2. Decommutation
3. Generation of alarms
4. Telemetry monitoring
5. Processing of selected station instrumentation data
6. Formatting telemetry data messages
7. Verification of Spacecraft command data both as received and as trans-
mitted
8. Generation and verification of command tapes
9. Permissive and limit checking of commands
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A secondaryuse of the TCD is during system testing where it will perform functions
similar to those listed. Theuse of the TCD in a system test complex hasbeen con-
sidered in its basic designand appropriate input and output channels are incorporated
into the system. The system is plannedto be available during the Voyager program.
The functions listed were performed by special purpose equipment on the Mariner,
Ranger and Surveyor projects.
NOTE
The GSDSCommandSystem,Ground Subsystemknown
as the CommandVerification Equipment (CVE) is
considered to be that part of the TCDwhich is used
to perform functions 7,8, and9, shownon the previous
page. Therefore, the term TCD as used in this docu-
ment refers to the equipment used for both the te-
lemetry and commandfunctions; whereas, CVE re-
fers to the commandportion of the TCDo
2.0 CONFIGURATION STUDY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
For the purposes of this report the functions of the STC are grouped in five main
classes as follows:
a. Telemetry Function
b. Command Function
c° Test Data Processing Function
d. Test Control Function
e. Non-computer Oriented Functions
Functions a through d are those defined in paragraph 1.2 as computer oriented functions,
while function e is all other functions performed by the STC. Each of these five func-
tions can be considered for implementation either by a general purpose digital computer
or by special purpose hardware. This gives rise to thirty-two (25 ) possible systems
configurations.
A matrix of functions versus equipment type is shown in Table 2-1. Listed across the
top of the table are the five functions while each row represents a different configura-
tion. In the columns of each row are the letters S or C where S represents implementa-
tion of the function by special purpose hardware and C represents a computer imple-
mentation. Most of the configurations have been crossed out and the last column on the
right gives the number of the reason why the configuration was eliminated from consid-
eration.
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Table 2-1. Function Versus Equipment Types, Matrix
Configuration A
Configuration B
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The reasons are as follows:
. Configurations 17 through 32 require the non-computer oriented functions to
be accomplished by a digital computer. They are impossible configurations
by definition and, therefore, removed from consideration.
. Configurations 1 through 8 all require the use of special purpose hardware
for the Test Control Function. It will be shown elsewhere that this function
should be accomplished by a computer.
. Configurations 9 through 12 accomplish the data processing function by means
of special purpose hardware. This function does not lend itself to special
purpose hardware in an economic fashion and is, therefore, eliminated.
. Configurations 14 and 15 require the command and telemetry functions to be
performed in different types of equipment. Either one is performed in a com-
puter, while the other is performed by special purpose hardware° These two
functions are essentially the inverse of each other and what rationale is used
on one applies equally to the other.
This elimination process leaves two configurations as follows:
Configuration A -- The telemetry and command functions are performed in special
purpose hardware while the data processing/control functions are performed in a
digital computer. This will be recognized as the system used on Mariner Mars
1964, Ranger and Surveyor.
Configuration B -- All four computer oriented functions are performed in a general
purpose digital computer. This configuration can be broken down further into:
Configuration B 1 -- In this configuration, all four of the functions (command,
telemetry, data processing and test control) are performed in a single digital
computer.
Configuration B 2 -- In this configuration, at least two and possibly three com-
puters will be used. One computer will be used to perform the data processing
test control function. The telemetry and command functions may each use a
separate machine or it may be possible to accomplish both functions in the
same computer.
The remainder of this report will be used to expand the definition of each of the last
three configurations and to make a comparative evaluation of the three.
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2.2 CONFIGURATION A
2.2.1 GENERAL
This configuration is essentially the same as that used for the Mariner Mars 1964 Ve-
hicle. A general purpose digital computer is used to perform the test data processing
function and the test control function. The addition of the latter function to the com-
puters task list is the only change from the Mariner configuration. All other functions
are performed by special purpose hardware designed specifically for each program.
A Block Diagram of Configuration A is shown in Figure 2-1o
GENERAL
: TELEMETRY
SUBSYSTEM
SPACECRAFT
I GROUND I
COMMAND
SUBSYSTEM
IssYsEIosEA
t SUBSYSTEM ]
"B"
OSE
COMPUTER
DA TA
SYSTEM
[ ]
I ONE GENERAL ]
PURPOSE i
I DIGITAL I
[ COMPUTER [
L J
Figure 2-1. Configuration A
2.2.2 GROUND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM
The general telemetry subsystem is used to demodulate, decommutate and decode the
noise corrupted Spacecraft telemetry signal and to distribute this data throughout the
STC. It does not check or process that data. It is made up entirely of special purpose
hardware, designed for this specific program.
2.2.3 GROUND COMMAND SUBSYSTEM
The ground command subsystem is used to receive command instructions transform the
data into a form suitable for transmission, read the transmitted signal and verify its
correctness and notify the originator of the command transmission. It is made up en-
tirely of special purpose hardware, designed for this specific program.
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2.2.4 COMPUTER DATA SYSTEM
The computer data system is designedto acquire, process and display data from the
spacecraft system test andto control the test sequence. Data is acquired from the
ground telemetry subsystemand the subsystemOSEand control is exercised by way
of the ground commandsubsystemand the subsystem OSE.
Data Processing and control functions are performed by an on-line digital computer in
the data system. All data acquired is digitally recorded on magnetic tape for subse-
quent detailed analysis. Dataand control parameters are displayed for real time use
by the Test Director's team and subsystemengineers.
2.2.5 CONFIGURATIONIMPLEMENTATION
The heart of the system is the Computer Data System as designedfor the Mariner Pro-
gram. It is madeup of the computer subsystemwhich is a Univac 1218Computerwith
its associated printers, tape units, etc. and the data input subsystemwhich contains the
telemetry input unit, the analog input unit and various digital input units. In addition,
there would be a ground telemetry subsystemand a ground commandsubsystem,both
of which would be special purpose devices developedspecially for the Voyager program.
2°3 CONFIGURATIONB 1
2.3.1 GENERAL
This configuration is essentially one general purpose digital computer to perform all
of the functions with special purpose input/output equipment to get the data into the
computer from the STC. The CDSinterfaces with the subsystem OSEwhere it collects
the data. It exercises control over the test by sendingdigital messagesto the subsys-
tem OSEwhen the control is implemented. A Block Diagram of Configuration B1 is
shownin Figure 2-2.
2.3.2 GROUNDTELEMETRY FUNCTIONS
Most of the telemetry function is performed in the computer, however, a special input
device is neededto demodulatethe signal and to provide bit sync andword sync. The
output of this device would be telemetry words in parallel to the computer.
2.3.3 GROUND COMMAND FUNCTIONS
All of the command functions except the subcarrier modulation and sync code generator
could be done by the computer. A special output device would be necessary to perform
the aforementioned tasks.
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Figure 2-2. Configuration B1
2.3.4 COMPUTER DATA SYSTEM
a. General -- The computer data system would consist of one general purpose
digital computer with the telemetry and command input/output device plus
the analog input devices associated with Configuration A.
b. Characteristics of the Computer -- The requirement imposed upon the Com-
puter Data System should reflect themselves as certain basic characteristics
in the digital Computer Subsystem. This section discusses those aspects of
hardware, software and other factors that are necessary and/or desirable,
based upon the functions of the CDS.
i. Hardware
(a) Speed -- The real-time functions require a fast machine in order to
receive the data as it is generated and to maintain control over the
sequence. In the case where the computer is used to service only one
STC a speed of under four microseconds is desirable. To service
more than one STC on a simultaneous basis, the speed should be in-
creased to at least two microseconds.
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
Core Size -- The amount of memory in the computer is based on the
size of the real time program, the executive control program and the
type of non-real-time programs which must be assembled and run in
the real time mode. The word size also affects the size of the core.
The memory size thus becomes a trade-off between software compli-
cations of a small memory (job partitioning, executive program
sophistication, increased I/O complexity) and the additional cost of
a large memory. From the standpoint of system efficiency it is felt
that the executive control program and the real time program for a
complete test sequence should remain in core at all times. Thus,
the core size chosen should be large enough to keep these programs
in core and have sufficient room left to handle the non-real time
program. It is felt that a 32K core is needed.
Word Size -- Available computers provide word sizes of twelve,
eighteen, twenty-four, thirty-six, and forty-eight bits. The latter
two are usually present in large scale computers and allow for power
that is not needed in this application. A twelve-bit word presents ad-
dressing problems and is usually available on small computers. A
twenty-four bit word seems ideal from the standpoint of speed and
programming ease while eighteen bits is probably adequate.
Instruction Repertoire -- The programs require the normal arithmetic
and control instructions and simple, fast input/output instructions.
Conditional transfer and skip instructions are required to provide easy
program looping and test control. This type of instruction repertoire
is fairly standard.
Interrupts -- A priority interrupt system is the very heart of a real
time system and, thus, is a prime requirement of this system.
Input/Output -- The real time function consists largely of inputting
data and test conditions and outputting signals to display the test status
and to control its sequence. Along with the priority interrupt system,
this is the criticalpart of the computer. There should be provisions
for buffered transfer of blocks of data into and out of memory as well
as for normal transfers of single words from memory to the peripheral
equipment. Itis highly desirable to have the abilityto input and output
single bits of data under program control. Without this capabilityit
will be necessary to assemble bits into a word and distributethe bits
of an output word externally. The flexibilityof the I/O hardware is
important for future expansion considerations
Other Features -- Features such as indirect addressing and index
registers are important aids to programming and efficiency. Since
the non-real time programs may be run with the real time program
still in core, a safety device is desirable to lock out the write capability
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in those areas of core occupied by the real-time program in order
to prevent the latter from being destroyed during a test. A power
fail-safe feature is also desirable to detect a power failure in the
making and to allow the core contents to be saved.
. Software -- The software necessary for implementation of the real time
function is special purpose and cannot be provided by the computer manu-
facturer. However, the non-real time functions require extensive system
software. This would include a symbolic assembly program, a Fortran
compiler, a complete subroutine library and an operating system for this
application.
3. Other Factors
(a) Reliability -- The continuing real time nature of the testing program
requires a high degree of reliability from the system. This means
that the computer must have a high up time rating with minimum
maintenance requirements.
(b) Ease of Operation -- The system cannot be so big and complex that,
to be used effectively, it requires constant monitoring and much
preliminary training. Usage of the system must be simple for both
the operator and the programmer.
(c) Type of Circuitry -- Most of the computers available today are con-
structed using models containing discrete circuit elements. However,
all of the major manufacturers have introduced computers using micro-
circuit logic modules. These modules potentially offer price, size
and reliability advantages over the discrete logic modules. These
advantages are only potential since they have not been proven by field
use in large quantities. The aforementioned reliability requirements
make it necessary to make a detailed assessment before using a
microcircuit computer.
Computers Under Consideration -- Based on the functions which it must per-
form, desirable characteristics for the CDS Computer Subsystem appear in
the following machines:
Computers Using Standard Circuits:
CDC 3100
DDP 224
IBM 1800
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SDS9300
UNIVAC 1219
GEPAC 4000
Computers Using Microcircuits:
DDP 124
PDP 8
IBM 360
SDS 92
The matrix shown in Table 2-2 describes the important characteristics of
these computers.
Of the machines listed, the SDS92, PDPS and the IBM 1800 must be ruled out because
the word size is too small. The IBM 1800 and the IBM 360/MOD 30 have a multiply
time which is considered too long for this application. The CDC 3100 and the Univac
1219 are difficult to use because they do not have single bit input/output capability.
This reduces the choice to three conventional circuit machines, DDP224, SDS9300
and GE/PAC 4000 and one microcircuit computer DDP124. The choice among this
machine would have to be made on the basis of a more detailed analysis of the require-
ments and the interface requirements.
2.4 CONFIGURATION B2
2.4.1 GENERAL
This configuration is shown in block diagram form in Figure 2-3. It is made up almost
entirely of the data system already proposed or in use as described in paragraph 1.3.
The telemetry and command functions are performed in the Telemetry and Command
Data Handling System (TCD) while the test data reduction and test control functions are
performed by the Computer Data System (CDS) as designed for the Mariner Program.
The system can be configured to handle more than one spacecraft test by using the
Univac 1219 in the CDS and using one TCD for each spacecraft
3.0 CONCLUSIONS
Each of the three configurations proposed is capable of performing all of the functions
necessary to support the subsystem and system testing of the spacecraft. However,
Configuration B 2 is recommended for this program for the following reasons.
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Figure 2-3. Configuration B2
a. It makes maximum use of the hardware already on hand and presently
planned for performing the assigned tasks on other JPL programs.
b. It makes maximum use of the software systems and program subroutines
already available and debugged.
c. Those functions which are common to the System Test Complex and the
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility will be performed on identical pieces
of equipment.
d. It is clear that the cost of the configuration is the smallest since it involves
a minimum of new equipment and programs, whereas each of the other
configurations involves designing new equipment and new programs.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
In the first section of this appendix, a configuration of the ACE system was discussed,
in the context of a possible application of this design approach to the Voyager program.
This section of the appendix presents:
a. A functional description of the ACE system, as it was developed for and
applied to the testing of the Apollo spacecraft, and
b. A functional description of the initial concept of how this ACE system could
be configured to be applied to testing the Voyager spacecraft.
2.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION -ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT (ACE)
APPUED TO THE APOLLO SPACECRAFT
2.1 APOLLO APPLICATION - GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Several units of the ACE have been operational on the Apollo program, at spacecraft
contractor's plants and at the Merritt Island Launch Area (MILA). Physically, the
ACE consists of a ground station, remote from the spacecraft vicinity equipment.
The ground station is shown in Figure 2-1. It performs the following tasks:
Provides the control, display, data processing, and recording that is required
to control spacecraft stimuli equipment.
Receives, processes, displays, and records spacecraft parameter data de-
rived from spacecraft ground and flight systems.
Provides self-check and calibration capability for itself and related
equipment.
The spacecraft vicinity equipment:
Provides stimuli for the spacecraft, under the control of the engineer at
the ground station console.
• Samples, interleaves and transmits test data to the ground station.
The ACE-S/C may be divided into two functional systems, the command system and
the monitor system. The command system comprises those equipment groups which
form the communication path over which all test commands and sequences are trans-
mitted to the spacecraft. In addition, verification of receipt of valid commands is
transmitted from the spacecraft vicinity back through the command system to the
ground station. The monitor system comprises those equipment groups which form
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the communication path over which spacecraft responses and test data are transmitted
to ground station recorders and displays for evaluation. The block diagram, Figure
2-2, illustrates how these two functional systems operate.
2.2 COMMAND
Control of command system operation, and thus, of the entire test sequence, can be
manual or automatic depending upon the computer programming being utilized. In
every case, tests are initiated at various system control consoles by setting switches
on units called START modules. The setting of the switches provides for commands
in digital form to the Command System computer (Uplink Computer). The types of
commands vary from individual event functions (specific relay action) to the callup of
prestored computer subroutines which control sequences of events and/or various
analog operations at the spacecraft.
The testing of each functional spacecraft system is controlled from an associated
group of system control consoles. Each system control console group operates si-
multaneously with and independently of the other system console groups and has a
wide variety of test command capability necessary for complete checkout of a particu-
lar spacecraft system. In order that the computer may systematically process each
of the many parallel inputs, a unit called Communications Unit Executor (CUE),
operating essentially as a commutator in this respect, interrogates each START
module on all of the system control consoles in sequence. The interrogations occur
at a high rate, and to the console operators, there is no perceptible delay in their
individual test procedures. When an interrogation determines that a command input
exists at a particular START module, the sampling process ceases momentarily
while the CUE transfers the digital command to the Uplink Computer.
The computer interprets and acts upon the command under program control. Some
commands instruct the computer to modify memory while others require some action
to occur in the spacecraft. In the latter case, the computer formulates a digital
command message for transmission to the spacecraft. The digital message, which
is in parallel format, is converted to a serial bit stream by a Data Transmission and
Verification Converter (DTVC) and transmitted to the spacecraft vicinity over a
hardline link. At the spacecraft location, the message is received and decoded, and
the proper stimulus is generated and applied to the spacecraft.
Verification of command messages is accomplished by redundant transmission be-
tween the DTVC and a receiver/decoder at the spacecraft location, and a bit-by-bit
comparison of the redundant words. In addition, checks are made of each message to
determine whether it has legal addresses. Verification reply messages are transmitted
redundantly from the spacecraft locations to the DTVC where verification of redun-
dance is made. The fact that a message was delivered to the computer and the fact
that verification of proper transmission to the spacecraft locations was obtained are
indicated to the control console operator by appropriate lights on the START modules.
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2.3 MONITOR
Spacecraft performance and status dataare monitored by sensors coupled to the
flight telemetry system, carry-on ground checkoutequipment, and spacecraft service
equipment. Most of the measurementsare commutated, converted to digital form,
interleaved, andtransmitted in a serial pulse-code-modulated (PCM) format over a
hardline link to the dataacquisition equipment in the ground station. A small portion
of the data is frequency modulated(FM) and is transmitted over a separate hardline
link.
In the ground station the data is received by the dataacquisition equipment. The FM
data is recorded directly on widebandmagnetic tape and, normally, no further distri-
bution is made. For the PCM data (which is also recorded onwidebandmagnetic
_o_.._,,the Digital Acquisition andDecommutation system (DADS)s_mchronizeson the
incoming serial bit stream, decommutates,addresseseach eventand analog data
word, and prepares these words for multiple parallel transmission. The PCM data
follows three paths whenit leaves the decommutator.
2.4 DOWNLINK COMPUTER
Selectedportions of the decommutatedPCM data are acceptedby a computer, called
the Downlink Computer, for processing. This processing includes comparison of
analogfunctions with predetermined limits and the conversion of these functions into
engineering units. A binary word representing the value of the function in engineering
units is transferred into the core memory of a SymbolGenerator and Storage (SGS)
unit. From this memory the data is transferred ondemandto any of the alphanumeric
cathoderay tube (CRT) displays located on the system control consoles. The data
is displayed on the CRT as a decimal number in engineering units in a "page" format.
Whena parameter has been determined to be out of limits, that specific portion of
the CRT display canbe causedto blink at a low rate. These displays are utilized by
the engineers cognizant of the flight equipmentbeing tested.
2.5 EVENT STORAGEANDDISTRIBUTIONUNIT
A seconddata path transfers the digital data to an Event Storage and Distribution
Unit (ESDU). By recognizing addresses, the unit acceptsonly event words and stores
them in registers. Eachbit of aneventword represents the status of a discrete event.
The outputs of the storage registers causelights to illuminate and event recorders
to indicate whenthe event occurs. The event lights andrecorders are located onthe
system control consoles.
2.6 SYSTEMCONTROLCONSOLES
The third path transfers the binary data to the system control consoles. Eachsystem
console accepts appropriately addresseddata and stores the dataword in registers.
Only analog data words are acceptedby the system consoles. The outputs of the
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registers are transormed by digital-to-analog converters, andthe analog signals are
displayed onmeters and analogrecorders located on the console.
2.7 SUPPORT
Supportsystems which form an integral part of the ACE-S/C Ground Stationused for
Apollo include: (1) a timing system, (2) a personnel intercommunication system,
and (3) a closed-circuit television system.
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION -ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT (ACE)
APPLIED TO THE VOYAGER SPACECRAFT
The system considered would consist of a System Test Complex (STC), Spacecraft
Vicinity Equipment (SCVE), and the Launch Complex Equipment (LCE). The STC is
sized as half of an Apollo ACE station with one computer, one decommutator, standard
major modules, and a simplified control room area with eight consoles. These consoles
are standard ACE modules assembled to fit the needs of the engineer and test conduc-
tor of the Voyager system. The SCVE is that equipment required near the spacecraft
during all testing. Its function is to interface the spacecraft with the system test
complex. The LCE is the additional checkout equipment required to support the space-
craft at the ESA and the launch complex.
3.1 SYSTEM TEST COMPLEX
The system test complex equipment part of ACE has two functions, command and
display.
3.1.i COMMAND
The command function consists basically of test consoles, the computer, and trans-
mitting equipment. With the command system, test operators may conduct a wide
variety of tests from controls on their consoles. The test commands are received
and interpreted by the computer which, in turn, sends appropriate instructions to the
equipment under test. The command system, thus, initiates testing.
An additional command link consists of the ground command system and the ground
radio system (two Voyager-unique systems that would be made functional parts of
the System Test Complex equipment). This equipment allows commands to be entered
into the spacecraft through the RF link. Commands for this link can originate in the
System Test Complex, Launch Complex Equipment, or Space Flight Operations
Facility (SFOF).
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3.1.2 DISPLAY
Test results are monitored by the Display function which consists of the ground
radio system, data acquisition anddecommutation equipment (decom), the computer,
recording equipment, anddisplay devices located on the test consoles. Signal flow
through the Display function begins with the transmission of test data to the decom-
muntator. This data may comevia RF through the ground radio system or via hard-
line from the PCM response system in the Spacecraft Vicinity Equipment. In either
case, the data is acquired anddecommutated. Unaddresseddata is routed to the
computer where it is processed for presentation on alphanumeric cathoderay tube
(CRT) displays. Addressed data is sent to the Decommutator Distribution/Event
StorageDistribution Unit (DD/ESDU)which is patchedto output thosemeasurands of
interest to the system consoles for presentation on display devices incorporated in
• _ _" othe consoles. This addressed data Is also routed from the DD/ESDU to the .en_r_l
recording equipment for hard copy recording.
In a typical ACE-Voyager installation, the majority of equipment is located in one
area, the System Test Complex area. This area contains the various consoles from
which the test engineers initiate spacecraft testing and monitor the test results. The
area also consists of the associated computer, data acquisition, and recording
equipment.
Figure 3-1 is a functional block diagram of the STC equipment and Spacecraft
Vicinity Equipment.
3.2 SPACECRAFT VICINT1Y EQUIPMENT
The Spacecraft Vicinity Equipment consists of three subsets of equipment the Digital
Test Command Equipment, PCM Response Equipment, and the Simulation Equipment•
A brief discussion follows.
3.2.1 DIGITAL TEST COMMAND
The Digital Test Command Equipment is modular in concept and consists of the
following:
a. Receiver/Decoder - The Receiver/Decoder receives input signals, cheeks for
transmission errors, generates addresses, and routes information to the
baseplates or the Guidance and Navigation unit. It also transmits verification
messages to the System Test Complex computer.
b. Guidance and Navigation Module - This module receives parallel data from
the Receiver/Decoder for the Spacecraft Guidance and Navigation system.
It also checks and stores data until released to the spacecraft Guidance and
Navigation system.
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c. BaseplateAssembly - The baseplate contains digital circuits for checking
addressesand detecting errors. It routes data to the proper baseplate
moduleand transmits messageerror signals, detected within the baseplate,
to the Receiver/Decoder. There are three types of modules mountedon
baseplates as listed below:
1. A digital-to-Analog Convertor Module provides spacecraft stimulus as
a positive or negative voltage level.
2. The Conventional Relay Module energizes the applicable relays in any
oneof four subgroups within the module in response to input data signal.
3. The Latching Relay Module is functionally similar to the Conventional
Relay Module.
3.2.3 PCM RESPONSE
The PCM ResponseSystem contains the signal conditioning, commutation, encoding,
and digital multiplexing equipment necessary to convert the spacecraft sensor outputs,
hardwire test point outputs, and Guidanceand Navigation outputs into a serial PCM
data stream for transmission to the System Test Complex.
3.2.3 SIMULATION
The Simulation Systemconsists of equipment to simulate:
a. The spacecraft interface to a spacecraft system.
b. A spacecraft system to the rest of the spacecraft.
c. A sensor output; Sun,Canopus,etc.
d. Spacecraft power system outputs and loads.
3.2.4 LAUNCHCOMPLEX EQUIPMENT
The Launch ComplexEquipment consists of equipment unique to the Launcharea and
the Explosive Safearea. This equipment includes:
a. Propellant loading system.
b. Pyrotechnic installation and test system.
c. Power switching devices (spacecraft vs ground power).
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d. Spacecraft simulator.
e. Communications to the SystemTest Complex.
Equipments (a) and (b) are not tied into the rest of the ACE system. Equipments (c)
through (e) provide functions that are required at the LaunchArea or Explosive Safe
Area to enablethe ACE ground station to implement the launch control and monitoring
functions specified for the Voyager LCE.
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Telemetry Frame Rate Output
Telemeu__y Encoder Output
Sensor Power Supply Monitor
Pyrotechnic Conti=uity
Telemetry Mode Monitor
Tape Recorder Reset
L'Z :
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VOLIJI<_ C (continued)
C ii-Vi,]_2 d3 _A00 i
!. /< 7;_ndi?%::t- £ite_mate Approaches. Paze A-I.
of /_,CEto VovaT_er
Cii-V._2627D!0 i
i. pao_a 3 of 4, Paragraph 6.1a.
bays
Add VB260__A007 Application
Insert word "Three" before standard electronic
o P._ze 4 of 4_ Parazraph 6.2a. Insert word "Six" before standard electronic
_ays
C !!-VB263F.D I01
i. Pa_e 23 of 31, Tai_!e 4-6_ item 18. Change Pow ._np No. 2 to Pow Amp No. 3
C!I-VB266i_D!0 !
i. P:!_e !l of i7, Table 4-1. Add the following ieems:
<L Stimuiate fault sensora. _:.°
b. 65. Stimulate fault sensor
c. _6 ....$1_lmu_l_e_ faul tj_ns or
CIi-VB270PD!O !
Mmin Regulator
2.4 KC inverter
400 =ps inverter .................
i. :_=_._e5 of 7. Paragraph 6,1b_ Second Line• Delete Ordnance lunette and insert
t<-ailer hitch .............
i. 77 ,_a 2 f .6, Paragraph 2.0, Delete "Table 2.3a" after VB220FDII3.
C !i-V- <_,_ :DIC
i. ".....!_2 of 4_ Paragraph 2.0, Delete "Table 2.3a" after VB220FDII3
C___ ........",_oRi_2
I. 7:_:e 6 of 12_ Table 3-1.
Eo '_c!ear"
Controller and Sequencer, Item 8. Change "Clean"
. P'_o= 6 of 12 Table 3-1 Data Encoder, Item 9
i<od_____ee"and insert 2____f. Delete item I0.
Delete "Recorders to Launch
e Pa!e 6 of !2._.Table 3-1. Data Storage Subsystem.
'_ecorders to Launch Mode".
Delete "None" and insert
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VOLUM2_ C (continued)
i _ 9 o_ /.A Fi__ure 3-3 Format grouging should be as follows: _uL__
Word ! tkrough 7 Preamble Sync (49 bits) _ _
_.<_ordg Data Type Word (7 bits) ":_
Word 9 .........m _ _uS_: if Data
:"_O _""_ i S L!LG_::._ I_T last _zord in the vertical column
•)_, - I J "-, "-_ #01 I O"'7"_-mo-
....-_ ....._ -: ,_-_u,n Paragraph. Beginning with "The SF". Add the ....... o
sentence: "vg sea:ch is inhibited during Flare and Scan data or Data Type F
ar,.d C, .......... _".... 1- _'
_o,-_._29 of -,_/="Para_raoh 3(a). Change "
,T c_, ...... ,
- out-of-limit indication" tO re_
._..... -: 3::. of "_'_...... 3-2!A. I,_ _ 0" "Change ,.la_ word bit to read or out-of-
Pa_a 33 of /:.Z... g-:zond Line. Change "(R data rate)" to read (_,zhere R is
:?_<c_ 37 o:/ '" :_:_:',:az:-¢ item 8 Change "2f=" to read "2{=,C!ock S{_a1"
C -:':-V2 2 S0_-'_D!0 !
.
"Pa:,:_3 of :.. :?i_ura 3-1. Change the block reading "Data Encodar Command and
_:_._.o_ Uni;: _" to :'eaa "Data Encoder OSE Command and Control Unit"•
Pa_e L,.of 'I .......r_h 4.l.a. Change to read as follows: least one STC
:.,zillha racuirad fsr each cf the flight and _ Spacecraft."
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_ - VOLL%_ C
INTRODUCTION
: . _, k. ¸ ..r_., --_
....- ..........<_ TgJL!sVOlt_e cont__me_ional _escriptions of the Operational-Su_p_t ._.
Equipment .__-_c_._a_d by the General Electric Spacecraft Department for
the supL_ort of the 1971 Voyager Spacecraft. It is submitted as a part
I of the Phase IA study report, in accordance with the requirements of
Concrcc_ _, (95 lll2)
In addition to these OSE functional descriptions, the report contains
sections on "Test Objectives and Design Criteria" and on "Design Charac-
teristics _d Restraints" which apply to the System Test Complex; L-cnnch
Cor_plex Equipment_ Mission Dependent Equiprent; and Assembly, Handling
_d Shipping Equipment; respectively. _%ese have been included for the
purpose of achieving clarity in the description of the concepts and
approaches reco_ended for these four kinds of Voyager OSE.
The b_tsic _'Dproach to testinz of the Voyazer Spacecraft, and the design
u-- ._ h ""_ ""_G _p_,i±o_Op, y _c ,_o _ for the preliminary design of the STC, is given in
the '_';*_"_'= _" --:___,,....... '_'nocn>_end___ _,l_o _=+_= brief discussions of concepts
_-zhzcr=_ere u....:______ _s a,_er_=_c-_ durin_ ....... _ !A OSE study.
_,.,__4..____othe ,_.:-_ndix_first _'_sz-ecc,_.:..t_nde< Zo t hos.-'_:±uhinz to quickly
.........the
_x_c ....kccte& c._=lon_¢'_'cyjzc_cz_ to "_ne'over&!l test c:/JAroach for the
Sy:_oc:_ Te_o Co_plex. The sequence ,_.& description of the tests and
'- _ Cu_c_._ (CII VBIIOVPO05 )p_cceiure_ _.,_ more fu_ly described n "_'_ssembly.... _d _ ...."
a_%_ "La_ch Cl_e_-ations" (CII V_!iO_TPO0_) both in Volume A_ Book _A.
_e guidelines used iL selecting an approach and the recom_.e-rded OSE design
ccnce_t _Te_-e as follo_s.
b.
The utilization ofthm design, design approach and equi_o_nt
_;hich has been proven in the Mariner program. The functional
&e_criptions of the OSE indicate, accordingly, the degree of
-_/opliccbility of the Mariner design or of the Mariner hard, are
it_clf, to the Voyager program.
_e allccation of control of testing operations to the cognizant
subsystem engineer. Accordingly, the Voyager OSE preliminary design
reflects an OSE mechanization concept which gives the cognizant
subsystem engineer the equipmenZ features he needs to control
_ing cf his subsystem.
in producing the functional descriptions of 1971 Voyager OSE, contained in
this volt_e, t_7o decisions were applied• The first of these decisions was
concentration cn functions performed by OSE in the field incident to launch
_re}_-_ion. The functions of OSE in sup_porting factory acceptance or
development testing _zere deemphasized in writing the descriptions because the
support at that phase of the program is developmental rather than opezatlonal.
Equipments %_ich support development and fabrication activities only have
been substantially excluded_om this volume of functional descriptions•
4O
'?_ ,_._co_d of thasc decisions was the integration of functional descriptions of:_L_,
_ftc'_ ,,'c,,=c_al_uroose OSE_ into generic categories. This decision to _:)_ _'
•_--+-_; to cl=rify those 0SE functions which are uniquely required=._
The basic asp_c_ _=" the plan by _¢_ich General Electric would implement the
OSE p_ u_on_ of -the 1971 Voyager program, are also contained in this volume.
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